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The Parenting Price Tag

If you ever thought kids were born complete with pampers and an
instant fix instructional manual, you got steered in the wrong direction. You can
own every child-rearing book printed and still have no idea what in the world
you are doing nor why your kid behaves as he does. I know because I thumbed
carefully through each Dr. Spock and American Family trying to figure out
what to do, or why this or that was happening. I went to support groups and
consulted friends. I have over the years discovered no one answer solves
everyone’s singular problem. Life is complex. Very complex. When it came
time to divorce, I was lost.
There is no ideal handbook for going through a separation and divorce
and what is available doesn’t shed much light on the subject. Most
professionals tell you to “hang in there, that kids are resilient.” “Time heals all
wounds.” “They will grow out of it.” Baloney! The National Center for Health
Statistics (1997) predicted over one million kids will come from a newly
divorced family each year. Our kids are a walking wounded! Wounded from
parents at war. These kids have been given the shaft of their lives.
My children meant everything to me and still do. I’d climb mountains
for them. Unfortunately, I lost two pregnancies, grieving in silence. So, when
one day into the 6th month of the 1973 pregnancy, I ran to my neighbor
exclaiming, “I’m going to have a baby. I am going to have a baby.” She in turn
said, “Of course you are. Just look at you, you’re as big as a house.” It sunk
in after all the worry and fear, and the weekly shots. At the end of an exciting
day, on the second of October, a robust 8 pound 10 ounce, fully rounded, baby
boy was delivered with all his toes and fingers, and great set of lungs. We
named him Nathaniel, meaning God’s gift and what a gift!
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In time, two more healthy bundles blessed us, Justine and Danielle. Life
should have been wonderful, beautiful, full of splendor. However, thoughts of
divorce kept hovering over our dreams, and then one day the lightening bolt
really did hit. We, the ideal couple, the ideal family, were headed for divorce
court.
I never would have believed how harsh and cruel the system stands
against women and children in divorce. Never did I imagine my children and
I would suffer as we did. I had heard the horror stories and the stories of the
bizarre where spouses walked away with everything. Never did I expect my
life and that of the children would be so very challenging. However, due to
today’s divorce laws, equal distribution plays a major role in the financial
settlement. I do believe in fairness, however, not at the expense of the kids and
their lifestyles. Bottom-line, woman and kids get screwed financially. The once
comfortable life of mom and dad and kids, now stands not only divided, divided
unfairly with the kids getting the short end of the stick. Mom as head of the
household stands to have her income drastically reduced as she continues to
tend to the already in place tasks, plus she is now breadwinner and sole
comforter.
Never will the mother recoup her losses. Never will the kids fully
understand the consequences of divorce. When presented with the question of
how I should go out and earn a living, I would ask myself how in the world I
could manage it all while laying claim to a salary equal to or greater than a man’s.
After all, like so many stay-at-home moms, I hadn’t planned to work and my
skills, moreover my self esteem, were a shambles. Coupled with my
inexperience in the workforce and advancing age, where was a mother to turn
to begin a new career as breadwinner? I was horrified. Terrified. Petrified.
Panicked. I was now a displaced homemaker standing in line looking for
outside work to supplement our existence while tending to the kids and their
major needs which suddenly were even more complicated due to the divorce.
A mere thirty years earlier, a terrible social stigma was attached to
divorce. During those days the wife would have gotten the house and other
benefits. However, divorce has been made easy with irreconcilable differences
and rules getting messed up with CEOs and self sufficient executives demanding
equality in settlements. Laws say 50-50 when in reality it should probably be
about 10-90 with mom as administrative chief. Actually, dividing straight down
the line is a gross distortion of libs and the rights of women and children as male
lawmakers have seized the opportunity to get more money for their male
counterparts. Before the wife ended up with a home for the kids, now you sell
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the home and split the cost. It’s like Dutch treat, with the wife paying her own
way, all the way.
The question remains, why does mother work and not stay at home with
the kids? Is it to keep up with the other yuppies of the neighborhood, social
pressure, value-added status, what?
More reports are coming out listing the benefits of mother-child
bonding especially in the formative years, birth to four. During this time mothers
need to nurture their children and children in turn need mom’s guiding hand and
warm cocoa. The Wall Street Journal reports mothers are leaving corporate
America working from their homes or taking years off, even leaving forever
their desks for the diaper and chocolate chip cookie brigade.
When divorce’s financial issues are on the table, the stay-at-home mom
tends to get the short end of the stick losing human resources credit for her
“motherly career.” Look at it another way, if a man were to engage in
caregiving, he’d expect to be paid! Women, as in the letter carriers’ unofficial
creed, seen atop the New York General Post Office, are expected to perform,
“No rain, nor heat, nor gloom of night stays these carriers from the swift
completion of their appointed rounds,” – period.
Wouldn’t you think motherhood and child rearing ought to be worth
something more than minimal
Well, Sweety restitution. In today’s courts,
its not always
mothers seem to be second rate
your way.
citizens in the hierarchy of worth,
yet mothers are the shapers of our
children, who are our most valued
Mom thats
commodity. Surely, we are worth
not what I
more. Additionally, why should
mean!
we be forced to take the picked
over bones? Even Oprah echoes
the value of motherhood and the
need for stay-at-home moms.
Meanwhile, Laura Bush, a traditional wife and mother, partner to
her husband, has reared the kids
and now embraces the imporSometimes moms dont
tance of women as wife and is not
know what you mean.
seen as just a career partner vital
-Anna, age 9.
to society.
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How much do you really care about your kids?
Our children come into the world expecting two parents raising them.
Kids are born into an entitlement of a certain kind of lifestyle provided by their
family. Unless parents pay attention to the children of divorce, instead of
building lasting memories designed to mold character, they will remain lost
children without a voice. If you care for your kids, you will bend over
backwards providing for them. Children need to be heard!
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Divorced? Who me? Not in a million years did I ever think I would be a
divorced person. I was devastated and in many ways I still am devastated! We
were a family. We had kids. Divorce wasn’t an acceptable pronouncement in our
family histories. Our children came into this world expecting two parents to raise
them, together. This was not the way it was supposed to be done. I never thought
it would happen and I surely never thought I would be the one seeking the divorce,
a decision which would forever affect me, my precious children, their relationships
and future generations.
As a young girl, my dreams were of the white picket fence complete with
a loving husband and a hand full of kids scampering about, a paneled station wagon
tucked in a two car garage, while the bacon sizzled on the stove and the garden
parties beckoned friends to the patio.
Personally, I took my wedding vows as written in cement: “for richer, for
poorer, in sickness and in health, till death do us part.” What else was there? After
all, my parents were both financially successful and married until death. Why not
me?
Sure, they had their moments. Don’t we all. I remember how Mother
became so frustrated with Dad, a short verbal scuffle ensued, no harsh words, mind
you. In the summer months, Dad went from room to room closing all the windows
“so neighbors didn’t hear.” When the waters got too deep for him, he would simply
take his spoon, click it against the coffee cup, lay it on the saucer and retreat to their
bedroom where he would curl up hiding under the covers until the storm blew over.
The perfect Cleaver family had their squabbles indeed even though they did not air
their laundry.
We had the comfortable home high on the hill richly decorated with family
heirlooms and all the amenities. When building our family home in the suburbs, Dad
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even wanted to install a heated toilet paper dispenser which drove Mother nuts.
Guess who won.
Dad, Gordon A. Philips, was a FBI agent under J. Edgar Hoover and
actually brought the Dionne Quints into the United States. It was in Bismarck, North
Dakota where the story goes that Dad met Betty Lou LeRoy while crossing the
street. Ten dates later this New Jerseyian married the gal from the Great Plains.
They traveled to various Midwestern states where his Bureau assignments
took them. I was born in Duluth, Minnesota. My birth announcement was a “Most
Wanted” poster complete with my tiny footprints. To this day I laugh at Dad’s
creativity. He always announced great family events with splendor and splash.
Although they certainly faced difficult times during their almost 50 years
together, Mother and Dad seemed to handle life’s challenges. I remember every
evening they would sit in their favorite wingback chairs in the livingroom, glancing
out the bow window, sipping either martinis or manhattans while mapping out their
future and discussing the kids.
Mother was active in the Jr. League including being president. Dad was
active in politics, a Judge, Attorney and County Commissioner. At Wake Forest
College, Dad was known as “Scoop,” so it was natural that he championed the XFBI’s magazine the “Grapevine” as well as being President of the Society of Former
FBI Agents. He also assumed an active roll in Wake Forest Alumni Affairs. He was
a spiritual soul serving on the Greater Council of Churches in Trenton, New Jersey.
It would seem that I had good role models. What went wrong with my
marriage? This question daunts me even to this day, long after the marriage in
September of 1967 and divorce of December, 1986.
We married after college, both 23, and immediately went to WinstonSalem where my bridegroom attended law school. As personal projects assistant,
I was fortunate to earn my PHT degree (Put Hubby Through) at the local hospital,
recipient of a nursing grant from my father’s health foundation. I worked hard at
establishing an income only to spend the nights alone in our apartment while my
bridegroom studied.
Perhaps it was the busy life of the student and working wife. We didn’t
seem to schedule time for nurturing our relationship much less spend time
communicating and sharing our very busy lives. You might as well forget planning
the future as there seemed no time to sit and sip martinis and day dream together.
We made no plans, rather, life seemed to fall into place and that was that. Looking
back, lack of communication ranks high as a cause for failed marriages.
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Perhaps our failed marriage was to blame from the two lost pregnancies.
I had so wanted children and I never expressed my sorrow to any one, much less
my husband over these unborn deaths. Further, I heard voices of the past saying
to “sweep it under the carpet and move on.” Old messages emerging. Old
messages which don’t even begin to address the issues and the pain below the
surface. Hush, hush, dear and don’t speak of it.
This is not a good healthy beginning for a relationship to last a lifetime. This
is not a foundation upon which to build. What happened?
Sometimes I think maybe we hid our individual pain under the guise of
alcohol and other pain killers like failure to acknowledge. Failure to accept
responsibility. Failure to admit.
In our marriage, we moved back and forth across the US. Again, not much
sit down and chat, planning the future course of our marriage. Things just seemed
to happen because one of us made a move which ultimately led to the decision,
period.
Follow your dreams. What dreams?
The children did come – three wonderful ones, first a boy, then two girls.
I was ecstatic and spent many a night and day reading about the development of
“Freddie the Fetus” and all his or her stages pre-birth and then relied on Dr. Spock
and a host of other books for answers post delivery. I don’t think I discussed much
about the development of the children with their dad. Nor he with me. Just the
medical reports.
Like my parents, as young marrieds, we built the home of our dreams, well
I think our dreams, both our dreams. Anyway, we had what every girl and boy
dreams, the house with the picket fence only ours was what I termed “a brick mote”
surrounding the castle oddly called “The Prairie” after my Mother’s roots. We had
everything. Everything except each other entwined in life giving support of our
individual and unified dreams. Sure we had dreams of his career blossoming. I
helped in the background making those dreams a reality. I listened, I gave advice,
I gave encouragement, I entertained. I maintained the household and raised the
children becoming a full time Stay-at-Home Mom fulfilling every little girl’s dream
Maybe that’s the answer. We did not dream together. We just let it happen
and when it didn’t work, we tossed it away. The, what I call, “disposable marriage”
of today. If I don’t like it I can simply, and just as easily, walk away, toss it out and
find another.
No, I did not want that. I still believe in the fairy tale marriage: Cinderella,
the Prince, and the glass slipper. “Where,” you say, “is my carriage?”
Build Memories to Last a Lifetime
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My life turned into a pumpkin while sitting in the dentist’s chair. I’ll always
remember that day when tears ran down my face. I sat reclined in the chair sobbing,
my dentist and his assistant completely baffled thinking they had caused me pain or
injury in their procedure. Rather, years of contemplation culminated in a decision
that very moment. I was going to divorce my husband and there was not illness,
financial affliction, nor death. Yet, I decided that very day, that my marriage was
dead.
The decision did not come without deep thought. Maybe it was the time
on the honeymoon when I was told not to cause a stir when I found a mosquito
embedded between pancakes. Maybe it was the suggestion that stay-at-home
moms really need to join the workforce. Maybe it was our lack of discussion.
Maybe it was my failing to entice my husband after a long day at the office. Maybe
it was our not going on dates or taking vacation alone so we could refresh our
relationship and renew our vows. Maybe it was his goal- driven desire to be
successful. Maybe the failed attempts of marriage counseling. Maybe the lack of
societal support for the family institution. Maybe an issue of power and control.
Maybe the almighty dollar. Maybe lack in spiritual training. Maybe lack of respect.
Maybe lack of commitment. Maybe pure and simple naivete′. Maybe fear. Maybe
this, maybe that, bottom line unhappy lives unreconciled resulted in divorcing
parents.
One thing for sure, it was NEVER the kids! It was us, the parents, who
failed the marriage curriculum.
When it came time to inform the kids that Mom and Dad were separating,
I wanted to make certain these innocent bystanders did not take on the blame of
our adult failure as I instinctively knew my children would assume blame. I could
see it in their faultless faces.
Over the years, the solace of the pain of divorce emerged. I found myself
asking God, “why.”
One day, I realized the horrendous activities which surrounded my divorce
were so that I could put to pen my pain, my children’s pain and perhaps that of my
husband. I could become the voice of the innocent bystanders of divorce, the
children. Maybe through my writings, I could help parents realize the value of their
union to either reconnect with the other parent or at least come to an understanding
of working together for the betterment of the family relationship.
Our children are the union of our souls and spirits. They are both of us, mom
and dad. And they came to earth expecting to be nurtured and raised by two loving,
caring parents.
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Okay, divorce, unreconciled divorce complete with legally signed papers
is on the family table. Your actions will last a lifetime and for generations to come.
Children live the lives they see.
I challenge you and your spouse, ask yourself, “Is this truly what I want?
What are the benefits? What are the losses? What impact will this divorce have
on the children of our marriage, our sacred union once said for better, for worse,
for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health? What of our sacred promise?”
I write this book for the benefit and to the ear of the crying children of
divorce who ask not to be counted in these unfortunate ranks. Did you know, 60%
of all marriages end in divorce? The Census 2000 reports the number of divorces
account for over twenty-two million single head of the households. Predominately,
children are reared alone by single mothers making up 9.2 percent.
Children are crying for both parents to be in the family home kissing their
booboos, providing guiding hands with the security of towing the line following
household rules, together applauding their successes while tucking them in bed each
night with a bedtime story sealed with a hug and kiss goodnight.
My hope, no matter what course of action you as a parent choose, your first
consideration heeds the promise you made at conception and birth to raise your
child as mother and father together. A divorce exists between parents, whereas
children do not divorce their parents (usually). Hear your children’s cries and, as
parents, together vow to build memories rich with outstanding communication,
compassion, acknowledgment of differences, honor, love, and, most of all, respect.
May this book help you to make wise decisions which will forever affect
you and your children.
“Children are a promise of the angels, which we should take care of.”
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Like the swans who love each other, I hope we always
stay together.
-Cassandra, age 10.
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Philip, age 13.

Breaking Up Is Hard To Do
Here Comes The Law, Watch The Two-Steps
As an attorney’s daughter, I was brought up to believe it’s good to have
legal representation especially prior to signing any legally binding document.
However, keep in mind that attorneys are making a living and their business thrives
on your dilemma. The more you have financially, and the longer and the more you
argue and travel in and out of court, the more they profit from you and your spouse.
Furthermore, your children lose money, time, communication, and most importantly
any hope of constructive relationships and being raised collectively by their parents.
For me, finding an attorney was especially difficult because my husband
was in the judicial system. I needed an attorney who would truly have my and the
children’s best interests at heart. Having no outside employment nor access to
finances, I found I was in a different ball park. Moreover, I wanted to believe my
husband cared enough to provide adequately for me and the children even though
we were divorcing. Because I was so emotionally embroiled, I made some critical
choices which proved devastating. I found myself going back and forth into court,
wastefully spending a ton of money, claiming no victories only experiencing more
agony, while seeing my precious children placed in the middle of two clashing
parents.
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So how can you avoid the ugliness of lawyers and court? What can you
do? Do you really, really want to spend years of your life arguing and spending
money you could be spending on reconstructing your lives, the lives of your family?
While you contemplate this thought, let’s move on.
Two immediate questions an attorney will ask you during the initial
interview: first, how much money are you and your spouse worth? And, second,
how much money do you and your family have? Additionally, the attorneys will
insist, even though you and your spouse are still living in your marital home, you do
so without any communications or interactions. In fact, the attorney will slowly
begin making you very suspicious of your spouse so that you will now distrust your
spouse and only trust the attorney as knowing best, being on your side. Take heed,
hear the language.
Now I ask you, how in the world are parents to deal with the daily issues
of child rearing if they are commanded not to communicate? And then, what
message are we sending to our children when parents are silently at war neglecting
the kids’ needs while only halfheartedly functioning?
Whereas, the attorney’s intentions may be in your best interest, consider
again, who is really winning when, now, you and your spouse are no longer
communicating and, especially, when the wall goes up and the household becomes
totally chaotic with the innocent children right in the middle? Who do you suppose
will walk away unscathed and who will be the ones to suffer for the rest of their lives?
You are right, Mom, Dad and the children. And, who best can raise the children
the two of you share?
At times, you may need some impartial guidance, but with good nurturing
and common sense, the parents are the ones who ought together raise junior, not
the attorney or the man in the moon! So why not sit down with your list of issues
and concerns for the family lifestyle and make plans how you and only you two
want to continue with your lives and the raising of your children.
An increasing trend is the use of a mediator. A mediator is a disinterested
person who is trained in helping, to be your director. (See Section on Mediation
for further discussion) Their fees are minimal compared to the more expensive
attorney. Moreover, a mediator wants you to resolve the situations so you and the
children can move forward. Check out the services and successes with others. Call
social services in your community. Ask the courts. Ask your local Family Services.
Check the yellow pages under mediators, psychologists. Also, you might confer
to see if mediation is binding in your state. I have been told mediation may be open
versus binding. In any event, a mutually satisfying solution with parents in
conferment ranks tops versus the legal upheavals attached to outrageous fees.
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Remember, the attorney does not want you to go to a mediator. Also,
realize the attorney makes his business going to court. He is trained to fight. When
in court and the rounds go to 15, his profits are the maximum. You may wish to
consider an attorney like this: what is a doctor trained to do? A doctor is trained
to diagnose the patient and prescribe medications, to push pills, to operate. Now
who profits? The doctor, the pharmaceutical industry, the hospital. And, when you
are very vulnerable, you continue to see the doctor and take the medicine. What
happens when you question or even refuse the medications even after the doctor
warns you that you will experience extreme pain if you don’t take these pills? He
is telling you, isn’t he, that you need this prescription because now you will certainly
have pain.
And, so too, the attorney, although equally meaning well as the doctor,
because of training, rather than addressing the preventative methods, will stir up the
pot in the only manner known. And you, the client, the patient, will be paying through
the nose as I was.
When you tell the attorney you are considering going to mediation, I
guarantee, he will warn you that you will pay even more because he will have to
correct the mess and, that, you will be making a grave decision. Remember, his fees
are determined upon your resources (the more you have, the higher the hourly rate
plus the bigger the battle) whereas the mediator asks for financial information upon
which to base the financial arrangements not her/his fees unless it’s through a
governmental pro rated fee base. So check around and do your homework as the
decisions you make today will affect your family for the rest of your lives. Isn’t it
worth the time to consider very carefully all the options you have?
A Good Idea: Before you sign anything, have your family and closest of friends
read it, digest it, ask questions, and get answers as to how this agreement will affect
you later down the road and what if’s...
A Big Mistake: Unfortunately, I signed many documents without letting each one
simmer on the back burner. I have learned the hard way, no matter what, by lending
your hand and putting on your personal stamp, unless a life or death situation where
surgery is imminent or death results, you can postpone any document or legally
binding agreement until you have digested it and the consequences thoroughly.
After all, if a salesman approaches you and gets you to buy several magazine
subscriptions, you have 72 hours to change your mind after agreeing to the order.
Wouldn’t it make sense, when deciding a lifetime, for you to spend 72 hours
Build Memories to Last a Lifetime
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reviewing a path which affects you and the kids? Bottom line, take a deep breath
and say, “I must consult with the man above.” Next, let others you trust and who
are not emotionally embroiled read, digest, translate your papers. Then, after asking
questions, making corrections, when you are perfectly certain this is the best course
of action, pick up the pen and sign on the dotted line.
Unfortunately, the “good ole boy” network still exists amongst attorneys be
it in the South or Midwest. I have witnessed where attorneys collaborated applying
pressure on the woman to sign or get nothing. In fact, this scenario happened to me.
I was told the other attorney was “going out of town” and that I needed to sign
tonight or get nothing. Being in my attorney’s office all day, having been beaten
down emotionally with all the tugs and ploys and false information, needing money,
given this moment or nothing, I was pressured to make a decision. So on the hood
of the opposing attorney’s Mercedes in the middle of downtown, at quarter to eight
one summer evening, I reluctantly signed, telling my accompanying friend that “I had
had enough” all the while I felt betrayed. Betrayed by my former husband, his
attorney and, to boot, my attorney. I let them exhaust and manipulate me backing
me into a corner with, I thought, no way out.
Something kept gnawing at me all night. You know, the gut feeling you’d
been had. So at the crack of dawn, I called the opposing attorney’s office and found
him at work rather than out of town as I was told he would be. Now really angry
at “the good ole boys” once again victorious and not wanting to sign away my rights,
I returned the check to the Judge along with a letter disclaiming the events. Nothing
happened, unless, of course, I wanted to search all over looking for the elusive
attorney whose primary concern was the client, doing the right thing and not the
wallet, while spending more of my time and money fighting what seemed a losing
battle. Emotionally exhausted, I once more threw up my hands and quit! I had just
experienced what some attorneys call the “wear down game of legal rape.”
Remember this warning : No deadline or intimidation tactics nor undo
pressure should persuade you to sign anything. This is a matter of strategy and
control. Raise up your red flag! When anyone keeps you waiting more than 20
minutes without qualifying explanations, walk out and the next time call to see if the
attorney is on schedule before you leave for your appointment. Over and over I
hear from clients that they are kept in the dark waiting for the big hot shot attorney
to make the grand entrance. Doctors might have a legitimate medical emergency,
that’s acceptable. We all want them there when life is at stake. However, the
waiting strategy is used to create anxiety allowing the attorney to have control. This
won’t do. Stand up and walk out.
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Women have told me how the attorneys and courts have not sided in their
favor, often letting the man get away without consequences. I have sat in on cases
where the woman’s attorney was ill-prepared while the man’s was smooth and
polished giving the impression that his client was blameless. One such case I
observed was a state Supreme Court appeal. I was appalled at the ineptness of the
woman’s attorney who didn’t even know the dates of events whereas the opposing
council familiarly danced around the issue looking rather smug. Later I learned the
husband’s attorney sent a somewhat sorrowful letter to the former wife even
offering to reduce the victory awarded his client. All too late as the damage was
done, she was dehumanized as a mother while the kids were once again robbed of
money duly owed.
I have also sat in on custody cases where both parents were incompetent.
The courtroom gasped as the mother, clearly the most unfit, was awarded full
custody while the repentant dad, along with his supportive family, admitted his
sordid past and had proved a new lifestyle, watched the children being handed over
unquestionably in the worst of deceitful situations.
We must consider the welfare of the kids and stop this legal beagle
shenanigans, dishonesty, sleight of hand entanglement. Our top priority and
responsibility as parents must be to our children. We need to hear their needs.
A Good Idea: It is best if you sit down together and decide, without emotion being
businesslike, what is best for the whole family as each member will be affected and
infected if the decisions you make are not sound and well reasoned. Maybe the kids
should live in the family home until 18 so there would be stability and not the
disruption that moving away would bring. Some parents have chosen to buy a
separate smaller home and call the family home, “the kid’s home,” while the parents
move every other week. Make sure you thoroughly investigate each idea as to the
practicalities, the pitfalls, the “what if’s.” Be creative, it’s your life and your
children’s lives. Do what is right and just. Make sure each member is comfortable
and considered. As an adult, as a parent, as a person who really cares, put yourself
in the other person’s shoes. Maybe make a checklist of needs and desires. A “wish
I had” list.
Libraries have reference books which explain in detail step by step outlines
of divorce procedures for your state. Also, you might check to see if there is a
university in your hometown which has a law school. Often professors and students
are willing to assist. Book stores have a slug of books dealing with legal issues of
divorce.
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Another thought, check with the local and state Bar Association about the
lawyers in your area. They can tell you their credentials and standings. As well,
check the Martindale and Hubble legal guide as reference.
Not all attorneys are ruthless. Besides the recommendation of satisfied
clients, the biggest qualifier is trust. You need to like and trust your attorney, if not,
find the door and look for someone else. I remember my father staying up nights
trying to figure out how to help clients do the right thing. Many a time he took cases
where the client was strapped for money giving them as much of his expertise as high
paying clients. He labored and finagled with the opposing council fighting for every
dime especially where children were involved. So take your time and interview
attorneys picking the one with the best track record who best matches your needs
and with whom you can relate.

Mediator, The Modern Day Peacemaker
The divorce war game fires up with the Hatfields and McCoys battling it out
over the Tupperwear. What can you do? Try a mediator.
What is a mediator? According to the dictionary, a mediator is “a person
acting as a intermediary between parties, who brings about an agreement, peace,
etc. in settling a dispute bringing reconciliation.”
Great idea! Now you need to check within your community services to see
who offers mediation. Check the yellow pages. In some communities, you may find
mediation a free or pro-rated (according to your ability to pay) service provided and
supported with outside funding, grants, churches, United Way, or government.
With other programs, the mediator may be an attorney in private practice or
certified mediator. Here you pay a special hourly rate divided by the parties.
The mediator sits down with you and helps you go through the process of
separation of your properties and determination of what may be best for the family.
The goal remains a win-win situation for all the parties. The mediator rationalizes
and guides each party into the acceptance of agreeable terms. Certainly the fees
here will be substantially less than each spouse hiring a very expensive attorney
whose only goal is to keep you apart and grab as much as possible of the pie.
Remember, the attorney, even if a “friend,” will deny, deny, deny. So ask yourself,
just where does the attorney make his/her living? The answer: Off me!
Mediators desire a contract where each individual agrees to respectfully
cooperate, split the fees, stick to the facts in a business-like manner, be expedient.
The atmosphere is friendly, low key versus hostile.
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Next, after using the mediator, consider the question: if still needed, how
can I best use the attorney? Get books at the library or local book stores or
secondhand shops and again do your homework. Study up, as the decisions you
make now will eventually affect the outcome and path of your whole life and that
of the entire family. It is best to become more aware of the choices and findings of
others than to be left moneyless, standing in the soup kitchen lines wondering how
you allowed this to happen. Ask around for information from others. People who
are divorced eagerly give advice, such as pitfalls, hurts, I-wish-I-hads, and don’ts.
Make sure you get names and numbers of those who did find success as well as their
sources.
Create a file, or get a box and label it something clever, like: “The Split,”
“The Bank,” “The Beginning.” Keep the information together by subject so you can
readily grab it. I found using colors and markers to highlight the important facts and
coordinate information by subject extremely helpful. Also use stickies on the paper
edge for easy access to important points. I gathered all documentation and placed
them in a logical order in a large three ring binder which I took to each attorney
meeting. Important papers I slipped into those plastic paper protectors keeping the
originals safe while giving out xeroxed copies. I learned the hard way, always keep
originals.
A Good Idea : Ask to look over other people’s separation and divorce
agreements. Check with your local paper, church, or YMCA/YWCA about
support groups for divorcing, single parents, Parents without Partners. Ask to
speak with several members about courses of actions and their findings. Ten to
twelve they will offer help and encouragement. Once you gather all the information
necessary, have made copies, decided issues important to you and made your lists,
mediation should run smoothly and quickly hurting your pocketbook much less than
two war mongrel attorneys ready to duke it out! Moreover, mediation may save
your family more heartaches down the road.
Cardinal Rule: No matter what course you take, remember it costs a lot to raise
a child so plan carefully.

Alimony And Taxes
Alimony, the maintenance funds given to a spouse to perpetuate survival.
Author and Strategist Dr. Phil McGraw, along with other notables, suggests
spouses working at home need to be recognized and paid for services rendered
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while maintaining the homeplace and family. The same theory would carry over in
divorce.
“You need to make your partner feel validated. You do not want to send
the message to your partner that what they’re doing is NOT important.
By depriving your partner of “things” that you provide yourself, you are
not communicating respect.” Oprah, 2001
When the head of the household uses finances as a control mechanism to
drive the other parent into subservient behaviors, all respect, honor, validation of
that parent’s role, say as homemaker, child rearer, hostess and volunteer, ceases
to exist. Moreover, eventually all respect diminishes toward the head of the
household, usually the dad, as he dangles money and power in an effort to control
loyalties. Eventually, the kids wise up and solely use that parent for the money, not
necessarily out of love and honor.
Too often, I counsel with women who may have been well schooled,
socially embraced, suddenly victims of this financial misuse and abuse. Without an
outside job and, strangely, even with their employment income, these women may
be struggling to manage as their husband had taken away all monies and attached
privileges treating these women as second-class children.
A Big Mistake: Martha held many college degrees. She elected to be
a stay-at-home mom raising the kids, being hostess, volunteer, community active.
Suddenly, her husband took all monies away and cut up the charge cards. She was
emotionally devastated and became phobic, having panic attacks while not being
able to conduct herself without internal emotional trauma. She had no validation as
a person and, to top it off, her husband thought her stay-at-home lifestyle so
effortless, he proposed to “babysit” and let her earn the income. Unfortunately, her
earnings would never reach his let alone come even a fraction close. She was
devastated, affirming her worthlessness.
When it came time for winter coats for her growing children, she managed
to find old JC Penney statements with the account number. Going to the customer
service counter, she told them she had lost the card, got a temporary one and
proceeded to purchase the kids jackets and other supplies. Although she sneered
at her cleverness, deep within, she seethed with depression, anger and low self
esteem. She was humiliated to think life had taken such a turn in which she felt totally
powerless.
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A Word of Caution: Do not use money as a means to control and
punish your spouse. Don’t cut finances to the bone for your family while you go
out and live comfortably. Such actions teach your children disrespect and
manipulation as a way to chastise another, while not validating their needs. Your
wife is entitled to part of your income as she contributed to developing your wealth.
As a wife and mother, she deserves full credit as a responsible citizen for raising the
kids. Providing adequately for your spouse and family continues the familiar lifestyle
while building a solid future for your kids.
A visit to a tax person will help you understand the position you will be facing
as you receive and exchange monies. Take the time to invest in learning your
options. Remember, alimony is taxable to the receiving parent/spouse; child
support is taxed to the paying parent. Make sure all monies given to each spouse/
parent are spelled out clearly as to purpose, intent and exact amount given with
agreed specific commencement and ending dates.
Be aware that some spouses and their attorneys will attempt to write the
separation contract with loopholes favoring their client. That’s what they are being
paid for. Furthermore, the paying parent should never claim that all the monies sent
to the other spouse are only meant for the children and that every expense needs
to be paid for by the receiving parent. This attitude pulls the children into the money
crunch and war between the parents they love.
Cardinal Rule : No matter how hurt the parents may be with the
divorce, never, never involve the children in finances.
A wise parent will say nothing about the financial arrangements and still help
purchase things for the children whether in their immediate care or on occasional
weekends. Never, never say, “I give your mother money for that. You need to ask
her to supply you with chewing gum.” Something this petty should always be
avoided.
My financial arrangement was rather strange. All monies I received were
taxable to me, deductible by dad. It wasn’t until years later when I discovered a
key word in correspondence. It seems I was being paid monthly monies under the
1939 “Lester Agreement” wherein, according to my research, mom pays taxes on
all monies received, monies decrease at each age 18, with all funds ending as the
last child obtains the cut off age. In short, I never received a single penny of alimony,
yet paid taxes on all the money. I was never validated as wife and mother. Boy,
did that moment in time hurt! And what messages do we sent to our children?
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A Good Idea: To avoid financial disaster, take heed. When it comes to taxes, in
general, a good rule is to have monies taken out of your paycheck, put towards your
year-end tax debt. This way, you are not tempted to spend this amount thus
becoming strapped at tax time. If you can, however, put more than enough for taxes
into a special savings account or sure investment return. If you can find an
investment which will permit you to use the interest towards tax time and still
maintain the principal, congratulations. And while you are at it, this is a fine time to
explain taxes and the benefits of savings to your children.
Financially, admittedly, I am not the best at handling money. I can make
money and I can spend it if I am not cautious. I had a tendency during the separation
and divorce to reward myself for ruthless sufferings. I was accustomed to having
money to supply all needs and wanted to continue the lifestyle as we had known it.
Oops, not so, as divorce cuts off those bank accounts, big time! I had to learn
through credit counseling how to better manage money. I am still practicing hoping
some day to be more proficient.
A Good Idea: My major word of advice, plan carefully, have others review each
paper BEFORE you sign and never, ever, be pushed or rushed into signing anything
without stopping and thinking it over. If there are no guns pointing at your head,
sleep on it “asking the good Lord” before signing and take all the time you need no
matter how pressured by others. Remember, usually it is to the other person’s
advantage if you sign, so they do not favor a time out. This pressure should be your
red flag! Life will continue and you may save yourself a huge lifetime headache.
Sometimes attorneys and soon to be divorced spouses do not have your best
interests and those of your children at heart. Make sure you know what you are
signing by getting what you need!

Life Comes With No Warranties, Insurance Helps
Why have insurance? Protection, protection, protection.
Sure, insurance costs. So do catastrophes. As a single parent and
especially as a single mother of three, I found peace of mind very valuable. Having
been a full time stay-at-home mother and not in the workforce, I realized getting
insurance would be difficult and very expensive. I had to rely upon incorporating
insurance into the separation/divorce agreement. By so doing, I knew I could afford
to take my kids to the doctor for treatments as the insurance would cover most of
the visit and any medications. On the other hand, because of the wording on my
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agreement, I stayed legally married as long as possible merely for the insurance
benefits as “wife” even though we were estranged.
For the record, there are different types of insurance: health and medical,
dental, life, house or renters, auto. It only takes one accident to wipe out a person’s
savings. Regarding health insurance, you’ll want to verify you have appropriate
coverage by the higher salaried parent, if you both have been employed. Children
require many doctor’s appointments for general checkups, inoculations, not to
mention the numerous ear infections, sore throats, as well as major health concerns.
Read and understand your policy. Usually the employed parent (often the husband)
has been and ought to continue providing coverage. Check to see, if after the final
divorce, the wife is legible for COBRA or any other possibilities.
In case you are not familiar with COBRA, let’s give it a whirl. COBRA is
an 18 month extension policy available to a person whose insurance coverage has
been terminated by the employer with job loss or loss of marital benefits. Payments
are due from the insured. This gives continued health coverage while you either find
a job with insurance benefits or seek another policy. You and your former spouse
would be wise to agree about insurance plans putting in writing any alternative
coverage plans.
A Good Idea : In the separation/divorce agreement make sure everything is
spelled out clearly eliminating any and all second guessing. If the educational level
of the family means college and beyond, children are expected to follow suit. If
quality medical treatment, dental care including orthodontics is the historic norm, if
investments are in the portfolio, then these socially assumed benefits need to be part
of the settlement with the children being covered and protected until past college
years not merely a magical out of the hat 18 majority. How can a child be expected
to go to school and constantly worry about his health while expected to do well in
school?
It makes no sense that a child’s health be compromised. Never put in the
agreement, “payable if all sorts of criteria is met” such as prior consent. This
loophole permits one parent to weasel out of paying expecting the other to carry the
burden. If one parent makes a healthy salary, they should anti up no questions
asked. Unless parents have no conscious soul about the welfare of their family,
children should have health insurance all the way through college or until they are
fully employed after training.
How can a child be expected to pay for emergencies? Most jobs require
90 days on the payroll. With today’s unemployment and part time employment as
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the way of the times, a kid beginning the entry level job can’t be expected to have
adequate coverage. Money matters need to be decided early on by the adults, not
be a continual conscious and unconscious burden to the child.
Big Mistake: Just because you might be ticked off at the mother of your children,
don’t hide assets or cut them out of what would have been their naturally inherited
right such as healthcare and other protections including education. Mark my words,
it will catch up to you one day. Some dads terminate support at age 18 never
considering the child continues to be in high school and continues needing support.
One dad even prorated his monthly child support payment to the date of his child’s
18th birthday. Wow. What a sorrowful slap to the child. How disrespectful and
shabby. What do you suppose the child will remember? Unworthiness.
On the other hand, some dads are gracious and extend not only an olive
branch, also extra unasked for funds. Without batting an eye, one dad I met took
an extra job so he could give his kids extra spending money for athletics and other
activities which enriched their lives. He said he’d never consider “screwing his kids
or the mother of his kids.” Instead he wanted them to have what they deserved so
they would always remember their dad as having good intentions for their welfare.
Having most agreements in writing insures complete understanding and
verifies the children are benefactors of all policies, thus guaranteeing their rightful
coverage and possible inheritance. Any subsequent children from other unions
should be honored after your children. Again, do your homework with other friends
or experts examining the contracts and spelling out the terms of the insurance
programs in understandable layman language.
A Big Mistake: Putting a new spouse and step kids before yours in the inheritance
chain causes more irreversible damage. Let the former spouse be responsible for
those kids, you take care of the ones you first produced, then graciously and
appropriately take care of others. Favoritism of steps before blood causes more
hurt feelings and unworthiness than you can imagine.
If money is tight, consider HMO’s and local public health care centers
where the costs are substantially reduced and the physicians are volunteers from the
local hospitals and medical schools. Often you can keep costs down with using their
services. Check into it. Also ask your doctor to help you with providing any health
care needs. Physicians sometimes will work with you on charges and payments. But
ask first as it never hurts.
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Big Mistake: All too often I find parents still battling it out over who pays what or
what percentage. Bottom line, focus on what is best for your kids and who can
logistically make the plan work. I know how hard it was for me to juggle all the
expenses, daily raise the kids, while trying desperately to find a decent job with
benefits, still having to concern myself with making insurance payments, and all the
while struggling to pull my shattered self together back to a whole person.
When money was tight and I needed medical attention, because my
insurance ran out, I found myself going to the public assistance programs. I had been
used to quality health care providers in the private sector so this turn of events
proved a humbling experience. I learned quite a bit about people and health care.
I saw individuals who desperately needed help and others, who at a drop of a hat,
ran to the agency or emergency room for minor scrapes and bumps. The waits were
oftentimes longer than I was accustomed. Yet, the care was sensitive and complete.
Moreover, I got to help medical students with their patient care lessons offering my
health needs as a training ground. I was truly grateful such services were available
especially when it came to a cancerous growth which needed immediate removal.
I was glad I had dental insurance to help with the annual checkups and
occasional problems. Naturally, if your kids are prone to poorly aligned teeth
requiring orthodontics, you should check into the various plans available to you.
Moreover, I found that with stress, I ended up with TMJ, broken and chipped teeth
and a few cavities. Plus I needed repair work. It seemed the kids fared better. I
guess it relates to today’s better dental hygiene and care. Be certain these terms
are spelled out in the agreement.
Regarding household insurance, some communities insist on insurance
coverage others don’t. I found it wise to have insurance in case of fire, natural
disaster, robbery, accidents. Material things can be replaced, lives repaired, death
is permanent. I found it wise to be insured. Over the years, I have experienced
broken and frozen pipes, broken windows, roof and door damages from wind,
small fire, hail and storm problems. Insurance helps replace necessary items. Living
in the South, I have been in many natural disasters and know that insurance is a good
investment for those unexpected emergencies especially when I saw what
happened to those who were not insured and lost everything. Household insurance
truly is a small price to pay. And you can have it incorporated into your mortgage
payment so you are not tempted to overspend.
Most states require auto insurance. Depending upon your car’s age and
need for collision, youthful drivers, insurance can be costly. Yet, it’s a necessary
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evil. My kids managed several auto accidents and once I had a pole jump right out
in front of my newly leased car; bam! This payment you can arrange to have
automatically deducted from your checking account each month.
Life insurance policies need to be selected when children are born. These
policies should build equity which also acts as burial insurance. Accidents happen.
Parents think they shall out live their children. Unwanted diseases occur. Premature
deaths occur. The family, both those well and those not need the peace of mind that
somehow help is on the way and that there are funds upon which to draw. One little
incident has been known to wipe out a lifetime of savings if financial planning and
insurance aren’t in place.
My parents had life insurance policies on their children as well as
themselves. Every month Mother would budget the premiums. As adults, the equity
became our choice to spend or continue building. Had it not been for sound
investments and insurance policies, Tom and Pat’s children would have been
strapped after their premature deaths. Instead their children were financially secure
and didn’t have to worry about educations as monies were held in trust.
For life insurance, I decided upon a term life plan which has very small
monthly installments. If you are not a smoker, your rate is lower in all insurance
plans. So if you need encouragement to quit, now’s the time. With term life you
don’t build equity as you do with the traditional life insurance program. However,
the payments are small and you can insure as high as you need to go. I figure, if
possible I should carry enough to keep the kids afloat until age 21 and enough for
burial needs. Now, I assure you I was not planning on dying, however, I wanted
to be a smart parent and provide for my kids no matter what. Again, peace of mind.

Visitations, My Minute, Your Minute, Our Time Together,
Make It Memorable
Kids, especially those of separation and divorce, have the right to see and
spend time with their parents and other family members. Unfortunately, for these
innocent children, visitation harbors a mixture of joy, fear, anger and uncertainty,
where allegiance is torn and lives shattered. Parents need to be objective and
sympathetic.
Custody includes sole custody to joint custody. Sometimes parents devise
schedules where, if they live in the same community, the kids freely move from house
to house. I even know of dads who moved next door just to see their kids.
Sometimes parents move into different communities which requires sole custody
with lengthy visitations during holidays, long weekends, vacations. No matter what
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method of custody and visitation make darn sure you consider the best interests of
the kids and the parents and encourage your children to spend time with both
parents and extended family. Make childrearing a joint adventure and never let a
dad or mom utter, “I am babysitting the kids this weekend” as this is a slap in the
face to the kids and insulting to parenthood.
Building Memories: When it comes down to deciding time periods, make
weekend exchanges regularly with everyone having a calendar spelling out
activities. Always encourage shared time by making sure the kids plan ahead and
are ready physically and mentally. Let the kids know you are pleased they are to
spend time with the other parent. Send a care package of cookies with them.
Over the years, there were many times post divorce when I wished the
children’s dad and I had done family outings harmoniously supporting our kids at
graduations, sporting events, family activities. It would have been so much more
rewarding to see our kids happily attending events knowing their parents were
supportive, civil and courteous to each other versus having to fear weeks in advance
expecting the worst and then not fully enjoying the occasion for fear of evil glances,
cuts, digs, disparaging remarks, being chastised for spending too much time with the
other parent. Or the one kids hate the most, “I pay your bills, you need to see me
more” as if they were a commodity versus a human being with a spirit.
Whether you chose the standard method of mom having custody with dad
having visitation every other weekend, trading off holidays and vacations, from 5
Friday to 5 Sunday, be fair and flexible remembering the needs and rights of your
children versus your own.
Building Memories: I suggest parents, especially the non-custodial parent, plan
weekly “Evening with Dad” or “Lunch with Mom” with each child. It works well
especially when the child selects a special activity to share with dad or mom be it
dinner, a round of hoops, walk in the park, picking posies, visit to the zoo, watching
a Discovery show. Such events are long remembered and treasured because of the
one-on-one time outside the scheduled visitations which sometimes foster sibling
rivalry. This way each child has time to bond with the parent, and the parent and
child have time to get to know one another.
A Big Mistake: There are many parents especially custodial parents who do not
honor the separation and divorce stipulations using a host of excuses. It does not
wash when the excuse continues to be “he doesn’t want to see you” or “she has so
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many activities this weekend and
needs to be home.” This type of
behavior is cruel and unfair to the
other parent who has every right to
visitation while building a relationship with the child, tending to the
child’s needs. Keeping the other
parent from seeing his or her child
only harbors resentment and unresolved issues which will certainly
rear its ugly head years down the
road. And when, I might add, your
child realizes a parent forbade
Dad has a new family. I
visitation and encouraged separaam sad and I dont feel
tion, you can bet your child will hate
welcome.
you for a very long time and never
-Sarah, age 8.
trust another word you say.
Perhaps the only time to restrain
visitation deals with violence and mental or emotional abuse or the threat of
abduction. In these cases, the custodial parent needs to seek legal and
psychological counseling immediately.
I know of a gazillion situations were the non-custodial parent, usually the
dad, suffers because he cannot visit his kids on his weekends. Always, some
excuse surfaces. After a time of no visits, the dad gives up the battle and retreats
into a type of starvation and depression, not to mention feelings of abandonment.
Certainly, as a responsible parent, you would never want to use your child as a pawn
in this fashion to get back at the other parent. The only one being truly hurt and
bruised for life is your child, the one thing you supposedly love. This is cruelty at
its worse. Don’t let it happen.
Be reasonable. If you are flexible with both your child and the other parent,
when you need a special time because you have bent, the other parent will likely
bend also. Always sticking to the exactness of the agreement may in actuality be
harmful especially when a special event may occur. Do what is right and best for
the child. Make sure if you agree to return or pick up the child at a certain time, you
are there. Your child is depending upon you and is psyched up.
Once the kids’ dad wanted to take them to see the Haley’s Comet. It was
my weekend. Friends advised me to say no. Unfortunately, I listened and made
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immediate plans to take the kids and their friends. Although the kids and I traveled
to the mountain top to observe this event, I harbored secret feelings of injustice.
What I really wanted, was for both of us to take our kids to observe the comet.
What I did was ignore his request to spend a special moment with his children.
Building Memories: Consistency is important. When you forget a visitation, your
child will be crushed. If you are going to be late, call immediately and give an
estimated new arrival time. And don’t make it much later as your child is ready and
waiting.
When you pick up and deliver your child, make the connection positive.
Keep all negative feeling about the other parent to yourself. Greet the other parent
with pleasantries. If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything! It is always
nice and responsible to ask if there are any concerns or special instructions. Perhaps
your child has been sick, is on medication or especially sad. You need to know so
you can be prepared to deal with any situations. Maybe you need to arrange to
speak with the other parent before you arrive.
A Big Mistake: One woman I knew had a dickens of a time exchanging the kids.
She lived in another town so they agreed to meet in a public place in an effort to
squelch any bad scenes. This was a great idea and the kids could eat a meal or snack
at the fast food restaurant while waiting. This idea works well especially in high
traffic areas usually experiencing delays. Whereas
this plan seemed honorable and safe, unfortunately,
the father was habitually late and displayed immense
anger even at the restaurant. Moreover, this ended
up being a routine plan of the dad’s having mom pay
for the kids dinner so he could eliminate the expense
and time. Both the mother and the children became
agitated. Usually the kids became hostile, nervous,
had upset tummies, and cowered in the car not
wanting to get out. What a horrible way to begin a
visitation with your dad. What a tragic memory.
If you, for a good reason, are going to be late
in returning your child, remember the other parent is
probably waiting and expecting your arrival at the
specified time. They may have been out and had to
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rush back to greet your child; don’t aggravate the situation with discourteous
behavior. Remember, when you are late, the other parent expects the worst, a car
accident, a hospital trip, an intentional act to aggravate them.
Be responsible. If suddenly, you find you will be late, the courteous thing
to do would be to call. Think, if it will help you, that this is a business appointment
and that you must extend the same behavior. Moreover, remember your child
constantly watches your behaviors and reactions building a repertoire for future
behavior.
Cardinal Rule: At all costs make the exchange and visitation as pleasant as
possible for the children, for you and for the other parent. Never, never bad
mouth the other! When you do, you also bad mouth your children who have
half of each of your blood running through their veins.

Educational Planning, A Wasted Mind Is An Uneducated
Mistake
If your family touts prep school or college degrees, it is expected your
children will do the same. It is a right of passage, the quiet acceptable course. Why
cheat your kids?
Besides providing health insurance, make sure the divorce agreement
includes educational provisions. Frankly, I have seen too many kids’ futures
messed up because their educational destinies were bungled. Kids tell of the horror
stories that a parent, usually dad, had a high paying job yet ignored paying tuition
leaving mom and the kids penny pinching while dad went off with his girlfriend to
the Caribbean. Don’t rob your kids of their inherited right. Don’t create separation
of education and responsibility. It is vital you agree upon educational expenses.
There are many ways to pay for college. Schools always welcome cash. If
you are in a financial position where funds are at a minimum, consider loans, grants,
scholarships and financial aid. You may qualify to refinance your home. The best
way to finance college tuition continues to be planning ahead and establishing a
college savings plan with your former spouse. College fees should ideally be spelled
out in your Separation/Divorce Agreement. This way, both parents and kids are
made aware of the concerns and value of college education as well as a standing
plan of action.
With proper guidance, this very exciting time for your child provides a sense
of security rather than a time of doubt and unnecessary frustration. When all parties
understand the college obligation, tensions are placed up front and both parents and
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children are fully aware of provisions. Such action can eliminate undo concern and
worry for the college student allowing them to spend their time studying and doing
the best they can academically and developmentally which is what college is all
about.
Big Mistake: If the mother has maintained the home place as wife, mother,
volunteer and hostess, deciding at separation time she should be obligated to pay
for ½ the tuition smacks of the ridiculous especially when the father pulls in a
respectable salary. For a woman, now out on her own, entering the workplace is
both intimidating and frustrating. Usually her skills are outdated, confidence low,
networking nonexistent. Job opportunities remain minimum with lower wages the
usual prospect. She requires both career counseling and training.
Secondly, if dad has been the main provider and commands a hefty salary,
he should carry the brunt of the tuition responsibility and equally for each child so
as not to show favoritism causing more family turmoil. Educational payments should
not be considered within the child support be it for high school or college. Separate
provisions need to be made.
When a family has the potential to assist the children with college or
vocational school education, a fund should be set aside with deposits made each
paycheck. Contributing during birthdays, holidays, and other celebrations makes
college possible if begun at an early age and invested wisely. Should a divorce,
death or debilitating illness occur, this fund would be a guarantee a college education
for the children.
If no financial plans have been spelled out and money stashed away, make
sure that the separation and divorce agreement spells out in clear terms what shall
be set aside and provided for. It does not make sense that a wife and mother who
has stayed home and not been in the workforce should think that she is able to jump
right in and earn a comfortable income to be able to set aside and provide tuition.
Too often many fathers move on and even though they might earn large
salaries, they depend upon the mother to seek financial aid thus contributing little,
next to nothing to their own children’s education. This is neither fair nor just to
siblings who are simply bumped out because they were not next in line or that the
college funds ran out especially when the father can easily afford to send his own
flesh and blood to college.
Forget the hoopla about “my son can earn his way though college just as
I did” mentality. This only builds resentment when the child fights for each penny,
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worrying whether or not college is a reality and then is faced with huge loans which
must be paid off as soon as the degree is in hand. How can the child begin to make
it when he can’t even afford a car much less the insurance? Furthermore, when the
child knows that the man or woman who brought him into this world sits back in his
or her office commanding a huge salary and either splurging it on himself and his
indulgence or worse yet, on a new wife and her kids. Often the child sees this new
person and her kids as more important than dad’s own flesh and blood, not to
mention the money grubbers who merely laugh at how easy a target the old boy is.
This does not build character, rather resentment and hate. How often do you hear
kids complain, “the only reason I have anything to do with dad is to get money for
school, a car and clothes?” Does dad want to be remembered that way?
Big Mistake: Beth’s parents’ divorce agreement included the continuation of
maintaining a college fund. She felt secure having no education worries as she was
accepted into an Ivy League school. That was until suddenly the funds were
mysteriously disappearing. It seemed her dad had all along misappropriated monies
and was dipping into the till under his control leaving his daughter strapped, facing
financial and educational disaster. What once was a guaranteed future with help
from a loving father, was now filled with feelings of abandonment and hatred.
Remember, sitting at the table and reviewing the realistic financial
backgrounds and availabilities at separation time makes for a sound understanding
of the roles for the parents and the expectations of the children and their needs.
Include reasonable educational provisions and don’t cheat your kids.

Dividing The Property, What Goes To Whom
You are probably thinking dividing up the household will be easy. I get this,
he gets that, right? That is until you begin the task of separating out each and every
item in the marital house. Who gets what? How do I divide all the pots and pans,
linens, furniture? Sure I get my clothes and he gets his. What about all the other stuff,
the years of accumulation. How about all the kids’ stuff. Who gets what memento?
What about the gifts we received over the years and especially the ones we gave
each other? How about the heirlooms his family may have given us to keep in the
family? What should you do?
As you can see this venture appears simple enough, however, old
sensitivities play a very important role and could lead to another war unless you step
aside emotionally and consider the logic of each decision. Refer back to the notion
of, how can you make each new household comfortable and secure for each parent
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and for the children who spend most of their time at one residence and visit the
other? Disconnect emotions and get back into the business mentality as these
choices determine the comfort of each family member.
Cardinal Rule: Give back what belongs to the other person, gifts given, family
heirlooms. Do your best to make it equitable and friendly.
If you find you’re beginning a new battlefield, seek mediation through your
local mental health group, or legal means. Avoid, if at all possible, legal battles as
they will cost you not only financially, but also emotionally and will only act as further
dividers making life painfully difficult for the children. Try to act like adults.
Remember to build memories. At all costs do not build hate. Spare the children
confusion and conflict. You and the children will only pay later in broken
relationships and shattered lives.
When it came to dividing up our personal property, I wanted to make sure
my former husband’s home was as lovely and comfortable as possible. We all
know stories of former wives who wanted their former husbands to suffer and live
in shambles. What does this attitude truly accomplish? Furthermore, I wanted the
kids to feel secure about both dad’s welfare and their visitations. I wanted them
surrounded with coordinated accessories. So I made sure their dad took his share
of nice furniture, paintings, dishes, etc., right down to the linens. I even sent food
and toilet paper! After all, I had spent most of my life with him bearing his children
and, although I was certainly disappointed in our marriage and the circumstances
surrounding the divorce, I felt I would ultimately harm the children if I didn’t take
these steps.
A Good Idea: Let me share with you how I divided up the property. I was
fortunate to have a comfortably large home so I selected one room which I removed
all furniture and called it “Dad’s Room.” In this room I would put all items of his
and all articles I thought he should have. I went from room to room and gathered
things which would mean something to him and carried them to this room. I made
sure the furnishings were a nice mix and coordinated the accessories to match.
To make this transition easier, I asked close friends to help me so when I
had moments of profound sorrow, thinking about those family memories, they
would help walk and talk me through. I also asked them to help make sure I did
not overlook anything meaningful to him. They in turn encouraged me to keep
pressing and reassured me of my actions. “Let’s be done with it” one friend was
heard saying, “so you can get on with your life and bring in new energy.”
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Next, I made the room look organized, although cluttered, so the children
could come in and find comfort knowing I was assembling articles for their dad. I
also asked them for suggestions while encouraging them to discuss their feelings. I
found this approach to be spiritually cleansing as I relived each memory attached
to every item placed in this room. I did not want to be the “bitch” often referred to
by former husbands even though at times I wanted to burn all his things and toss them
out the front door as the wife in Waiting To Exhale. Furthermore, I didn’t want
the children to hear disparaging comments from dad about their mother. I did not
want this type of scene in their movie.
Big Mistake: Okay, you’re hurt and want to get back at your former wife or
husband. Don’t air your laundry with an outsider just to traumatize your former
spouse. It serves only to backfire.
Joseph took his latest honey to the court equitable distribution proceedings.
He had with him an inventory he had made of all the household goods. Sitting at
the counsel table across from his former spouse, he and his honey decided what
property they wanted and what they did not want. She was very snippy and
demanding and would make uncomplimentary remarks about the items claiming
them to be tacky or not her style.
Court hearings are not a place for the flavor of the month with the intention
of hurting the other parent. Such behavior builds barriers to communication and
makes you look contemptuous. Again, the children will eventually find out and hold
you in disregard for your insensitivity. After all, they have an interest and memory
attached to each memento. Furthermore, they may hold a profound dislike for you
and your current love interest.
Cardinal Rule: Keep the business of divorce between you and your former
spouse. Bottom line, work together, piece by peace! You will be glad you did
and everyone will benefit! Except, of course, the lawyers.
Building Memories Idea: I watched an acquaintance of mine establish what I
thought to be a unique approach. They turned the family home into the “children’s
house” while the parents were the ones with visitation. The parents designed an
agreement with the children remaining in the family home while the parents shared
a condo, rotating weeks. The parents then returned to the marital home, now the
kids’ house.
This idea sits well with the kids as they stay at their home with all their
belongings. They will always give out the same address and phone number. They
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have consistency and don’t have to change schools and friends, while being the envy
of their peers when they are invited to the Kids House. The drawbacks tend to be
with the parents as they learn to share their common domicile. Remember to
anticipate that one or both parents might begin dating. What ground rules will you
both establish so as to make sure the children’s feelings remain important and the
focus? If children’s interests and support are primary, neither parent would date
at least initially.

Hers
You’re sitting back mad as hell at your wife for filing for divorce and, by
God, you aren’t going to give her anything. Nothing! Come hell or high water.
Nothing!
Now, is this an adult attitude? Sure, you are mad. Sure, you are hurt. You
could just spit and stomp and pout. But failing to provide for your wife and kids,
is that right, is it cricket? Is this the attitude you want to convey and pass on to your
kids? Remember, they are watching you and filing this behavior for future reference.
Take a moment, breathe deeply and give back that which is hers or
meaningful to her. No second thoughts, give it back!
Making sure that both parents are comfortable in their new environment
makes for good beginnings for the adults and children, too. Remember, here you
are merely dealing with things, things which in the main stream of life are meaningless
and can be replaced whereas lives cannot be replaced and often never heal. It is
your choice. Give it back willingly now or pay later.
A Good Thought: If tomorrow were going to be my last day on this earth, how
important is this object to me? Now make the decision.

His
Stop the screaming, I realize you might be mad as hell at him. Okay, so
come on scream all you want now away from everyone. Sure you might like to kill
him because he cheated on you, but taking all the goodies isn’t going to solve a
lifetime of coping and working through your anger and hurt.
Do you remember the movie Waiting to Exhale where the wife bundled
up all his clothing and stuff, put them in his expensive sports car and lit a torch? This
is not a realistic scene. Furthermore, she sold all the household belongs, actually
gave them away for a buck. She wanted to hurt him in the pocketbook.
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Hurting someone for spite only backfires in the end. Remember that.
I think we all know someone who walked on the wild side and tore up
something valued by their spouse. I know I surely wanted to. The worst I managed
was to burn his pictures and legal papers which had bad karma and kept reminding
me of my pain, suffering, and anger. I needed to move on. You can to!! Try a small
bonfire!
Being serious, give back that which is his or meaningful to him. Making sure
both parents are comfortable in their new environments makes for good beginnings
for the adults and children. It is healthier when everyone sets out in their own
direction with equal footings and possessions. This attitude eliminates much of the
wasted anger which only spills over to the kids thus literally infecting everyone.

Who Lets The Dog Out?
Look at that doggie in the window. Where does Fido live now?
Believe it or not, some separations and divorces go to court over the family
pets. Now, I figure a person can either make a mature decision or blow a ton of
money and energy in court. It’s up to the adults to be wise and do what’s in the best
interest of all.
With children involved, you should have the kids join in the decision. After
all, I would imagine the family pet means “family.” Given that thought, perhaps the
dog stays in the family home and visits the non-custodial parent when the kids have
visitation. Maybe if there are enough resources and time for attention and training,
there could be a new pet. Even a fish. Or how’s this, an invisible fish. Use a bowl,
add water. Then take Alka-Seltzer and chop up the tablet. Drop in bits as you “feed
the fish.” Voila′! The invisible fish. It will fascinate even the most discriminating
minds. Now real fish are easy if you have the right equipment and some time. Fish
can be soothing and not much trouble. Go to the pet store and ask around.
When we separated, the dog was fortunately not an issue. Brewster stayed
with us at the homeplace and when we moved, she went with us as she was the
children’s nanny dog, an Old English Sheepdog. In fact, I rented a house with her
in mind although the poor thing had to remain on a long rope run. Since she was
used to almost four acres and the whole countryside, this would prove to be a
problem. The selling point was the nice handmade storage building nestled under
the tall old oak trees as her new dog house.
Unfortunately, our beloved Brewster became depressed as she was used
to her freedom, romping with the kids and chasing passing neighborhood cars from
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the gully beside our marital homeplace. I had a serious dilemma with her depression
realizing I either needed a dog psychiatrist or a miracle to save this pooch.
Animals suffer as much as we humans at the breakup of the family. I was
amazed to see the transformation and felt powerless to help. Even coaxing and
stroking her failed to make her eyes sparkle, her gait brisk, her bark happy. Instead
she was silent and complacent longing for the return of our lifestyle. It was a pitiful
thing to witness.
Eventually, eighteen months later, I found a house with almost an acre of
fenced yard right in the city in the same school district for the kids. It was the winwin situation I had prayed for. The minute she arrived and was let out of the car,
Brewster took off as if reclaiming her spirit checking out the grounds happily playing
with the kids, marking her new territory of family security. Life was well again!

My best friend at dads.
-Joe, age 11.
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Who says money
doesnt grow on
trees?
-Penny, Parent

Managing Finances
Did you know that most marriages and relationships sever over money?
Money seems to be at the root of most breakups be it marriages, friendships or
business affiliations.
What empowers money to become an issue that destroys people?
Money means power. Money means prestige. Money means food on the
table. Money means luxuries and comfort. Money means keeping up with the
Joneses and surpassing them.
Unfortunately, few of us have ever learned how to deal with money.
Moreover, we probably were never taught how to make money work for us rather
than us work for money. One thing for sure, money will not make us happy!
What do we really need money for? Food, clothing, shelter, the essentials.
Too many of us feel we must have the best, the very best in food, clothing and shelter.
Granted we all want nice creature comforts, yet do we really need a TV in each
room or the designer label we tout as a walking billboard? Unless your industry
happens to be footwear, does one need, catch the word here, “need,” one hundred
shoes or will a basic black, brown, blue, red dress and sport solve footwear
essentials? If we could get some lessons on fundamental survival techniques, we
would clear up our financial woes. What to do?
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Educate yourself: First, educate yourself about money and your needs.
Look at what you are currently spending and its direction. I found using Quicken
software a wonderful way to keep my records in order while compiling information
at the simple pushing of a button. Not only does it deliver easy tax information,
Quicken and other software models work simply and quickly, that is if you chose
to allot 15 minutes a week or 1 hour a month to enter your checks and deposits.
That is all it takes! No more spending hours, days, weeks poring over the financial
information and the check book to figure out taxes or budgets.
Suze Orman’s book The Nine Steps to Financial Freedom is an excellent
user friendly guide to sense the value of money and approaches you need to take
in order to ensure both financial freedom and practical steps to retirement with a
considerable bank account. Other books are out there to guide you to a clearer
understanding of money management. A trip to the library pays for itself, providing
you listen and follow the helpful hints.
Review your paperwork, IRS, bank statements, stock reports, pay
checks, charge statements, benefits, 401Ks, pensions, insurances (health, life, auto,
property). Understand the interest charges and yields. Know where your money
comes and goes. Ask for interpretation and clarification. Without question, you
must financially protect yourself and your children!
I made a chart of my bills, dates due and interest charged. Once I realized
the interest charged and the monthly interest payments I was making, I called the
charge cards and ask them to lower the annual interest, if they didn’t, I told them
I was going to acquire another company’s card with lower interest. Almost
immediately, they agreed to lower my rate. Next, I began an elimination of the
highest interest accounts by paying higher amounts until I had those accounts paid
in full. It gave me a great feeling as I closed out accounts writing “paid in full” on
the front and back of the last check. I then put a great big red check mark next to
their name on my chart.
Financial Planners: Financial planners offer services to budget and tailor
your money needs. Many are listed in the Yellow Pages, as well, some banks offer
this service.
A Word of Caution . Please note that some planners are associated with
stockbrokerage houses and may steer you towards dressing your portfolio with
their preferred stocks.
Years ago, a friend, now a successful independent stockbroker, told me
he had left a major brokerage house because the company only wanted their
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stockbrokers to push certain stocks which would yield the company larger returns.
Going over my mother’s portfolio, I noted tucked away in the shareholders reports,
her current stocks were holdings of the brokerage house. So be wise and
investigate asking friends for recommendations.
Building Memories Idea: During the separation and divorce, it would be prudent
for both parents to meet with financial advisors to divide up the assets and agree to
a financial plan which would benefit the whole family. This plan needs to cover
current expenses as well as future. Create a workable plan for 5, 10, 15, and 20
years down the road and examine all potential obligations for college, health,
disability, essentials. This doesn’t mean that because you feel anger toward the
other parent, you withhold obligations. Rather, when you are fair and honorable,
your children benefit and see you as honorable and respectful.
Look for seasoned veteran financial planners who have strong reputations
for their professionalism. Ask others who have gone through divorce for
suggestions and interview the candidates to make sure both parents feel
comfortable and can establish a good working relationship. Make sure you double
check all insurance policies, health, life and disability plans, severance payments,
company benefits and retirement plans and include them in your calculations.
A word of encouragement: According to Money Magazine’s Jean Chatzky,
over 80% of divorced women feel more solid about their finance management after
two years on their own. It takes time to heal all the wounds and to sort out the new
directions. Doing nothing only exacerbates the situation. Getting muddy and into
the puddle remains the giant stride. You must do it and you can do it.
Check out another source, the Consumer Credit Services. Located in
major cities, they offer services to those persons who are facing financial
predicaments and need restructuring. Often their help is either free or on a sliding
scale. Some colleges offer help through their business departments. Some
professors may have sideline businesses or tutoring help.
Hopefully, before a divorce you had property in your name such as a car,
charge card or real estate. Somewhere down the line, as a separating and divorcing
spouse, you need to establish credit in your name. Go sign up for ONE credit card
which you pay off each month or carry a very small credit which you could easily
pay off. Read the small print and the annual interest rate. Search for the lowest
APR with no annual service charges. Remember you are using this card to establish
credit and for emergencies only! Otherwise you will join the rest of Americans who
are debt poor because they suffered from “Affluenza”.
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A Word of Caution: I remember how nervous I was about signing up for a credit
card. I realized the value of the decision and I knew I had to establish myself as a
single woman in the outside financial world. My money management skills were not
so hot. I never took Money Management 101. Instead, I found I rewarded myself
with objects I never should have charged much less purchased. It was convenient.
It was easy. I could get what I wanted and I thought the kids needed. It was
painless. That is until I could not pay it off. Now I faced out of control debt.
Another point, after a few months you need to find out your credit rating.
Your bank may assist here. Go to your bank manager or personal banker and share
with them your need to establish credit, asking how they can help you. Perhaps the
bank has special services or even educational programs for their customers. Check
the newspaper for free seminars on banking, credit, stock portfolios, trust funds,
budgeting. If you have a computer, your local technical college may offer online
classes as well as traditional classroom settings. These classes open a wonderful
avenue to help understand finances and budgeting not to mention a great outlet to
be around others seeking the same information and looking for new friendships and
support.
Cardinal rule: Never, never argue over finances if the children are present or
near.
Rather than even approach what could be an explosive subject, write
letters. Letters are a method of communication devoid of emotion and thus the
reader can concentrate on the written word and actually hear what is being said.
Write the letter, keep on track, refer to what constitutes importance, don’t accuse,
just state the plain and simple facts.
Use the “I” instead of the “you.” I feel, I am unhappy, I am in need, I see.
Just as when you are talking to the children trying to build self esteem rather than
accusing, practice saying “when you behave______________, I
feel____________.”
Building Memories Idea: Take a course in investing at the local vocational/
technical college or one of the many online courses through the college. You can
find course offerings at www.ed2go.com. The courses vary according to local
interest so check several schools and compare offerings, costs, and consider which
certificate issuing institution will help you the most with your credentials. Following
completion of the course, contact several students and friends and start an
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investment club. This would be a wonderful opportunity to include the kids in
studying money as well as designing and maintaining a financial portfolio. Perhaps
you could take a small amount of money and invest it, even if it is only one share,
as the child’s very own responsibility. This venture benefits building memories as
a family project and goal, not to mention bettering the child’s knowledge, problem
solving skills and math mastery.
I remember when I was given stocks as gifts. I would sit down with the
stock market pages in the newspaper and follow my company growth and valleys.
When the stocks split, I would get very excited as then I had two shares for every
one which meant more funds tucked away. I never touched these investments and
now as an adult, they remain a sizeable nest egg.
A Word of Encouragement: Even if money is not always there, parents can
still raise kids with good morals, money management, life skills and with style.

Borrowing Money
All right, you find yourself in deep financial difficulties and above your neck
in debt. Rather than staying up nights worrying, get on the stick and begin to practice
problem solving techniques. The sooner you attack this fear and face the dragon,
the sooner you can be on the road to recovery and find another concern to attack.
If you need money, ask yourself, what can I do to solve this problem? Could
this current dilemma be temporary and I can cut back? If so, where can you and
the family begin? Do you cut up the credit card? Should you trade in the leased car
and buy something less expensive? If you need emergency money, can you go to
family members, sell something, visit the bank?
Can you refinance the house? If you use your credit cards, you may end up
in much worse shape. Go to the Consumer Credit Counseling center in your area.
They offer free advice or prorated fees according to your ability to pay. You will
be protected from creditors while trying to restructure your finances. Creditors are
often most helpful if you square with them and offer payment of so much per month.
Get a job. Sell something. See what government agencies could help. Did you try
your church?
Get the book Your Money or Your Life by Vicki Robin. In this book the
author tells you how to scale down and actually save money and time since things
cost life energy thus costing you not only actual money, but the hours or even days
in reality of payment. The bottom line, is that item you are saving worth keeping in
your maintenance closet or could you do better with less and yet have more money
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and more time? By getting rid of your stuff you can actually buy back your life and
buy back the time which would make your life richer.
Wouldn’t you rather spend more time with your children doing bonding
activities while enjoying each other building positive memories? Besides, this love
stuff really doesn’t affirm who you are. Who you really are comes from within.
Building Memories Idea: So now’s the time to take real stock of your life and
that of your family and write down some goals and dreams and get rid of the extra
bondage. Deepak Chopra suggests keeping a large jar (try institutional mustard or
pickle jar found at a local restaurant) in a central location or even one for each
person in the household. Make a slitted top and each day deposit extra coins from
book bags, purses, and pockets. At the end of the year, your family will be amazed
at the change from just pennies adding up to big dollars, even hundreds of dollars.
Use this extra change for a trip or special family need.

No Money, Ideas For Paying The Bills
Okay, you’ve burned a hole in your pockets and you are out of money.
What can you do? Here are some ideas:
1. Try bartering, either exchange or trade off talents.
2. Sell something you don’t need. In the long and short of it, do you really,
really need 2 couches, 5 sets of dishes, your wedding band, the pearls he
bought, 30 sweaters that you don’t wear, 6 pairs of slacks and 10 good
dresses that are either too small or too big and, the truth of the matter is, when
you do get back to your ideal weight, do you really want to wear these old
items then?
3. Plan a yard sale. Tell everyone you want to discard stuff you no longer
need and have for sale your old computer, car, sofa. Lighten up and at the
same time make a few dollars. You’d be surprised how much you gain and
how many white elephants you allow others to enjoy. When you clean out
the old there is less to maintain allowing room for new energy to enter and
come to you. The key is to plan ahead and be organized. Go to other sales
and look around at what others are doing. Get an idea about pricing.
Organize your stuff into groupings. All clothes, dishes, electricals, toys, kids
stuff, odds and ends. Label with prices. Make signs. Get balloons. Have
a money belt or recycle a fanny pack. Advertise. Make it short and sweet.
Invite others to go in with you. See Your Money or Your Life by Vicki
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Robin. Neal Baetor’s Closets Organizers can tell you how to clean out your
stuff and make room for life style changes.
Building Memories: Over the years I have had two yard sales, once when we
moved from the marital home, again when the kids were off to college and I traveled.
For the first sale I combined forces with a friend who was also moving. I encouraged
the kids to go through their rooms and decide upon the price thinking they would
like this contribution and were responsible for their own possessions. We went
through the speech about how they had much that others could now enjoy.
Together our kids amassed a huge pile of sale items right down to their collectable
Barbies and Strawberry Patch characters. Completely dumbfounded, I
discovered they had done a thorough job of cleaning out when I took money from
a man whose purchase included the girls’ antique handmade furniture for a total of
two bucks. He was delighted with this valuable find and I could have killed the girls!
My second yard sale I thought I was wiser until a man approached me about
the moldy antique books I decided to sell. He said the graphics were worth a lot.
It pays to know your merchandise and going prices. However, on the other hand,
disposing of things no longer useful, requiring space and collecting dust for much
needed cold cash is worth it. I have fun during the process especially hearing the
money jingle. I have the Rescue Mission pick up the unsold merchandise claiming
a tax deduction providing double return.
A Word of Encouragement: A good rule of thumb: clean out your closet when
you wear or use 20% of your stuff 80% of the time. Mess creates stress. Bottom
line, d-stress by pitching mess!
Cardinal Rule: Never say “we can’t afford” something.
Rather discuss with your child why the item is not a wise investment. This
approach teaches your child to look at wants as long term investments. Empower
your child to decipher quality needs versus junk impulse buying. A child needs
guidance of parents in determining the nonsense of some purchases such as violent
music, R-rated videos, porn, drug, alcohol, tobacco usage. Such purchases
promote unhealthy, dangerous ideas and are a stupid waste of time putting the mind
in a cesspool. Rather, teach your child to invest in reading and playing in quality
activities which enlighten his mind to what’s worthwhile.
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Mommy Goes To Work
What’s this? Income drastically decreased and mommy has to get a job.
The mere thought of having to get a job can be most traumatic not only for
mommy, also for the children and
maybe even dad, especially when
Sometines
mommy never worked outside the
when My Mom
home. In 2001 the number of
does her
working mother households was 42
homework I
million.
think that My
Before mom goes to work,
Mom doesnt
she must sit down and figure out the
have enough
value of working, weigh the pros and
time for me in
cons. Look at the financial picture.
her life.
Examine carefully the expenses.
-Megan, age 8
Consider gas and wear and tear on
the car, time traveling, day care necessity, car pooling, evening and overtime,
perhaps even occasional travel and maybe overnight.
Building Memories Idea: Go to a career counselor who will support you and
help you discover your talents, get your skills organized and start creating your
resume, help you with interview techniques, and direct you to possible employers.
Ask around for references as many top quality career counselors work out of their
homes. Check the yellow pages. Go to the state and local employment agencies.
Often these agencies offer free help and lots of counseling if you tell them your needs
and feelings. Guess what else they offer? Job listings complete with qualifiers and
contacts. You can also go to the temporary agencies and test the waters while
sharpening your skills before you venture out. These jobs have been known to be
feeding grounds for hungry employers looking to test potential employees. With a
temporary placement, you can still interview for other jobs as well as meet new
people and learn the trades.
When I worked as Temporary Manager, I negotiated temporary jobs and
permanent placements. One time, using my social connections over the punch bowl
after a concert, I approached an acquaintance who just happened to be Vice
President of Sara Lee and reported to him that I had a really fantastic woman whom
I knew his company would love to have as a loyal employee. Moreover, I wanted
him to have first crack at hiring her. She got the job, was highly revered by
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management, and I got a big, juicy check for my work. Knowing your skills, being
assertive and hard working, always networking pay off big time. So get busy and
refine your attributes.
Additionally, make sure you state clearly your time availability. I suggest
you put it in writing or on the application. Say you only want to work while the
children are in school. Let the temp know you are willing to start earlier as the kids
leave for school. With a temporary job you can be flexible with hours and attend
those important football or basketball games, art shows, PTA conferences. Often
temp jobs pay very well and some even have benefits.
It is always best if Mom can be home when the kids arrive from school or
activities. That way you are assured your children are safe and well cared for. You
may find you need to hire a driver, perhaps
a nearby teen or maybe you could swap
with other parents and pay for gas. This
Sometimes
way your children join their friends
when Im
attending various meetings, sporting
home alone
activities. It is important that children have
Im nervous.
regular activities which build their minds
-Jane, age 9
and bodies. Such activities build skills,
competency and confidence as well as
keep children on track and out of impending trouble. Remember schedules breed
security as well as character. When kids know their schedule, they have something
to look forward to just like we adults do.
A Word of Encouragement : Seeking a job after a long absence from the
employment market shatters even the most aggressive looking women. Your self
esteem as well as financial necessities hang on your acceptance. Be realistic. Do
what I did, let people know you have need of a job. Start off small and work up
big. You might consider job sharing. With job sharing you and another person
together assume the job while dividing up the hours allowing you to enter the job
market and still be available to parent your kids. Sometimes employers are open
to giving both employees benefits. So check into it.
I began with a temporary agency which demanded that I get out and about
in the workforce, interviewing employers while landing jobs for others. I learned
a lot, made many connections. The pay was next to nothing, yet the benefits of
getting me up and out outweighed all salaries. I quit, spent the summer with the kids
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and found another job doing catering another of my skills. Looking back, I now
see how these job opportunities taught me many lessons worth more than the
meager salary.
I realize women need to keep their eyes and ears open to new opportunities
and challenges. Networking and contacts need to be fully utilized. Loyalty is for
the birds when personal goals are not achieved and salary looms below abilities.
Don’t be second rate or second fiddle. Rather be assertive and aggressive when
necessary and pursue opportunities you desire. Observe how men seem to move
amongst other men daily dealing with issues, making decisions, changing directions.
Be open to opportunity and seize it confidently knowing you deserve the best.
Building Memories Idea: It’s a good idea to plan for emergencies. I found an
Emergency Notebook helpful, preferably red, containing plastic page sleeves and
tabs listing the subjects. In this notebook outline emergencies and procedures while
mom is away. Include police emergency 911 and non-emergency numbers, fire
stations, hospitals, poison center, ambulance providers phone numbers, addresses,
easy to understand maps, relatives and neighbors, doctors.
Include first aid procedures. You might go to the American Red Cross and
pick up a manual to keep in the notebook. Make sure your house has a fully charged
fire extinguisher predominately located in the kitchen as fires are usually in kitchens
and kitchens are easily located for grabbing the extinguisher. A second extinguisher
is a good idea on a second floor hallway. You might have evacuation procedures
in case of an emergency with a centrally located meeting point outside the house.
Also, what to do if inclement weather approaches. Practice going over this material
with each sitter and the kids, too. The more familiar the procedures, the more
spontaneous and automatic their response in an emergency. The more lives are
saved and the less damage done.
A Word of Caution:Make sure your going to work is for the right reasons and
not for getting out of the house, away from parenting duties, or trying to impress your
neighbors. Parents working to maintain a lifestyle are not always happy. You
convey to the kids the message that you’re working for a paycheck and not happy
with your job or career choice. The concept that money measures happiness
teaches material wealth is more important than doing what your heart desires thus
shortchanging your talents.
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Allowance, A Penny Here, A Quarter There
Kids need possession and control of money so they can learn to appreciate
its value and usage. Today’s kids seem to think money grows on trees, yet I haven’t
seen that tree, have you? Unless we as parents teach our children to respect money,
they will think of it as a right and obligation to be freely given rather than earned.
Money used to be a reward for a job well done. You had to work for it. To earn
money. Start your kids on the right footing. Set up an allowance program. Teach
them how to earn, save and give money. Provide them a foundation of economic
values that will last a lifetime.
Get the books A Penny Saved and Money Doesn’t Grow On Trees by
Neale S. Godfrey to help teach the kids about finances. Her books teach
preschoolers to teens the function of money and how to make responsible life
decisions about
finances. Using
her techniques, the
My kids think, “Mom earns it, and I deserve it.”
family can bud-Sue, parent
get, divvy up responsibilities, determine the difference between a want and need, develop business contracts, save
and invest, plan for vacations and gift giving as well as learn the value of charitable
contributions. Her books offer a great opportunity to develop a host of lifetime
skills.
Meanwhile, to earn allowance, decide what chores must be done, what
chores are expected to be shared by all. Which chores do you require as part of
family living and those included in allowance as well which are extra credit rewarded
by something special, not necessarily money, perhaps making chocolate chip
cookies, or selecting a special meal?
Devise a chart with responsibilities. Set limits and deadlines for completion.
If not done, grounding and no TV, phone calls, friends. Until the task is done and
done with proficiency, forget the special treat. After a few times of deprivation,
children get the message: if the kids don’t do, they don’t go. They will soon learn,
business is business, task completion before fun! Remember, consistency teaches
the lesson. So stick to your guns and follow the rules.
When you allow the child a certain amount of money, specify that the money
goes for saving, lunch, treats, gas, special gifts, activities, charitable giving. When
the money runs out, there will be no more. This will teach respect and budgeting.
Get the book, it works!
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A Big Mistake: My big mistake was free range and no hard nose detective
checking with the spyglass verifying the assignment was completed. I was a softie,
afraid the children’s dad would condemn me if I maintained house rules complete
with penalty. Even when my funds were rock bottom, I should have at least
maintained a small consistent realistic allowance. Frankly, I flunked this class and
I fear my kids pay the price today of not having a grasp on financial realities. As
parents, we did not set allowances earlier on. Now either Mom or Dad bail them
out. This is not healthy and teaches nothing sound, except how to use parents for
financial gain.
Building Memories Idea: Joe and Wanda devised a chart along with input from
their children listing all the chores. A column recorded the chore while another listed
each child. Chores were rotated every week. When the child completed his task,
he put a big red check mark in the chore column. At the end of the week, all jobs
had to be completed in time for the paycheck. Enough money was given for school
lunch, treats, clothes allowance, gifting, entertainment, saving, and charitable giving.
The children were responsible for budgeting their money. Because the parents
supported the idea, everyone benefitted, moreover, there was no second guessing.
You may wish to include a similar plan for family grocery budgeting and
various other expenses. You will be amazed at the change in attitudes and the
respect generated.

Kids On The Job
Sometime down the line, kids feel the necessity of getting a job especially
kids of single moms. Even though as Marketing Education Coordinator having
students in the after school cooperative on-the-job program, I am opposed to kids
working while in high school other than babysitting or newspaper routes. It is my
belief some parents take advantage of their children and send them off to supply the
bread and butter instead of going to school and getting an education, doing their
best. While teaching I had some students out in the field at 14 with work permits.
These kids would sneak by with 20 to 40 hours per week on the job. One time I
found a student sleeping each day. Upon investigation I found he was working 52
hours a week. That’s more than a full time job. Plus he had school from 7:30 to
2:30. No wonder he was tired. The student told me if he didn’t work, he wouldn’t
have any food. Now I don’t mind if an older kid with good grades and outside
activities has a job for 10-15 hours per week, however, I find some kids are
expected to bring home the bacon and this is wrong! Kids need to be kids and that
happens only once in their lives.
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My son took a job during high school. I wasn’t too thrilled. However, it
was a simple job, with lenient hours and a good male role model so I okayed it. This
job was a character building job and it gave my son independence. He needed to
be doing boy stuff. He was not forced, it did not interfere with school or
extracurricular activities and it gave him extra spending money plus responsibility,
job skills, self esteem. Yet, I experienced guilt that he felt the need to work versus
his parents supplying his needs.
Cardinal Rule: Parents should supply the financial basics of life for their kids
and not force children to enter the workforce before their time.

Filling The Shopping Cart
Little piggy goes to market hopefully bringing home the bacon.
For some, shopping can be the pits. I have one friend who absolutely hates
to shop for even simple staples. My mother hated to shop, period. I loved to shop,
yet at one point before the dissolution of my marriage, I experienced panic attacks
becoming phobic, totally housebound except for forced outings. The once
treasured visit to the grocery turned into a nightmare finding me going before the
store opened, hurrying down the aisles, getting home before the traffic. I was afraid
of seeming less than perfect, being seen making mistakes or a fool of myself. My
self esteem was at its very lowest point. Therapy turned me around.
Strange things happen to us under stressful times. Our minds and bodies
seem to work overtime and then fizzle leaving us paralyzed, helpless perhaps with
peculiar dis-eases. What was once fun, exciting, and carefree, now cripples us with
fear.
We need food, clothing, and shelter requiring us to venture out into the
public eye. These moments are great teaching tools for our kids if only we could
find a fun approach. Getting the kids to cooperate can make the task easy at hand.
Building Memories Idea: Get together with the kids and make shopping a family
occasion. Always send the most conservative shopper to do the purchasing or else
fear the inevitable—more expenses, more unnecessary stuff, junk, unusables. Go
with a list and stick to it. Figure out what is wanted or needed, buying only the
needed. Watch your money as now more than ever, with your emotions going up
and down, it is easy for you to become prey using cash, checks and charge cards
to comfort yourself. Next comes massive debt and more problems and you certainly
don’t need this extra stress. So send the designated shopper armed with the
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designated list and the designated money, preferably cash or check with limit
specified.
Another idea for the younger set, would be for the whole family to shop
together reviewing the list, the budget, comparison and label reading. I found it great
fun to discuss with the kids the various products, substitutes, the value of the
investment and the fun of window shopping. Having their own shopping cart
elevated their self esteem.

Major Purchase
You think you need a large ticket item such as a new car or bedroom
furniture. Think clearly.
Often, at divorce one wants to discard old karma and buy something new
as a reward, a nurturing of the wounded spirit. When I divorced, I did indeed buy
many items, most of which I really did not need let alone truly want.
I did however, need a new car. So I set out comparison shopping, first
dealerships, then narrowing down the makes and models. Next, I enlisted friends
to shop with me and for advice as I had never purchased expensive items on my
own. I always had a husband or father and mother to make the major decisions.
Now on my own, I was confronted with decisions I had to make independently.
Eegads. What am I going to do!
I find my list of features-benefits helpful. First, I rationalize why I need the
item, the pros and cons. Then I figure my budget range. When I get down to the
final selections, the feature-benefit comparison holds the key along with that trusted
buddy whom I drag around on the shopping excursion. I ended up buying a
beautiful, utilitarian Maxima wagon, my Mercedes from Japan as I called it, making
monthly payments for the first time in my life.
When I bought my new bed, after giving my husband the marital one, it was
my friend who guided me. She said, “Marcy, this bed looks just like you and you
deserve it.” As I stood inside the unmattressed frame, beads of sweat covered my
forehead for I was not shopping that day for me, let alone an expensive bed. I was
merely on a window shopping trip with my girl friend. This bed was certainly unique.
It was a California designer brass contemporary poster bed with canopy rails. I felt
silly standing in the middle of the frame while my friend kept pushing me to buy it.
Sold. Now where’s the mattress store?
After assembling this massive Queen-sized bed and adding ice blue satin
sheets, I found I could not sleep in it. Especially on the same wall as our marital bed.
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I felt I was not deserving such a gorgeous bed. So for many nights, believe it or not,
I slept on the floor in my walk-in closet. Finally, I decided enough. This is silly. I
must move into the bed. Wow. I remember calling my friends and telling them that
I felt like Cleopatra except I did not have the bangs and all the exotic makeup let
alone Richard Burton. I couldn’t sleep. Finally, I showed another friend my latest
acquisition. While my neighbor and I sat in my bed discussing my feelings, our kids
romped on the bedposts. That night I took a long, hot bath complete with
candlelight and wine, and jumped nude into my new bed. Finally, I was the Queen
of my destiny. I was healing!
Building Memories Idea: I attempt to look at large purchases as an investment
and go from there. Do I need this item or do I want it? Can I afford it? How long
will it hopefully last? Do I need to make monthly payments? How will it nurture and
serve me and the kids? With the car, I needed a wagon. I needed a new car. I
needed a credit reference basis and this would be the ticket. I certainly needed a
bed to sleep in. This bed was extreme, however after seventeen years it looks brand
new and each night I feel like Cleopatra, so who could beat that.
Make wise investments. I found calling each purchase an investment
helped decide it’s value. With major appliances, buying dented, bruised products
along with a guarantee works for me. Once I had no refrigerator. I was using two
borrowed college dorm small refrigerators and they were freezing all my produce,
which I ended up tossing out. My therapist one day forced me to go to Sears and
buy a refrigerator as the stress was getting to me. I did find a dented model which
more than met my needs and that of the kids. So for a fraction of the listed price,
I now have owned for 11 years my side by side, ice on the door refrigerator with
no problems. The same is true of my microwave and other products.
The moral is, do your homework, know what you need and can spend,
shop around, look at used and damaged, get friends to help, enjoy and take care
of your investment and it will last a good lifetime.

Little Bird Leaves The Nest, Getting A Teen Car
Teenagers, about to be drivers of larger and more dangerous vehicles than
their electric toy counterparts, will undoubtedly drive you nuts with their desire for
independence and the self-esteem of obtaining that all American status symbol, the
driver’s license. Count on being hounded to your death about their need for a car.
Believe me it is part of the rights of passage.
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As a single parent, the trap is to fall into the “I gotta have a car” game. “It’s
gotta be flashy for my image,” and “it’s gotta be mine now!” Not a day later than
the legal driving birth date. DON’T FALL FOR IT. Remember, it is a privilege
to drive a car, not a birth right. One must earn the privilege. Walking isn’t so bad.
It’s good exercise, releases toxins, and doesn’t cost anything. You aren’t a bad
parent if you say “no” to supplying your teen a car.
Building Memories Ideas: Get your children to begin saving for the big day. Let
them earn the right even if it means saving a dollar a week. Make sure each teen
knows the costs and liabilities involved with driving. Remind them they are driving
a potential death machine and therefore must drive defensively. Take them to the
drivers ed class. Better yet, enroll your child in classes for race car drivers. These
classes are now in a variety of larger communities. When you equate the cost of
these lessons by the pros, the value of the car and the lives of those driving, you’ll
agree, it is a small price to pay for quality, life driving skills.
Investigate the cost of insurance plans for the novice driver in your state.
How much would taxes and insurance add? How much would the family benefit
from owning another vehicle? Where will the funds come from? How much will the
teens be required to pay? What if they are involved in an accident? What will the
consequences be, such as repairs, driver’s points, insurance increases, driving
privileges? Spell this out before hand with teen input and on paper with signatures.
Now you can always go back to the written agreement and hold everyone
accountable. This is also a learning process and lesson.
All-righty, you have concluded that another car would be to the family’s
benefit. What car? Do you want an economy car high on gas mileage, yet small, not
as sturdy upon impact? Do you want a new car with high insurance, repair, and
maintenance costs? Or would the old gunboat be the wiser choice for the beginner?
Sure the gunboat is big and maybe stands out in the crowd, but it is sturdier, bigger,
less on the insurance, repairs and taxes and it may even save lives and pocketbooks.
With love, it runs.
So, how do you go about finding the acceptable car? First, write down all
the criteria. Find a computer generated list with columns for checking off criteria
matches. Consider all the options, safety features, payments, insurance, repairs,
maintenance. Next begin asking around. Start with family and friends. Follow up
asking everyone if they know of a car which meets your predetermined needs. Go
to your repair man and service station. Be aware of older cars sitting in yards.
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Maybe someone knows of an older couple who have maintained their car and need
to sell it or would consider selling if you approached them.
Inspection Checklist: tires, brakes, under the hood, underneath body, inside
condition, windows, accessories, consumer reports, maintenance record. Have
your friendly service station inspect each potential vehicle. Learn to keep your eyes
peeled for leased cars, individual owners, service stations on the lookout for buyers,
tax time and Christmas for immediate cash needs of sellers. Take a series of long
test drives, the more cars the better your discerning abilities. Keep records of
inquiries and results. Have a file readily available. Run your own ad and check
classifieds.
When my son became driving age, I had an outrageous cake made
complete with a jeep-like vehicle sculpted on top with statements like, “Eat your
heart out.” Then I gave him a series of toy cars and other car paraphernalia. I
marched him to the drivers test and stood waiting so proud of him obtaining this
status. He beamed when he was told he passed taking the next step of having the
traditional photo in front of the blue curtain indicating under age driver.
I will always remember searching for the perfect car. Somehow, I was
vetoed with the older model gunboats over the sleek, slide in, sit back from the
pedals, cool two door coupe models. I felt he needed a boast in his self esteem
department as the divorce was difficult on our first born and besides he was such
a great, responsible guy. We signed papers on the black, sporty, low to the ground,
5 on the floor, 2 door Isuzu. He was so proud as his image was that of “cornering
on rails,” attracting the chicks while drawing the envy of each football player.
Sadly, we didn’t have a payment plan nailed down in writing. Also,
unfortunately, the influence of other family members may have contributed to his
failure to repay the personal loan with me.
Research has shown that teenage drivers are more likely to die in wrecks
than experienced drivers, especially when they are carrying other teenage
passengers, said Robert Foss, a researcher for the Highway Safety Research
Center at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. Of accidents involving
teens, one of seven had at least two passengers in the car when it wrecked.
Bottom line, set driving standards and rules including only one
passenger. It’s too easy for kids to pay attention to their riders, be egged on to
speed or drag race another car, not watch or listen to traffic, run stop signs and red
lights, tailgate, be thrill seekers. It takes one fatal accident to destroy young lives
and their families.
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The first accident occurred on his way back to his home school from the
Career Center. He was the last in a series of pile ups. Responsibly, the kids all
exchanged numbers and continued on to their schools. When I got wind of the
accident and saw the damage, I wanted to teach my son a lesson so together we
returned to the site, surveyed it and decided to report it to the police, especially since
the driver, who caused the accident, was not cooperating. Unfortunately, our
honest intentions backfired and my son was cited even though the first driver, a girl,
had suddenly and without any need, slammed on her brakes while climbing a slight
hill causing the chain reaction behind her.
More fender benders happened with the car finally blowing a gasket on a
very dangerous curve. The car was towed and ending up being traded for the next
vehicle.
My daughters seemed to have the same accident prone behaviors. They
seemed to tailgate a bit too close and bang. Another booboo to repair. Fortunately,
no physical injuries, just bruised egos. One car received a huge gouge as the
youngest daughter backed the wagon down the driveway taking out the gatepost.
Another accident, this one to my beautiful Maxima wagon occurred while I was on
a very important out of town catering assignment. Naturally, these accidents
happened during important events causing me to have my feathers ruffled, patience
tried. Thank God, there were no injuries. Cars can be repaired, bodies another
story and spirits maybe never. Insurance helped repair the damages although
premiums kept going up.
Big Mistake: In order to avoid unnecessary possible harassment, I would suggest
you not allow your precious child to supe-up her car. This presents an invitation, an
aura, of questionable activities.
First, the money spent may not
enhance the value. Yes, it may
give the child experience in repair
and other skills, however, having
dark windows let’s others think
things are going on inside which
are suspicious. A deputy sheriff Avoid the pitfalls,
recently told me when he sees a teach kids the
suped-up car with blackened responsibility of
windows, his first reaction is to building safety skills.
believe this vehicle to be a drug -Ruth, Parent
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manufacturing and distribution operation. The car will then be pursued and possibly
pulled over and inspected. He went on to tell me that kids today are using cars to
manufacture illegal substances avoiding discovery by parents making vehicles
bombs on wheels.
Another mistake I found was allowing the kids to have loud music. How
many times has a car gone by your house and you felt the base thumping your whole
body with its vibration? Moreover, you could hear the racket from the car inside
your home. Imagine what these loud decimals are doing to the kids hearing. Down
the road, kids have been known to have premature and advanced hearing loss.
Some of the kids sit totally enclosed in their cars without the windows cracked
making the sound far more dangerous. If you notice, members of orchestras and
contemporary bands use sound deflectors and plugs to protect their hearing.
My solution would be to disconnect the radio and not allow a CD, stereo
system or other distraction until a year of safe, accident free driving. This way the
young novice driver focuses on developing safe skills and paying attention to the
world around her car, rather than singing along and bopping to the music. I always
suggest the driver’s window be cracked a bit, just a little, to permit sounds to enter
the car permitting the driver firsthand information about road conditions, other
drivers, emergency vehicles, sirens and warnings, pedestrians, trains, etc.
Now that Johnny has wheels, the divorced parent often rejoices at the newfound car pool freedom, becoming lax on consequences for inappropriate
behavior. Your key to behavior management lies with the use of the car. A teen
hates to loose driving privileges. If you, together with your young driver, establish
rules and regulations complete with consequences and extensions, moreover sign
and post these, you will find better, more responsible behavior. Then you can sit
back and continue with your activities free of worry.
Big Mistake: As so many parents, Sue and her new husband did not keep tight
reigns on her son. He began testing the waters, hanging out with other kids who had
no supervision. He stayed out later and later, talked back, smelled of smoke, began
drinking, began experimenting with drugs. Eventually, he ran away taking other kids
with him in his car. A day later he called home. Not one parent rushed from their
busy schedules to claim Donnie and drag him home. Consequences were none for
this extremely inappropriate behavior. Donnie laughed and boasted to his friends
that once more he got away with doing what he wanted when really what he wanted
was the attention of his parents and boundaries for his actions.
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Cardinal Rule: Teach your child respect, have household rules complete with
rewards, consequences and follow through.

The Handyman Can
Your sink overflows and won’t drain. What do you do?
Boy, do I remember these problems. I would have company coming with
water all over the floor and the sink backing up. Now, I confess, I was never given
lessons on repairing anything as my Father was any thing but handy. He was
cerebral and called 911. On the other hand, Mother was the handy dandy. She
even had petite tools, you know the typical ones, screwdrivers, hammers, nails,
screws, wrenches, pliers, all neatly placed on marked peg boards and labeled jars.
However, she never taught me fix-it secrets. Sure, I could hammer nails, mostly
crooked while banging my fingers. There were times I had to learn in a hurry or call
someone, like a guy friend or neighbor.
I highly recommend you find a person who can help you with chores around
the house. Ask friends if they know such a person. Go to the local hardware store
ask the clerks. Better yet, watch the customers. Look for a man or lady, possibly
a retiree, who seems to know about the products and usage. If you feel comfortable
with him, ask for help and then ask if he might be interested in periodic handy work.
Remember to inquire if the rates are per hour or job. Get a business card and jot
down the time, date, place you met and rates as well as his abilities and skills.
This method works really well. I simply take a deep breath and ask the
question. One day I was in the plumbing section trying desperately to decide what
internal parts were the best for my commode. Watching for a man to come hopefully
looking for the same parts, I waited for a long time. Finally, an older gentleman came
with his wife. Voila, I had a good prospect. Well, Herman turned out to be my best
investment as he was eager to keep his hands in challenging projects. It turns out
he did quite a number of tasks over the years which used his genius and saved me
tons of money. I have been forever grateful with this handy friend.
It’s A Good Idea: Develop an index of all people who are available for household
repairs, like appliances, equipment, heating & air conditioning, lawn and yard,
plumbing, electrical, roofing, computer, cars, etc. Keep information in a file,
preferably your Household Book where you can easily refer to it and where you can
evaluate their performance, date, rate of each job. Keep all receipts as this can help
with evaluations, guarantees, warranties, taxes, insurance and in resale. A
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handyman can often save you time and money by repairing existing products and
by creating better solutions to solving problems. Remember to bake him a cake
every once in a while or treat him and his family to dinner.
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-Michelle, age 12

House For Sale
The house on the block for sale is yours.
I remember how very difficult this stage was. We had custom built our
home. My brother drew the architectural renderings while I sought and hired the
local architect and builder. The house was magnificently fashioned with both the
present and future considered in the design. It took a year to build. Each day I was
on the site making sure all details were followed. When the last beam was placed,
I had a special tree raising party and blessing of the home. The blood and sweat
of my husband and me went into the construction including the expansive handmade
brick patios and walkways. I interviewed the 33 brick manufacturers before
selecting the special handmade oversized brick for this gorgeous home complete
with a tower and moat wall. Great memories linger within its walls. Some not so
great times also lurk.
Before construction, we met at the land with the local architect to decide
the placement of the house. I prepared a Southern Magnolia spread complete with
champagne, candelabras, peach cobbler. The architect and my husband walked
around the three acres using ropes and posts as guides looking for the prefect
positioning. After a while, I joined and we agreed on the location which allowed
maximum passive sun and views. Shortly after, construction began. A year later
we moved in.
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The kids loved the new house constantly inviting their friends over. The
house became a home which we referred to as “The Prairie” partly after the show
“Little House on the Prairie” which my daughters loved and partly because my
mother’s roots were in the Heartland of North Dakota. I had established a 35 X
10 foot or so vegetable garden which I proudly tended sometimes with help from
the kids. Once we were sighted in the newspaper when the children won a
scarecrow contest. The land, the earth was important to me.
Each of the children’s rooms were designed carefully according to their
interests and within the Williamsburg motif. I made all their window treatments and
those of the rest of the house. I had taken deep pride in both the interior and exterior
of our home. Often people would come to the house looking for the mistress, and
would find me up on a ladder washing windows, tending the yard or laying the patio
system and I would tell them “well, she’s in the house watching soaps and painting
her nails.” Then I would laugh like crazy.
Our lawn area was important to us. My husband ordered special grass
plugs which as a family we hand placed for weeks at a time. While involved in this
extensive project, it was time for Prince Charles and Lady Dianna’s wedding. I
made an elaborate English breakfast which we consumed gathered on our kingsized bed watching the telecast. I was so intrigued I set TVs up in the yard so we
could watch this historical event as we plugged away.
Yes, our homes have memories of both
wonderful, beautiful, memorable moments such
as mine and such as yours. However, the walls
also hold the secrets of the disagreements and
anger and hurt feelings which led to separation
and divorce and the breakup of the family. With
the breakup often comes the necessity to sell the
family home. And don’t let anyone tell you this
Hello, this is my
is an easy task. It is not. My kids were
house. I love my
devastated and to this day, I think, still harbor
house.
resentment at the dissolution of the family and
-Mary Anna, age 10
marriage.
My advice would be to be aware of the pain having to move will inevitably
cause. Take precautions. Do damage patrol before the damage explodes into
another un-repairable tempest.
Be gentle with yourself, your former spouse, and especially with the kids
who now are losing the security and comfort of their bedrooms and playrooms.
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If you can both agree to selling the family home together, great. Remember,
make it business, keeping emotions at bay. Somehow verify that selling the
homeplace is really the best financial and emotional move. Remember the security
and well-being of the children should come first. Many states allow the wife or
custodial parent to remain in the family home until the youngest child turns 18 or
graduates from high school. Often the more you can have the children in their familiar
environment and not uproot them, the better. Perhaps, too, this time frame may
permit the wife or custodial parent time to seek sound employment. Weigh the
costs. Include moving expenses, emotional expenses, loss of immediate ties.
In the prime of their development, aged 11, 9, and 7, we separated and
divorced. Actually, I think it would have been a wise move to remain in the house,
as frankly, it cost more to uproot and deal with the consequences. Furthermore,
the rent and mortgage expenses I experienced were more or about even with the
mortgage of the marital house. Dividing the estate needs careful financial planning
on the part of the parents.
Great idea: Go to a financial planner who can help guide you. Both parties should
agree upon one realtor. My recommendation would be to search for the real estate
company ranking number one and the person who is actually closing the sales on
property within your neighborhood. That individual knows the area, customers and
market. When a realtor has success, she/he feels comfortable staying in that area
having already established a clientele. You might go to the Board of Realtors and
check their multiple listings book. There you will find the market trends, listings,
comparisons, buyers and purchase prices. Do your homework.
It seemed my husband and I were at odds over everything. Selling the
house was no exception. He may not have trusted my judgment and certainly did
not seem to want to collaborate nor negotiate on our plans. In the end, two Realtors
were involved with two different agendas, with two opposing clients. Bottom line,
little happened on the selling end.
A Word of Caution: If both of you can’t agree on a real estate company and
think each parent should have their own realtor, think again.
If the commission is split between the lister and the seller, say 50-50, and
if there are two listing agents, do you really think these two individuals are going to
give you 100% when their company will only get 25% rather than 50%? Keep in
mind this decision to sell the family home is a business decision you have chosen,
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so make good sound business decisions that won’t hurt the family and especially the
children. Now is not the time to build walls and destroy relationships, moreover, the
channels of communication.
Because the two Realtors offered no viable contracts, in order to get our
house sold, I approached a Realtor friend whose top agent was the number one
seller in our neighborhood. I shared with him, he should never refer to our
conversation, yet if he approached my former husband with the facts that his office
was the prime lister as well as closer while showing his desire to get the job done
efficiently and swiftly, he would likely get the go ahead. Which is what happened.
Finally, financial motivation coupled with selling abilities came to the rescue.
Be sure to keep the children advised about selling the family home. Kids
resist the thought of giving up their precious space and moving. This remains a
traumatic event in their lives. Keep communications open, above board and honest
while considering their feelings and desire for privacy.
A Word of Caution: Selling the homeplace is an intensely stressful time for
everyone. Make sure all the reasons for this action are valid, just and fair. Be
sure to nurture yourself and your precious children.

Dealing With Emotions When Selling The Homeplace
Egads, we’re splitting up and the house must be sold.
When the marital house must be sold, surviving this disruption will be
another traumatic family hurdle. How in the world are you going to survive? What
is it going to be like without us all together? Sure I don’t have to deal with the daily
ranting and raving of a divorcing couple, but what about not having the kids
welcoming me home? What are you going to do?
Try asking yourself, what would I
want to have happen? What approach
would work best if I were the child?
I thought I
Leaving the security of the family home
would not
place will affect each member in a different
meet any
manner. The children’s room, the safe
friends when
I moved.
haven of secrets and dreams, will suddenly
-Mona,
age 9
be there no more. The thought that
someone else, a total stranger, will be
sleeping in, will be invading my bedroom, my house, is almost too much for children
of all ages to bear. That special tree where they sat for hours and talked with their
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friends, will be theirs no more. What, just what, will the child do? Truly, this is where
special attention needs to be paid by both parents reassuring the child that life will
continue in a new home with new challenges and maybe, maybe this new home will
bring new adventures never thought of.
Consider the tale of the Swiss Family Robinson. The family washed ashore,
having to cope and build a new home, a new existence. Just like you, your children
will find themselves wishing for the security of the family home place, for the return
of the family unit as they had wished as in the fairy tales. Keep in mind that this marital
home may have been the only home they knew and the mere thought of change is
frightening, not to mention only one parent will be making the move with them. What
happened to team work? What became of the team? Again, get help. Get books
that are age-appropriate. Have the kids express feelings through art, stories,
discussions. Seek therapy, if necessary. Be open to discussion and above all listen,
listen, listen and observe.
Building Memories Idea: When it comes to the new house or apartment, seek
the help from the kids. Get together, decide criteria for the new home. Discuss the
budget. Talk about everyone’s apprehensions and fears. Make evaluation chart
complete with plus and minus columns. Talk about it. Come up with ideas, solutions,
plans of action. Remember, your goal is to create security with the new home. Have
an inspection tour. Check the closets for ghosts making them Casper, the friendly
ghost. Decide the rooms, the furniture, the fact that they will still have their old
familiar stuff and maybe some new stuff which they can help select. Get the kids to
participate in all phases of the decisions.
Big Mistake: Once a realtor showed up to inspect the house before the kids left
for school. I was infuriated as I had requested her to show up long after the kids
had arrived at school. Rather, she showed up even earlier and sat at the end of our
driveway in full view of the kids. Needless to say, the children spotted her car and
became hysterical that a strange car was perched in the drive. Moreover, this
stranger was going to look into their private worlds. Worse yet, possibly sell their
home. It was a devastating morning full of emotions and grieving. My heart cried
for my children. This wound was unnecessary and cruel.
A Good Idea: Do sit down with your children and explain together, as parents,
the events including the selling of the home. Losing their home upsets kids especially
the thought of leaving the neighborhood and friends and moving into usually a smaller
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home without both parents. Insist the realtors come when the children are not
present. No one likes complete strangers peering into their personal worlds and
bedroom sanctuary. Make sure you have a written request on file. Keep the kids
advised of all prospects, offers, sale. Keep talking about the move to help ease the
pain and disappointment. Find positive things to replace the losses, such as inviting
friends to help pack, to visit the new home, the intrigue of a new adventure, meeting
new friends, and so on. With both parents’ support, the move can be healing if
handled with love and compassion for the spirit of each family member.

Parent Moving Out
The day of divorce reality. One of you is moving out of the family home. Let
me tell you, this day rates among the worst when the reality sinks in that this marriage
for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, till death do we part, just parted
ways.
You might think this to be a
My parents are fighting so
happy day, however deep down,
much, I wish the fireman
both parents are usually sick to their
would come and put out
stomachs. Sure, you might say,
the fires.
“Hallelujah, no more of that bitch or
-Kevin, age 7
bastard. Now I’ll have some peace
and quiet!” Ha! Think again. Sure,
the days might be tranquil. The nights
are going to be hell, full of dead silence
and loneliness-the silence of missing
the kids and the other parent, who in
better times offered support and
balance.
My husband did not leave our home until five days after signing the
separation papers. In fact, on that fateful evening, which happened to be 6:29 PM,
December 31, 1984, New Years Eve, when we signed the document, I did not
think it right for him to leave without talking with the children. Leaving on such a
holiday would only bring sad and difficult memories. Believe it or not, we had
champagne and I went off to church to sing the welcoming in of the New Year. I
really don’t know what we had to celebrate. It was for me a tumultuous evening
as I had had very little sleep in months and especially during those last few days when
I was holed up in his office while his attorney negotiated the contract which my
husband wanted signed before the end of 1984. It was some ten years later when
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I realized the significance of that date and time. I guess the champagne signified a
victory of which I was unaware.
It’s funny how certain moments in time stand out in our memory. Just like
asking someone of my age, “Where were you when President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was shot?” Today, it’s the Allan Jackson song, “Where Were You?”
recalling September 11, our new 911 wake up call. Everyone knows the exact
place and thoughts when the horrifying news was broadcast.
I remember the sadness of my decision to divorce as I had always wanted
to be married for the rest of my life and live in the castle with Prince Charming, the
kids and the dog. For me, I recall the grief, the confusion, the disorientation I felt.
In fact, one day after leaving my attorney’s office, I was so upset at his remarks of
wanting to go after my husband’s total wallet, I couldn’t find my way home let alone
safely drive my car. Instead, I ended up at the nearby door of a friend’s father who
warmly took me in his arms allowing me to sob.
Other times, when I didn’t want anyone to know of my difficult day, I would
stand in the hot shower, quietly sobbing, until I had no more strength and my body
was bright red and burning from the water. Collecting myself, my eyes looked better
from the water’s heat as I painted my wifely, motherly, neighborly face and
continued as if nothing was wrong.
I don’t know how we lasted those five days. For me it was a surreal time.
Finally, the day came when my husband would move into a friend’s cabin as
temporary housing. He really didn’t need much except for personal belongings and
foodstuffs. I wanted to make sure he had what he needed including toilet paper and
that the kids were a part of his moving out. The day was difficult indeed. My heart
felt as though it was ripped from my body. I ached for the kids, I ached for my
husband, I ached for the dog, I ached for me and I ached for our profound loss of
family! The dream, the ideal family, the ideal life, the ideal falsehood was reduced
to attorneys, silence, war, deep wounds and contracts.
Over the years, from my experience and those of countless others I
interviewed, I discovered many helpful ways to ease the confusion and emotional
suffering which I want to share with you.
When moving day finally becomes a reality, if at all possible, have your
children assist with locating the new home. If this is not possible, show your children
where you will be moving. Talk about your new home and how and where you will
be putting the furniture. Have your kids select their rooms so they will know that
they, too, have a home with you.
Establish a budget. Select which furniture will be moving with you. Ask
your children what colors, what furniture needs and styles, linens they would prefer.
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Get color swatches. Cut out pictures of their ideal choices. Make your home fun
for the kids. Make a list of needs for each room and family member. If possible,
take the children along on a shopping trip for new home items. If not, hire a shopping
service. Include discount shopping at outlets, secondhand shops, antique stores,
yard sales, sales. Ask family members for furniture and appliances, accessories.
Each child should ideally have her/his own chest of drawers and personal items at
the new home.
If you can’t afford something now, be creative and decorate a box or two
and personalize it. Get down to toothbrush, hair bands, deodorant, clothes, books,
toys and photographs.
Building Memories Idea: Buy a distinctive, very squeezable stuffed animal even
for the teen as he may need something to cling onto when things get stressful. Look
for handmade crafts. This makes for specialness and creates security.
For my kids, I went to a craft fair searching for the ideal hugable stuffed
critter. I found the cutest array of one-of-a-kinds all individually designed and very
reasonably priced. Because my son was interested in a vast range of subjects,
especially wildlife and liked the unusual, I found a soft, masculine sea otter complete
with a green velcroed fish between his front paws. He was quickly adopted and
appropriately named “Sea Otty.” I knew this creature was still loved when I
discovered “Sea Otty” hidden within my college graduate’s bedcovers.
My eldest daughter loved dogs and had entertained the idea of becoming
a veterinarian. A long eared, brown, soft pooch seemed ideal and passed the
squeezable test with great arm extension which I instinctively knew she would love.
Plus the pup had incredibly St. Bernard-like eyes which whispered “love.” The
puppy was named “Woffard” and was seen during college breaks in the passenger
seat strapped in as his mistress drove off to camp to be a staff member.
The last stuffed animal was a precious lamb to remind my daughter that she
was a child of God. This cute critter had a large pink bow and bell and was amply
named “LambieWammie.” She stood protecting my daughter as she slept, my
daughter’s arm wrapped about her soft security.
Each stuffed animal was uniquely different and like no other and thus very,
very special. Senior citizen shops are also great places to find homemade
squeezables. You might consider rag dolls, clowns, anything special and loveable,
something your child can relate to in the darkest of days while feeling secure and
cherished. Remember to make it a surprise and to verify huggability. You might
consider something for yourself as well.
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One day at TJ Maxx, I spied a cute hand sized, white puppy with a heartshaped nose on sale. So I bought it for myself and placed it on my pillows to remind
me that I am both loved and loveable. When I traveled to Honduras, I found my
24 year old daughter had attached “Love” to my backpack so I would realize I was
loved while traveling in the remote regions of this Third World country. Much to
my amazement, everywhere I went, both the tiniest of children and elders gathered
to make comments about “Love” and to pet him. I was deeply touched. Now, here
in North Dakota as I write, “Love” sits waiting on my pillows along with a handmade
Birthday pillow my daughters made for me.
Back to moving. Have the children help pack their own items and that of
the parent who is moving. If possible, take the children with you when you move.
If not, leave when the children are present so they are reassured that all will be well.
Cardinal Rule: Never, NEVER leave when a child is not home as goodbyes
are necessary.
Leaving without goodbyes awakens abandonment issues and fears of loss.
You don’t want to add to your child’s upheavals. (See All Alone And Feeling
Abandoned)
Building Memories Idea: Once you are organized, consider inviting the other
parent to see your new home. For a younger child it is important that they show their
mother the new home with dad and vice versa. This reassures the absent parent and
helps with communication, self-esteem and security. Such humanitarian acts
convey messages that both parents want to know their child is safe. For a personal
touch and goodwill gesture, invite the other parent to stay for dinner or coffee and
cake.
Call every day to reassure the absent child. This is especially important for
at least the first month when grieving is strongest. Make a deal to see your child
regularly at set times, since anxieties need to be held at a minimum. Invite the child
for dinner, lunch. Go to school for lunch time, shopping, just conversation, TV
viewing. Try to maintain activities shared together are continued as this will again
reassure the child while building a sense of security. For instance, if your son or
daughter has gone to the youth fellowship program at church for the past many
years, make sure you continue to take your child to this activity at the specified time.
Sometimes it’s a good idea, if the weekend parent takes the child, say, to the Sunday
youth fellowship event, picks them up and returns him to the other parent. This way,
you continue to share the usual experience with the child and can continue to talk
about the youth activities and the values the child experiences.
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Encourage your child to invite his friends to spend the night or come to play,
hangout, stay for dinner, watch a movie, share a pizza. Keep the routine constant
and dependable. Invite the children to bring their pets or decide if a pet for your
new home is desired. Be sure you can handle this new nester when the children are
absent or you’ll be in another dog house.
Develop responsibilities and chores which are reasonable to ask of this part
time visitor and post it on the refrigerator. Some parents make a big mistake having
the child pick up and clean this weekend house. Be real. The child is not visiting
his parent to be the personal maid. Imagine how the child must feel when he is
required to clean your house when only there for one or two nights. It is okay if the
child maintains and cleans up his own room and messes, but not the whole apartment
or house. Resentment will surely result.

The New Home, Who Gets Which Room?
When the “For Sale” sign stands in the yard, the offer becomes a viable
contract, the word “sold” now draped over the realtor’s placard, then it’s time to
get serious about the move.
You’ve definitely got to discuss with the children the fact you’re going to
have to move and soon. Where will you go, when will you move, and what do you
need? How in the world are you going to handle this challenge?
Most importantly, you must relate age appropriate information to your
children. Ask the kids questions about the move. Discuss your concerns and
feelings in order to elicit responses from them. Remember to honestly express your
feelings, adding how you felt when you had to move as a child and what you did to
handle and cope with your particular situation. Accordingly, get the kids involved.
You might begin with the budget. Begin asking each child for their wish list, allowing
even the wildest dreams. Put on paper so you can refer back to it. Eventually, cross
out the outrageous and begin looking for the new home. Do take the children to
prospective apartments or houses as they may need to approve, happily making the
adjustment.
Building Memories Idea: It’s a good idea to develop a “need” evaluative tool
which each family member completes after visiting prospective houses. Narrow
down the list to the top 3 choices. Each member votes. Use floor plans to decide
who gets what and where things get placed. As you go along, you might check out
if a logical decision can be made. For instance, are you fast in defining things like,
“this room looks like Joe or Jane and this one looks like dad?” If a war persists,
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draw lots and maybe change rooms after 6 months. This way each person has the
opportunity to enjoy the view, the walk-in closet, the adjoining bathroom.
When the kids and I moved, it was rather traumatic. Fortunately, my
parents came to help. Since it was Christmas, I gave each family member matching
Polo Club emblemed red sweatshirts, the two girls had pink. I joked that we were
exclusive members of the Polo Club Moving Company to add humor and release
the tensions we all felt. The whole time we moved, we had our sweatshirts on
making it special.
I was grateful that one of my dearest friends helped me with the furniture
placement. She also gave me the emotional support I so very much needed as
leaving the house my brother had designed and I had built was heartbreaking for me,
the kids and my parents. My friend and I worked very hard putting the new house
together so when the kids arrived everything was in its place including wall hangings
and dolls on the beds waiting to welcome them.
One selling point of this rental home was a small walk-in, keep your head
down closet in the girls new room. It lead to an unfinished attic above the room my
son claimed. I was especially proud of what I did with that space. I got a
photographer friend to give me an old backdrop which I stapled to the peaked
rafters. Next, I placed an area rug on the floor and then brought in all their dolls and
accessories making a cute playroom complete with an adorable round window
looking onto the street and providing light. I felt it to be a great use of unusable space
making a very special hiding and play place for my kids. In fact one mother dubbed
it the closet of Narina after E.S. Lewis book The Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe.
Although the girls had to give up their comfortable individual rooms and
settle for a shared bedroom, I arranged their beds so they had privacy and a bit of
whimsy. My son took a room intended for a den, whereas I had the other room
upstairs in the quaint cottage. This gave us girls the dormitory and the master the
sentinel watch which I think he really enjoyed. The basement was unfinished and
old. Here I added an area carpet, chairs and TV and made a sitting/play area
amongst the boxes, washer, dryer and freezer. This worked out well giving the kids
a place for entertainment that didn’t require constant picking up leaving the living
room for more formal family gatherings. And that meant less nagging.
When I helped a friend from the divorce support group arrange his new
apartment, I discovered his daughter wanted to be closer to her dad. So we gave
her the second bedroom and his son the master suite. This arrangement worked
very well and when the kids weren’t with their dad, he claimed the second bathroom
not missing the master suite setup as he felt his new relationship with his kids much
more important.
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A Word of Encouragement : Do attempt to make each room inviting and
personal so the children feel at home and secure. I have always found moving the
ideal time to rearrange furniture, wall hangings, and other things. It seems to give
a new look and besides it’s fun and a challenge to come up with new uses for old
items. See what you can do and get the kids involved.

What To Have Where
Okay, two households, two bedrooms for the kids. One household is fulltime the other part-time. How do these split up kids manage the two homes?
I have found keeping a full complement of clothing and accessories at each
residence to be helpful especially if the child might do a drop in visit. When the
children can pop in and feel at home because the essentials are there, they are
happier and more worry free allowing for more quality time with the parent.
Building Memories Idea: When in doubt, I have found suggesting the children
come up with ideas as to what they might need at both residences best. Sometimes
it’s okay to experiment with new items or products, but consider moving slowly.
Remember, your children and even you have become programmed. Like Povlov’s
dog, it’s hard to learn the new tricks.
Always have on hand toiletries including the toothbrush, deodorant and
shampoo. Next, underwear, outer-wear, school supplies, special clothes (church,
sporting, swimming), towels, bed linens, pictures, mementos, trophies, bikes, dolls,
toys, shoes, drawers, beds, chairs. Remember yard sales are a great source for
finding bargains you might trompe l’eoil paint. Now here’s an idea. Let each child
paint his/her own furniture. Go to the library and get craft books. Visit a bookstore
and buy home furnishings magazines and let them express their hidden talents while
personalizing their rooms.
A Big Mistake: One dad had his kids keep their clothing in crates rather than buy
some sort of drawers. Each time the kids went to his house, they felt unwelcome,
not even as guests because things were shabby. He could have easily afforded
furniture. They even had to bunk up in the same temporary room with each other
allowing no privacy, feeling unwanted.
A Good Idea: Make your home comfortable for the kids. Do whatever it takes
to set things up which shout “I love you and you belong in my life full time.” Kids
really don’t want to cart everything they own each weekend, back and forth like little
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transient carpet baggers. Ask them what they would prefer and get with it, together
making your home theirs. Oh, and always display prominently their latest
photographs including ones with you in them. This makes the kids feel important
and loved as well. Remember, a picture is worth a thousand words especially when
hugs are given and received mutually.
Cardinal Rule: Never display your stepkids’ photos without first showcasing
your own kids!

Helping Kids On The Move
All right, the kids now have two homes to contend with versus one. And
you’re thinking how in the world are we going to manage all this commotion of two
residences, two separate families?
It is not easy. It is a very sad time for all. Not only did I hurt for my kids,
I hurt for their dad, and I hurt for me as I wanted the fairy tale marriage, “happily
ever after.” Surely, I did not want my family split up, divided.
Over the years, I have come up with ideas to make the transition more
acceptable, tolerable, less painful. However, as parent, still be aware of symptoms
of sadness and depression and together with the other parent, address the issues
as sensitive, caring adult parents.
Building Memories Idea: My number one suggestion would be to have the kids
select what will move with them to the new home. If the child feels secure, and a
part of the decision-making, the understanding and acceptance of the split will
eventually develop a stronger, more stable response to this upheaval. So ask what
your child feels he needs at each home to make the transition more bearable. Help
him foresee what his needs might be according to lifestyle, interests, activities.
Ideally, I have found kids need clothes at each residence so no one needs
to worry about forgetting something. I recommend sets of play clothes, dress attire,
night wear, lots of underwear. Remember the squishy cuddly toy. And while you
are at it, do the kids really need all those other things? Are these “things” making
their lives rich? Or could you take this time to simplify and weed out? In the end,
do you really wish you had more to keep up with and did it really make you happy?
Building Memories Idea: Maybe now is the time to teach your children the art
of giving. Decide what the children no longer need or want and then come up with
organizations within your community who would welcome these treasures, thus
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giving some other child a treasure to love. Maybe read the “Velveteen Rabbit” as
an example of realness. Now, too, might be a time to have some deep discussion
on value of items in the life of your child. What did each special item mean to your
child and maybe even other siblings, as well as parents. Compose stories about
each giveaway. Maybe each child could include this story either written or picture
to be given to the new care giver who would then know the history of this
“adoption.”

Custodial Parent Moves Away
For whatever reason, the custodial parent has decided to move out of the
conjugal town. Maybe a job calls; maybe a new support system beckons; maybe
desires for family closeness; maybe a change of scenery; maybe proposal or even
marriage; maybe you are simply considering a move as an option or a dream.
Nonetheless, the idea turned into a reality not just a notion. So what should
you do?
First thing you need to do is inform the other parent as soon as the decision
is made. It’s even better if the two of you have open communications and are able
to discuss possibilities before decisions are finalized. Unity is the key here. Mom
and dad would be wise to consider the effect on the children (and each other) and
agree on the terms of this move beforehand. Such a move generates hardships for
all. How often would visits be feasible? What are the costs and who should bear
what percentage? Do we meet half way and trade kids at a local fast food or mall?
A proposal for visitation ought to be negotiated so that the children can share their
love with both parents, moreover, don’t feel abandoned.
Building Memories Idea: Today’s technology makes communications easy. A
simple connection to a phone line or cable links you instantly allowing a person to
correspond with anyone almost anyplace in the world. Purchase a computer with
a modem so you can daily keep in touch with your children. Using local services
for about $15.00 a month, the children can send and receive information from you.
The best feature is a reply button which allows the receiver of mail to return a quick
or lengthy response. Being connected online is fun. Check with local computer
stores and college computer nerds for information about services and computer
sales. They are almost always willing and eager to share information with new and
potential users. Buy used, reconditioned products from reputable dealers. Look
for companies who are updating their equipment for great buys. Ask around. Let
everyone know that you are looking.
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Jon found his wife planning to move more than one thousand miles away.
He was devastated at the thought of not having daily chats much less visitations on
a regular basis. Being a devoted dad who spent hours helping his sons with
homework and life’s skills, Jon immediately went out and purchased a computer to
take with them. He paid for a subscription to a local online provider. They
communicate many times a day. Even at a great distance, he still helps with
homework, social issues, celebrates their athletic victories and supports their
losses, guides them with life skills, tucks them in at night. Sure he may have to wait
for holidays and summer to spend time with his boys physically, yet he finds this
solution a daily help with his role as dad. He’s just a keyboard away. Moreover,
they can chat online using the cable phone connection through the computer.
Although they missed the physical closeness of each other, both the kids and their
dad felt bonded and looked forward to holidays and summer vacations.
Big Mistake: Some parents are so ticked off at their former spouse, they move
a great distance to separate the kids from the other parent. Moving out of spite only
backfires down the road causing resentments and anger, not to mention lost shared
time. Unless you find you’re under a Witness Protection Program consider the
consequences carefully and always look at the benefits and penalties to the children.
At one point, my family urged me to move away from the martial domain
and I sincerely pursued the notion. However, after great deliberation, I decided I
would merely be running away and the pain would only follow, intensifying if I
uprooted the kids from their familiar setting and comfort of friends and activities.
Moreover, I wanted them to know their dad and learn how to cope with both
parents and the different lifestyles. As the adult, I figured they would be out of the
nest and off to college and I could endure life until then. So, as the last child went
off to college, with no regrets, mom struck out as well to a world of self discovery.
A Word of Caution: States are looking carefully at this issue especially after
Michigan State Senator Bill Bullard, Jr.’s new law, Public Act 422 of 2000 where
a Court order may or may not allow the move. Currently there is a national call to
action, so you better check your state’s rulings.

Household Rules And Standards
I think now is the perfect time to talk about household rules or as I call them
“Safety Nets” for kids.
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Today, I hear more and more stories about kids getting into trouble and no
parent action, no banishment, no punishment, no working off the dastardly deed.
Parents are too busy to parent. Yet, what our kids are crying out for is our love,
“look, see me, I am out of control and need your
reigns to pull me back under your protective
wings.”
I remember when I was growing up, my
mother and father would scold us if we stepped
out of line. One cross look from Mother, and you
instantly straightened up. If she ever said, “wait
until your dad gets home,” you knew the bottom
fell out. You could forget driving for quite some
Manipulation Mom
time and if I wanted driving privileges back, I had
and Dad are fighting. to show respect for rules and earn the right. I am
The pressures off me.
glad they were strict as I feel I am a better person,
-Bonnie, parent
one with a profound feeling of respect. I would
never speak back to my mother as I see today’s
generation doing. In class, I couldn’t believe how students spoke to me and, what
made it even more astonishing, their parents came in defending little Suzy’s actions
as proper. Furthermore, they called the teacher’s discipline in the classroom
outdated and inappropriate. Somewhere, we have sent the wrong message to our
kids and we need more accountability before anarchy.

Develop rules and regulations, post them with consequences and rewards
and for heaven’s sake get the support of all adults within your children’s lives to
cooperate. We will have better disciplined children who are focused and
responsible for their choices.
Big Mistake: If a parent has different rules of the house than you, don’t condemn
the other parent or assail them in earshot of the children. Just because house rules
vary, does not give you the authority to verbally bash or condemn the other parent.
Having different sets of rules teaches children that society has several ways to look
at actions. Different strokes for different folks concept. Rather, a good idea, when
worlds collide, would be to confer with the other parent and work out consistency
or at least maintain support of each other’s values so the children learn flexibility and
adaptability. So what if mom wants the children to dress for dinner and you permit
play clothes, she wants dinner promptly at 6 and you eat when you fix the meal.
However, curfews need cooperative management and consequences. If
mom’s rule is 9 on school nights and 11 on weekends, you would be wise to adhere
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to a similar policy rather than be open ended. Times like
curfews need consistency as they act as “safety nets”
keeping the children out of danger and mischievous deeds.
Reneging and being lax on curfews, gives the children an
opportunity to play one parent against the other and pretty
soon Johnny and Sally are never coming home much less
going to visit the parent with stricter rules. Why should
they, when they can stay out all night and not have
accountability?
Sammy soon learned that mom was too busy to keep tabs on his activities.
Pretty soon he was staying out later and later, sometimes never coming home.
Always the excuse was they were watching videos and fell asleep, or had car
problems. I’m sure you’ve heard them all or did them yourself. Did Sammy call
home? Did mom call the other parent and verify rules or check on excuses? Or
was mom’s life too complicated to bother to check
up on her child?
The next thing, Sammy was introduced to
Weve
was the nightlife of stealing cars, screeching down
had
the road leaving rubber marks, drinking and doing
enough
drugs. It was soon after, he lost his virginity and
time to
began sexual exploitation. His dad was furious and
change.
wanted Sammy to come live with him so he could
-Lois, Parent
better manage his activities and set boundaries.
Now, do you think Sammy wanted to give up his life
of freedom and daily highs? Not on your life. Mom
refused to comply with any ground rules let alone
judicial rulings after Sammy was caught and had a court appearance.
Until Sammy’s parents join forces and unify in raising their son, Sammy will
continue to disobey all society.
Late Again.
-Laura, Parent

The Home Alone Latchkey Generation
What’s this? My kids are expected to come home from school without me
greeting them.
Across the United States, according to Cheryl Wetzstein in “Latchkey
Children Statistic Unlocked,” Washington Times, April 13, 2000, 3.5 million kids
between 5 and 12 arrive home from school or are home during the summer and
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holidays without adult supervision. They are left to open the door often wearing the
key around their necks. Thus the latchkey name.
Why are so many kids left to fend for themselves?
Sometimes both parents feel the need to work. Often the newly divorced
mother has to seek outside employment as part of the financial arrangements.
Nonetheless, kids arrive home alone with the potential for getting into or being
exposed to trouble, not hilarious like the movie
“Home Alone.”
Im home
I remember when I was told I needed to
alone and
get a job. I was dumbfounded at the thought. I
I hear
was a stay-at-home full-time mother who
SCARY
treasured her job. Moreover, I had only worked
stuff. I
occasional summers, having short-term teaching
hear
positions before the children arrived. I didn’t
voices
have a working background or track record. I
in my
did not know where to turn or how to go about
room!!
this thrust upon me responsibility. The most gut- -Jerrold,
wrenching thought was that in all likelihood, I age 14
would not be at home for my kids. This was
unfamiliar territory and very scary for me and the
kids, too. I did have the nanny dog, Brewster, who I knew would greet and guard
both the kids and the house. Still, I was not going to welcome them when they came
bounding through the door.
Not feeling too confident, I went from job to job eventually returning to
teaching, thinking at least I would be on the same schedule as the kids thus narrowing
the possibilities of being left unattended. Only problem, I had to take a job one hour
away from the house which meant I left before they did and I returned usually after
they had. Actually, I spent more money on the wear and tear of the car, replacing
tires regularly, and on gas. It ended up costing me more to travel than staying close
by with a smaller paying job. Yet, I needed to be in my familiar field, that of teaching.
Since, at the time I could not afford a cell phone, and because I traveled
back roads, I didn’t want to take the time or money to stop, calling the kids reporting
my estimated arrival time. I remember my youngest daughter getting all distressed
with worry as she waited. I felt terrible about my choices. I felt I had let my precious
kids down as a mother. However, I managed to put my time in for 3 solid years
which made me feel more confident about myself. Plus I had health benefits, and
accumulated a small retirement fund.
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Building Memories Idea: Because of my particular teaching responsibilities, I
could periodically leave campus early. One day I did so as I felt both the children
and I needed each other. On the drive home, I dreamed about making chocolate
chip cookies so that the house smelled like it used to when I was a stay-at-home
mom. I was so excited. Seeing my kids was all I could think about. I managed to
arrive in time to quickly make the cookies and have them popping out of the oven
just as the school bus stopped. I will forever remember my precious children’s faces
as they spotted my car, ran down the hill as fast as their legs could, smiles from ear
to ear, shouting at the top of their lungs, “Mommy’s home, Mommy’s home.” I
received the warmest hugs and kisses as we greeted each other, the house smelling
of freshly baked favorite treats. As they gobbled up the warm cookies and drank
their milk, we had the greatest conversation.
Word of Encouragement: Parents are important in the daily lives of kids. If you
find you have to work or be away from home when the kids return from school, find
creative ways for surprise arrivals or activities. See if your employer will work with
you and support your endeavor. Maybe you have to work later or go in early.
Ideally if you must work outside the home, look into getting a job so you will be there
when kids arrive home. Try splitting shifts with someone or working twelve hour
days 3 times a week cutting your time away and their time alone. It is worth the
sacrifice when you see the kids’ joy and get those hugs!
A Word of Caution : A latchkey-child left unattended is bait for trouble.
Check local state laws regarding legal age. Parental responsibility; check telephone
book/library/law school information search service/local courthouse.
A Good Idea: I am going to list ideas to help make the latchkey conditions easier
for parents and kids. Review and review again procedures as practice makes better
in emergency.
Arrival Procedure: Hide a key. Arriving home, have kids check in with
neighbors/friends/family, call you at work. Make a list of chores, schedule snack,
recreation, homework, exercise adding rewards such as TV, special snacks. The
book Spend Penny has practical ideas for rewards and teaches about money. As
a family, establish schedule and routines, including homework, projects in household,
special reading assignments with discussion reports, babysitting, TV watching,
guests permitted, activities that are no nos, along with parental permission for other
choices.
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Home Child Care: Hire a sitter, care giver, check with churches or seniors
as they make wonderful foster grandparents. Trade off with other parents. As a
neighborhood develop after-school activities with responsible adult or teens, share
expenses or barter with other singles, hire a nanny. Hire a kids’ transport or pay a
friend, buy gas, to include your kids with theirs. See Kidsitters for more details.
After school program : Check to see if the school has special after class
activities such as athletics, tutoring, enrichment. Look into dance lessons, programs
at the YMCA or YWCA, Big Brother/Sister, Boy and Girl Scouts, church, and day/
after care providers.
First Aid: I highly recommend you and your kids take a first aid course.
Check with local Y’s, American Red Cross, or community college. Usually they
have different levels and areas. While you are at it, have your kids sign up for babysitting classes, invite your sitters. Also, your library probably has first aid videos you
can check out and review with your kids and their sitters.
A Good Idea: Keep Emergency lists throughout your house with phone #,
insurance #, hospital, doctors, parents and friend work #s.
Red Emergency Book : I suggest parents have Red Emergency
Notebooks as reference. Use simple large easy to read font or print, preferably
computer generated. I like to slip mine into sheet protectors found at Office Depot.
Include the following:
Phone Numbers: First, begin with your home phone number, street address,
house description, directions to your front door from major intersections, children’s
names and birth dates, medical histories, allergies and medications and their doctors’
numbers.
Next: Mom & dad at work, grandparents, other relatives, neighbors, be sure
to include employer, department, job title, street address, phone, other pertinent
information.
Emergency numbers: 911, police, fire department, poison, hospitals, doctors.
List your Medical Insurance Numbers, Policy Name and Policy Holder.
Get a Poison Emergency list from your local hospital. Add first aid
procedures, etc.
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PRACTICE TIPS : Practice with your kids, if __________ happens , I
would do _______________.
Discuss concerns about strangers and what to do to avoid strangers, 911
practice, safety/first aid, emergency procedures, fire plan departure, protection and
security, see if the local fire/police departments have a video library. Plan escape
routes, procedures, practice, practice, practice to make automatic. Telephone
instruction and etiquette; practice answering, dialing, information giving, message
taking.

Cardinal Rule: Remind children to never give their name or information about
family members or their being alone to anyone who calls on the phone or
knocks on the door, which of course they are not to open.
Have a safety checklist to be followed each day. You might include, keep
all items off the stove, check that stove and kitchen appliances are off, never leave
the washer and dryer on when leaving the house, doors and windows locked, extra
key returned to hidden place after use. Set the timer for cooking, reminder to check
food, laundry, TV time, call in time, etc. You get the idea. Oh, and go to the
hardware store and get timers for your lights. Automatic lights help deter unwanted
visitors.
I found it very useful to have a key word and signal for safety. I designed
a hand signal in case of trouble or danger. When I gave the signal, it meant the kids
quietly and quickly gathered up, got out of the house immediately and met in the car
with the doors locked and windows up waiting for me.
A Good Idea: Make it a priority to check smoke alarms, fire extinguishers,
carbon monoxide detectors. Check first of each month. Have child responsible for
reminders and carry out safety checks. Make certain all cell phones are battery
charged and ready in emergencies, have candles, flashlights, blankets, water and
food and always your First Aid Kit in plain sight at home and in the car.
A Word of Encouragement: When you have trained your kids in safety and
security procedures, you feel confident and they have the tools to solve problems
in your absence. Yet, never take things for granted. Keep communications open
and surround them with unconditional love.
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Kidsitters
You are a single parent, work all day, shuffle kids since 7 AM, and you want
to join your friends for a quiet dinner. You know, you do deserve a break every
now and then.
Sometimes it can be a real challenge attempting to go out. You have to find
and pay kidsitters. I remember the days when I called over 30 individuals and still
no one was available. I was exhausted and so frustrated I ended up staying home
and going to bed with a headache. Going out with your cronies is a good healthy
thing. If you don’t have an established list, maybe you never required sitters or
maybe you are in a new location, begin compiling a list. Ask family members, if they
are near, and friends for recommendations. Find high schoolers, kids at church,
nannies, seniors, sitting services, college students. Perhaps you could find other
parents and do a co-op kidsitting swap. This is especially beneficial if funds are
limited. Besides, usually these parents have children the same age as yours possibly
playmates already. Parents find an extra child over keeps their child company.
Remember to ask others for suggestions.
Gather names, numbers, addresses, qualifications, references. Always ask
your applicant for references and without exception check them! Yes, your
applicant. Remember, this person assumes your job as parent and you want and
need to demand good candidates. If your kids are old enough to participate, get
their two cents and make it a family affair. Remember the movie “Mrs. Doubtfire”?
This tragic divorce turned into a humorous encounter. As in the movie, the kids’
input remains vital. The best reference is to ask the kids what they thought and trust
your instincts. If your guts say, “whoa, something feels funny here” then reexamine
the situation.
When you have compiled your accepted choices, print out their names,
numbers, addresses, availabilities and post near the phone ready for action. You
may wish to make an evaluation form to be used by the entire family as well as a
checklist of times called, non-availabilities, dates used. You may see a pattern. Just
as you have taught yourself and your children first aid and at-home emergency
techniques, suggest the sitters be certified first aid and CPR qualified. Review with
them your practiced procedures. Get the videos out from the library. (see Latchkey
Kids).
For new sitters, I suggest they visit your home while you are there, review
your requirements. Introduce the kids and the procedures, and watch the
interaction of the kids with this employee candidate. Let them alone for a while going
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into another room and listen for indicators. It is worth the extra expense and time
for this evaluation. Remember, this person is your substitute while you are away so
you need the best possible care giver for your precious children.
Building Memories Idea: Make flyers announcing a neighborhood kidsitting
cooperative trade off. Ask the kids to help with the graphics or drawings. Plan an
evening meeting if you are aiming for working parents, or a day meeting for stayat-home moms. Serve an uncomplicated cake or chocolate chip cookies and
coffee or tea. People warm up and become more friendly when offered a snack.
Name tags help to introduce each other. You could put their children’s names and
ages on the tags as well. Another conversation stimulator. Explain benefits in
developing a kidsitting co-op. Perhaps questioning the participants and recording
the advantages on a chalkboard or other large visual. Encourage all replies. Include
how hours would be recorded for equal swapping, kids would bond, safety in
neighborhood, adult supervision, sharing of important information on child rearing,
parental timeout, self development, emergency solutions.
A Good Idea: Develop a fund for going out. Start a jar designated for outings.
Put all your loose change into the jar. Before you know it, you’ll have enough to
have a night on the town plus sitting service.

Deciding The Day Care Option
You might be forced to find day care for your children. Nationwide 26%
of children under age 6 are in paid day care. You may find that you are having to
go to work, or back to school. You have several choices. It is important to weigh
the options, consider the financial burden, time and frustration. Before going any
further, sit down and examine your financial situation. Consider your obligations.
Develop a budget. Just what can you logically afford? And then, ask yourself, what
can the family afford emotionally?
Maybe you decide that staying at home appears to be the only answer until
the children go off to school. Going off to work and not being at home will make
a big impact on the lives of the children and parents. Most devious behavior
happens between 3 and 6 PM. What is important to you? What is in the best interest
of your children? What can you afford? What can you not afford? What are you
willing to sacrifice?
The decision to leave the home place for a job or schooling should not be
taken lightly, for your decisions will affect the developmental stages in the lives of
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your children. You need to consider each option as unemotionally and as businesslike as possible. Do you want outsiders taking care of your children? Is it
developmentally wise? Is it financially wise? Could it cause more problems in the
future? Should you find a full time job or would part time be better? Could you
operate a business out of your home and have the best of both worlds? Would your
current employer approve your working at a home office connected by computer?
Studies are proving this solution has been most satisfying especially when
considering the time element, the exhaustion, parental concerns, absenteeism, as
well as productivity which is much higher with at home parents. Would your
employer, after having been given the statistics and reality checks, be willing to give
you a trial period to work out the kinks?
Make your list of pros and cons, perceived problems with possible
solutions and plans of actions. When you have things on paper to be read and
reviewed, the picture is much brighter. Do your research. Take the time to really
think through the possibilities, the pros, the cons, the do’s, the don’ts. Ask others
their experiences. An office in the home may be preferable so that the schedules
maintain a routine familiarity to the children and family. A child likes to be in familiar
places and especially in the safety of his or her own room surrounded with the
favorite childhood treasures.
Evaluate carefully each possible solution and begin making a list of the
requirements for the day care provider, even a complete job description so the
person caring for your children and you have an exact expectation list of all
requirements and activities. Include skills such as first aid, driving, educational
requirements and childcare licensing. Add your priorities, emotional, physical and
mental developmental philosophies and other desires for your children. Ask family,
friends, neighbors, acquaintances to recommend childcare. Know your payment
schedule for services rendered as well as other benefits, food, sleeping
accommodations, car and gas, insurance, vacation, worker’s compensation, etc.
Better check with your tax person and state regulations so that you are protected
in case of accidents and for tax purposes.
Do you want a stay-at-home nanny, au pair, or childcare with relative or
friend, a licensed home, place of work, private preschool, larger private daycare
center or might you qualify for public daycare?
Building Memories Idea: Make some popcorn and sit down with the kids and
watch the movie “Mrs. Doubtfire” for ideas. This humorous Robin Williams/Sally
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Field movie also has potential for a good discussion about divorce and its effect
upon the family.
Cardinal Rule: Visit the daycare provider with an appointment.
unannounced as you want to observe how they operate.

Also go

I recall from my teaching experience that when the principal knew the big
wheels or parents were coming to campus, he would alert the staff so they could
be at their best. Consistent quality should be expected at all times. Take the children
with you as well so you can observe their interaction and comfort.
I once visited a Montessori School and seeing the children acting as robots
all in a row, not smiling. Quickly, I realized I did not like this headmistress and her
approach to the method and sought another Montessori School in our community.
My children and I were much happier with a less rigid structure yet still within the
philosophy of the program. They thrived whereas with the other discipline, they
would have rebelled and all hell would have broken out.
Another time, the kids went to a woman’s house who had over the years
grandmothered many a fine child. They had an exciting time as the couple lived on
a small farm with French Canadian geese, goats, cows, crops, dogs, rabbits and a
slug of farm cats. They had a ball and the price was right.

Selecting Out Of House Care And Preschool
You’ve decided as custodial parent to either go back to school, take a job,
begin a career in the home, volunteer, or something else all of which requires out of
house care for your child. How are you going to find competent care for your
precious children?
Go to the yellow pages to locate facilities you might consider for childcare.
Next I’d ask everyone with whom you come in contact for recommendations. I
figure when friends, neighbors, employers, church members or the grocer say a
service ranks high with them, you’ve narrowed the choice and gotten a foot in the
door.
Check with agencies that rate day care providers to make sure the ones that
interest you are up to state standards. Do you want to send your children to religious
affiliated or private daycare? Do you want to consider a special school such as
Montessori or creative center specializing in fine arts exposure, or other special
emphasis?
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The most important next step, is to visit the facility with an appointment.
Check out every detail which you have predetermined has special meaning to you.
What services do they provide? What is the education/work requirements? What
are their mission statement and policy goals? What’s their safety rating? Ask
questions of the administration, staff, parents, children. Are the reports and faces
of the kids positive and glowing? Are the kids well taken care of and happy? Do
they welcome drop-in visitation and parent involvement? Do they have a parent
board? What are the plans if your child is sick? What evaluation policies are in
place? What if you pull out? Do you lose tuition? Do they have any negative reports
or complaints? What were they? Talk to those disgruntled parents and ask why
they were dissatisfied. Did management provide a complaint follow up?
After evaluating the program against your criteria, I recommend a surprise
drop-in visit to survey the school in action without advance warning. Check to see
what response the staff shows. What are the kids doing? Is the facility clean, safe,
in order? In many states you can contact the attorney general’s office or day care
regulatory commission to find out emergency plans, training and licensing
requirements, and background checks and history of the provider. Your Better
Business Bureau may also help. Also visit the school when the kids arrive and
depart to observe the procedures and faces of the kids. Are they happy and
excited? What is the drop off and pick up procedure?
Always have a back up plan in case something goes wrong. For instance,
you have the flu and your child comes down with it as well. Who can come in and
help? What if you need to go out of town or are working overtime? What are your
other options should you dislike the school and need day care? Compile a list of
potential sitters or short care providers.

Unexpected Night Care Options
Oh oh, you can’t be home and the kids can’t be left alone. What are you
going to do?
Boy, I remember those wretched times even when I was married. I went
down list after list trying to get someone to sit with the kids until I got home. One
would agree, kids home alone isn’t ideal. What a painful dilemma. Laws declare
minors need to have adult management. If you are caught leaving your minor kids
unsupervised, you stand a chance of being reported with Social Services coming
in, taking over, and possibly sending you to a jail cell and your kids to foster care.
Moreover, I hear many a story of irate spouses falsely calling social services just to
cause problems. In this situation, the parent seems to be guilty unless proven
innocent.
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Building Memories Idea: Have a list of potential helpers in case you need to
work late, go out, or are sick and need help. Check out family members, neighbors,
teens, church members, seniors, other single parents and regular sitters. See if you
can set up a trade-off where parents keep track of time helping each other. Perhaps
you have a neighbor with whom the kids could stay until you arrived. Type up a list
with numbers and addresses and other potential information, availabilities and
restrictions. Keep your list in your car, in your home Red Emergency Book, in your
office, and perhaps the office and home of your former spouse.
Cardinal Rule: An ounce of prevention is worth a lifetime of regrets! Find an
adult to watch the kids until you arrive.

Bring Back Breaking Bread Together At Mealtime
Since the beginning of time and in all cultures, sharing meals meant being
together talking over food and beverage. Family time was sacred as was
entertaining guests and passing strangers.
I remember being in Honduras, at a church service. The presiding minister
asked all visitors to stand, be recognized and then asked the congregation to invite
the guests to their home for a meal. The service halted until each guest was extended
an invitation. The significance of this act stretched beyond the breaking of bread
as these visitors had walked many miles, or days in the hot jungle sun usually with
little or no food provisions. Equally significant the congregation had meager
foodstuffs. Their meals consisted of a daily small portion of rice and maybe some
beans. To share such valued and scarce food was indeed a sacrifice, yet in keeping
with tradition, one must tear the bread and offer it to strangers while gathered
together getting to know each other and trading tales.
Today, we seem to be families on the go eating on the run, literally. Rarely
does one hear about family meals where the family gathers at a set hour to break
bread and discuss the day’s activities. Nowadays, the family meal consists of fast
food, take home meals, frozen entrees, pot pies, TV dinners, health bars, smoothies
often downed in the car or while doing some “important” activity.
Because we don’t share meals, the family loses its opportunity to check in
and know what goes on in each others lives. When you prepare a meal together,
lives intermingle and touch each other.
Over the years, I have come to believe the art of hand washing dishes leads
to developing good communication skills. I remember seeing my grandmother and
other usually female relatives gathered in the kitchen cleaning up and washing the
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dishes while discussing various issues, personal and social. So over the last few
years, I have chosen to put the automatic dishwasher on a permanent vacation.
While hand washing, I seem to stop all stressful thoughts, daydream and relax as
I thank each dish, fork, glass, pot and pan, the person who gave them to me, and
special memories attached to the meal. Also my theory asserts hand washing helps
prevent or soothe arthritic hands. One thing for sure, I have not suffered yet I feel
very rewarded especially as friends chip in after dinner and we chat about our kids,
jobs, dating, politics, recreation, future plans.
Building Memories Ideas: Return mealtime back to sacred family time. You
might begin by holding family meetings, dividing up the cooking chores within a
designed budget. Make job descriptions of necessary functions. Have the food
preparer plan the meal, determine the groceries necessary, assist with the shopping,
prepare the meal. This will bring unity, teach planning and budgeting, develop
shopping skills and cooking management. The lessons are many. While you’re at
it, this is a prime time to teach table manners and etiquette as well.
Decide on a set time for dinner to be on the table so each person knows
ahead and can schedule their activities. As parent, initiate the conversations, making
sure each child speaks about their day. This is a good time to monitor events and
check emotional, mental and physical needs of the kids.
Building Memories Idea: Let the children plan theme meals where the food,
table decorations and clothing are coordinated. You might even add theme music,
a travel video or movie. Go to secondhand stores or yard sales and seek basic
cookbooks, or if the price is dirt cheap, speciality cook books which will inspire
your future chefs. On each recipe tried, write a short descriptive results and date
it and have the preparer initial it, such as (Great, easy, like the spice. Dad loved.
Sue 03/14/01)

Ready, Set, Off To Market
Have you ever gone into the grocery store hungry without a shopping list
managing to spend way more than you had envisioned? Shopping for food can be
a real challenge unless you stick to your budget and menu. Let’s look at some tips
I found to be helpful.
Building Memories Idea: First, plan the menu as a family. Come up with some
unique dishes as well as good ole staples. Decide who shall be the cook each day
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or maybe weekly. Maybe you’d like to explore Oriental cuisine or simple stir fries.
Perhaps experimenting with health foods and soy products. What ever you decide,
carefully organize the items necessary for grocery shopping.
Pick a family member as the designated shopper. Train the shopper not to
run up the bill with impulse items, but rather to shop entirely with the grocery needed
list and stick to it. Remember, teach yourself and the kids that shopping, while it
can be fun, also is time consuming as you seek out the best prices, use coupons and
wait in line. Let the kids know that time is money and the energy spent shopping is
worth something. Shop every 7 to 10 days with cash, purpose, and limitations.
Try not to be tempted to go from store to store as it only wastes your
precious time and costs gas, not to mention, wear and tear on the car. Plan your
meals around seasonal food items. Eat more vegetables and fruits. Use this time to
teach not only nutrition, but conservation and preservation of the planet. Consider
eating less red meat which has a negative effect on the Rain Forest and the body,
another good teaching moment.
Building Memories: I used to shop early in the morning, in fact so early,
sometimes the grocery opened the doors just for me. The store manager did that
realizing I was a steady customer with a large bill. When the kids were little, I would
take their Fisher Price grocery basket and the Lady Bug baby buggy so the kids
could mimic Mommy and shop as well. They felt so special and the staff loved to
see these well behaved kids because they were helping rather than hindering. We
would discuss purchases and the merits of the brands deciding which ones to buy.
One child was in charge of the coupons. The cashiers were delightful as they
humored the kids while ringing up and packaging their items. I loved to shop with
them. It was a special time.
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What do you
mean, I need
good grades.
Ive got other
things on my
mind!

F
D
F
F
F

-Sam, age 16

School Issues
Schools are raising our kids! That’s right. As a teacher, I realized the
teacher role models our kids from 7 AM to 3 PM or about 7 to 8 hours per day.
Next, either comes day care or latchkey until mom or dad shows up to take over
parenting duties. Not all schools are wonderful teaching institutions. Not all
teachers are at their best. Not all principals run a strong ship. Certainly, not all
kids are on their finest behavior. Therefore, as both a parent and former
teacher, I want parents coming in laying ground for strong communication and
necessary support.
Some parents opt to teach their own children. The trend for home
schooling is growing. Over 1.9 million kids remain at home with parents as
teachers using similar curriculums following state guidelines. With home
schooling parents may take extended trips and explore fossils in Wyoming,
NYC’s garment industry, the Amazon, or study the marine life in the Great
Barrier Reef off Australia.
Building Memories Idea: It is a good idea to make it your priority to attend
as many school related functions as possible. Occasionally, go eat lunch with
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your child. If it is not your daily responsibility to car pool, offer to do so once
a week, say every Friday. Attend PTA conferences in order to touch base with
the teachers and guidance staff. There are many needs for parent volunteers:
school trips, lunch patrol, teacher appreciation, ticket taking, decorations,
ground keeping, booster club, typing, filing and other office work, counselor,
career days, advisory boards, teacher aide, craft instructor, internship, mentor.
You could check with your employer and become a corporate sponsor and
help find needed supplies or guest speakers. The idea is to do something and
make yourself visible and available. This gives you a great opportunity to
examine the school.
A Good Idea: In order to understand, a person must see first hand. Go to
school and personally see what is really going on. Plan an unscheduled visit.
That way you catch the school as it would normally be, not necessarily on its
best foot forward, cleaned up for the visitor facade.
When I did a surprise visit one day to my son’s elementary class, I soon
realized the reason he was complaining about a nervous stomach was because
his teacher was all confused and literally out of control. Seems this fellow was
having a challenging personal life, and it was spilling over into the classroom. He
could not control the kids.
After I watched for a while, I approached him with some questions
about the day’s activities. I calmly inquired about his lesson plan and how
effective he felt his instruction. When he admitted he was having difficulties
keeping the kids in line, I began asking if I could make some observations. I
told him what I had witnessed and asked him if he had any thoughts on what he
could do to modify the situation. It was decided he needed to post guidelines
about expected behavior and consequences both favorable and as infractions
to the rules. I also suggested that he speak one-on-one with the students asking
for each child’s support and suggestions how they could help run the class so
education would be the task at hand. He furthermore sought support from
parents signing them up to come to class and assist. Pretty soon the class was
geared up full steam with kid participation way up and grades, too! Upset
stomachs of days before didn’t exist and all was well.
Only when you participate, do you know what truly happens. Kids tell
us parents one version, the teacher has another. As a parent, you need to see
for yourself. And do something. After all, your number one job is to guide and
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parent your precious child and with the teachers in charge for 8 hours each day,
you need to step in and observe closely their parenting skills. Become involved
and make a difference. Support our schools and teachers and roll up your
sleeves.

Grades Drop

Whoa, what happened to the
A’s and B’s and good conduct?
As with any catastrophic event
in a child’s life, sorrow and confusion
eventually show up in the classroom.
All of a sudden, the report card comes
home with lower grades than had been
the child’s history. When unwanted
trauma happens, a person, including a
I was so confused
child, will find his mind wandering and
and depressed I
unable to keep focused on the subject
couldnt study.
at hand. Memory seems to slip. Even
-Keith, age 14
the once simplest of assignments
become mind boggling and time
consuming. You may have experienced the same phenomena only your
personal report card occurs at home, on the road, with relationships, at work.
There could be many reasons for this sudden grade change: emotions,
lack of rest, fear, nutrition, drugs and alcohol, shortage of quiet reflective
creative time, infatuation, challenging material, the teacher.
It’s a good idea to keep in touch with the teachers. What is the cause?
Is the teacher on top of things? Is the instructor really zeroing in on your child’s
educational and developmental needs? Is there a lack of understanding? Is the
teacher having a bad hair day? Is he a good disciplinarian or does he lack
control of his classroom? Is another student causing problems? Distractions?
Is Johnny too advanced for this teacher? Subject too easy? Johnny’s lazy and
sleeping on the job? Periodically, does Johnny become bored and in the eyes
of the teacher become a discipline problem. Is there a pattern?
Are other children experiencing similar complaints or problems?
Here’s when it pays for parents to be in the classroom, in touch with the teacher,
and involved with other parents so you can exchange information. Find out
what is the problem, what’s causing it, who is involved and what can be done
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to solve it. Then make a plan of action with daily goals and a time frame. Make
the plan known to all concerned. Check for results. Keep a diary.
Remember, teachers don’t know what goes on in the home and with the
family unless someone shares the information. Once alerted and armed, the
teacher stands a better possibility of directing your child to success while being
on the lookout for possible signs of depression, aggression, exploitation,
associations.
Building Memories Idea: During the most difficult family challenges, it’s a
good idea to keep weekly tabs with the teachers. Schedule a conference with
all the teachers to get a clearer understanding of expectations, class
participation, standards, homework assignments, testing results, checking
patterns of behavior. With the teachers assembled at the round table, each
person can agree to a consistent standard of procedure in dealing with your
child, and share both strengths and areas to be improved. The most rewarding
benefit comes when teachers realize your concern as a parent and together help
you uncover strengths and direction, promoting healthier relationships for all.
You can’t imagine the impact your teacher conference has on the teachers’
attitudes and their willingness to help your child. That half an hour or so can
make a major impact on your child’s development and self esteem. Sure your
child may seethe in the beginning, however, in the end she will realize you cared
enough to be there.
Building Memories Idea: With your child’s cooperation, develop a
schedule for doing homework involving parent guidance and review. Each
person must agree to the set time with total focus on the task. That means no
interruption, turn off TV, radio, stereo, disconnect the phone and cells and
beepers, too. Decide the guidelines and needs for each subject. Perhaps you
decide that your child should spend an hour doing homework with the hardest
first, ending with the easier subjects allowing more refreshed time for
concentrating on the most difficult. Then, after the hour, you review and coach
according to your child’s needs. Reward your child afterward with a favorite
game, reading aloud, making a special treat, a walk around the block, an art
project or simply sitting and talking. You can alternate or establish nights either
you or the child selects the reward. This way you are teaching a valuable lesson
in sharing, flexibility, team building, reliability, honor, respect, and so on.
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Years ago when my son was in elementary school, he would come
home upset, experiencing many headaches and tummy pains. This bright kid’s
quest for learning took a nose dive with lack of interest. For years, I knew he
spelled phonetically. It wasn’t until a conference which included a wonderful
guidance counselor suggesting testing that the problem departed. The
examination led to placing him in a special class giving extra attention to his
learning disability. The testing, coupled with classroom visits, made me realize
the teacher was having a go of it challenging these kids. Meeting with other
parents I discovered similar symptoms among their children. We banded
together and helped the teacher. Within no time, the class was abuzz, the
mysterious illnesses vanished, the kids once again flourished and the teacher
weathered lavish praise for a job well done.
Cardinal Rule: Inform your child of your planned visit with the teachers
and ask if there are any problem areas which he feels need to be mentioned,
extra help, seat change, special requests. Always include the child and see
if he wants to be present as a team player in his educational pursuit.
Word of Encouragement: I found kids hate it when as a parent I butted in
and visited the faculty. Remember, if you carefully orchestrate your visit and
collaborate with the teachers, your precious child will see the merits and
hopefully will flourish in developing character as well as academic skills. Don’t
overdo it, just be honest and concerned and make a plan of action which will
benefit your child. Now, go for it.

Acting Up In Class
A real heartbreak results when you receive
either a phone call or report card saying your
precious darling holds the distinct honor of class
clown or disrupter of the teaching environment.
What seems to be the problem? Is Sally
getting enough rest and dream time? Have you
detected changes in her eating and exercise
routines? Is she challenged? Is she concerned Hey teacher pay
about anything? What is going on at home? At attention to me,
school? With friends? Has something upset her? Im somebody!
Is her health OK? Is her behavior typical for her
-Linda, Parent
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age and developmental stage? Does she have a new job? Did she recently start
a new activity? Is she coming into puberty?
Endeavor to get her to talk. Start off with a story about how you felt
when you were her age. Allow her to open up by asking open ended questions.
These are questions which do not require a simple yes or no. Rather, “How was
your day?” or “Tell me something about what happened in Mr. Ewing’s class”
for starters.
Remember, the key exists in your ability to listen, really listen, take
mental notes or merely jot down key words as reference leading to further
probing as you listen without interruption.
If the problem seems to be deep within the child, maybe you need
medical help. Maybe your child has a disorder which sound medical attention
can address. Perhaps there is ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder), or LD
(Learning Disability), or some other problem. Visit your medical provider
asking the questions, do your research, search for alternative solutions, ask
other parents, seek other medical personnel. Go on the Internet. Join a parent
chat line.
Being a teacher, I found students who acted up in class to be either
craving attention, responding to peer pressure, facing family and personal
challenges, drug or alcohol experimentations, learning disabilities, or having
health issues. They really cry out for help.
As adults, it’s our job to spot the signs and symptoms and take action.
Unfortunately, teachers find themselves in overcrowded classrooms with too
many students needing personal attention and not enough arms or time.
Moreover, today’s teachers are too burdened with administrative and
extracurricular activities to have reserved energy to help every kid as they might
like. Teachers are as frustrated as parents.
Kristen skipped school, was late, moody, couldn’t focus, and became
a discipline problem. Her parents could not understand her behavior until she
was diagnosed as bipolar. She needed special counseling, structure, quiet time,
medication, exercise, monitoring of sugars, food dyes, artificial additives, and
compassionate understanding and patience to successfully complete school
and enter the job market. Had they overlooked her health, she would not have
triumphed.
John, a dance student, enrolled and graduated from North Carolina
School of the Arts. He was a principal dancer and has since gone on to become
one of America’s premiere dancers. Looking at him perform, one would never
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guess this fine dancer was dyslexic and couldn’t determine right from left.
Luckily, his parents observed him mixing up letters and his right from his left.
They had John tested and discovered that indeed he was dyslexic. Because
dancing required precision in movement and placement, John was enrolled in
a special program to teach his brain to reroute direction. If his parents had not
observed him and taken action, he would not be amazing audiences around the
world with his leaps and spins.
Once I had a student who was extremely belligerent. This girl had a
great mind yet defiance got in her way to success. I did everything I knew to
reach out to her. A parent conference was called. At this conference I had a
better understanding of the child and parent relationship. In the end, her dad
volunteered as a guest speaker boosting her self esteem and class image. Later
when she experienced personal problems, rather than disrupt the entire class
and upset me, she instead came to me for guidance even when she was not
enrolled in my classes. One day in desperation and speaking of suicide, she fell
into my arms. Because I knew the details of her issues, I was able to guide her
and her family to seek serious professional help. Had I not been successful in
earlier attempts to understand and reach out, who knows what tragic outcome
may have resulted. Guess whom she came to for recommendations?
A Good Idea : Schedule a roundtable appointment with your child’s
educators to discuss your concerns, family problems. Together with the
teachers, devise a feasible plan to help your child. Everyone stands a better
chance of finding success both in the classroom and at home.
A Word of Encouragement: Bottom line---observe your child, take notes,
ask questions, get answers, review the findings, make a plan and take action.
Call the school, church, doctor, or therapist and get help!

Changing Schools
Plain and simple, divorce often means moving out of the family home
and into a smaller residence. Sometimes this new home place will not be in the
same school district and you and the kids face yet another challenge, changing
schools perhaps in the middle of the stream, the middle of the year. Not only
can this be a scary move for the kids, it can be a disaster for the now working
parent with little time to devote to yet another catastrophe.
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If at all possible, keep the life of your
children as similar and familiar as possible.
When too many daily activities are taken away,
resentment may occur as well the child’s
support and safety factors may be jeopardized. The fewer changes, the better.
Conversely, this may be the ideal
opportunity to indeed change schools. Maybe I wish I could ride the
your child has been having a tough time in his or bus so I dont have to
her school. Now would be a great time to
stand all alone
change schools. May be a specialty school
waiting.
might be in the offering. Say your child excels
-DeShay, age 10
in math and science or the fine arts. Perhaps a
local charter school or other specialty school in the next county or state would
offer a program as a possible solution. Maybe you have a child who needs
special attention and an opportunity to excel. Consider a private school as a
choice. Starting over is the perfect time to consider commuting or boarding
school. Again, do your homework. Ask questions, observe, research the
alternatives. Look into the possibilities. Investigate the rewards. Talk to parents
and students enrolled in these schools. Go on a fact finding mission with your
child. Have your list and do a joint evaluation as to the merits. Hopefully, both
parents will be involved as again you are looking at what is best for your child.
Sometimes, private schools can, because of their size and experience,
offer more one-on-one help. Sometimes a new school can provide a new
beginning and less pain for the child in the throes of divorce. Remember,
whatever your decision, encourage your child to explore and experience as
much as possible. Encourage them to meet new kids, to interact with the
teaching staff, to participate in as many activities as possible, to build new
memories, to be all they can be and more, to be themselves, the best ever!
When our children were born, given our lifestyle, I presumed their
attendance in private schools. In fact, as youngsters, I pre-enrolled our
daughters in the local girls prep school while expecting to make selections later
for our son. After the divorce, since there were no provisions in the agreement
regarding prep school, the matter was moot. However, in the eighth grade my
eldest daughter made clear her desire to go to Salem Academy. She applied
with a heartwarming essay, passed all the testing, and, because she was a
member of Home Moravian Church, a dear anonymous senior lady gave her a
substantial scholarship making this dream a reality.
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Graduating from this distinguished school, my daughter experienced the
greatest opportunities while building strong character. In fact, given my
children’s academic abilities, I can honestly say of all the children, this child, the
only one who went to prep school, faired far better academically, emotionally
and socially. She participated in a superb sports program, was a class officer,
named one of Salem’s seven National Merit Scholars out of the total county’s
nine awards, scored five on her Advance Placement, and was accepted to
George Washington University with a wonderful scholarship and financial aid
package. With smaller classes, higher teacher to pupil ratio, less discipline
problems, my daughter received the special attention and recognition she
needed. Had my other children enrolled in similar schools, I believe their lives
would have taken a far different path.
Building Memories Idea: If you have no choice but to switch schools, begin
by taking the child on the school visiting mission. Together develop a list of
criteria or things to look for in a new school. You might include; sports, art
room, clubs, science department, special activities such as drama, cooking,
shop, school trips, lunch room, uniforms, teacher ratio, playground, athletic
fields, after school activities, transportation. Maybe a school mascot might be
important to your child.
Inform the school adminIm scared to change
istration of your coming, your
schools. You dont know if
needs and how they might be
you are going to make friends
prepared to help with the transior if youll have to play by
tion. Maybe another student
yourself.
could introduce your child to the
-Payton, age 5 1/2
school from the peer point of
view. Arrange for a big sister/
brother to adopt the new student. Ask what students live in your neighborhood
so they can meet before the first day of school. Line up a guidance person or
special teacher/friend. Ask for car pools or after school activities.
Depending upon the age of your child, attend the first day or activity
until your child is comfortable. Remember to support your child as he takes
steps adjusting to this new environment. Ask questions and listen, listen, listen.
Praise him for meeting this new challenge.
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Building Memories: Once I took my children on a trip to the mountains in
an attempt to persuade them that a move to the mountains could be a fresh
beginning complete with winter sports. Since the community housed a state
school, I thought this to be an opportunity to have advanced placement classes
for the kids as well as a training ground for me to take college enrichment
courses improving my working skills. Moreover, their best friends had just
moved nearby and would offer support for us all.
We drove around the community looking at housing, the lay of the land,
social, athletic, academic opportunities, shopping, churches. We toured the
local schools. Because we would be only a short ride from their dad’s
residence, and with all the other features and benefits of mountain living, I
thought this would be a good new beginning for our family. It would be a scary
move, that’s for sure. Too scary for my kids to accept. We found we could
not give up our associations. So I began another search for suitable housing
within the budget and within the same school districts just because it would be
easier emotionally on us all.
A Word of Encouragement: When things are going smoothly and family
members are happy, the bumps and challenges in life are easier to handle. There
is always light at the end of the tunnel. As Scarlet O’Hara said, “tomorrow is
another day.”

School Holidays
School’s out, school’s out,
Teacher wore her bloomers out.
No more teachers,
No more books,
No more teacher’s dirty looks!

Every child looks forward to time out of school whether a single day off,
several conference or workshop days for teachers, or major holidays. For
them it is a vacation.
Create for your children something to look forward to even if it is as
simple as spending the day at the movies, making a Lincoln log house, designing
a costume, baking chocolate chip cookies, shopping for the prom dress,
building a model airplane, house cleaning their room, reading a book, getting a
band together, taking a first aid course at the American Red Cross.
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Building Memories Idea: If I had to do it all over, I would recommend the
children make up a list of activities which they might enjoy on their day off.
Keep it in the Kids Manual tabbed something like, “Free Time, Play Time After
Tasks.” With such an index, the kids can always refer to it, add or delete from
the list as new ideas emerge. I’d give them free range on creating activities as
I am constantly amazed at what intelligent ideas kids come up with sometimes
we adults don’t recognize much less think kids would conceive. Often their
thinking contains very mature and innovative ideas. Then, when they complain
that there is nothing to do, you simply remind them of the list in the Kids Manual.
You might even develop a list for chores around the house that need to be done
as time permits. I would give them some great rewards upon completion of
tasks. Nothing’s better than kind words and a big smile coupled with
incentives.
Building Memories Idea: As a parent, you might see if your employer will
permit a visit to mom or dad’s office to see what parents do at work. This will
give you an ideal time to spend with your child as you do at his/her school for
PTA meetings, conferences, observations, etc. Now, you have the opportunity
to share your workday and explain about the world of work. Mom and dad
don’t just leave the house each morning and return each night. Mom and dad
actually earn a living working, producing something which pays the overhead
and supplies their dinner. This may spark an occupational interest which your
child might explore as a career. You may even find a role model in not only
yourself, but a fellow coworker. If you can’t, have your children come and
spend a day at the office as your assistant or shadow, maybe you could plan
lunch coupled with a visit. Could there be a day care at work where your
children could either stay or, if they are older, help watch the younger kids as
a trade off? It would be worth the investigation.
A Word of Caution : Remember, when holidays approach, you need to
have activities planned ahead for all children especially younger ones who
will need adult supervision for their protection and yours regarding neglect
issues. Check into your local laws about kids staying alone and find out the
age for self supervision. Teens also need guidelines and schedules since
holidays offer the ideal opportunity for misdirection and mischief.
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Graduation
Graduation, a very special event in a child’s life. It is a time of moving
forward away from one stage of growth into new and uncharted waters. It is
an exciting time. And it is a scary time as one may be wondering about the
future.
Most importantly, graduation is a time of recognition of
accomplishment and celebration. It is a time for family and close friends. It is
another time in a child’s life where celebration should be spent with both
parents.
For a child of divorce, graduation time can be especially difficult as
tensions mount about having both parents together in the same auditorium
together with friends who may or may not know of the marital situation on the
home front. Not only does the graduate have to prepare for the long awaited
day of glory, now comes the mixed emotion of how to handle both parents
under the same roof when indeed the graduate really wants to celebrate and
perhaps only with her fellow honorees. On top of it all, the graduate does not
want to play the referee on her final day of glory.
So what’s a parent to do?
I never received an invitation to my daughter’s high school graduation,
right in my back yard. Being depressed with the events, my friends sent me to
their mountain retreat so I would be out of town. It didn’t help. So I packed
up my gear and headed to Wake Forest Chapel and stood in the balcony while
I watched her cross the stage with a delightful, “yeah.” I even got a tape so I
could watch her over and over. Eventually, as she matured, she shared how sad
she was that I was not invited, however, she knew I’d be there.
Building Memories Idea: First, no matter how difficult you imagine the
situation could become, rule of thumb, always invite the family members.
Remember to be cordial and that this is your child’s day and memory and that
it is important. It is a milestone worth noting with pride and dignity. Graduation
closes one chapter entering into a new world full of excitement, wonder and
uncertainty. Your child needs family support and approval of his/her efforts and
success.
Sit together, it’s only a short time out of a lifetime. You can do it! Be
unified in your support for a job well done. Eat crow if you have to, but be there.
Build that memory and celebrate. Get a special gift that will be appreciated.
Maybe a piece of jewelry, a watch or heart pendant with a special engraved
message. Write a poem. Tell a story with picture and words in a scrapbook.
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Buy a school chair, give a membership into the alumni association, find a special
book about the school, frame the diploma, get a school photo framed.
Celebration Ideas : Plan a party, take a trip, make your own diploma,
assemble housewarming gifts. Get some funny gifts, graduation shirt, boxers,
key to life, banner. Decorate the house or party place in school colors, make
graduation decorations, create a list of the funny things a parent thinks about
versus the graduate’s life on campus.
If possible, celebrate the child’s accomplishments as a family. Then,
schedule a special event where each parent will make a personal effort to
distinguish this achievement with another celebration. Consult the graduate as
to the right time and place. Then sing and crow with praise, ring the bells and
let your buttons burst with pride. You might even share your feelings with the
other parent about the growth and path of the child you created together and
how proud you are. Isn’t that a great message to send to your child? Doesn’t
every child want to hear that their parents are proud? You will be teaching by
example how an adult should respond to a child’s success and in turn, that
observer will grow up not only knowing love, but when the time is right, will
duplicate your actions. So go for it and all of you will be graduating!
At a high school graduation, I noted obvious polarization of families.
Outside the reception area sat the graduate’s dad and his family whereas inside
the home the mom’s family congregated with a sharp line of demarcation so
thick a machete couldn’t hack through. Tensions were high. Watching and
listening, I soon discovered that all the kids attending this graduation
celebration were from divorced families. It was a Hatfield and McCoy day with
false smiles trying not to stare at the other parent much less engage in
conversation. The graduates did their best to negotiate between camps
however, one could see their tension.
Big Mistake: Heather’s dad, his family and her maternal relatives lived states
away. Graduation turned into a heightened alert of mixed feelings. Dad showed
up at the pre-graduation party disappearing within fifteen minutes barely
meeting any of the guests, yet scurrying off for a round of golf leaving the
graduate feeling rejected. Moreover, rather than staying, other family members
departed well before opening gifts and cake cutting. Once before, when her
dad came to town for a visit, he didn’t have time for her. He said he was
returning to his home only to be spotted sitting at a basketball game. Later, that
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evening after the service, Heather told friends she doubted her dad even
showed for her graduation. While in town for her graduation, he took her out
to a fast dinner and made a cameo appearance at the party. She felt abandoned
once more with his lies and deceptions.
Do everything within your power to make this day a day of recognition.
Keep all anger and those sad stories buried. Speak to the other parent and
share stories about your child’s struggles and successes. Be proud, together,
after all you conceived this child together. Don’t make the mistake of wearing
your war sleeve while carrying the peace flag.
Big Mistake: When our son graduated from college, rather than have both his
parents together standing proud, he had to spend his time doing a balancing act
between parents all the while showing allegiance to the camp in which he stood,
changing moods when in the other camp. What a stressful day for him! I will
always remember standing on the Quad with tears in my heart as I observed the
shenanigans and saw the pain in his face. I wanted to throw up my hands and
say, “for God’s sake, grow up. This is our son!” However, my daughter did
not want me to make a scene which would only end up hurting the kids even
more. How immature our supposedly adult actions. Is this what our precious
son should remember? What a horrible memory for all. Please forgive me.
Cardinal Rule: Always include both parents at events. Now is not the time
to start the war game raging. A couple of hours of grace and cordiality is
worth eating crow!

College Or Vocational School, Making The Decision
Choosing a college can be an exciting time as well as a time of great
confusion for both the child and parent.
What professional interest does your child want to pursue? If there is
no heartfelt interest area, then exploration begins on college campuses. Look
into your financial statement for any budgeting guidelines. Have you made
provisions for college tuition? How much are you, the other parent, other family
members able to afford and the child to contribute? It is never too early to plan
for your child’s education.
A Good Idea : When the baby is born, it’s good to put aside weekly or
monthly amounts, however much you can afford, into a special college fund.
Maybe a stock portfolio would be good with the intention that as the child
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grows up she can begin to manage her account and learn about money, savings,
and investments. Begin looking into and preparing for scholarship assistance.
Throughout the school years, point out the value of doing well, the best the child
can do, consistency in grades, the value of investigation, the thrill of success no
matter how small. Let the child know how important it is to do well and that
grades are a permanent record of his challenges and problem solving skills.
Go to the library and seek information about scholarships available.
Look into athletic as well as academic scholarships. Consider the local
Technical College where a good foundation and staying at home may be the
best answer. Often they have identical transferable courses at substantially
reduced rates. Sometimes there may be special financial offerings.
Although your child’s school has a guidance staff, they are often over
worked, are familiar only with certain colleges, and, unfortunately, not aware
of all the offerings. Through the years, I have noticed guidance counselors often
push certain institutions rather then larger genres. So rely on doing your own
investigative study. Throughout the school year, college representatives make
visits and set up appointments with interested students. Remind your child to
pay attention to the college day visitation calendar and sign up
When applying to a college, see if you or any one in your family know
any alumni and request a letter of recommendation. Networking pays off big
time especially if you have the credentials to match.
A Word of Encouragement : Planning ahead pays!

Select The College Of Your Dreams
An uneducated mind is a wasted mind. Choosing the right college gives
the student a key to opening the right doors. As a parent, your wisdom and
guidance can direct your child to great opportunities. Let’s explore the journey.
Get a handle on things. Begin your investigation with a trip to the library
and book store. There are several good books on choosing the ideal college
for your child. Some selections include: The Right College by College
Research Group of Concord, Mass.; The Princeton Review, The Student
Access Guide to The Best Colleges, Lisa Birnbach’s New and Improved
College Book; Lovejoy. Many high schools and libraries, including your local
college libraries, are tied into the Internet where you can seek up-to-date
information about colleges.
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The college websites are so sophisticated you can actually “visit” the
campus online thus saving you time, money, frustration, and travel by helping
you eliminate schools. Remember to ask others about their thoughts and
experiences with colleges. Consider a local school, either a technical college or
other state school especially where good grades improve transfer possibilities
while keeping costs at a minimum. State and community colleges offer a host
of educational programs where your child can test the waters and establish
good habits and skills all the while exploring options and developing maturity
and wisdom. Many state schools rank in the top percentile. Most colleges offer
career days through your high school, alumni gatherings, videos and, of course,
campus days where you can visit the college and experience firsthand campus
life, the faculty and staff, and interact with the students. When you narrow down
your choices, you might ask for an alumni list in your community and make calls
of inquiry. Make sure both parents participate in selection activities so the child
feels supported.
Building Memories Idea: Coupled with information from the high school
guidance office, sit down and create an educational needs, campus life,
associations, career placement, tuition, location and so forth inventory. Be as
thorough as possible. Design a chart. After studying each college
consideration, check off the matching criteria. Once you have narrowed down
the selections, plan on a campus visit. Make sure you see the campus at
different times of the day and listen intently to the students as they respond to
your questions. Eat in the cafeteria, watch and listen. As soon as you leave,
jot down your impressions and gut reactions.
I remember one campus I visited where everything seemed a perfect fit,
that is until my guts told me that the campus had an air of arrogance which did
not suit my personality. Had I gone to that school, I may have balked and not
flourished. My parents chose my college and, to their credit, they chose the
perfect school, Centenary College for Women. At this then women’s school,
I was comfortable excelling in the all girl environment. Later, after this strong
background, I graduated from coed universities. Each child needs an
environment which meets his or her individual needs not just mom or dad’s alma
mater. I remember the struggle my brother and I had when professors
recognized our parentage as they pitted us against our father’s record. It
becomes a hard row when compared. Kids may not need this extra burden.
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A Word of Caution: Remind your child to maintain grades and character
as “Senioritis” can be a fatal mistake. I have seen students loose their
acceptance based upon such foolish choices.

Financial Aid Helps With Tuition
Okay, your son and daughter want to go off to college just like their
classmates and friends. You are divorced and funds are bare minimum as you
never established a college savings account. You can forget getting money from
the other parent. What are you going to do?
Consider community colleges and state universities as their tuition is
lower for instate students. There are many state institutions who offer top notch
educations.
So you have made your choice and still need financial aid. What next?
Many companies advertise college tuition scholarships, loans, grants. Let’s
take a look at the options.
First, be wary of organizations that offer computer generated
scholarship assistance. Often these plans are nothing but an out of pocket
expense with little return. Before investing your time and money, check their
ratings with your high school, colleges, Better Business Bureau, Consumer
Reports, etc. By doing your own research, you gain a better handle on viable
resources.
Librarians are usually accommodating when asked to help students find
economic assistance. Moreover, they seem to know exactly what sources to
suggest in your quest. I have found librarians a wonderful asset when searching
for solutions. They seem to glow with excitement at each request as it offers
them a moment to escape mundane activities and display their knowledge.
There are many great reference sources for grants and scholarships
found in huge volumes at the library. Over the years stories have surfaced
where young people have armed themselves with determination and found
hundreds of thousands of unclaimed and available scholarship monies.
Obviously, the hours invested doing the research turned out to be well spent and
the freedom from financial burden left them time to study and enjoy college life.
Most every college offers financial aid to those who qualify. Check with
the Financial Aid office after looking into the college reference books which
detail their status. Remember, pay-back loans are just that: LOANS to be paid
back with interest and penalties. Work study programs are monies where the
student has a school based job 15 to 20 hours per week. Scholarships are
based on merit and qualifiers, and are not paid back.
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Does your student or his or her parents have the potential resources to
pay back loans? Is this realistic? Go to the INTERNET for help. Financial Aid
workers are always willing to help you if you just ask. Remember to take your
tax reports with you to help determine your eligibility. Get Free Financial Aid
forms at the Library or school Financial Aid Office.
Building Memories Idea: When I work with young people, I teach them to
prepare a resume containing the following headings: Personal History (DOB,
SS, Health, residences, etc.), Education, Work/Volunteer Experience,
Hobbies and Interests, Skills, References (personal and skill). Within these
separate categories done on separate papers, I have them list in great detail
every award, organization, activity and skill even down to the words per minute
typing. This undertaking takes quite a bit of time and is rather comprehensive.
After doing their own history, I ask them to do the same with their parents and
siblings. Once completed, this project lasts a lifetime by merely updating, can
be used to fill out any application, (job, school, health, insurance, loans, etc).
It is a great tool for figuring out your life’s path and patterns of common interests
and skills.
Using this assignment, provides a handle on associations which may be
qualifiers for scholarships. For instance, a parent may work at a company
which offers scholarships to workers’ children. Your child may be left handed,
or another family member has a qualifying disability, religious affiliation, sport
participation, hometown, or parent’s membership in an organization entitles
application, .
Big Mistake: Some parents try to escape making college payments by forcing
the parent with the lower income to use their wage earning history as basis for
the scholarship and loan assistance. The child needs money to go to college,
the dad who commands a large salary might say he’s not paying and to use
mother’s lower wages as grounds for eligibility. This puts the child who wants
to go to college in the middle, angers the mother and lets the father off the hook
for his responsibility of paying. It smacks of being fraudulent, not to mention
possibly illegal. In the long run, it teaches the child to be dishonest and
conniving. Moreover, it adds to their unworthiness in the eyes of the parent
who in essence disclaims responsibility.
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Building Memories Ideas : A good idea would be for both parents to sit
down and discuss the options and develop a plan. Remember, your son’s and
daughter’s futures are at stake. So put on the business suits and draw up a
livable contract while teaching your children the art of ethical negotiating. Play
your cards right and the whole family will be cheering as your beaming graduate
walks across the stage with diploma in hand!
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Girl with happy sad
eyes, I need both
my parents love.
-Payton, age 5 1/2

Parents are challenged in many ways. In this section, I address some
of the moments that cause parents the most stress.

Injuries, Accidents And Boo Boos
Injuries and accidents happen. You cannot avoid them. So plan ahead
and figure out how you are going to handle them.
It is a good idea to write down your emergency plans together with all
the phone numbers you will need when and if the time comes. Include doctors’
names, numbers, addresses and directions, blood types, copies of medical
records (you’ll need them anyway for school, camp and other events), your
insurance policy information, preferred hospitals along with directions, an
original copy of each child’s birth certificate tucked away in a safe deposit box
with yours and all other valuables. Know all your local health care providers
and hospitals just in case you are on the road. You’ll want to keep this
information in your Red Emergency Notebook.
Kids have accidents even in the best of environments and it is important
to be prepared. It is good to develop a sense of humor during these times.
Injuries come when you least expect them and when you are at your worst and
don’t need another challenge. So, get that file ready.
Oh, yes, it is a good idea to take a copy of records when traveling as
it helps the unfamiliar physician and will definitely make matters run more
smoothly.
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I don’t know about you and your kids, but mine seemed to constantly
roughhouse and end up bumping their heads making nice gouges which required
stitches. I found I preferred to go directly to the plastic surgeon’s office as
usually they were fully prepared to handle sutures of this nature, it was
immediate evaluation and treatment, closer to the house, through less trafficked
areas. It was less stressful for me as a parent and for the kids as they soon got
to know the staff feeling rather at home versus a big strange, spooky hospital
with all the commotion and long waits with really sick patients. Costs ended up
being less as well.
A Good Idea: Have on hand, especially in the car and in the kitchen, a first
aid kit. Keep it in a red cross labeled plastic sealed container to protect the
items while keeping them together, and making it easier to grab and come to the
rescue of the injured. You can buy first aid kits at any Target, Wal-Mart,
neighborhood pharmacy or make your own. Include, plastic surgical gloves for
protection from bodily fluids and sterilization, a small bottle of waterless soap,
a variety of waterproof Band-Aids (kids love those hot colors), tube of topical
antibiotic, scissors, large gauze squares, sling, Tylenol, Benedryl, tweezers,
plastic bag, instant ice pack, bottled water (in case dehydrated or needed to
rinse), cheese crackers (for instant nourishment, I don’t advise peanut butter
as some people have allergic reactions), and I like to have on hand a bottle of
Sea Breeze for cuts, burns, for cooling the skin, for antiseptic needs. I always
keep a towel and napkins in the car for spills.
Also, the American Red Cross, your local Y, community colleges offer
first aid course for first timers or those needing refreshing. Sign up your kids
and other caregivers. Check, too, for videos and practice what you and the
kids would do in case of an emergency. Make it a Mr. Safety Review using your
Red Emergency Notebook as reference.
Cardinal Rule: Kids heal best with supportive parents at their side. Kisses
always make the pain go away!

When Your Child Is Hospitalized
It’s your worst nightmare; your baby is hospitalized.
One of the worst events in parents’ lives takes place when a child
becomes ill. It is bad enough to be sick, to be hospitalized can be most
traumatic for both parents, the ill child and siblings as well as the extended family
members.
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When arranging for a child to enter the hospital for a procedure, the
pediatrician should have important information available prior to the stay. It is
good for parents to schedule a meeting with the doctor to discuss the illness,
recommended procedures and options, possible complications, special needs,
recuperation, coping skills. Remember to cover suggestions for the parents in
surviving a youngster’s hospitalization. Are there support groups, literature,
videos which are available, special accommodations which can be made to help
parents of ill children. Ask your doctor, the staff, other parents, hospital patient
services.
It is vital that the parents talk with the child regarding feelings about the
coming hospitalization. Clearly, your job is to listen, listen, listen. When your
child expresses a fear of needles, surgery, going to the bathroom, not being with
his favorite pet or friend, this is serious stuff and needs your full attention.
Imagine, if you will, what fears might be in a child who has never been exposed
to a hospital much less spent the night there. All security is at stake, everything
familiar and safe will not be present. Where will mom and dad be? Where will
I sleep? What are they going to do to me? Where do I go to the bathroom?
Will I hurt?
My son was only 3 when I rushed him to the pediatrician. He had been
ill with spiking temperatures. I did everything I could think of to help him regain
his health. I even, as I often did on such occasions, slept with both eyes and
ears open near his bed. However, he lost consciousness, turned gray with blue
lips, and was motionless. Fortunately, I had the physician’s number and yelled
I would not be put on hold.
Earlier in the day, while on the exam table, he lay motionless, which was
very rare for this very active child. Taking him several blocks to the hospital
was quite emotional. Luckily, my doctor friends on staff guided us through the
procedures, staying close by our sides and with my son every step of the way.
It was determined this sick puppy had pneumonia, he would survive after weeks
of rest. However, mom and dad were close to being admitted!
Building Memories Idea: Ideally, children should be taken to the hospital
before the scheduled event to see the facilities and to check it out as only a child
can do. The child needs to meet the nurses and to see how and what they do.
Do they wear white uniforms and flying nun hats which can scare the dickens
out of a child? He needs to see where he will sleep and if there are any toys,
girls, hamburgers or is it just a place for geeks.
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As you talk with your child, listen carefully so you can address all the
spoken, non-spoken, other non-verbal reactions. You might ask your child
what favorite toys or stuffed animals would he like to take. Is there a VCR and,
if so, what videos would go to the hospital? Always remember to label
everything you take and keep a list so you can check off each one on the return
to home trip.
Big Mistake : Charles and Marie divorced. When Charles came to the
hospital the day after his child was admitted, he began dictating and screaming
at his former wife about the accident and her lack of quality parenting. He
refused to calm down even yelling outside the child’s door until a nurse removed
him from the floor.
Your child lies hospitalized in this scary surrounding. The one thing not
needed is two combating parents. For the health of your child, be cordial,
polite, respectful of each other. Can you imagine a child, sick as a dog, scared
to death, now hearing mom and dad screaming and blaming each other. How
mortifying.
Cardinal Rule: No matter how angry or hostile your divorce, do not, do not
engage in any type of ugly behavior in sight of, or in hearing range of the
child’s room, or on the same hospital floor or department.
Your ill child doesn’t need any more stress or unnecessary worry when
his health is at issue. Calmly focus on the facts and concerns of the child.
Furthermore, do not show or share any ill feelings toward your former spouse
in the presence of the child.
Whenever one parent admits a child to the hospital, it is your absolute
responsibility to notify the other parent immediately upon learning any facts as
to the seriousness of the illness. Both parents have the right to know of any lifethreatening incidents or illness and the child has the right to see at his bedside
both parents who love him and gave him life. Period. Notify the other parent,
and if they choose not to come immediately, appropriate or not, that is their
choice. Focus on supporting your child.
Johnny was injured in a swimming pool accident. His neck was broken
and he was admitted to the hospital. His mother immediately and calmly called
his dad who was in bed at the time. He was given the medical report yet chose
not to come to the hospital. Johnny’s mother felt depressed and alone without
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his presence to console their child during such an ordeal, yet there was nothing
she could do but console the child alone. As soon as Johnny was settled in his
room, she placed a call to his dad and held the phone to Johnny’s ear so they
could talk.
One estranged, caring dad told me of the time when his son was injured
while skiing in the next state. For a while the extent of his injuries were unclear.
The teen spent many days in the local hospital. The mother never told his dad
until the son returned to her home and he called his dad. Dad was furious and
deeply hurt as he wanted to be at his son’s side participating in medical
decisions and his recovery. Had the worst happened, he never would have
forgiven his former wife.
Remember, your welfare is different from that of a child. Children need
both parents during times of stress and illness for security and encouragement.
Forget the war and hold out the flag of truce.
When you are in the hospital, there are services for parents and kids.
Ask the nurses for a tour of the floor and its facilities. Ask the questions about
procedures, bathroom locations, snack kitchens, lounges, hospital policies,
smoking areas, Chapel and On-Duty Chaplain, hospital layout, cafeteria,
parking, elevators, stairwells, mechanics of the bed, TV, phone, etc. Check to
see if the chair in the room converts into a bed or recliner. Ask for a pillow and
blanket so you can get your rest while on vigil. Does the floor offer courses for
patient care? Support groups?
To review: The important kid questions to ask and receive answers. Where
will I sleep? What will I wear? What will I eat? Will kids, like adults, be able
to select their own menu with restrictions noted? Will it be dark or is there a
night light? Will I have a roommate? What if I don’t like my roommate? Can
I wear my own jammies or do I have to wear that ugly tie in the back sissy
hospital gown? Is there a TV? VCR? Toy Room? Are there snack machines?

Tips For Hospital Stays
Even the best parents and the most well-behaved children encounter
the unexpected injury leading to a visit to the emergency room, observation and
quarantine, or surgery and a hospital stay.
As with most children, my three children had their share of bumps and
cuts. Seeing your precious little one in pain and, as a parent, you can do nothing,
is more than frustrating. It is downright cruel and inhumane punishment. You
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wish you had a magic wand to make the pain go away. And you don’t have the
wand.
Our visits to the emergency room included advanced uncontrollable
asthma attacks, possible spinal meningitis, a broken collar bone, deep gashes,
and a broken neck and spinal injury. No child was spared. We also
experienced various minor visits to specialist’s offices where suturing and other
procedures were performed.
When my son was admitted to the hospital, I wrote a piece recalling the
events and ending with, “he’s going to recover. But what’s this, mom and dad
are going to be admitted to the room next door!” That about sums it up for
parents, don’t you think?
Hospitals are scary places for children.
It is good to check with the hospital administration to see what
programs they offer for children as patients or visitors of a friend, family or
loved one. Many hospitals have special departments in pediatrics to help
children adjust to hospital visits. Here staff members are specially trained to
handle the trauma of children. In fact, larger hospitals now have children’s
trauma units where a child is seen immediately when brought to the emergency
room. For non-emergency visits, social workers and other pediatric personnel
offer care and guidance. Physical therapists and playroom directors are trained
to help kids. There are many books available to help cope and explain hospital
stays, dealing with such issues as various illnesses, routines, wellness, hospital
stays, doctor visits, and death.
Building Memories Idea: When the child is the patient, see if you can make
a pre-admittance visit. Such a visit, I found, relaxes the fears of the youngster, her
parents and other family members. Naturally, if the hospital stay results from an
emergency, you won’t have the luxury of a pre-visit. In which case, as parent,
survey the hospital, get the patient brochure and read and high light points to be
identified. Ask the floor staff for guidance. Be sure to seek out the auxiliary services
and stations for pediatric patients and their families. Often you’ll find a special
kitchen where patient and family treats are stashed. Be sure you heed any special
diet restrictions.
Making the room cozy helps the child to adjust. Bring in special stuffed
animals, photos, other mementos which are treasured and replaceable. I found
using masking tape to write my name and phone number on all home brought
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items and gifts helped in case the article became misplaced and needed tracking
back to its owner. I recommend permanent ink on all labels.
The most important reminder I can think of is to reinforce that all will
be well. Let your child see that doctors and nurses and all the other staff who
probe and poke do so as gently as possible in the effort of making the child well
again. Sure, things and procedures may be at times both uncomfortable and
unwanted, however, the way to better health may be through unpleasant
procedures. Remind the child that these tactics eventually end.
Over the years, I have found relaxing and deep breathing helps calm the
nerves. I teach kids what I call “Choo Choo Train” a technique for helping them
refocus their attention on a silly yet vital activity. Each child knows the sound
of the train, the Little Engine with a caboose. Saying “Choo Choo Train” in a
repetitive fashion, holding their attention, while getting the child to repeat aloud
with you, instantly seems to quiet the most sensitive emotions while diverting
attention away.
Having a child in the hospital, keep a sheet of paper nearby to jot down
any and all questions you or the child have regarding hospital care and the health
issue. Then when the doctor or nurse appears, during this stressful time, you
are armed with all your questions. Days are long when you are in the hospital.
Days are crowded with people, machinery, medicines, therapy and treatments,
visitors and a host of activities. I found, hospital stays wore me out unless I got
rest and kept the visitations down to 15 minute stays. See if the chair in the room
reclines. Ask the staff for a blanket. In most hospitals, parents are permitted
continual watch and are encouraged to spend the night at their child’s bedside.
Taking shifts is wise. If you need extra help, see about hiring a student nurse.
Usually they need both the hands on experience and the extra cash. While the
help is there, go home and take a shower and give yourself a little pampering.
Make certain you eat fully balanced meals, drink water for re-hydration.
At stressful times like these, I find a good walk alone with your thoughts
preferably in a lovely treed and flowered environment rejuvenates the soul.
Another place to gather strength would be the hospital chapel. Usually
hospitals have clergy on call to help with your spiritual needs. Don’t be afraid
to summon their assistance. As a single parent, you need all the support you
can muster. Sometimes, hospital volunteers are good at lending a sympathetic
ear.
Do be a take charge-parent who becomes an active participant in your
child’s care. I remember asking questions of my medical friends and practicing
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their advice independently. When our son needed bathing, we took over to
lessen his fears and embarrassment. Taking charge, as parents, we learned the
ropes for at home care all the while reassuring our son.
Cardinal Rule:: Always keep your child’s best interests at heart and by all
means do whatever is necessary to create a healthy, nurturing environment.

When A Parent Is Hospitalized
Kids think of parents and themselves as invincible, indestructible, ever
present. When a parent needs to be admitted to the hospital, this immortal
fantasy collapses leaving the child’s support foundation, no matter the age,
crumbled into fragments. As with the Leaning Tower of Pisa, support
buttresses and major repairs are required to sustain life.
If the custodial parent has to be hospitalized and there is advance
warning, such as elective surgery, children can be prepared. It continues to be
a good idea to have books on hand about going to the hospital. This way a child
has had the opportunity to read and ask questions about events such as going
to the hospital. If possible, have the child attend a doctor’s appointment just
to meet the physician and for reassurance that the parent is in good hands.
Moreover, it is important for the doctor to recognize other family members and
help realize their needs, especially small children. Perhaps your doctor will
encourage pre-hospital visits so both the parent and child will know where the
parent will be, the look of the rooms, nurses’ station, the family waiting room,
the snack area, the bathrooms. It is vitally important you answer all questions
according to the age appropriateness of the child as this reassures the most
skeptical mind
Building Memories Idea: While you are in the hospital, who is going to stay
with your child? Will someone come to the house so the children are feeling
secure or will they go to a grandparent, aunt, uncle, older sibling, family friend,
or friend’s house where parents are familiar with your routines and the needs
of your child? Often, it is a good idea to stay with a playmate as the distraction
of family activities and the novelty of staying over with my best buddy will help
make the time pass. Moreover, these parents can keep your child advised as
well as have their child tag along for the hospital visit. As you can guess, having
a best buddy along will in all likelihood, soothe the nerves and act as a stabling
anchor.
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Before you leave for the hospital, make sure all schedules, phone
numbers and addresses (family, friends, work), doctors names and numbers,
medical records and medicines are available. A check list might include: clean
clothes and linens, all supplies needed for school or activities, car pools, alert
school of schedule and arrange a conference with teachers to look for any
behavior changes, check foodstuffs and animal supplies, cash available (you
might notify the bank setting up a withdrawal plan in case extra money is
necessary). Keep a list of chores so all routines are maintained in your absent.
Notify the other parent and involve them in plans. This could be a good time
for the non custodial parent to have a more active part in the lives of the children.
It may be an excellent time for their participation and special time of bonding.
It also shows solidarity with parents working together helping each other. It
clearly shows good parenting and role modeling, cooperation and
consideration.
Although I was still married at the time, I spent almost two weeks in the
hospital. I remember how difficult it was not being home to care for my three
children. I lay in the bed constantly concerned about their welfare even though
their dad was home to care for them with the exception of the workday when
sitters stayed. I was so frustrated and depressed as I wanted to be home, yet
that was impossible.
Back then, visits were seldom, awkward and all too short. Mommie
looked normal except she couldn’t get out of the weird bed. They couldn’t
grasp the reality of my ailment as I hid it with makeup, fancy nightgowns and a
false reassuring smile. Below the surface, I was scared to death. Frankly, the
only ones who knew my deepest feelings, were my doctor girl friends who
keenly acknowledged my mothering. To alleviate my fears and discomfort,
they would come to my room dressed in their doctor whites adding Groucho
Marx mustaches, dropping a six pack of beer on the tray stand, rehanging the
paintings upside down, playing dot to dot with indelible ink on my stomach
adding obscenities, all the while laughing hysterically to cheer me because they
knew I couldn’t have the beer. Whereas the staff, especially the nurses
administering the shots, didn’t approve of their humor, I looked forward to their
visits as they were the ones who cheered me up.
Building Memories Idea : Have the caregivers help the children make
drawings and cards for the hospitalized parent. Make sure supplies are out.
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Encourage the kids to call when they have a need to speak with the parent or
arrange a convenient time. Let the kids pick out photos or other memorabilia
to be placed on the hospital night stand. Suggest the kids make special,
approved by the hospital dietitian, food treats such as cookies, brownies to be
shared with the family and hospital staff. When going to the grocery, suggest
the kids pick out a treat for the nursing staff as a gesture of thoughtfulness. If
the parent is hospitalized either out of town or in quarantine, make videos and
audio tapes and send back and forth. If you have a laptop computer or can
borrow or rent one for longer hospital stays, email each other as a way of
communication.
A Word of Encouragement: The idea here is to keep the channels open as
both the hospitalized parent and kids alike will experience separation anxiety.
Each personal outpouring helps both the patient and children heal faster and
more completely. It also helps the kids feel they are doing something to help
their parent or sibling recover.

When A Parent Is Hospitalized, Survival And Activity
Tips For The Kids
Okay, mom or dad need to stay in the hospital or nursing home either
for surgery, extended illness or other emergency.
Kids need reassurance that the hospitalized parent is receiving the best
care, even if recovery may never be complete. Moreover, the sick parent
needs to know family members at home care. Children need special
compassion at this time. They need to be heard. It is vitally important that
kids vent their feelings openly without criticism. Hugs and open arms coupled
with reassuring words make a big difference in how they manage this trauma.
If the situation develops into life or death possibilities, speak with the doctors
and staff about particular details to share with the children. A good idea
depending upon age would be to level with the children so that words needing
to be said are communicated. This prevents regrets later down the road should
the parent die or have a lingering incapacitating illness. Also, check with the
hospital as they may have a special team on staff who deal with children’s
trauma offering assistance and ideas.
Building Memories Idea: Just for a second, trade places with the
hospitalized parent. What would help you recover and mend? Cards from
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children are instant healers. All artwork done by children are heartfelt. Lying
in a bed gets old and dismal especially when a parent would rather be home
surrounded by the children, personal items, and friends. Having something of
interest to stare at may bring a smile, remind you of a treasured moment, give
you the spirit to recuperate faster.
Have you ever seen a patient’s face light up with pride when a visitor
comes into the once formally bland room, sees the creativity, and asks about
it? That’s the image you want to aim for. Let the kids go wild and express
themselves.
Encourage family and friends to assist the children in creating get well
wishes and banners for the patient’s room. Organize paper, magic markers,
colored pencils, crayons, paints, scissors, popsicle sticks, yarn, sparkles,
feathers, glue in a labeled container ready for creative minds.
Building Memories Idea: Suggest the other parent, neighbor, friend,
relative to take the children to the local grocery store or flower shop and select
something special for the ill parent. Determine a financial limit, set aside money
or credit card. Buying a robe or pajamas would be a good suggestion.
Sometimes, with the doctor’s okay, kids can bring special food treats. What
about music? How about family pictures. If the parent is to be in the hospital
over a holiday, it could be exciting to decorate some type of a small tabletop
tree. How about an artificial Christmas tree or little stick tree decorated with
paper cutouts, hearts, pictures, artwork, beads, items from the yard, small toys.
Suggest a story or theme.
Speaking of stories, how about having the children express their
feelings in a journal each day. Then share it with the care givers and parent. This
opportunity allows you to discover their feelings and possible concerns and
fears. Gather the family and read aloud their entries and discuss their feelings
at the table. Challenge everyone to listen closely and respond. Maybe another
child experiences the exact same emotions, fears, joys and needs a little coaxing
from others.
Be forewarned, visits to the hospital can include unexpected waiting
time. Perhaps a laboratory procedure took the parent away from the room,
perhaps the parent is asleep. Depending upon the age and emotional level of
the children, fill their backpacks with fun things for their hospital visits. Include
snacks, bottled water, games, reading material, homework, writing material,
cards, and a Teddy Bear or other comfort creature.
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Cardinal Rule: Make sure children have access to the parent.
Hospitals realize the health care significance of visits to ill parents.
Hospitals can be scary, so if possible plan an early visit and have questions and
answers available. If the parent has a phone, decide when is the best time for
the child to call. Always make the effort for the children to have parental access
and to say goodnight. It is important to help the child realize hospitals can
be great places where healing occurs and people go home whole and well.

Dealing With Death
Death is a natural part of living. Every living thing must eventually die and
go back to dust. Death can be a beautiful experience for those who understand
the circle of life. Granted, we may dislike the thought of death and dying and
that of losing the loved one, especially, if death comes without warning.
During the early stages of life, it would be prudent to share with children
the beauty of life and the natural part of death. The insightful parent does not
shelter a child from this life process as the unknown part of death only tends to
scare children and keep fears harbored deep within lasting a lifetime. Rather,
keep quality books available to explain the loss of a loved one.
I have found the best way to explain life and death came when a pet died
or, simply, a plant no longer thrives, wilts and dies. This is the ideal time to share
with children life’s cycle. Make sure you ask the questions, “Well, Sally, how
do you feel about this?” Encourage conversation about feelings, sadness,
finality of here on earth, the process of grieving, and the healing which will
inevitably come. Especially use this time to share with the children how you felt
when you lost a pet or plant, or loved one.
Let them see life exists after death and that families go on and survive.
Teach them that even though the loved one is no longer here on earth, a part of
them lives deep within each dear one remaining. Ask them to share what good
things they learned and shared with the departed one. Point out that the lessons
or family traits will always be a part of them and that they can always smile and
say, “why that’s just what grandpa would do” or “that reminds me of my favorite
goldfish, he would always...”
Even with the death of the pet goldfish, encourage the children to create
a final salute or funeral service for the departed spirit. Invite children to attend
services for someone not so close to the child as a way to introduce them to the
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grieving steps and the funeral itself. Again, encourage discussion. Go to the
library or bookstore and select some age appropriate books for reading. A
savvy parent might leave such books on the coffee table for anyone to pick up
and thumb through without making a big to-do.
I found the following books were good selections for helping children
understand death: Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs by Tomie de Paola;
The Hickory Chair by Lisa Rowe Faustino; When Dinosaurs Die: a Guide
to Understanding Death by Laurie Krasny Brown and Marc Brown; and The
Old Dog by Charlotte Zolotow.
One day, upon returning from church fellowship, we found Christmas
Blue Beard our beautiful bright blue and red Japanese Beta fish lying dead on
the kitchen counter. Before going off, I had put the prize fish in a cup while
changing his water. Apparently, Christmas Blue Beard jumped out of the cup
onto the counter and died. Well, my three children were so distraught, sobbing
uncontrollably as was guilty mother.
We decided to have a funeral service for the fish. We gathered him up
and went into the powder room where we had a service for our beloved fish.
I think we all remember vividly the grand farewell as Christmas Blue Beard
circled round and round in the toilet until finally flushing down joining the other
fishes in the great sea. Needless to say, no other fish ever replaced that beloved
fish or memory.
Anticipate that your child may have problems dealing with death
whether it is a plant, goldfish, friend, parent, sibling, or grandparent. Realize that
grieving takes both time to feel and time to heal. Grieving comes in stages both
for children and adults and takes time until life resumes on a steady forward
keel. Always think in terms of what you can do to help your children. Keep their
needs and feelings in mind as you mourn. Remember to be open to seek outside
help from church or professional counselors.
Cardinal Rule: Never tell a child that “grandpa went to sleep.”
Imagine, if you will, the thoughts a child might have upon learning this
from an adult. The poor child may begin having deep fear of going to bed and
falling to sleep never to awaken just like grandpa.
Building Memories: Instead, you might simply tell the child that grandpa was
ill and nothing more could help him, his body wore out, his mission on earth was
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completed, it was time for him to die. This allows the child to see and perhaps
understand the evolution of life particularly if you tie your explanation to the pet,
the plant or some other person. Remember to always pause, allow the child to
process the information and then to respond. Ask questions which might help
you determine how much the child understood and any areas where you need
to jump in and explain further. It’s scary stuff when something dear passes on
or dies even for adults who supposedly are wise and all understanding. Imagine
how a child feels left alone to rationalize the situation.

Attending Funerals
Life begins and life ends. Count on someone dying to challenge your
parenting skills. It could be someone close such as a family member, an
employer, a friend, a neighbor, a childhood pal. Death could come as a long
and slow, realized finality or a sudden shocker no one imagined.
Bad enough you have to cope with death, now you have to attend this
thing called a “funeral.” In your grief, you must brace yourself explaining life’s
pathway. How in the world are you going to manage your personal
bereavement and at the same time convey to the kids burial protocol?
My advice, plan ahead. I have found it a good idea, that sometime
down the line, you might prepare your child and educate him about funeral
procedures long before someone close dies. Death is inevitable and it is good
to make it part of life’s story early on so when the time comes, the child is more
prepared and familiar with the activities. Then you and the children will be freer
to grieve with less need to constantly explain customs.
A Good Idea: Consider going to a funeral home and visiting with reverence.
Today, funeral homes are much more likely to be sensitive and particularly
aware of children’s need to cope and understand death. They can be a great
help in assisting your child and you, too, for that matter. Tell them ahead of time
your needs and ask who best to convey the messages your kids need to hear.
Larger communities may even have a person solely responsible for helping
families with children. Explain the cycle of life and death. I have found relating
life and death to that of a plant helpful. You know, start with the seed, seedling,
leaves, flower, wilting, death, returning to the ecology of the soil. Have the
child, if they are curious, observe a casket and see a body. This can be creepy
and very scary so be prepared to do some top notch nurturing and field
questions.
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Explain to the child that Death scares me. I feel alone.
the funeral is a tribute to the loved
I wish I had someone to talk
one who just died, that the body is
with.
prepared for burial, placed in a
-David, age 13
coffin or casket. Let them know
about the special “viewing” or
“wake” where the family is
greeted by friends, gets hugs,
sheds lots of tears, hears stories
of things the deceased did, of how
much each person loved the
departed one. Mention the casket can be either open or closed, the family
receives flowers and cards, and then, usually the next day they attend a funeral
service.
Share how the funeral service takes place. Explain that the final tributes
are made by the clergy, minister, rabbi and other friends and family. A choir
may sing, and then the burial where the casket or coffin is placed either in the
ground or in a vault above the ground. Here there may be a tent set up and chairs
for the family. This is where the final goodbye is said to the departed and the
person is “laid to rest.” Dust to dust, ashes to ashes. We came from dust and
we return to dust. After the service, guests visit with the mourners saying
something complimentary, mainly listening and offering support, a smile, a hug.
Remember to tell the child that the funeral procession usually includes
a caravan of mourners often dressed in black (the color which signifies death
and mourning) driving their cars in a line from the church to the interment, burial,
or grave site. The body goes in the hearse while the family often rides in a long
limousine where they can be together and console each other. After the service,
the family and close friends, as might be the custom, gather at someone’s home
or restaurant and share food, again exchanging stories about life with the
deceased.
Nowadays, a memorial service could replace the traditional funeral.
You might explain to the child that some families choose not to have a casket.
Now this part is tricky, trying to explain no casket, no body. You might,
depending upon the age and understanding of the child, have to say something
about the land usage, the desire to have the deceased cremated and returned
to dust with the person’s ashes either put into a little box or scattered and
returned back to the earth. Again dust to dust, ashes to ashes theory. The
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memorial service may not be immediately after the person’s death, but a time
later. Perhaps the family couldn’t assemble at the time of death. Or perhaps
another service later for friends was wanted. Here the remains may or may not
be present.
Building Memories Idea : When there is a death of a parent, sibling, or
grandparent, you might consider some creative ways for the activities which
normally are held. Consider having the wake or viewing at your home or at the
home of the children or grandparent. Here the child can be more at ease and
in familiar territory. Make it a celebration of life. Something memorable. Have
friends bring favorite dishes of the deceased or their own favorites. Make sure
you invite children and have special foods for them even peanut butter and jelly.
Invite some older children to be responsible for watching the younger children
engaging smaller ones in play. Maybe set up a place and provide art supplies
where kids, adults, too, can express their feelings about the deceased in art,
poem or story. Make a book. You might make copies and distribute them
among family members. Have people bring photos to help with the storytelling.
Have the children make a collage of the photos, then copy the collage, leave a
space for caption and date, and, finally, laminate and give them out as
mementos. You can do them legal size, remembering to do both sides and use
as place mats.
In the prime of his life, the father of an acquaintance of ours died leaving
the family in shock. The family was devastated. To honor the children, his
widow held the funeral gathering at their home. I remember how impressed I
was with her sensitivity and have developed these additional ideas which I have
encouraged my friends to do.
Recently, a grandfather died unexpectedly. He and his wife had
planned a family cruise for the holidays. His widow was considering canceling
the trip. However, with encouragement, she went forward with the plans. I
suggested she tell the children and grandchildren to come to the cruise with
paper, coloring utensils, photos, stories and special mementos of their beloved
father and grandfather. Together they made a family album in tribute to their
grandfather all the while exchanging stories and working through their profound
grief. They made the family trip a tribute to grandfather and all his hard work,
community involvement, and dedication to them. Together the family was able
to grieve all the while reflecting on the merits of this trip and its unifying forces,
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honoring the man who made it all possible. They returned to their homes closer
knit, understanding the treasures of life.
While teaching, my favorite student along with another died violently in
a one car crash. I knew my classes would be devastated at his death as he was
the class clown who kept us all going. At first my principal and fellow teachers
thought I was nuts as I came to school very early the following day armed with
tissues and snack food. I took my classes outside amongst the trees where we
privately huddled hugging and wiping each others tears. I did my best to explain
the circumstances of his death and the upcoming viewing and service.
The day of the funeral, I brought a multitude of multicolored helium
balloons, card strips, and colored pens and felt tips. I invited the students to
write their messages to James, selecting a balloon of their choice, attaching their
note to the ribbon. At the interment site, I encouraged the classmates to release
balloons with their messages. At first it was hard for them to let go. So I
released mine and then they followed. Tears were shed, once more. As the
balloons sailed into the clouds, I watched the great joy coming over their faces
as the grins and humor returned while reminiscing about James and his impact
on their lives.
When my beloved grandmother died, I gave each family member a long
stemmed red rose and requested them to stand together with their spouses at
the grave site. This photo claimed the hall of family fame although at first the
family balked. How dare I invade this sad moment forcing them to pose for my
camera. So, be sure to take a family photo as this is one of the rare times when
families are together. You can bet, years down the line you, like me and the rest
of the family, will be glad you had your camera.
Another thing, I developed over the years was “funeral humor.”
Something always, always goes awry. Grandma’s teeth don’t fit, the minister
forgets a line, the music isn’t loud enough, Uncle Martin pees in his pants, the
pall bearer loses grip, the food doesn’t come, a really bizarre floral arrangement
arrives, whatever. Something stupid, silly, sad happens. I have learned to
expect it so that when that moment arrives, I look at a friend and we smile,
“funeral humor” at its finest. This attitude keeps us going in the darkest of
moments. Try it, you will find it works. And by all means, share this thought
with the kids as they will in turn share moments with you. Naturally, you put
funeral humor in the family album.
My mother was from the Heartland of North Dakota. For my mother’s
farewell, I entitled her services “The Spirit of North Dakota Remains Forever”
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after the shortened version “Roots,” a piece I had written in her honor and life
in the Great Prairie. In the narrative, I report how we come from a seed, flower,
whither and die returning to dust. Since Mother was cremated and was to be
placed in the nitch with Dad, I asked the funeral director if I could have some
of Mother’s remains to toss on the family homestead. I knew Mother would
love the idea. I had imagined images as those in “Bridges of Madison County.”
However, much to my chagrin, this conjured up image wasn’t to be even close
to my experience.
When I left the services, the director, a lovely and helpful woman,
handed me a cup or two of Mother’s ashes in a plastic bag, complete with
twister tie. After communing with mother’s ashes in a proper wooden vessel,
I just about died when I put my hand out and received this mundane baggie.
Okay, I thought, “funeral humor” and proceeded to get into the limo clutching
this bag, this plastic see-through bag in preparation for the final tribute to
Mother.
Out at the ranch, the snow was deep, temperature well below -20
degrees, the wind blowing as it does in North Dakota and especially in
Bismarck. Alright, my big moment to release Mother’s ashes back onto her
beloved state. I removed the twister tie, opened the top of the bag and said,
“go Mom.” Forget it, Mother’s ashes did not even budge. There I was with
my family, as the new matriarch, my first official duty to pay respect to my
departed mother and I couldn’t get her to blow away.
I took a deep breath and did the only thing I could conceive. I put my
ungloved hand into the bag and began tossing Mother’s ashes. This definitely
wasn’t in the script! Much to my amazement, it took a long time until I could
wash my hand as I held close the idea that I literally had my mother in my hands,
her essence, her being, her return to God and the Heartland. In my mother’s
death, I shared something very special with the woman who gave me life. Both
a humorous and sacred moment to be cherished. An experience I shall always
remember and love to tell to the kids. Today, my funeral humor allows me to
laugh along with the kids, “typical Grandmother, stubborn to the end!”
A Good Idea: Many good books grace our library and book store shelves.
Find age appropriate books to help the kids to work through their grief and the
funeral events. Go over them and leave the books on the coffee table for ready
eyes.
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How To Comfort Your Grieving Child:
Listen, Listen, Listen!
When someone died, I use to say a part of me died too, that is until my
therapist suggested I might turn the event into how, when a person dies, she
leaves something inside me that lasts forever making me whole versus
fragmented. I thought these words were sound advice and immediately put it
to work because my grandfather had just died.
Unfortunately, my support during these deaths was lacking partly
because of the divorce, partly because family did not live in the community,
partly because the deaths were states away, partly because we tended to take
such events and bury them well under the carpet and move on. Whatever the
reason, I did not grieve and my family did not grieve. When we displayed
emotion, someone seemed to tell the grief stricken to button up and march
forward. No tears were allowed because they showed a sign of weakness,
failures, fear, vulnerability, the inevitable mortal future.
Cardinal Rule: Grandfather’s death taught me a valuable lesson. Love while
you are living, enjoy each day building memories so that when death comes,
those memories are deep within your spirit.
I find myself every now and again saying thanks to grandfather for giving
me the gift of his gentle spirit or his humorous pranks as I pass on the stories
to my children. When I see my personality or actions being one with his, I
rejoice that he lives in me!
Death is non-avoidable, non-negotiable. The death of a marriage,
whereas avoidable and negotiable, when it presents the only exhaustible option,
remains more difficult in saying goodbye than actual death. Divorce signifies
ongoing death unless you permit yourself, your spouse, your children, and, do
include, the extended family, to mourn. Divorce lingers until death do us part.
Divorce is a tragedy. It can be the tragedy’s mask. Avoiding divorce’s pain,
allows it to fester waiting to surface as a boiling staph willing to spread to the
entire family.
During separation and divorce proceedings, each family member needs
permission to heal and openly discuss and display their grief. That is how we
learn and grow. Try to find the good out of the bad. Figure out the lessons
learned from the gift of this most precious person or relationship and dwell on
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this issue. From the death of a marriage may bloom courage, compassion, inner
strength, living skills, communication, flexibility.
Ask yourself and the kids how you can use the death of the marriage as
a new beginning. How can each of you use the experience to make your life
better? Explore how you feel about living this new lifestyle both the pros and
cons, fears and doubts, loves and hates. Ask your children what they will miss
most. Post each response on a sheet until all feelings are expressed. Figure out
what good might be experienced.
Here’s a neat idea I came up with for grieving the death of a marriage.
Building Memories Idea: Consider the inventory of losses and anticipated
benefits your divorce brings, adding possible solutions and action plans to help
with healing.
Begin planning a funeral for the marriage. Yes, you heard correctly,
plan a marriage funeral. Have the candles, music, band. Fashion your service
to honor the marriage, add the sharing of losses and anguishes. At the end of
the service, add the bright future expectations and the promise to “do unto
others as you would have them do unto you” clause, espouse living in a loving
manner helping each member reach their fullest potential. Promise to be each
others’ guardian angels. Exchange symbols of the new relationships, perhaps
a heart, ribbon, button, pinky swear. After the ceremony plan an event, snacks,
dinner, special outing to celebrate. Let the kids help design the entire occasion.
When they participate, they learn and they learn by watching and listening to you
as parent. You are laying a strong foundation for your children’s future
relationships.
Cardinal rule: Listen, listen, listen to the kids and watch for signs including
your own red flags. Acknowledge each person’s pain and loss taking
action. Healing comes when you can speak of the hurt and don’t hide it.
Focus on healing the hole in your heart.
I was so sorrowful at the loss of my marital vows. All my life I dreamed
of that darn white picket fence and all the fantasies. Unfortunately, the marriage
ended. One day, using paper strips, I wrote all the things about the marriage,
anger, hurt and all, put them in an unmarked box, dug a hole in the yard next to
the dog kennel and buried the memories covered with scoops and scoops of
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shit. At my private ceremony, I chose not to have any fanfare, no flowers, no
band, no choir, no spoken words except “goodbye.” I felt so much better
afterward!
One of my friends invited all her cronies for a big bash to celebrate the
end of an unpleasant marriage. Another friend went to a motel to hide out, sort
memories and find new direction.
Cardinal Rule: My word of caution would be to make sure at moments such
as these to remember half of each parent lives in the child and should you
debauch the other parent, you berate the child. So a word of advice, plan a
constructive service for the children’s eyes and ears. Have your personal
parade out of the house.

When A Parent Dies
When a parent dies, no matter what the
relationship between the deceased parent and
child, there will enviably be a profound loss, a
finality. Often the child may suffer deep seeded
hurt and guilt at having left undone loose ends. It
is at this moment the ripples of the divorce may
play havoc with children.
If the surviving parent has kept the child
from having a meaningful relationship with the
deceased parent, deep resentment may surface
even hatred and hostility. Depending upon the
relationship and circumstances with the death,
I love my mom.
either the surviving parent or other relatives
My mom died.
related to the deceased, for example the
-Jimmey, age 7
grandparents, should gently inform the child of
the death in simple, straight forward terms answering all questions with the
information available.
Where possible, take the child to either the hospital or funeral home if
that is their choice. I suggest you invite private time with the remains depending
upon their age and circumstance. The child needs to have closure and time and
guidance in dealing with the loss of his parent. In some cases the grandparents
may be a better choice for assisting with the children and plans for the service.
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If a closely bonded stepparent is on the scene, perhaps it would be his
or her place to help with the children. If, however, the children are young, the
surviving parent may be the key to helping the children cope and guide them
through the funeral process. The funeral, however, would be the responsibility
of the former spouse’s relatives and therefore the surviving parent may need to
step aside, take a back row seat and be there when the children need him/her
without being on the scene possibly causing more pain for those grieving.
Remember, too, that the surviving parent will also experience grieving even if
the relationship ended in a duel. It is a good idea to be aware and be prepared
to seek counseling for yourself. The sorrow may creep up on you without notice
as this chapter in your life closes completely and forever in death. Get help for
yourself.
Building Memories Idea : Kids show their feelings through constructive
projects such as making a Memorial Book full of stories, photos, drawings,
notations, trinkets. Encourage them to create a memory book, a “This is Our
Story” book or “Life with Mom/Dad” in an effort to remember the happier days
and to honor their time together. Have each child select their favorite picture
of their parent and find a unique frame. Perhaps the child and dad liked to go
fishing, take the famous fishing event photo and match it up with the one-of-akind special frame. Making a collage of articles in a shadow box or on
posterboard can be a helpful tool in guiding the child through the death. Find
something special that the parent enjoyed and make it special, such as if mom
loved to garden, make an exclusive place in the garden in her honor complete
with garden sculpture, placards, plantings. Be sure to include a bench where
the child can sit and find solace. Maybe add a fountain, bird bath, bird feeder.
For the funeral, depending upon the age appropriateness, ask the child
if he wants to help select the clothing, flowers, casket, jewelry, special music,
scripture enjoyed by the deceased parent. Include the child in preparations.
Perhaps an at-home gathering with favorite foods and music, playmates and
kids from school and their parents would help their grieving.
Time alone where one can be still and reflect is essential. Healing takes
place as one works their way through the grieving steps. Encourage long walks
in quiet parks. You might suggest to the child that he draw or paint his feelings.
Look to your church, Y, for support groups and other kids who have lost
parents. Get books, seek counseling and remember to inform the school.
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Cardinal Rule: As the surviving parent, grandparent, it is your duty to stand
by the grieving child offering support and a warm, loving place to fall.

When A Child’s Best Friend Dies
One of the most difficult times in a child’s life is that moment when a best
friend suddenly dies.
Whether it is sudden as with a car accident or as the result of a disease,
a child losing a best friend is a very grievous loss. Not only is the best friend in
all the world gone, but now the child may worry about his own death.
Sometimes, too much. As a parent, I advise you to watch for signs of
depression and possible suicide indicators. Any personality changes need to
be heeded with possible therapy intervention.
If the best buddy is ill, have the child see his friend as often as possible
so as to share this experience. Keeping the truth from the child can only lead
to misgivings in future matters. Always be truthful and frank giving as much
information as age and child’s requests will allow. Let the child know that
everything medically is being done for his friend that sometimes death comes
early for some just because and that there is no answer. However, remind your
child that everything is being done for his friend and that he is comfortable.
Encourage your child to speak with his buddy and his parents and to
share his feelings as maybe others are feeling the same. It is better to be honest
and direct than to sit back and wonder. Relate times when you faced the same
dilemma and how you felt so your child can relate and realize that this is another
of life’s experiences some of which we understand better than others.
At the death, invite the parents to include your child in the activities and
grieving. Tell your child honestly, we just don’t know why this is happening to
Johnny. Reassure him that he will not have this same life’s experience as his
body is different and may respond differently. Encourage him to spend quality
time doing fun kids’ stuff as much as possible and as often as possible.
My daughter lost her best friend to a very brutal murder. She could not
bear to talk with me or anyone else as she was devastated and in shock. She
entered a state of denial and then anger and then depression. I did the exact
thing including drinking wine on an empty stomach. We were individually hiding
our pain by retreating when we were actually longing for solace. Having been
there and as the adult, I wanted nothing more than to help my daughter cope
and find peace and acceptance as I realized the value of expressing feelings.
Frankly, I found it takes prayer, faith and time for the hopes of the tomorrows
to flow again.
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Building Memories Ideas: Again as with any death, make the activities age
appropriate. For years I have been suggesting artwork as a means of working
through grief as well as joy. Art is good therapy. I found for healing, making
a scrapbook story board is most helpful. Get out all the memorabilia, pictures,
trinkets, souvenirs and assemble a storybook of life with the deceased friend.
Title it something snappy and fun. Have plenty of coloring tools for personal
stories and tales and for artwork, including stickies, sparkles, cutouts found at
the craft stores, ribbon. Remember the glue.
Releasing balloons at the funeral and gravesite can help release
profound grief especially when love notes are attached and follow as the
balloon soars up into the clouds as if to give a message to the heavens. Having
a memory party often gets kids to laugh and talk about their friend. Let them
come up with ideas about activities. I liked writing stories quietly as an
assignment while waiting for the first giggle and then voila′, the group is recalling
in no time all the good moments. Plant a tree or care for a garden in the friend’s
name. Make a donation to a favorite charity in his memory. Volunteer helping
others in an area of the friend’s interests. Always remember to speak of the
friend as sometimes adults tend to hide sad events under the carpet when in
reality speaking about the dead person is healthier. Check out the collection
of books at the bookstore and library for helpful information.
Cardinal Rule: Whatever path you choose to help your child, always talk
and ask questions and listen, listen, listen while you watch closely.

When A Grandparent Dies
Someday, during the child’s lifetime, envitably a grandparent is going to
die. Depending upon the relationship, the parent whose parent dies should be
the one to report the death to the grandchild.
No matter what, each child has the right to know of both illness and
death. If, say, the grandparent is ill and nearing death, grandchildren need to be
informed so they can prepare for the death. Perhaps as we all do, the kids may
have some unfinished business which needs to be attended. With proper
advance warning, preparations both mentally, emotionally as well as any
physical plans such as a visit or phone call can be made. It is down right cruel
not to include grandchildren in matters of the family no matter how strained the
relationships.
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In the case of a grandparent’s death, the direct descendent should be
the one helping the child cope with the assistance of the other parent. As I see
it, success comes again when parents ideally together plan how to handle deaths
and, especially, act together on the approach taken.
Children have enough to handle without their parents warring during a
time of sudden loss and change. They need two adults to help them with the
latest of challenges and sorrows. Even the worst of relationships need to at least
be honored as sacred members of the family. It is especially difficult when
grandparents, parents and children are separated not only by divorce but,
geographically as well.
Building Memories Idea: Have each child memorialize the grandparent in
some meaningful way. Recall the history of the grandparent. Allow and
encourage the child to express his sorrow and understand his genealogy.
Remember, grandparents did not divorce the grandkids. And conversely,
grandkids did not divorce the grandparents. Grandparents were meant to
pamper the little ones before returning them to the parents. Their loss is a tragic
loss to the kids now having one less compassionate, nurturing adult in their lives.
Again make a scrapbook, release balloons with love notes, plan a special meal,
do something worthwhile in the community in the grandparent’s memory, plant
a tree and watch it grow.
When my parents died, my kids were older. Since we lived in the South
and my parents lived in the Heartland, travel was both extensive and expensive.
I called them “flights to hell” as it took over 12 hours between the time I left until
I arrived, often with an extra day if the planes were late or grounded. Thus it
was unwise for the kids to travel with me. Moreover, they were in school and
being out at least a week was not in their best interests.
I must admit, if I had it to do over, I would have requested their
presence as I feel they missed out on important steps in life and that of the family.
Marriages and funerals seem to be the only time families gather unless they live
in the same neighborhood. I find the more kids miss, the harder it is for them
to face realities of life. Also, I had such a profound sense of loss and grief plus
I was in charge of all the arrangements. I wanted my kids there for support and
compassion.
My father died first after a seventeen year struggle with brain damage.
I had anger and grief besides the typical stages of denial, bargaining and
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depression. I did not experience acceptance until well down the road, and
sometimes I even question my acceptance as I loved my parents dearly and miss
them. I harbored anger at the loss of what was mapped out as a prosperous
life when my father became injured. I did find my temper was short as I had
too much on my plate with no help plus a mother who was herself over wrought
with grief and illness. All alone, two thousand miles from home, in the face of
supreme loss of parents, I needed comforting, compassion, understanding,
warm hugs, love. More than anything, I wanted to hear from my former
husband if even a card of sympathy as my parents had done so much for him
and for us. I really wanted my former husband to share my grief just as I wanted
to share his. I found it difficult at best not to be compassionate and respectful
after all those years of marriage and intertwining.
Building Memories Idea : At one time, in Mother’s honor, we were
constructing a book called “In Grandmother’s Book” adding humorous things
she would do or say which tripped our triggers with laughter. I videoed the
services so the kids could sit and relive the funerals. I also took or had someone
else take photos for an album. I felt this way they could at least see what
happened.
A Big Mistake: If your parent lies on a deathbed, by all means inform your
children. However, if you or your parents have not seen your child for most of
his life, be cautious with your intentions. One child told how when his
grandparent was in the last stages of life, the estranged parent out of the blue
called wanting to recommence visitation after having nothing to do with the child
for years. The child thought it strange given the last contact, yet proceeded to
renew relationships. With the first visit, extravagant gifts were given when not
even a birthday card had been previously received. The parent and new spouse
were mushy whereas before they wouldn’t have given a smile let alone a hug.
Shortly after, the grandparent died. At the funeral, the child realized the
intention was to save face at the services as there were business associates who
expected children to be present.
Cardinal Rule: No matter what the relationship between you, your former
spouse, current spouse or parents, never let anything step in the way of
building memories, maintaining communication and bonds glued tight, so
at the end of life, you have all loved and been loved by your own flesh and
blood.
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Dealing with the Death of a Child
Nothing can be more devastating to a family than the loss of a child!
As parents, we can’t visualize having a child die much less prepare for
the loss of a child. Heaven forbid our precious offspring dies before
experiencing the total of life’s offerings. Not only do the adults hurt, the
remaining siblings may agonize quietly at first with latent behavior changes
down the road. Often the siblings are so devastated, they secretly wish it was
them who had died or blame themselves for their sister/brother’s death. Adults,
in their anguish, sometimes don’t recognize the profound effects upon the
children. Other family members and the adult circle of friends may
unintentionally overlook the children as they deal with their individual pain and
comfort each other.
It is wise to pay particular attention to children when another child in the
family dies. It is important to recognize their grief, acknowledge it, and explore
healing methods. Have loving, compassionate relatives and friends stay with the
children. Encourage friends to write separate notes directed at each child and
his or her loss and pain. Have the children plan the family activities.
When a child dies within the family, whether an expected or sudden
death, hopefully all family members are communicating with each other with
supportive words and encouragement. Now is not the time for World War III.
Rather a time of remembrance and honor for the life just ended. Now more than
any other time is when a family needs to be a family and embrace each other
in both joy of life and the sadness of death.
If you have been notified, it is your duty to immediately tell the other
parent! Get help and support from your families and friends. Call your clergy.
Have these professionals guide you and hold you up during this time. Work
together in making the arrangements and include all family members in each
detail. After all, this lovely, innocent child had two parents, a mother and a
father who gave life and shared in the joy of this birth. Now they share in a
deeply profound grief no matter what their relationship with each other. Their
grief must be separately and collectively recognized and honored.
For your sake, for the sake of your child, for the sake of your surviving
children, come together and celebrate this child’s life. Your divorce had nothing
to do with this life or this death. It is now time for the olive branch no matter how
deep the scars of divorce. Your family and friends will be there to support you.
Maybe the best thing would be to simply embrace. Look deeply into one
another’s eyes. Perhaps this is the first time in a long time. Look deeply into
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your former spouse’s soul. See the broken spirit. Take a walk together and
recall the joy this child brought you. Remember the antics, the smile, the first
step.
Building Memories Idea: Together and with your family, plan the way best
to salute and celebrate this child’s life. Decide how to help each member cope
with the death of this precious child of yours. Ask each family member what they
might like to do to celebrate the child’s life. Maybe it’s a picnic, a trip, a cluster
of balloons released at the burial sight with love notes attached. Maybe it’s a
video show or family picture book review with pizza. Have each member tell
what they remember that was special to them regarding the sibling. Encourage
thoughts and feelings to freely flow. Make a record, perhaps a video and journal
of stories which family members could take with them. Getting a journal for the
remaining siblings could be a great way to express their grief. Here, parents can
encourage the children to write feelings and stories. If professional help is
needed, ask others for recommendations of those who seem to do well with
children. Some churches, social organizations, support groups offer free or
prorated help and counseling. Here you can share your grief, learn to heal and
gain support from others who have experienced the same loss. Whatever you
do, include everyone out of respect and love.
A Big Mistake:When the only child of a divorced couple died, the parents,
Katie and John, were at each other’s throats. The death of their precious child
took them right over the brink. They were dazed, paralyzed, blamed each
other, threw daggers at each other. Everyone in the family and at the funeral
felt the added strain. These two adults were so crippled, they did not hear the
consoling words nor feel the outstretched arms. Rather than remember their
child in a positive light, they spent their time arguing and dueling and, to this day,
literally hate each other. Had they shared some compassion, this very tragic
event could have produced a positive result of open heartfelt communication
and support possibly leading to a more fulfilling life rather than one of missed
opportunities and anger.
Word of Encouragement: No matter what the wives’ tales say, the loss of
a child will never heal with time. No one or nothing can replace that spirit.
However, with love and support you can take this horrific loss and honor your
child with good deeds. Perhaps the parents could start a nonprofit foundation,
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give to research, aid in programs their child was involved in, plant a tree, give
to orphans. In giving something back to the community, the parents and family
keep the memory of the child alive and well.
An example, the Petty race car magnate family lost 22 year-old, third
generation Andrew Petty in a tragic racing accident. To help his parents and
grandparents heal and to keep Andrew’s memory alive, the Petty family
supports Andrew’s causes and travel across country raising money for charity.

Losing The Stepchild
When divorce involves a biological parent and a stepparent, the
biological parent may refuse the stepparent access to the child. They may even
sever ties with step grandparents. When this occurs, it can be dangerous to the
welfare of the child, especially when a deep, committed relationship had ensued
over a period of time. It feels like your heart is ripped right out leaving a big
gaping hole. The child dangles not knowing why the marriage broke up,
perhaps feeling he had a part in the fast dissolving relationship. Additionally, the
child may wonder why can’t they stay together for me. To top it off, step
relationships are forbidden.
A Word of Caution : Biological parents should not discount the
importance of the child’s relationships with a caring, committed stepparent.
If, however, you are the stepparent, or even a step grandparent, you
may come up with creative ways to let the child know you care. Like the Clint
Eastwood movie, Absolute Power where the dad stays away from his
estranged daughter. Hidden in the shadows, he attends her every milestone
keeping a scrapbook.
Building Memories Idea : Keep a journal. Journaling records events,
experience, memories and feelings. Here you write your innermost sentiments.
This journal could be kept for future years when the adult child can appreciate
and welcome your relationship again into his life. As happened with Meryl
Streep’s character in the Bridges Over Madison County. After her children
read her sacred thoughts and feelings, they understood her passions and her
devotion to them.
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Send thoughtful cards and gifts keeping a copy just in case the parent
is hostile and refuses to give the child the items. Maybe open a trust fund or
accrue bonds or stocks for the child, adding to them each holiday, birthday,
special event. If possible, give the child your phone number and instructions on
calling collect as well as email and home addresses. Give him pre-stamped
envelopes so the child can write with minimum complications. Sometimes
there’s no alternative except to let go. During these dark days, I find prayer for
the child’s safety and well being helpful.
During the dark days when my children were challenged or not in my
care, I kept a journal noting the events and my feelings. Onto the pages spilled
out my grief as a mother who could not be there for her child. Sometimes I
asked for forgiveness. Sometimes I wrote strong words of anger and anguish.
Other times of pride and love. Perhaps as in Bridges of Madison County, my
kids may come across these writings and discover my heart’s truth, better
understanding of the events from my side.
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And Hot Water Too
Divorce feels
like the whole
world is falling
on me. Im
sinking into the
ground and
nobody can
save me.
-Jenessa, age 14

Adjustments And Other Coping Mechanisms
Okay, you are separating and divorcing. If you think the world will continue
down the same old familiar path, think again. Your life and that of your family just
hit a curve. Now you’ve got to negotiate the hairpin turn and seek a new highway.
You’ll encounter an unfamiliar road to travel, one unaccustomed, sometimes scary,
full of rocks and bumps. Yet, the road is both passable and possible. You and your
family need to make adjustments to the once familiar course. Your friends will
change, your home will change, your school and work life will change, your social
life will change. You and the children will change.
Divorce is the death of a marriage. As Elizabeth Kubler Ross reports about
death, your marital death adjustments need to emerge slowly and with caution. You
will experience grief, feeling denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression and
eventually acceptance. On the other side, if recognized and supported, you’ll savor
growth beyond your wildest dreams. You’ll discover strengths and problem solving
skills you never knew you had.
A Word of Encouragement: Bottom line, hope has to exist in order for you
to persist.
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One of the most important elements for successful transportation to life
beyond divorce remains faith. Faith that days will get better. Faith that you can and
will get through each challenge. Faith that you will manage. Faith that you and your
teammates can cheer each other on to becoming all you can be. In your darkest
hours, your faith will sustain you and your children will see your example and
internalize the lesson.
There may be times when depression and anxiety set in. Be aware of the
signs in yourself and in your kids. On these dark days, you need to take care of
yourself. By all means pamper and feed your soul, your spirit which is momentarily
broken. Learn to say “no” making yourself first on the priority list. How can you
take care of others if you are ailing? Call upon your support group, family, clergy
until you ride the storm out. If you find you are experiencing long bouts of depression
and anxiety, by all means seek professional help.
I found a psychologist helpful. There were times when I had to admit I
needed something a little extra. The doctor’s office prescribed something to soothe
me until I worked through the challenges on my plate. Check your local Mental
Health Association’s 24 hour 800 number for help or speak with your family
physician.
One of the greatest challenges I faced with my children, was moving from
the large comfortable home to something much smaller with fewer amenities. How
in the world was I as mother going to find a house to make into our new home both
comfortable, affordable and within the school district, nearby old friends? It was
Christmastime, not a good time to uproot the family. Who in their right mind moves
during the biggest holiday of the year? This is supposed to be the time of family
gatherings under the Christmas tree, by the fireplace, opening presents.
I searched and searched for the ideal house, for the perfect setting to raise
my children until I could find a permanent house to buy. I looked and looked. No
luck. Each time I found what I thought was the right house, something happened and
it was not available. I was losing ground, I was losing time, I was losing patience.
I was losing faith and all hope. That is until the moment I released my needs and
turned toward my faith in God. I decided to ask God to help me find the perfect
place to call home.
I thought about how I would turn whatever I found into the home we
needed. In reality we needed enough space for sleeping, eating, socializing. I could
arrange the furniture to make the house comfortable while stacking boxes and other
unnecessary items in closets, garage or cleverly disguising them. A student had
given me a cross-stitch saying, “Home Is Where The Heart Is.” My great
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grandmother had stitched on paper, “What’s A Home Without A Mother.” So I
figured with a few touches of motherly love, we could live just about anywhere.
Within a week, the perfect house came finding me. All the networking I had
done asking others to help me paid off. Just in the nick of time this cute, cozy house
found me and was both available and within my price range. It fulfilled all my criteria
including the white picket fence I had always dreamed about. The house definitely
was not as big or as fancy, the yard small. Our Old English Sheep dog had to be
chained for the first time yet she had running room, shade and shelter. The point was,
she was with her children as nanny dog and sentinel. We had to revise and improvise
and add little touches here and there. It was ours and we celebrated complete with
our first Christmas tree totally different from any of the others we had ever had. We
had a fresh beginning. We began adjusting.
You’ll find your way. It takes time. Be alert to opportunities. Things may
not fall into place right away, but give yourself time and keep chipping away at what
you need. Continue each day knowing you will make it through to the other side
a better person, a better family, richer for the experience, a survivor.
Building Memories Idea: Studies show journaling helps. More and more people
are finding successful transitioning in their lives through writing. Journaling allows
you to release steam, see progress and patterns, to solve problems and record
successes and events. So pass out composition books and begin writing your
thoughts, feelings, ideas, dreams, goals, doodles. Begin with your gratitude for the
day, it makes you think positively, and then write away. Eventually you will see your
progress and before you know it, you’ll see your spirit’s return and so will your kids.

Unlocking The Pain Of Divorce
The hardest thing for me being from a
divorced family was no attention was paid to
me. All the attention went towards the divorce
stuff. Therefore, I acted out doing unproductive, damaging things as ways for attention. It
seemed no one cared about me, only
themselves.
-Austin, age 24
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Separation and divorce bring pain. Want to believe it or not, pain is
inevitable.
A child needs to realize that life has its challenges and there is light at the end
of the tunnel and, after the storm, there is a rainbow. Encourage your children to
uncover their griefs and pains. Use the journal. Ask questions which will encourage
them to talk to you. You know, the opened ended questions which require an
answer other than yes or no. Like, “Tell me, how did mom’s being late affect you?”
And above all listen. Listen without criticism and with compassion. Think of when
you may have been in a similar position. What happened? What did you wish would
have happened?
No pain, no gain, right? It’s like running the marathon where you have to
get up at the crack of dawn, like it or not, and go running in all types of weather over
the hills and dales. Runners keep at it even if suffering cramps, leg splints, cuts,
downpours, or cold until on the big race they cross the finish line. Without the
practice, no victories. And so it is in life, without the challenges, the lessons of life
don’t come knocking and we don’t learn; we don’t move on.
In divorce, pain comes in all forms, physical, mental, emotional,
psychological. Pain experienced from separation and divorce can rear early on or
down the road years, decades later. The most important action would be to
recognize it, acknowledge it, and decide the best method to deal with it. Believe me,
this is not an easy job especially when everyone is hurting at the same time with
different symptoms.
I found I cried a lot for seemingly no reason, out of the blue. Really, as I
look back, I cried at the loss of a marriage I wanted to last a lifetime and,
unfortunately, did not. I cried at the choices I had made which I could not undo and
I cried at the choices I failed to make. Sometimes I cried while watching TV shows
and especially attending events such as weddings, Christenings, funerals, family
gatherings, birthday parties. Sometimes a song would trigger the tears as the
memories flowed down my cheeks.
Some people experience physical pains and develop diseases when the
stress lingers, unrecognized, and the pain internalizes causing havoc with the body.
Often women experience breast cancer or problems of the reproductive area. Men
deal with prostrate and heart disease. Both sexes may experience nervous
disorders, sleeplessness, heartburn, fibromyalgia, memory lapses and
forgetfulness, short tempers and spells of anger and depression.
Just as mom and dad experience pain, kids do too. Sleeplessness, loss of
appetite, overeating, weight loss, weight gain, boredom, memory lapses,
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forgetfulness, tempers, anger, depression, hostility. So be on the alert, ready
for preventive action: getting enough
sleep, quiet time, exercise, healthy
eating, avoid alcohol and drugs, being
on top of their activities, counseling.
According to Dr. Judith Wallerstein, author of The
Unexpected Legacy of Divorce: A 25 Year landmark Study,
as reported on Oprah.com, “divorce is not only devastating to
young children, but the pain continues into adulthood, and can
become ever more profound.” These common characteristics
included:

How come I bite my nails?
How come my friends dont
bite their
nails?
-Elizabeth, age 8

60% of those studied have trouble with social relationships. On
average, they expect failure in their lives. Many have a lingering fear
of loss due to childhood fears of abandonment. Some experience a
strong fear of change: their parents’ divorce showed them change is not
always for the best. Fear of betrayal. Fear of being alone: for many,
this leads to self-destructive choices in relationships. Strongly value
love, marriage and parenthood, despite being wary of commitment.
Remarkably compassionate and attuned to others’ feelings. Extremely
close to, and very supportive of, their siblings. Above average in work
competence.

Author Mark Sichel, When a Family Divorces, discusses the traumas of
divorce, (Self Help Magazine online, 8/16/00). Sichel writes about family
members being “helpless, hopeless, disoriented and numb...Others may also
experience poor appetite or overeating, insomnia or hypersomnia, low energy or
fatigue, low self esteem, difficulty concentrating, hopeless feelings, derealization
(feelings of unreality), restlessness and irritability. As individuals reorganize and
regroup following the initial shattering rupture in the family, a second stage of
behaviors, reactions, and feelings begins to emerge. For some people, this second
stage can begin weeks after the shattering experience; for others it can take months.
This stage is characterized by strong emotional reactions and an abatement of the
psychological symptoms present in the first stage...revenge fantasies, rage and
sadness alternate with fantasies of reconciliation and reunion.”
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Cardinal Rule : The best solution remains open, honest discussion with
compassionate understanding and response coupled with large doses of
unconditional love and long walks.

All Alone And Feeling Abandoned
All parties in a divorce, adults and children alike, may experience moments
of abandonment. After all, the family has been split up and this, too, may very well
carry over to the extended blood branches of all concerned.
Add to this, now you will probably experience friendships divided and very
possibly destroyed forever. You and the kids may find yourself saying things or
feeling like “my family left me and I am alone.” During this very fragile time, the
parent can make poor life choices. And so can the kids. So take very good care
of yourself. Remember, you and the kids, in fact the whole, whole family is fractured
and it takes time to heal just like the broken leg. The sooner you come to terms
and acknowledge aloud this profound feeling, the quicker you can all sit back,
reflect and plan a strategy to help you mend.
When we were married, as mother, wife and hostess I constantly
entertained kids and adults. Our home was a haven for lots of the neighborhood
kids, church kids, and kids I adopted under my wing. As a couple, we were invited
to many social events. Sadly, we were no longer a couple.
I remember the first reality that I was odd woman out. One evening I looked
outside and saw my former husband’s car parked in the neighbors’ driveway in full
view from my house. They invited him for dinner. My heart ached as I thought “how
dare they after all the times I had prepared special meals for them.” I was crushed.
I was hurt. I was humiliated. I was mad! I felt betrayed.
When you separate and divorce, each family member will suffer from some
sense of abandonment and loss. As a parent, it would be wise to recognize this
feeling first in yourself and then in your
children. Sharing with the children,
helps them realize they are not alone in Some days I
this dark season of their life. In time I feel so
came to embrace this emotion as depressed.
natural. Societies, even dearest of I dont feel
friends, are also trapped in a bond of anyone
allegiance. Human beings may not cares about
realize the result of their well-meaning me.
actions. Go ahead and let the tear of -Peder, age 12
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your grieving flow and then find some way to turn it into an opportunity turning bad
into good.
Possibly now is the time when you can step out of the shadows of the
marriage and into the activities you have longed for. You might meet new friends
of like interests.
I found a spiritual rebirth in various new groups as I ventured out. It began
one day when a friend’s relative spotted in the paper a free Silva Mind Development
seminar which she recommended. Not only did I attend the seminar, I enrolled in
the class and now I am a cottage leader of graduates. Any time I travel, I can usually
go to a health store and find a Silva group and attend their sessions. A similar story
about fishing. I have always loved to fish and now I have fishing partners willing to
join me on the waterways. The same would be true for garden groups, sewing
societies, book clubs, Sierra Club. You get the idea.
Look back at your life’s interests and renew a kindred. Be alert to free
seminars, lectures, events and activities. You never know what will happen. You
could be creating a future.
Building Memories Idea: Compile a list, both individually and as a group of the
specific things you and the kids will miss—say, playing basketball with dad.
Next to each issue, brainstorm random ideas how each circumstance can
be possibly remedied—playing basketball with dad at his new apartment, playing
with dad at the Y on Thursdays and Saturdays, playing basketball with dad at
mom’s house after work each night, join a basketball league with dad as coach, start
a dad and child basketball night at church, sign up for Michael Jordan’s Basketball
Camp. Make sure everyone contributes to the solutions and write them down no
matter how wacky and post them on the refrigerator, wall or door so everyone can
see them.
Have the person who mentioned the loss, number 1 though 3 the most
realistic solutions for their dilemma. Next, help each member walk through the best
solution. Do this exercise with each grief. Then, the really tough part begins, doing
it. Make yourself bite the bullet and do the remedies on your list, slowly at first. Start
with the most profound senses of loss. Each family member needs to be a
cheerleader and supporter for the other members.
Building Memories Idea : A good recommendation, make sure the normal
routines are maintained for each family member. If you have been doing something
ever since the beginning of time, why change now and cause more tension and sense
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of loss? Make sure you keep family appointments. Doubly guarantee the children’s
schedules remain intact especially contact with the other parent. Make every effort
to have the children ready for visitation. The worst thing now would be for the kids
to feel abandoned by the other parent in the midst of a parental combat.
The Prodigal Father Reuniting Fathers And Their Children, by Mark A.
Bryan, tells how important it was to maintain weekly appointments with his son. “In
married households, we play Father Knows Best. In divorced households, we play
Mother Knows Best. What we do not play is fair: we do not support shared
responsibilities. We do not acknowledge that the real meaning of child support goes
far beyond financial aid.
“Women are often not aware of the underlying emotions that they feel for
the father of their children. Perhaps it is a shield for the heartbreak of divorce, or
maybe it’s unresolved anger at past mistakes of the father. Whatever the reason,
many women do not realize how they may undermine their child’s father in voice and
in deed.”
Remove the emotion and keep the lines clear of any wars or angry
battlegrounds. Keep the kids out of adult business. Make sure through
encouragement that all channels of communication are open and free. Encourage
letter writing, picture sending, email and phone calls. Do everything in your power
to keep communication pure.
Cardinal Rule: Remember, the communication you set up now will bear the
fruits of a lifetime for you and your kids.
Such lessons remain deeply embedded in character building for future
relationships as your children enter into bonds with spouses and eventually their own
children. So, it is vitally important to exercise good judgement.

Feelings Of Rejection
The most hurtful feeling in the world is rejection. It screams out “you don’t
love me.” And boy, does that hurt!
When a couple divorces, rejection echoes everywhere. The emotional
sores open and fester into a full-blown staph infection. You need medical attention.
What can heal your deep, immersed wounds?
Start with how you think about yourself and your former spouse. Did you
hear growing up “you reap what you sow?” Or, “better watch your words as
thinking and saying it might make it come true?” I sure did. Now I understand the
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meanings of these profound statements. You, your spouse, your kids can indeed
by thoughts, words and deeds make ideas and wishes come true.
Keep foremost in your mind, you are a terrific person who has persevered
and you are still standing. Once you have acknowledged and mastered your
accomplishments, you can turn your attention elsewhere. I found always wishing
my former spouse well, helps. Sure I could send out negative, I hate you feelings.
What would I gain except an unending battle of emotions? You use up good energy
which could be better spent healing and helping your kids. Practice asking yourself,
“Where do I wish to spend my precious life on this planet?”
A long time ago I realized that half of
each parent makes up your child’s identity.
Therefore, when you attack the other
parent, indirectly you are attacking the child
and this becomes confusing for the child as
well as destructive. If you don’t have
anything nice to say about the other parent,
then don’t say anything. When a child feels
rejected, compounding the wound makes
My dad lives and works
things worse.
out of town. I wish hed
So now that you are on the mend,
call me more often!
how
about
looking for rejection wounds in
-Sid, age 10
your children and devoting yourself to
healing your kids emotionally and mentally? Imagine what it must feel like when one
parent leaves. And if that parent chooses not to have regular visitations or even
make an effort to keep contact or constantly fuels the flames, imagine how the
children feel, major rejection. Now your child may not admit to these feelings, but
come on, who are we kidding?
Lack of communication with the absent parent leads to unstable children.
Subtle signs may creep into view or they may be suppressed until adulthood when
relationships are hard to initiate and develop. Each child is quite different. Fears
of abandonment govern behavior and overshadow healthy relationships. Children
fare better when parents work together guiding and supporting them.
Michigan State Senator Bill Bullard, Jr. realizing the importance of coparenting, sponsored Michigan Public Act 422 of 2000 which “prevents one parent
from being able to unilaterally decide to deprive the child from contact with the other
parent and forces the non-custodial parent, who might want to move, to examine
the impact on the child if he/she moves.”
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According to Senator Bullard, “today, our state legislatures can take steps
to ensure that children will benefit from regular contact with both parents and not
be deprived of such benefit because of animosity between the parents.”
Bottom line, keep communication channels open between parents,
between children and parents, siblings, grandparents, relatives, friends,
associations. Watch for signs of depression, aggression, hostility, poor grades, lack
of attention, and so forth. Support your children separately and collectively,
reassuring them you will be there for them. Most importantly, remind the children,
their parents divorced each other because mommy and daddy could no longer live
together. The parents did not divorce the kids and mommy and daddy will
continue to raise them. Most kids think the divorce could have been avoided if they
had done something differently: were better behaved, got better grades, made their
bed, cared for the family dog, and a host of other seemingly silly reasons to adults,
yet serious justifications to a child.
Cardinal Rule: Keep doors open so your children can communicate honestly
and on their terms with family members. Encourage interaction.
Building Memories Idea: To help my children know how much I love them, I
have told them for years, “I love you more than chocolate!” And darlin,’ you better
believe they know how much I love chocolate. Now, as adults, the simple word
“chocolate” lets them know they are loved. We also use the sign language symbol
for “I love you” when saying goodbyes.

My Parents Are Missing In My Daily Life
The fairy tail dream of The Prince and The Princess or The King and The
Queen living happily ever after has now turned into a nightmare. The King and
Queen are splitsville.
Kids grieve the absent parent. Routines are broken. Even if earthquakes
rattled the house for years, the child’s security has been shattered. Children secretly
have feelings that their parents will, as in the fairytales, get back together again living
happily ever after. Not so. Even if the kids know that one parent has another love
interest, they will still think about, dream about mommy and daddy together again.
Now is the time when both parents need to listen to their children without
making judgments and with the child’s best interests at heart. The parent needs to
hear what the child is attempting to say. Feelings, deeply hidden feelings, need to
be addressed and not manipulated. Acknowledge the ownership of these feelings.
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It takes a lot of strength on the part of parents not to interrupt or plant
secondary ideas into the child’s mind. Sometimes expression through art or writing
or storytelling can become a good method to open the closed channels of
communication. No matter what the age of your children, take a close second look
at Sesame Street and Mr. Rogers and how non-judgmentally they handle these
discussions. Really tune in to what you see and hear employing their techniques.
You are trying to develop memories. Your goal is to bring up your children the best
way possible. You might decide one day to sit down with the kids and watch
programs together with questions and discussion after.
Building Memories Idea: A method I found helpful, plan memories service.
Here, the kids and parents state what positive memories they experienced in the
marital family routine. For example, Suzy looked forward to riding bikes with dad
on summer evenings. After, announcing this positive event, replace it with another
positive memory. Example, now I shall look forward to biking with dad after school
and on weekends. Here the child acknowledges a grief by replacing it with a
practical future event. In other words, take a loss and develop a gain. Use a grief
and turn it into a healing activity the child can foresee. Then make sure it happens.
Have the kids and parents write down the things, activities, events they will
grieve coming up with ideas for healing and building memories. This creates an
optimistic future while offering security and sense of self worth.
I asked a friend of mine who was divorcing and whose former spouse was
taking the children miles away, what hurt him the most. He responded, “not seeing
my kids on a daily basis.” After I suggested this formula, he tried it and found each
family member able to unleash deep sorrows while realizing gains never before
recognized. The task proved a door to unlocking other hidden fears and feelings
the family had harbored for many years. It helped reestablish a closer bond of
understanding. Now they all look forward to visits, emails, phone calls, letters while
feeling even more close than miles apart.
Cardinal Rule: Communication between parents and children is essential to
self esteem and dealing with grief. “The best inheritance we can give our
children is a few minutes of our time each day.” Battista
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Nightmares And The Boogeyman
You turn out the light hoping for a good night’s rest The kids sleep tucked
in, last you checked, when all of a sudden, you awaken to a blood curdling scream.
Night trauma interrupts the peace. Your child’s once peaceful sleep includes
reoccurring nightmares.
What was once a normal sleep pattern, may now be different as your child
experiences nightmares or terrors. During sleep, the mind works, solving problems
and concerns deep within its subconscious folds. When a child perceives his/her
world in turmoil, sleep can be disrupted with horrors. You may find your child
crawling into bed with you for reassurance, a comforting arm, kiss to the forehead,
soothing words.
Talk to your child about the dream and his feelings. Ask him what he thinks
the dream meant. Reassure your child that it was just a dream, that his fears may
be unfounded and that you are there to protect him. Make sure to acknowledge
the horrifying feelings.
Building Memories Idea: It can help to have the child go back into the dream
and change the scary part, reconstructing the ending into something safer and more
positive. This teaches your child that he has control of his life and the story.
I used this method with my children. Whenever they would come running
to me sharing a scary dream, I would restate the dream asking them what ending
would they prefer, how could they change it to make the dream more pleasant.
Their creative minds were fast at work coming up with different scenarios. Before
I knew it, they were fast asleep feeling secure and safe. Now, even as adults, they
go back into the dream and change the outcome. Periodically, as young adults
staying at the house, if a nightmare occurred, they would come to my bed and we
would snuggle discussing the dream. I remember how the kids would say this
technique helped them through the tough times. Since they live far away, I miss those
precious moments.
Many parents toss with the notion that a child should be left to his own bed
upon leaving the delivery room. However, studies show the value of children
sleeping in the same bed and room as the parent. Some parents make special
arrangements for such sleeping together. I have seen friends put a child size bed at
the foot of theirs. Others have adjoining rooms like the old nurseries our parents
may have had. It is good to have options and encourage your child to sleep in his
own room as he chooses, still allowing your child the comfort and safety of being
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Drug And Alcohol Use And Abuse
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with the parent. This approach seems to promote character building according to
each child’s readiness. Some kids separate early, others need longer periods of
adjustments and reinforcements. Listen to your child, watch for signals and check
in with your pediatrician for guidance.
Night terror suggests separation anxiety, which is quite serious at about age
3 or so. Such behaviors may require therapy. Reassure your child of the safety of
his own room, check under the bed for the boggy man, in the closets, behind the
chair. You might remind him that the angels are there to guard him and that his toys
will protect him. Often these comforting, supportive words can ease the greatest of
fears.
Whatever you chose, make sure your child is reassured that you welcome
him to join you, that he is loved and can come to you any time. You might remember
what it was like for you when you were your child’s age and tell stories to confirm
and acknowledge feelings and, that you have weathered the storm into adulthood.
Distinguish between the feelings of silly worries verses real threats.
After we moved into our new home, my youngest daughter came running
to my room saying there was a monster in her room,
she was sure she saw him. After comforting words,
we went to her room to examine it. Voila′, no
monster. However, we did turn the event into a
chance for Casper the Friendly Ghost to protect her.
Needless to say, she went back to sleep.
D

Divorce and other sudden detours on life’s
path offer a time when a child, teen or even a parent
is attracted to relieving the stress of life with drugs or
alcohol. Even though family bonds may be strong and
What will I try next?
communication seems open, stress may tempt people
-Peg, Parent
to try altering their reality with chemicals. It also
means our children may seek comfort and acceptance in the wrong circles. Adults,
too, can find themselves involved in the wrong sorts of relationships. When
vulnerable, anyone one of us becomes prey to those set out to hook the weak.
A Good Idea:Be an informed parent. Be aware of the trends in drug and alcohol
usage in your community. Get your kids street smart by exposure to the evils of
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drugs and alcohol and how addictive even the smallest one-time-only trip can lead
to a lifetime of regret and sorrow. Above all, be an example.
Train your kids that the usage of drugs and alcohol can be habit forming,
expensive and destructive to themselves and their family and friends. Moreover,
drugs and alcohol usage may very well genetically alter their reproductive system
causing future children, your grandchildren, permanent mental, physical,
psychological disabilities. Today’s drugs, such as ecstacy and methamphetamines,
permanently alter and destroy the brain. They may even cause the early onset of
medical problems such as Alzheimers and dementia.
A Good Idea : Teach your children that
being in control of themselves is something
to honor and takes more courage than
anything else. When one drinks or does
drugs, the alcohol or drug takes over and then
the person loses control. At this very
moment, a person becomes vulnerable to
unwise decision-making.

If a friend jumps,
should I?
-Gayle, Parent

Point out that a person under the
influence is just that: under the influence and therefore leads to unwise choices,
some of which may affect their whole life: sexually-encountered life time diseases
and possible premature death, pregnancy with lifetime responsibilities, illegal
activities such as stealing, joy riding, abuse, assault, prostitution, murder, addiction--all of which could lead to a lifetime in jail, or even death of self, friends, loved ones,
innocent bystanders as well as unborn and born children. All these activities for a
seemingly “harmless” moment of escape can lead to a lifetime of sorrow, shame and
guilt which could be avoided with a simple “no.”
Cardinal Rule: Teach your children to always be in-control of their bodies,
minds, souls and spirits. Pain and sorrow are normal in life, as are joy and
happiness.
The grieving process needs to be worked through without the use of
coverups and escapes. Life is a gift to be well taken care of. Train your children
early in life to honor their bodies and to fed their minds with good foods, exercise,
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and thoughts. Be a smart parent and educate yourself and then your children about
the smart use or, even better, abstinence from drugs and alcohol. Set an example
for your children to follow. Make them aware of those not in control and how silly
and really stupid their behavior. Have discussions about the pros and cons. One
trip to the city morgue is bound to cure them.
Building Memories Idea: You and the kids decide to do volunteer work at a
local residence or program for recovering alcoholics and drug users. Listen to their
stories. See their journey to reconnect with life. Help them with their mission.
Develop a family goal to stay away, to drink responsibly, if you choose, and to
support each family member in maintaining the goal.
Have members become aware of the signals of drugs and alcohol usage.
When a family member suspects usage or abuse, “carefront” the person and attempt
to help them. Get support. Attend a Tough Love meeting. Visit AA or NA meetings.
As a family, go to therapy for and with the one in trouble. Do something. And do
it soon before it is too late and gets totally out of control. It is hard to do, but you
may end up saving a life.
Nancy’s son was obviously experimenting with drugs. His mild mannered
behavior of a thoughtful and compassionate son changed. His habits took a new
twist. His grades slipped. His friends changed. She found drug paraphernalia in her
son’s car.
When confronted, her son claimed it belonged to someone else. They
never admit it belongs to them, in case you may have bought this line. Later, upon
inspecting his room, she found other items, strange little bags of oregano-type
leaves, white cigarette paper, short straws, broken mirror pieces, razor blades, an
unfamiliar white residue. She became perplexed when she discovered a canister
of whipped topping. Asking her medical friends, she found this was an item young
people used to inhale the nitrous gases which destroys brain cells, moreover, can
cause instant death.
Concerned for her son’s well-being, Nancy contacted the local drug
recovery center where her fears were confirmed. She began tape recording the
phone conversations only to discover that indeed her son was not only using drugs,
he was actually selling drugs from the house. She enlisted the support of the
counseling center and eventually managed intervention. During this time, she
attempted to contact the boy’s father receiving no support. The young man was sent
into a rehabilitation program outside his community where his life was redirected.
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Nancy reports her son kicked and screamed the whole time blaming her.
However, today he leads a productive life and will some day thank his mother for
her realization of her son’s journey down a dark path which could have lead to a
lifetime of drugs and alcohol and even death.
A really tragic outcome, one in which I watched over the years, was dear
friends who remained powerless to help their beloved son as he went down the dark
side of life’s journey. He admitted he was enticed by peers to begin his drug and
alcohol usage. Unfortunately, this beautiful and extremely talented young man was
initially addicted on his very first exposure. Jeffery fought his addiction from teens
until his death just prior to his 30th birthday. His parents were paralyzed in fear,
blame, guilt, shame as they watched their son slowly destroy himself. Nothing
seemed to help their precious and only child. He died of liver failure and pneumonia
after a long, painful, heart and gut wrenching struggle. His parents have an empty
hole in their lives which may never heal.
A young teen girl whose parent went through a bitter divorce sought love
in all the wrong places. She began experimenting with alcohol for attention, to be
cool and to hide her pain. Soon she had new friends who were partygoers behind
closed doors of parents who weren’t home. After a while she experimented with
one drug upon another and was hooked. She stole money to pay for her habit. She
became angry at her parents moving back and forth between houses. Finally, she
ran away and lived on the streets, sleeping on cold floors, doing drugs while
engaging in sexual relationships. She was lost, she was desperate, she felt unloved.
This girl was one of the lucky ones because, deep within her spirit, she had a strong
constitution and eventually pulled herself out of this exodus from the pain of her life.
She quit drugs cold and has since rebuilt her life into one she stands proud. She
discovered what drove her to masquerade while realizing the beauty of her soul and
the value of living a healthy life where pain and sorrow coexist with love and joy as
part of life’s journey.
A Word of Caution: Over the years, I have worked with many kids, adults and
their families dealing with drugs and alcohol. I have learned this behavior masks the
pain of feeling unloved, being emotionally and physically abandoned whether
through divorce, death or because parents are too busy to spend time with their kids
doing constructive activities, character and memory building. Kids and adults, too,
from such backgrounds tend to be victims of emotional and physical abuse and thus
use substance exploitation as a cover.
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Big Mistake: When a parent suspects drug and alcohol abuse, because your
divorce ended in a turmoil, don’t fail to acknowledge the possibility. This is not the
time to do a screaming match of denial and blame. Rather, do some investigation
together. Work at discovering the merits to the suspicious behavior and support
each other in protecting your child whose behavior is out of control.
Gary blamed his former wife with false claims of parent neglect and
poopooed her intuitions. Meanwhile, their son further experimented with drugs
lying to both parents and then pitting them against each other. Gary could not admit
the problem may exist as he was an alcoholic and had experimented with drugs
himself. Meanwhile, he turned the situation into a battle against the mother alienating
their son from her. Tragically, the son learned his behavior from his observations.
Another set of parents failed to follow up as a unified force in dealing with
their daughter’s wake up call. She overdosed and was rushed to the hospital. Her
divorced parents, still in denial, failed to get her psychological counseling and did
not monitor her behavior. They were both too busy with their new separate lives
to invest in helping their daughter. As a result, the young teen stayed out late and
partied with no consequences. She even ran away with other young teens several
hundred miles from home without even a parent showing up to wring their necks and
drag them home. Isn’t this what they were really crying out for! Again no rules,
regulations, parental involvement, the girl was free to run. Her too busy parents
failed to see her cries for help, attention, limitations, unconditional love with
consequences. How do you as a parent avoid this outcome?
Cardinal Rule: Start early as a unified front, two parents being there for their
children.
Take care of yourself. Be an example, set standards and follow them. Have
consequences for both rewarding behavior and correcting infractions. Be
consistent. Be on top of things. Listen and talk with your children honoring and
respecting their point of view. Know their friends and their parents. Check up on
them. Verify plans with adults as well as the kids. Guide them. Develop a strong
Higher Power, God, spiritual background upon which the children’s faith can
sustain them. Above all, love your children unconditionally so that no other influence
will ever take a hold of their soul while destroying the good intentions of their spirit.
Give kids a reason not to do drugs, alcohol, tobacco, sex, gambling. Be
the parent your kids need. Teach your children to plan for the future by staying away
from harmful, life altering choices.
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Runaway Kids
What’s this, Sally’s missing. She ran away!
Sometimes a child will become so sad and depressed about the divorce or
life in general that she attempts to run away from her problems, literally. Again look
for the signs. The small child may pack up a knapsack with precious possessions
and make the announcement. Take her seriously. Ask the questions, what makes
you want to run away? Listen. After the child finishes telling the story, tell her you
understand, adding, “Sometimes mommy or daddy wish to leave, too.” Then, again,
you might take the time to tell your similar story and how you felt at her age. I wanted
to run away to France for a French Poodle and hid in the trees behind the house until
I got cold.
Ask your child what other ways can she handle the problem? Get her to
come up with solutions. Get her to realize that life is full of challenges many of which
are uncomfortable. If she leaves, what will she do? How will she live? What money
will she have and where will she get it? Where will she go? What will she eat? Share
with your child that mommy and daddy will be deeply sad and miss her and be
worried. Relate how you might feel with her absence.
If, in your discussion, you feel this is a very serious problem, you might seek
professional help as there may be a deeply embedded problem that needs attention.
Get books. If you have a teen, the concern here may be the reality of running away,
far away into the darkness of life. When teens run away, these young people usually
end up on the streets, grubbing for food, seized up into the world of prostitution,
drugs, stealing and the like. They become easy prey for the pimps of the dark world.
So look for signs. Again, being in touch with your teen, her friends, her school, other
parents helps head off the problems before they raise their ugly heads. Get books
that deal with the issues.
Building Memories Idea: Spend that perfect dinner time in discussion of
newsworthy happenings in your kids lives and that of other teens. Ask how they feel
about the activities. What would they do? Get them thinking and talking. Make them
aware of your concerns and of the realities and consequences of choices. Take the
moment and tell your stories linking to the kids feelings.
After her dad left, I remember how my youngest daughter would threaten
running away. She put all her precious possessions into a piece of fabric and put it
on a stick. I can still see her standing by the street side mail box, thinking she couldn’t
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be seen, peaking around the post seeing if anyone was coming after her. Simply put,
she merely wanted someone to come after her and reassure her she was loved and
wanted. What drastic measures. What a hurting child.
When things got strained at home, Sally, who was being tugged between
warring parents, ran away. Life at school collapsed, church gave no support, sibling
rivalry mounted, friends could not understand and were harsh, mom and dad were
too busy with court land mines, none of the grandparents were nearby to offer
shoulders and warm cocoa. Sally fell into the arms of dark shadows, sleeping on
floors with unsavory characters in crude housing, entered the drug culture,
prostituted herself. Her mother was beside herself unable to reach out to her
daughter. Sally’s dad turned his back and would have nothing to do with her. Sally
sank deeper and deeper into the dregs of society’s worst runaway culture.
All the while, Sally’s mother prayed and prayed for her daughters safe
return. Often when she received a clue as to her daughter’s whereabouts, she would
drive by hoping to spot her. Mom’s nerves were frayed. She felt powerless, afraid,
alone with her motherhood. She waited and waited for the day when her daughter
would call, write and especially come home to her mother’s open arms and
unconditional love.
Cardinal Rule: When your child runs away or is missing, first verify your child
absence from school, moreover, check with your child’s friends and their
parents to see if he spends time with them or with the other kids.

Im so sad I
want to die.
-Kip, age 17

Once you ascertain your child has not been
seen, it’s time to consult with your local police, FBI,
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children,
Polly Klaas Foundation and come up with a plan of
action. The quicker you do something, the more likely
you will have results and ward off a more painful or
harmful conclusion. Inform the other parent and seek
help on that front. Also, I find looking into a support
group such as a Tough Love or Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA) or Narcotics Anonymous (NA) helpful.

Suicide Attempts
“You’re kidding, my kid commit suicide, not in your life,” you say. Most
parents wrapped up in divorce proceedings and wars, fail to see the damage to their
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children. When the divorce is traumatic, the feuds intense, the feelings confused,
the self-worth and validation in question, the child may develop thoughts of being
the problem. And, if the problem was eliminated and went away, mommy and
daddy would be happy again. Other equally devastating thoughts might creep in
such as, “no one loves me...no one cares...no one listens...it is hopeless...things will
never change...there’s no light at the end of the tunnel.”
Thoughts of death, going away, running away, suicide may arise and persist.
The US Census Bureau reported fatherless homes accounted for 63% of youth
suicides, 90% of homeless/runaway children, 85% of children with behavior
problems, 71% of high school dropouts, 85% of youths in prison, and well over
50% of teen mothers. Even the best of intentioned parents can get so caught up in
life’s challenges, the strongest signal may be overlooked and missed. Here again
is why the parent must keep the channels open to dialogue and communication.
Besides those moments alone, one to one with each child, the parent must keep tabs
with the school, those with whom the child has daily contact for most of 8 hours,
friends, the friend’s parents (often sources of more information), any one who has
anything to do with your child. When there is non-threatening, non-judgmental,
open communication the signs of distress may be made known and conveyed to
you.
Panic here is not necessary. Information-seeking is. Do detective work.
Ask for information, make observations. What is happening? What do I see? What
is the cause? Speak with other parents as you may see a pattern with their children
or you may find out abnormalities, excesses. Carefront (I care enough to ask: going
to a person, presenting your case with a caring heart, versus confronting which is
negative) your child in a very loving, soft manner. Ask if something is bothering him
and for him to tell you the story.
I found the Indian way continues to be storytelling. Native Americans have
this character Iktomi a shyster who does evil, crazy things. This Indian character
makes kids and adults laugh at themselves as Iktomi identifies a crisis. Children are
schooled by their elders to listen for the wisdom in the adventures of Iktomi. I found
storytelling to be a non-confrontational, indirect way to seek out answers and to
hand out information. Even better, when music or rhythm is added. Often, I would
use stories to help my kids through a crisis. I wish I had done more of this type of
intervention using ancient tales such as Iktomi or perhaps more of Confucius Says
as I have found such references are more likely to be remembered and used.
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Cardinal Rule: If things are getting out of hand and your child’s personality
takes a radical change, becoming either quiet or more rambunctious, seek
professional help.
Make it a personal pack to make a routine appointment to spend time for
one-on-one quality extended time with your child, a set hour, a day, a weekend.
Remember, what you do here may be the key to better communications and just
what the doctor ordered. You must be the judge as only you know your kid better
than anyone else. Go to the park tell stories about how you felt. This opens up the
safety net and shows that you are real and kids have the habit of knowing what and
who is real, really real. Get a counselor and nip it in the bud.
Building Memories: I found a visit to the park food for the soul. I would take
the kids and sit on the tire swings and talk aimlessly, yet with a purpose of untying
the kids stomach knot. At the same time, we chatted about other issues and
mindless stuff. Simply going to a stream and skimming stones opens up the closed
down child. Always add a story which is nonpersonal coupled with tales about your
life.
A friend’s daughter was moody with swings of temperament. Sometimes
she would open up to me, others closed tight as a drum. One day I happen to catch
on tape a conversation she had with my daughter indicating she was in deep trouble.
She was experimenting with drugs while mutilating her body cutting and slashing
herself with horrible symbols and gashes. I was horrified and wondered what to
do. I asked myself, what would I want from another parent if they had access to
this type of information about my child. I called and asked to meet the parents
whereupon I played the tape and suggested they needed to investigate and get
immediate help.
I loved this young girl as my own. As you can imagine, it was a very difficult
and sensitive situation. I am pleased to tell you, the girl received help and recovered
fully. To this day, I am glad I intervened as I knew this precious child was headed
in a suicidal direction. Today she has blossomed into a fine woman, one of whom
I am very proud.

Looking For Love In All The Wrong Places:
Sexual Exploration
John hangs out until all hours chasing girls, one after another. Debbie
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announces she’s pregnant. Mom and dad are standing there with their jaws down
to the floor wondering why in the world this happen to their children.
Sometimes when a family divorces, a child seeks love and security in all the
wrong places.
Sometimes that beautiful, precious baby of yours becomes so devastated
by the loss of family or the twisting of information and manipulation, she falls prey
to inspecting false love and gets spellbound. This usually occurs about the teenage
years and when the child begins high school. During these years, sexual identity is
tested. Validation is sought. Before you know it, the child falls trap with sexual
exploration becoming the format. Your beloved child is now a victim looking for
love in all the wrong places with all the wrong people. While this maturing child
remains under the influence, the probably of the lack of good judgment reigns
enviable with pregnancy and disease resulting on top of the emotional hurt and
mental damage caused by the divorce.
Boys often “score” as a test of manhood whereas girls with low self-esteem
and too much television may become sexually promiscuous and may even run away
literally seduced into drugs, stripteasing, and prostitution often having relations with
other ethnics, religious beliefs, social and economic backgrounds. When signs
fester, get help for everyone! This is a family problem.
Cardinal Rule: Open communication between family members remains the
essential key to raising sane kids by sane parents. Kids mirror parent behavior.
So start by example. Learn to listen and learn when to talk. Frankly, I found
this difficult as I wanted so much to impart information. Sometimes, in my
enthusiasm to be the good mother, I failed to listen as well as I could have. As with
all of us parents, our intentions may be good, our delivery not the best. Moreover,
who did we learn from? Our parents, who may not have all the tools available,
certainly they did not have the self-help, self-development books found on today’s
bookshelves.
Stop. Look. Listen. Ask, then look and listen even more. Preventative
medicine works better than any other. Frankly, if you or the other parent are out
all over the countryside looking for love, you are certainly setting the example. So
what did you expect? Teach your kids to heal and think well of themselves. Love
them by example, thoughts, words and deeds. Know who they associate with and
their parents. Verify where your kids are going and if chaperones are present.
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Building Memories Idea : Steve Covey, a known therapist and workshop
director, recommends group meetings as a check in. This presents an opportunity
to seek information and act upon any obstacles. When a problem does exist, have
a family conference where all members are alerted and gathered to carefully, “care”
front the family member who is straying from the norms, guidelines, morals, ideals,
law of the family. Remember, use I messages, “I am concerned that you are getting
involved with people who may cause you harm.” “It hurts me to see you acting this
way.” “We don’t believe (person) has your best intentions in mind.” “This is not
the way we want our family to behave.”
Oral sex is on the rise with some pre-teens viewing this as an expected
behavior between boys and girls. Our children act as if oral sex is not sex. They
think it can’t harm them. Wait a minute, sexual contact of any kind is considered
sex. Parents need to tell their kids that oral sex leads to sexually transmitted disease
including the deadly AIDS virus. Moreover, being sexually active on any level
leaves a mark as “easy,” a whore, ho, slut causing a lifetime of emotional scarring
not easily overcome. Who wants to marry someone sexually active with every Tom,
Dick and Harry? Remind your kids, when you sleep with one person, you have sex
with all their partners.
An old friend once told me, “Dogs who sleep with dogs get fleas.” You
don’t want your kids housing fleas, so step up to the bat and direct responsible
behavior.
A Word of Caution : There are many debates about sex and responsible
attitudes. Some say, give them the information and freely hand out condoms. I think
giving our kids free access to condoms only perpetuates the problem, saying sex
or sexual relations is acceptable. Teens and preteens, as we now see, take attitudes
such as this and run with it. Versus, teaching our kids responsible sexual activities
as a deeply loving act between two consenting adults who have developed,
over time, a healthy, caring relationship continually cherishing and nurturing
each other. As well, responsible sexual partners respect and understand the
consequences of pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, including the
financial and lifetime liabilities.
Cardinal Rule: When we show our kids the commitment between a couple in
a loving relationship, when we nurture and care for them, when we
communicate, when we show by example, we raise committed, stable, wise
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children who assume responsibilities for their actions. These children are less
likely to look for love in all the wrong places as they are loved at home!

Sexual Identity Of Children With Parents
Have you read the book penned by John Gray, Men are from Mars,
Women are from Venus? Well, it speaks the truth. Men and women think
differently. Men and women speak differently. Men and women act differently.
When I was teaching, I told the kids to explain their theory to me as if I was
from Venus, they were from Mars and we don’t speak the same language. I asked
them to describe their thoughts as if I knew nothing, because I was from another
planet. Oddly, it worked. Sure it took several attempts until they were comfortable
enough to get the hang of it. However, after a while, they realized they better give
thought to thoroughly explaining all the relevant details.
The facts are, we do not understand another unless we experience the same
thing with the same credentials going into the situation. I give credit to my brother
who really taught me this valuable lesson. Therefore, to understand another’s way
of thinking, we must realize their beginnings, their heritage, the song they dance to.
This is not a simple task.
I have certainly made my share of wrong choices. I guess age brings
wisdom and experience brings understanding. The Indian Prayer speaks truth when
saying, “Great Spirit, Grant that I may not criticize my neighbor until I have walked
a mile in his moccasins.”
As parents, how can we understand our children, spouse, family, friends,
employer, neighbor unless we have walked in their shoes? As a mother, as a father,
how can I understand my son, my daughter? How do I know what divorce is like
unless I have been divorced and under their circumstances. How can I understand
male or female puberty unless I have experienced the very same sensations?
A Word of Encouragement: As in the fraternity or sorority, there are times when
mutual associations are vital. Men need to be with men and women need to be with
women. That may be when we develop our sameness and then move out to
experience our differences, be whole with our selves, our particular spirits, then
venture out with those of opposite, different, complimentary viewpoints.
So it is dealing with our kids. Sometimes they have a need to bond with the
same sexed parent, sometimes with the opposite sexed parent. It remains our job
as caring parents to recognize the need and act. Now and then, we can field the
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questions, the concerns, the issues. Other times, the other parent is the one who
can best handle the situation. Be open, as a empathetic parent, to know the
difference and when to make a move. Suggest your child might need to talk with
mom or dad regarding the topic at hand. Rejoice at the thought. Rejoice that you
are free to accept the openness of the idea. Rejoice at your wisdom of putting your
child’s needs first and foremost. Naturally, you have already taken the first big step
and put on the oxygen mask and are breathing clearly allowing you to help others.
Pediatricians, psychologists and psychiatrists will all agree at a certain age,
probably about 12-14, a child needs to really bond with the same-sex parent. So
as your son approaches that age, begin to think maybe he should spend more time
with his dad. Maybe he should even live with him for the year, for a month, for the
summer, for whatever time period appears best for your son. The same applies for
your daughter. Maybe she should be with her mother during these years. Get
yourself geared mentally, emotionally and physically for this exchange.
This time of puberty, when the hormones are thrusting forward, when
moods swing, when exploration abounds, brings an intense desire for selfdiscovery and an inner battle to separate from the parent, to achieve independence
and yet, yearn for guiding limits. Internal conflict bursts forth when separation from
parent occurs mixed with the desire for independence emerging as the guiding force.
This is the time when the umbilical cord, the apron strings are severed and the little
birds take the first faltering flights from the comforts of the nest. Enter the teenage
explosion. Pre-adulthood. Hold on to your hats, you’ll experience walking on the
wild side of this several year ride.
This is the time of identification of “who am I?”. It’s the time when parental
guidance shows its strength. The days of true testing of power begin on both parts,
parents and teens alike. Now is the time for role modeling and communication skills.
Now, more than ever, you put to use PET (Parent Effectiveness Training). And now
is the time when a child needs direction, values and experiences of the same-sex
parent who understands either guy stuff or gal stuff. These lessons need to come first
hand from both the heart and experience. Teens need to hear the stories of your
and the other parent’s feelings during this stage of life. Teens need to be surrounded
with information from the same adult sex they are rapidly becoming.
Usually dealing with the same sex child can be easier. It’s easier and more
natural relating your experiences to the same sexed child. It’s easier for a mother
to explain about the menstrual cycle and having her first period and her feelings than
a dad simply because a dad never had a period. And it is easier for a dad to talk
about ejaculations and wet dreams simply because he has experienced this rite of
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passage. Sharing this very intimate relationship is logically good and justifiably
sound. At the same time, there could develop conflicts of interest and jealously. The
mom may be jealous if the daughter is the apple of dad’s eye. And dad may be
uneasy if his son starts acting like and assumes the role of the man of the household.
This is natural as well as considered a complement.
Building Memories Idea: Realize this need to connect and be ready to deal with
it. If being with the same-sex parent isn’t possible, then find other males or females
in your family or within your circle of friends or divorce support group. Get books
for you and the kids. Have the kids read the books followed by family discussions.
Now’s a perfect time to discuss candidly feelings you had when you were
approaching the teenage years and how you dealt with the issues, the tests of
independent thinking. During these testing ground years, young adults need the
responsibility lessons. The lessons that they are in control, and if they chose to lose
control or give it away through the use of drugs or alcohol or emotions, the
consequences come from their choices. Get movies, videos on relevant subjects.
As my son rapidly approached his teen years, I realized the need for him
to bond with his dad. I had planned this should occur and was content, actually
welcoming the re-connection. The time came and his dad wanted him to move in.
I was prepared. I thought it wonderful that his dad would want to experience the
joys and sorrows of raising his son. I actually had a profound sadness over the years
thinking about how he missed so many milestones. Meanwhile, I prayed he would
enter their lives on a more regular basis.
Off my son went. His absence was difficult because we girls missed our big
brother and his special wit. He was a mainstay, the glue of our family. He seemed
to light up the room with his caring nature and humor. He would encourage us to
participate in fun activities. Some days were gloomy without him as we wished we
could share daily events, yet we knew we needed to give him his space so he could
adjust. Nevertheless, he returned a month later lock, stock and barrel. He had
bonded as much as he could. He found it difficult having to share his dad with his
new wife. He missed us. We welcomed his return.
Word of Encouragement: If you are seeing your children beside regularly set
visitations, congratulations. Now plan to spend one-on-one time as well. Set a
date, perhaps one day a week with just one child. Do something special or simply
enjoy a meal together, a picnic, a walk, a round of basketball. Do the same for each
child. Do not show favoritism. Keep things equal and balanced to prevent hurt
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feelings and abandonment issues. Doing this keeps communication constant and
comfortable. It keeps you in touch with your child’s life happenings and not on the
outside looking in. Then, when you do plan a longer visitation or the child moves
in, you stand a better opportunity for successfully building an even stronger
relationship. Hang in there and never, never give up hope.

Turning To A Therapist For Help
Your child’s behavior has taken a twist toward the bizarre.
Imagine, if you were a child, your parents are separating and divorcing.
One parent is moving out. Imagine, if you will, what that must feel like to a child.
It doesn’t matter what the age, infant, toddler,
adolescent, or adult. Sure battles may have been the
course of action, and mines laid all over every room ready
for the eggshells to break, to explode into another war.
Take a moment to imagine the children. Kids are faced
to make choices they did not ask to make. The family is
splitting and their lives shattered literally into two--mom’s and dad’s. Where is a child to place his or her
loyalty and love? After all, these two adults did bring this
child into life’s circle and now that circle is broken.
I was sad and
confused.
-Rebecca, Parent

Cardinal Rule: Your child, your children, need to
know no matter what happens between the two adults
in their lives, they are loved and loved by both parents
and that will never, NEVER change no matter how the adults feel now about
their marriage. You must reassure your kids that they were conceived in love,
born out of love, raised out of love. The love of both parents. Even, in the worst
of scenarios.
Now more than ever, your children need parents. Parents need to reassure
children of their love and support. And I don’t mean money, although money is
important. Now is not the time to think “financial burden.” Now, however, is the
time to think “love.” How am I going to make the best possible future for my
children, for our children? Mom and dad need to talk to each other and have a
unified front---jointly, on the same team---the parent team. Okay, we don’t love
each other as we once did. Okay, the honeymoon is over. Keep the war out of
the nursery, out of the house, away from the kids. The war is about business and
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your house is not a business office.
The children are your lives, your responsibilities. That never changes.
Make the custody joint so that these children, the innocent creations of your
relationship, of your once-love, know you care and will be there for them. They
need their self esteem boosted. They need to know that even though you two won’t
be sharing the same bed, they are safe and secure. Maybe as with the Native
Americans, your family, your tribe could sit down at the peace table and really figure
out your next life’s journey. Maybe you could liken yourself as a tribe going different
directions at the river’s fork. Now you must decide on the scouting and planning
of the trip so all of the tribe will enjoy life and have happy hunting. Only now there
will be two separate chiefs.
Hopefully the two chiefs and all the little Indians are getting along, however,
if not, you need to consider other actions. At some point you may decide an outside
nonpartisan opinion needs to be consulted in order to promote healthier behaviors.
Finding the right counselor can be challenging.
When I first decided to divorce, I sought help from my church. One of our
members had been trained in counseling and I thought perhaps a mature woman the
kids had witnessed at church would help guide us. This way, when they were
attending functions and needed someone special to give them encouragement and
a smile, she would offer that security and grandmotherly comfort.
Later down the road, it seemed ideal to find a male counselor who could
bring to the family the masculine point of view while offering a role model. As
challenges presented themselves, I did my best to analyze the situation and find an
ideal counselor who could relate and help guide us. Sometimes my selection was
on target, sometimes a little off base. All in all, as a parent, I have learned that you
do your best to find a viable solution which is certainly better than sitting back waiting
for the storm to blow over with minimal damage cleanup.
A Good Idea: Check with your insurance policies to make certain you have
complete coverage. If you don’t have insurance coverage, look into the Mental
Health programs in your community, Family Services. Check with your church or
synagogue, see if you know someone who would help where you could trade
services. Some programs have sliding scale, so be sure to inquire. Use the yellow
pages as a guidebook.
Try to find someone with experience with your type of situation. Perhaps
you have a child who tests ADD or has some type of disability, you would want to
find a counselor who is familiar with special challenges. Ask family and friends for
therapists with whom they have found successful treatment.
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I have discovered when I go to a therapist with my list of topics to discuss,
sessions tend to go more smoothly and I am more likely to address the real issues
head on. Also, I tell the therapist I want to leave with a plan of action so that I have
something positive to work on and chip away at. Maybe I need to practice being
still and listening to the kids rather than jumping right in. If I make it a cognizant goal,
I tend to resolve issues much faster. Moreover, I can see my progress when I have
a goal. It’s like getting back on the bicycle, riding for short trips building up to the
bigger marathons.
Building Memories Idea: Get out journals and daily record first your three
gratitudes then how you are managing the therapeutic formula you and the kids
developed. Sharing your journals enables the other family members to better
understand your struggles and rejoice at your successes. Seeing progress
reinforces healthy living.
Cardinal Rule: If you and the kids do not seem to be compatible with the
therapist, first discuss it together and attempt to find a working solution, or find
another therapist. Remember, if you have conflicts with the therapist’s
methods, you are wasting your time and money and need to move on.
Big Mistake: After deciding an outside objective person needs to be consulted,
remember, first the issues must be approached within the dynamics of the immediate
family before introducing other participants. Say dad remarries, now he demands
his new wife enter into the initial counseling sessions. This causes much descent
among the kids and their mother as this person may not be a welcome addition.
Remember, the kids are still hurting over the split of their family so introducing an
outsider not liked and perhaps blamed for the deterioration of the family would be
ill advised.
John wanted to bring his new wife to the counseling table. The kids were
furious and deeply hurt over the new marriage and felt the invasion of their private
worlds. As a result, the kids would not participate much less open up fearing
alienation, retaliation and divulging personal, rather painful, gut deep insider
information about themselves and other family members to outsiders. The new wife
was a threat and painful reminder of the divorce. What the kids wanted was the
nuclear family, the bonded group of many years to be participating in the therapy
sessions.
It was later discovered what their dad really wanted, was to parade his new
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wife in front of his former spouse who was not remarried as he knew the pain it
would cause her. As a result, nothing was accomplished, no sensitivities evolved,
no help received. It ended up being a mission with ulterior objectives certainly not
in the best interests of the children nor parents.
A Word of Encouragement: Keep gates open and your mission of helping the
kids and family to reestablish bonds and build memories of two parents supporting
and guiding their children to becoming mentally, emotionally and physically healthy
adults. Find the best source of counseling and work together as biological parents
to extend the olive branch of compassion and healing. After all, if you don’t act as
sensitive adults, what do you think your children are learning?
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Kids need time to play
and just be kids.
-Shadow, age 7.

The Family That Plays Together, Stays Together With
Family Times
Family times are important whether you are a stable family or one embroiled
in separation and divorce. Family time ought to be a sacred, dedicated period
where all the attention focuses on relationship building and communication sharing.
Cardinal Rule: Time spent with your children is worth much more than money
spent on them.
The most important times are at mealtime. In the past, families gathered
around the kitchen table, bowed their heads, gave thanks, then proceeded to eat
while conversing about the day’s activities. It was a time of getting to know each
other. Unfortunately, the households of today encounter chairs gathering dust while
tables house piles of unopened junk mail. We have made the central meeting place
obsolete if not downright uninviting. Family members no longer gather. Instead,
they pass in the hall.
What can you do to reinstate the family tradition of sitting around the dinner
table?
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Avoid conflict at meal time. Begin with planning meals at a set time and with
no allowable interruption, and that includes both the TV and phone. Make it a
standard. Silence all noise or have soothing music quietly playing in the background.
At the table, engage in conversation about the day’s activities and general chitchat.
This is a good time to see if your child is following a sound path or if direction and
corrections need to be in place.
Big Mistake: Not scheduling an established family mealtime creates disaster.
Today’s busy parent depends too much on fast foods loaded with sugar, fats, dyes
and calories which cost way more than home cooked. Lost, too, are the benefits
of teaching the art of budgeting, nutrition and food preparation. Too many kids are
literally eating on the run which adds to poor digestion, stress, diabetes, and fat.
Whereas, a simple, well thought out, home cooked meal with the family gathered
around the table develops unity, support and better eating habits. So set a time and
stick by it. Also, families who institute Sunday meals as a ritual where everyone must
be present tend to have more solidarity. Get the kids and yourself into the habit of
saying, “no, I can’t plan anything around 5 Sunday as that time remains family time.”
I fell into the trap. My mistake centered around my inability to establish a
set time to eat. Instead, I catered to the kids’ activities. Growing up, my family ate
whenever mother decided to cook. I realize now set mealtimes develop better
habits and a sense of security. Everyone knows when dinner is served. Kids
instinctively need nourishment about 4 to 6 PM in order to keep energy levels up.
Naturally, there are occasional exceptions when the star swimmer has a swim meet,
or football game schedule interferes. Be flexible, yet routine. Keep a calender
showing family events which may lead to changed schedules.
Plan family activities where each member maps out an event and the others
participate, such as a movie, TV program, day at the zoo, shopping, theater, project
around the house. Go to church and participate, not only Sunday activities, but
church events which will give the family another family or circle of friends. Keep
undertakings simple with minimum stress where the entire family can participate.
Building Memories Idea:With so much concern about the lack of quality time
and media addiction, more and more families turn off the TV for a day, week, month
or longer. The studies show after a short time, the kids wean themselves and
rediscover board games, reading, silence, communication. Give it a try. Also, once
a week plan a family event or activity. Have the kids alternate the selection or better
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yet, plan a weekly activity such as each Tuesday evening from 7 to 8 we work on
a puzzle or have a round of scrabble. Set the timer. Then either weekly or biweekly
select another special family event such as Ice Cream Saturday Afternoon, Art in
the Park picnic, visit to the library Friday, Family cookathon Sunday, Saturday
Night Video Viewers, Cookie Maker Tuesday, NBC Wednesday Comedy Night,
Poppin’ Popcorn Thursday. Have fun with naming the activities.
Building Memories Idea: When a family member is involved in a special event,
have the whole family attend and support that member. Plan to go together and
maybe have a special time afterwards for feedback. Buy a camera and record
events. Develop a photo album and a journal of events. Maybe you could select a
family member to be the official photographer, another, the album assembler, and
another, the journalist. This can be so much fun especially when all participate and
select the jobs needed. Make sure artwork adorns the pages and little side
comments are included maybe in the form of the thought bubble. This makes for
a cherished memory scrapbook kept for generations. It is your history which
generations will pore over, be the topic of conversation, stir memories and usher in
giggles.
At a swim meet, I saw two women who carried 2-foot placards with lifelike
photos of a man and a woman. When I inquired about their signs, they replied the
photos were of their nephew’s parents who had to attend other siblings’ events held
at the same time in different localities. The two aunties were commissioned to go
to the meet with the placards and cheer for the swimmer. What a novel idea. Can
you imagine the extra attention these signs gave this fortunate son. What a creative
way to solve the dilemma of being two or more places at the same time.
Building Memories Family Album: Have you ever watched kids when they
thumb through photos? They giggle and say “I remember that” relying on others to
tell fill in the blanks. Kids from one to 100 love to turn pages of scrapbooks filled
with memories. Throughout this book I refer to the Album suggesting you build your
family memory legacies. Get the kids involved and take creative photos of the
events in your lives. Maybe assign particular jobs such as family photographer, art
director, caption writer, assembler. Keep disposable cameras on hand and if you
are lucky a digital or 35 millimeter. You might make two albums, one for mom and
other for dad. Who knows you may have a budding professional.
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Keep The Schedule, Support The Activity, Know The Rules
Separation and divorce cause family routines to change. With the split into
two households, some parents reject any routines previously in place do to
stubbornness, anger,
hurt, defiance, or just
because. If the mother
Tug of War.
wants the girls to take
dance lessons to develop grace and movement, dad may refuse
to take them. If dad
wants his boy to play
hockey while developing self esteem, motivation, and an emotional
outlet, mom does ev- Lynne, Parent
erything in her power to
tell her son he doesn’t
have to play, declining
to buy the equipment or failing to send him off to practice.
No matter what the parents’ reasons, the kids are the volleyballs being
slammed dunked back and forth. Kids realize they can commandeer this
opportunity to get what they want even though they know it’s not their wisest choice.
Children don’t always understand what’s in their best interest. It’s the job of the
mature adult to guide them. On the other hand, if kids really desire to participate
in the activity, they may develop anger toward the disproving parent. Sometimes
the child sends out mixed messages to see how much the parent truly cares about
his needs testing the parents willingness to enforce an activity the child really wants
to participate in yet unwilling to articulate. This attitude between parents needs to
stop with an agreed upon plan of action and follow through or else the children will
develop contempt, disrespect and rebel in some manner.
In developing the best activity plan, try not to make too many changes as
adjustments may be overwhelming. Seek help from others, family, friends,
neighbors, church, fellow workers, teachers, other parents. You may need to car
pool or have after school care. These folks may also give you a heads up on
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problems. The fewer the changes, the less stress for everyone. Aim to keep
activities as normal as possible, the price down the road will be less. The more taken
away now, the more to repair later.
Keep decisions and changes to a minimum. If Johnny goes to the Y, have
Johnny maintain going to the Y. If the kids attend church youth programs, make sure
they get there no matter who has custody that weekend. Kids have friends at church
and need their continued relationship and support. If once a month Sally spends
Friday night with her girlfriend’s at a slumber party, continue the tradition even if it
is on your visitation weekend. It’s just one night and you can make up the time in
another way. Better yet, have the party at your home. If Sammy has football
practice and games during dad’s weekend, dad should take him. Keep the routines.
It’s important for parents to support their children’s events. Know the
instructors and check out their credentials. Make or buy special treats for the team
and coaches. Go to the practices and cheer your child on. Observe the
sportsmanship and equal opportunities for all. Understand the rules. Check out the
safety standards and see that they are in place.
Something I learned the hard way as a single parent, you have to juggle your
time getting your hands in your kid’s life. Without help, I was the one making
decisions and going to the kids’ events. With everything going on in my life, looking
for work, taking care of ill parents, maintaining a large house and raising three young
children, I was exhausted yet I helped time swimming events, took orange slices to
the Rugby matches, presented the actress a bouquet at the end of the play, bought
water bottles for the soccer team, had the teams and clubs over for pizza. I thought
I was doing the best a parent should until the accident when I began to question
children’s activities and those who were their instructors.
Cardinal Rule : Bottom line, keep preexisting schedules, make sure both
parents have the schedules, attend the activities, know the coaches, staff, team,
other parents, understand the rules, consequences, and procedures, enjoy the
event while supporting your kids by being a pro-active parent! Be there for your
kids!
Make sure you observe any training or activities your child engages in. Go
by the gym, dance studio, pool, athletic field and observe how the practices and
lessons are being conducted. Observe that each child gets an opportunity to get
good instruction and practice. Any quality coach or instructor should welcome your
unscheduled visit. Quietly enter, sit or stand in an out of the way spot and observe.
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Is safety an issue? Are safety equipment and first aid supplies predominately
displayed and their use made known? Get hold of training and practice manuals
from the library, American Red Cross or other organization and read up on the rules
and safety.
If your gut feeling says something is not right, constructively inquire after
noting your observations. Example: if the water is not 5 feet or more in the area the
children are diving for the swim meet, challenge it. Ask, does this make good safety
sense, especially given the age of my child and the level of participation and skill?
Never sit back blindly accepting because the activity takes place at the sports club.
A Big Mistake: The sultry summer day was full of excitement when my children
and I traveled with another family to a swim meet at a new club. Little did we know
I would be escorting one of them to the hospital in the back of an ambulance. Our
team clamored to have heat numbers written on their arms like the other team. As
a volunteer parent, I jumped right in to help. There was so much commotion, it
didn’t dawn on me until much later that the kids could stand up in the shallow end
of the pool, the smaller ones barely getting their tummies wet. No one seemed to
notice this pool’s end was way too shallow for diving much less novice diving.
The last race of the day found my youngest daughter in the relay. You could
feel the adrenalin rush as the kids from both teams screamed cheering their
respective team members. Attempting to miss the incoming swimmer, my daughter
innocently dove in over her teammate’s feet hitting her head on the bottom of the
pool. Fortunately, she only broke two vertebrae in her neck rather than a fatal pool
incident. Today she still suffers stiffness and pain, yet she celebrates her survival in
what could have been a very different outcome. I wish I had better observed the
pool and realized its potential danger. Had I or someone else spoken up, an
unnecessary calamity would have been eliminated.
Cardinal Rule: Clearly, parents need to be pro-active with their children’s
activities coming to the plate, speaking up when things don’t add up.
Here are some questions you might investigate as your child participates in
extra curricular activities: Does the coaching team have the right qualifications? Are
they certified in their sport? Are they First Aid certified? Do the playing fields,
courts, pools have easily reached and quality life saving/first aid equipment? Does
the organization have solid management with interests in safety and fairness? Is
management supportive? Is the coach equally instructing all the kids and not just
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coaching mostly the seemingly better players? Diamonds in the rough need just as
much polishing. Is each child receiving an opportunity to participate? Your
parenting common sense tells you that it takes more than instruction to create a star.
It’s enough if Johnny’s having a good time and feels satisfied with the coach and the
game.
Building Memories Idea : The best way to make sure these extracurricular
activities are of good quality is your active participation, whether as the soccer
assistant coach or provider of beverages and orange slices at half-time. Coaching
and volunteering presents a great time to develop sportsmanship, self esteem, skills
and bonding when either or both parents take an active role along with their children.
Volunteer and be instrumental in the emotional, mental, spiritual and physical growth
of your children. Events prove a good time for parents to meet and greet other
parents and share equal concerns. Remember, the more you know, the less likely
kids will develop unhealthy associations.
I remember when my parents did not attend some of my events even when
I was an adult. I was crushed by their lack of interest. So I decided never to
overlook my kids. No divorce paper or work would keep me from being there.
When my son and daughter competed in sports, I was on the sidelines with oranges,
water bottles, bells, yells, hugs, even 2 ½ hours away in the cold rain. Teammates
began expecting me which made me feel good. To boot, I was the only parent
featured in my daughter’s year book.
When my other daughter had a photography show and was living with her
dad, I managed to find out about this event and went. Boy, did I burst with pride
when I saw she won an award!
Cardinal Rule: Unless the court has issued a restraining order, parents and
relatives should be able to attend all activities and be given advance notice.
Focus on building memories of mutual support. Kids first.

Church Offers More Than Faith, Hope, Grace
During times of personal strife, the dark moments of your life clearly
become the periods when your faith may keep you on track. So often in support
groups, I hear parents reciting how valuable their faith is in carrying them through
the storms of life. I remember one counselor telling me to tie a knot at the end of
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the rope and gently swing holding on with faith. And by faith alone, I did eventually
make it out of the dark days into the light.
Maintaining a spirit of faith, the idea you are not alone and the notion, the
Creator God, Father, Rabbi, Higher Power is holding you in his arms comforts
believers. It can keep you afloat in the deepest of murky waters. Frankly, I don’t
know what I would have done without my faith and the support of those who
honored me with their counsel and encouragement. There were times when others
would say they couldn’t believe I was still going and not shriveling up, dying on the
vine of life. Sometimes I remember returning home from a grueling day, opening my
car door, looking down, then up, asking God, “Hey, God, is it You carrying me
today, or me carrying YOU?”
Joining a church, synagogue or temple can be a lifeline in establishing a
network of support. Make it a ritual that the family attends the weekly services and
other special family-oriented events. Encourage the children through your
leadership to join church youth groups and become actively involved. Churches can
be foundations for establishing sound values. Being active in choirs has direct results
on the development of young children and their self esteem. Musical activity has
even been shown to improve math and science skills. Youth fellowships tend to help
children develop close relationships with their peers while establishing affiliations
which will last a lifetime. In times of challenges and grief, the church and its extended
family members are the ones who will come to your aid.
For me and for the children, our church was a special place. Moving to an
unfamiliar city with no family close by, I sought a church affiliation which would
enrich the lives of each family member. Because we moved to a community
established by early Moravian settlers, I chose to pursue membership allowing the
children to become a part of the religious community and it’s rich historical heritage.
We learned we were embracing more than a church.
With over 25 Moravian congregations to select from, I made a list of my
criteria for learning, support, nurturing, and historical significance. I constructed
questions and made a checklist, then began calling each church. Narrowing the
selection, we visited those churches which seemed most compatible. To this day,
I rejoice at my selection as our church became a central part of our daily lives.
Because the Moravians were known for music, the children took up
instruments, joined the children’s choir and bell ringers. They attended weekly
Sunday School, Wednesday fellowship dinner and activities, youth programs.
During the summers, along with their church peers, they packed up and departed
for the Moravian Camp where they met kids from all over the United States and
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abroad, participated in historical events, attended Summer Enrichment, visited
retirement homes, served in the soup kitchens, performed volunteer work out of
town, attended festivals and out of state Youth Convocations. Many of these
ventures were funded by the Church Endowment. After the divorce, the generosity
of parishioners made the children’s participation possible where otherwise with the
deep cut in income, such activities would not have been possible. I am eternally
grateful for the church’s benevolence and nurturing.
When in middle school, my oldest daughter wanted to attend our Moravian
Academy for girls. Due to the generosity of an elder Moravian woman, this dream
was made possible through a scholarship. My daughter graduated with honors and
a strong foundation for continuing her education. Because she loved the camp, she
spent her summers on the M-Staff enjoying the beauty of the mountain, the
fellowship of her closest friends, while helping youngsters experience the profound
memories she had as a camper. As a young woman, she volunteers as youth advisor
and has traveled to other states doing mission work.
My son benefitted from his church affiliation when he traveled to Los
Angeles for the National Convocation of Moravian Youth. At the conference he
met other youth, participated in outreach activities, learned more about Moravian
values and traditions, and toured California. While sitting at the LA airport, he
realized he was chatting with Ella Fitzgerald. Like his sister, he maintains into his
adult life, friendships established through the church.
My youngest daughter also grew and matured as a result of the church. She
rejoiced during Summer Enrichment inviting her playmates. When an accident
injured her neck, the church kids were the ones who came to her side. At church
she developed lifetime friendships and values. Scholarships helped defray college
expenses.
Church for me was and remains a lifeline. There I developed a support
group who nurtured my singleness with outstretched arms. At times days were
dark. Yet, I looked forward to Wednesday Fellowship dinner for hugs, a kind
word, and a big smile. When I visited from table to table hugging each senior and
child, I became the recipient of love, especially observing all the faces lighting up.
My pain and sadness dissolved. I was active in the choirs, bands, youth education,
women’s fellowship, historical presentations. Likewise, the church provided me
with scholarships and travel as I went to Washington, DC to sing in a great cathedral
and as I did mission work in Honduras. I am forever grateful for my church and what
it has meant to me and my children.
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Yes, you work hard. Yes, you may have a two day weekend to enjoy your
family and get tasks done. Yes, you’d love to sleep in. Yes, it takes time and
management to ready kids for services. However, the rewards of spiritual living are
found in the folds of organized religion proving it well worth the effort and sacrifice.
Building Memories Idea : During holiday seasons, participate in church
activities. Because our community was known as Moravian City, we always
participated in events on the religious calender. Christmas found us dressed in
ancient costumes giving presentations at Candle Tea, making candles, being at
church Christmas Eve from 9 AM to past 9:30 PM, playing in the band after
midnight on the eve of Easter until the great gathering concluded by 8 AM,
participating in the Torchlight Parade on Fourth of July. Of course there were
countless rehearsals. I will always hold dear the comment from my children as we
drove home after laboring at the church all day, “Mom, our Christmas is giving to
others.”
Building Memories Idea: Today, many of us have become so casual in our dress,
that special events are less than special. Church needs to be a special time. My
children always had special church clothes and holiday attire. Holidays were
equated with specialness versus the mundane. Getting dressed for church
symbolizes the importance of the event, like the Saturday night bath and washing
behind the ears. Clothes do make the man or woman and so, too, with children.
If we teach them the social etiquette of proper dress, they learn to be comfortable
and accepting and are prepared for any social occasion. Remember your Easter
dress and hat? That memory lasts forever so build now for your kids.
Big Mistake: The kids live with mom. Mom takes them to church each Sunday.
Dad should honor that practice. I have seen too many dads draw the child out onto
the tennis courts or fishing ponds with comments as though this were the only time
convenient, the only available court time or the boat leaving port with or without you.
This puts pressure on the child who knows church is a ritual and yet desires to be
with dad. Schedule personal events outside established routines.
Cardinal Rule: Children learn what they live. You reap what you sow!

Holidays And Traditions Create Stability
Holidays and traditions are such a part of our lives. They are what help
shape our daily activities while building character. They are times of great
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expectations. They are times which we cannot avoid no matter how painful or hectic
these events may be to us. Actually, holidays and traditions give a person a sense
of security just like curfews. Miss them and you’ll be in deep trouble.
Big Mistake: For years after the divorce, I dreaded Christmas. I used to love
Christmastime. I bought tons of decorations and other memorabilia. In Trenton,
New Jersey, where I grew up, a huge Christmas warehouse had every type of
holiday tree imaginable. On display were solid white trees trimmed with either all
white, all pink, all purple, and a million other imaginable decorations. It seemed
there was a color for each mood. Papier-mache trees with Santa and Mrs. Claus
ornaments caught my eye one year so I added a whole box of these precious
decorations. One tree had all red, green and white folksy ornaments. Another,
different types of trains. Another, various angels and cherubs. And so on. It was
a huge warehouse and I was a huge customer.
However, after the divorce, I couldn’t bring myself to decorate the house
much less the tree. I had my friends over for lunch. At the door, I presented them
with boxes of ornaments and lights and instructed them to decorate the tree while
I finished preparing the food. They really enjoyed the assignment and I benefitted
from their service. Except the decorations had to be taken off and put away. This
was another task I found hard to do. Eventually, my darling daughter took over
the chore mostly out of frustration.
When the kids went off to college, I went to WalMart and shipped off those
adorable tabletop fully decorated Christmas trees complete with tiny lights. I felt
great as I had at least cheered up their dorm rooms with the Christmas Spirit. When
they came home, however, there was no big tree just the big Santa, a few guest
towels, the mantle with stockings, the Santa bag I made for my son’s first Christmas
and perhaps a small table top tree. Nothing elaborate as I had always done.
One day at the grocery, my girl friend spied my daughter looking mournfully
at the selection of Douglas Firs. Jeannie wisely told me to buy one for my daughter.
Paying a mere $30, I observed her eyes light up. She was all smiles. Looking back,
my daughter pointed out that we had not had a tree in six years. I learned a very
valuable lesson, no matter what, continue the traditions at all costs and build
treasured memories.
I recall an interview I saw with actress Marlo Thomas. She was telling the
host about the value of Christmas and other holidays in her very famous family.
Danny Thomas was her dad. She said one did not miss the family traditions. Every
family member was expected there. She was on location in another country doing
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a movie. Production was dragging on into the holiday time. Ms. Thomas said she
pulled out all the stops, traveling great distances to her hometown. She rang the
doorbell at the stroke of midnight, just in the nick of time. Family traditions are so
important.
Cardinal Rule: Create family traditions with unbroken covenants. Help your
children find the security they need in activities which they will pass down to
their children. Let them know that these events are special family centered
moments, sacred times.
Building Memories Ideas: Always send cards, love notes, call if you can’t be
with your kids for the holiday. It is so vital that your children know they are loved
and longed for. Failing to send a card, a note or make a call creates a feeling of
abandonment. Imagine how your child might feel. Plan to be there for your kids.
You can still establish traditions as a divorced household. Decide as a
family what traditions and events you will celebrate and how. Ask the kids for their
input so they can help build a memory as a new family unit. Respect and honor the
other parent’s activities. Plan ahead as a parenting team. Do not wait until the last
minute to demand the kids or to bow out all together. Not knowing the schedule
or having last minute changes really bruise the kids and all concerned. You may
never recover their affections and trust.
Suggestions: Invite other groups of people to share holiday traditions with you
such as singles. Adopt an elderly person or child through your church,
neighborhood or outside social service agency. Decorate your home with a monthly
theme to celebrate events. Have the children add their contribution by making a
decoration or selecting one at a store. A craft store is a good beginning for ideas.
You can always plan a research trip to the library for ideas as well. Remember to
date and put the child’s name on each item made or received. This way, through
the years, the child remembers the date and person giving the gift making it a very
special memory as they become adults and eventually parents and grandparents.
Plan recreation around these holidays or celebrations. Have kids select and
personally design accessories. Line a sturdy box such as an apple box from the
grocery or a big plastic bag and place the month’s decorations inside. Label holiday/
month for next year. Add new decorations yearly. Again, remember to add date
and child’s name to each item. Eventually you will have a memory and growth
pattern as a keepsake for yourself and grandpa/grandma giving ornaments back to
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the kids to share with their families. Take photos of the holidays for your Memory
Book.

Presents And The Art Of Gift Giving
Throughout the year, we humans do social gift giving. Usually, people
expect to receive some type of remembrance at birthday time, Valentines and
holidays including Mother’s and Father’s days. Some people find gift giving and
receiving difficult or embarrassing.
I remember one relative who actually forbade us to give their family gifts on
any occasion. It turned out they felt uncomfortable accepting and then felt obligated
to return the favor or respond with a thank you. As a result, I felt slighted that I could
not give them something from time to time. I missed out in my joy of giving. And
they missed out on the joy of receiving. In short, we all missed out. Moreover, they
never mastered the art of responding verbally or in a written note of gratitude. I
don’t pretend to keep score unless the act of giving turns out to be totally one-sided
with me always giving, the other party always taking and never responding in turn.
Then it is time to take stock and reassess.
For now, let’s talk about giving gifts and learning from the experience. It
is important to give. Equally, it is important to understand how to receive and how
to ask. Sometimes the wise person determines with another the extent of gift giving,
whether or not gifting shall occur and the limits. Being up front helps eliminate the
embarrassment of the forgotten gift. Actually, at holiday time I have learned to keep
a pre-wrapped basket full of forget-me-nots with a little card saying happy holidays
as there is always someone I forgot who unexpectedly shows up carrying a gift.
Gift giving provides an opportunity to teach your kids how to shop, select,
wrap, give. You can also teach how to receive and respond with kind words, a
smile, and a thank you note. Let’s go over some ideas.
Building Memories Idea: When the time comes to give a gift to the other parent,
family or friends, contribute a certain amount to the child especially the smaller child.
Better yet, have the child plan, well in advance of gift giving time, the amount
necessary and then have your child devise how she will earn the funds. Encourage
her to select and purchase the gift. Depending on the age of your child either take
her shopping or have a close family friend or sitter spend an afternoon at the mall
directing the purchase. Some stores and malls provide free wrapping whereas
some stores charge. Otherwise, encourage your child to devise a special wrapping
including using brown paper grocery bags and colored markers and yarn. So get
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out the scissors, pens, sequins, yarn, ribbon, glue, paper, blank cards for the art
work.
When it comes time to buy something for the other parent and the
grandparents, help encourage your child to select something memorable rather than
simple “who cares junk.” This method only reflects poorly on you as a parent versus
encouraging the selection of a worthwhile, usable article.
At holiday time or birthdays, preset purchase limits with each person. Be
honest if your funds are limited. Maybe you could make creative, homemade gifts
to be treasured. Another idea would be to give coupons for services performed.
Perhaps a dinner and movie rental for the family. Some families put names in the
hat with each person drawing a name. Costs are kept to a minimum yet everyone
receives a gift. Why not ask the person what they might like? Make sure they give
you several items from which to pick the ideal gift. Remember many towns now
have dollar stores where great purchases can be found. Also yard sales and store
sales are wonderful places to bargain hunt.
I always enjoyed watching my kids give gifts. They would spend hours
choosing the perfect gift and hunting for it. Their joy of giving, of anticipation of their
friend or family member receiving their fruits was memorable. Add to that, the joy
on their faces as they opened gifts. I always prompted them to linger on each gift
and giver rather than ravage through gifts like a 100 mile an hour hurricane. I
reminded them how much they had put into giving and their delight watching the
receiver. I suggested they put on the other person’s feelings. Worked like a charm.
In my book one should be gracious and both give and receive graciously.
Building Memories: Regarding the thank you note, give your kids some type of
generic stationery or even make plain cards out of construction paper or copy
paper. Show the kids how to construct a simple thank you note addressing the giver
by name (Dear Aunt Sally), then saying something pleasant and positive about the
lovely/gracious gift, how much it means to you, how you will use the gift and her
kindness and thoughtfulness. Then close with the appropriate ending, “Love,
fondly, your grandson, etc.” I told the kids to make the words come from the heart
just as they would like to hear the words when they gave something. You know,
the shoe on the other foot routine. Make sure they send the note out the week they
receive the gift. Follow up to verify the note finds its way to the post office box and
then praise your child.
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A Good Idea : I kept a self made simple, monthly/yearly calendar on the
refrigerator. It included the month and the dates to be remembered. Alongside the
date, I put who was remembered, why, the original date, address and phone. Like
this: May 10, Marcia Birthday, 05-10-XX, then address and phone. I also
laminated it.
Cardinal Rule: Always remember to give your child presents on birthdays,
valentines, anniversaries, holidays and for the heck of it.

Celebrating Birth With Candles, Cake, Ice Cream, Presents
Of all celebrations in a child’s life, the birthday ranks as the dearest and most
honored event. Have you ever known a child who didn’t look forward to his
birthday with cake and ice cream, all his family and friends, not to mention all the
anticipated birthday gifts?
Ignoring or forgetting a child’s birthday is a Cardinal Sin! So what if you
and your child’s other parent are at odds with each other. Birthdays are not about
you. Birthdays celebrate your child’s existence and your child should come first.
Ideally, a celebration might include both parents, grandparents, etc. However, if
such a celebration isn’t possible even for an hour, you ought to devise plans for a
special celebration of your own either the same day or another date. Offer
alternative dates so your child can select his first choice.
One dad’s comments about family celebrations: “I learned a couple of
things the hard way. Always celebrate at the same level. If she throws a big party,
you throw a big party. Unfortunately, birthdays became a great source of friction
for us towards the end. We still celebrate kid’s birthdays, but now we just let our
own slide by. We still do Christmas and Thanksgiving together for the sake of the
kids, although neither of us find it very enjoyable.”
Building Memories Ideas: Keep a calendar. Always remember birthdays. If
you live in another town or business takes you away from your child and especially
if your divorce remains hostile, be sure to enter your thoughts of this birthday in your
Building Memories Journal. Regardless, you should call, email a message, or send
a card. Even parents onboard space flights have managed to communicate
birthday greetings. Make this a priority. You are acknowledging your child’s mere
existence and worthiness.
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Planning the Party: Arrange a birthday celebration. Even the most modest of
party plans will long be remembered and conversely those forgotten sting a lifetime.
Suggest the birthday youngster select the location or theme. The major food chains
will stage your party including cake and games for the reasonable food price and
will need advance notice. Go to the local grocery and ask for a special theme cake
with your personalized message. Consider a surprise party because all kids big and
small love surprises. Invite the child’s friends. You might ask a best friend to supply
names and phone numbers. Get a birthday wish list so you can purchase a gift.
Send an “I care” package, give coupons or gift certificate to a favorite store,
restaurant or hangout.
Festive Ideas: Some novel ideas might include finding a pen pal with the same
birthday, going to a nursing home to celebrate with an adoptive senior, roller
skating, ice skating, movies, swimming, fishing, visit the local Y, amusement park.
Schedule a family portrait at Sears, K-Mart, or find one of those photo booths.
Plan a beauty party complete with manicures, makeup and hairdos. Invite a soccer
coach to give lessons. Mark the wall with growth chart each birthday and holiday.
Hire a clown; get stage makeup and make up the children as clowns, do a
Tammy Faye or The Drew Carey Show’s Mimi Bobeck make over; hire a guitar
student to give lessons; create a puppet party complete with stage kids make out
of very large movers box and puppets out of socks, yarn and buttons; go to a ball
game or sporting event; attend a concert with child’s best friend; send teen to
concert with friends in a limo; tickets to the fair with friends.
Have each child make cup cakes as clowns using ice cream cones; go to
ice cream parlor; create together child’s favorite meal; play age appropriate games;
give children bubble blowers including huge bubble blowers found at local
children’s stores or museums; go to Science Museum; play charades; play trivia;
develop game stations with time limits for rotation and small gifts for winners with
the most points; go to circus or icecapades; see what’s on at the local coliseum or
Civic Center; rent appropriate movies and have sleep over; make the breakfast and
serve in bed including flowers or greenery from the garden.
For a daughter arrange to have nails and hair done at local beauty school
include her best friends. Arrange for lessons, music, dance, art, drama, horseback.
Attend recitals and shows. Find festivals which may be free, fun, and educational.
Make it a habit to always search for free events within your community.
Party foods are always a hit. Here are food theme party ideas bound to be a
success:
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pizza party: Fire up the oven and start with bobola bread, rice cakes, or
pizza mixes. Layout all ingredients in individual bowls for personal creations
(tomato sauce, shredded and sliced cheeses, pepperoni, cooked sausage,
hamburger, ham, veggies, peppers, pineapple, olives) or place a take out order.
taco party: Set out all the ingredients, warm tortilla shells, cooked ground
beef, shredded lettuce, chopped tomato, diced onion, shredded cheeses, olives,
sour cream, so each partygoer can pile high their own taco just the way they like
them.
hamburger party: complete with french fries, catsup, mustard, mayo, relish,
onion, pickles, tomato, baked beans, chips.
chili party: Line up the ingredients, ground beef, various beans, onion,
peppers, celery, spices. If the children are old enough, encourage them to do the
cooking. If not, the adult should do the cooking with the assistance and direction
of the children. Begin cooking the beef, then add other ingredients. Let simmer
while kids play games. Invite the kids to dish up adding a dollop of sour cream,
chives, chopped onions and bread sticks or french bread rounds.
hot dog party: Grill hot dogs, serve condiments, mustard, catsup, relish,
chile, onions, pickles, add potato salad, slaw, chips, pretzels.
peanut butter & jelly with Jell-O figures: Little kids and big ones too, love
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Start with firm bread and have the kids select
cookie cutters for the sandwich shapes. In bowls or tubs select both smooth peanut
butter and chunky, if age appropriate, have a good selection of jams and jellies,
honey, raisins, bananas, sunflower seeds, bacon bits ready for spooning and
spreading. A very special treat my kids loved were the Jell-O figures. Take their
favorite Jell-O flavor and add a packet of Knox gelatin adding less liquid than called
for to make it more firm and less wiggly. Put in flat square pan. Set in refrigerator
for several hours then cut with cookie cutters and put on a plate. Children also love
the left over sections especially when I called them “puzzle pieces.”
homemade ice cream party: What child doesn’t clamor for homemade ice
cream? Together with the birthday child pore over recipes for his favorite flavor.
Again, have the kids prepare the mixture. Sometimes my kids preferred vanilla
adding crushed candies, cherries, chocolates, nuts. Sometimes exotic concoctions
such as greengage plums, burnt butter pecans were a hit. If you have a hand crank,
put a towel on the top and let the kids take turns churning away and sitting on top
to stabilize the maker. Plan some activity perhaps games or dinner while the ice
cream ripens. Then set up toppings (cherries, M&Ms, crushed Orioles, nuts,
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chocolate pieces, whipped cream, butterscotch, chocolate syrup) and watch their
eyes light up!
Whatever you do, make the birthday a special celebration geared to the
interests of the child. I can always remember the clown face painting.
Unfortunately, so does my daughter and all of her high school classmates as I chose
that adorable photo for her year book. Years down the road, she will appreciate
my gesture as she has her own children.
Cardinal Rule: Birthdays are unforgettable. You better remember this date!
Build memories, plan birthdays with the child in mind.

Birthday Time For Mom And Dad
Okay, your own birthday fast approaches and you want your child to
recognize this date. Invite an adult family friend to help your child plan your birthday
party. Give the friend ideas and a budget. Make sure you have the cake mix on the
kitchen shelf next to a set of cook books. When it comes to these anniversaries,
keep a calendar with exact year of each milestone. Invite your friend to help your
child with shopping chores. Have them suggest and supervise making and sending
a card and gift, flowers, care package, compose a poem. Writing a story complete
with photos or drawings is creative. A major undertaking would include making a
book titled This is Your Life from birth to now, complete with all sorts of
memorabilia.
One year my daughter made an album complete with my fishing adventures.
She cleverly arranged a storyline from the first days of my recent adventures
including a map cutout showing my favorite fishing holes. She went to a craft section
and bought the album, photo cutouts, markers, stickers. She designed a fantastic
fishing tale complete with cowboy boots, little shiny fish, mats, fabrics, cartoon
characters stickers, homemade art and captions. Every time I open this treasure,
I think of the love, time and creativity that went into producing my fishing story.
Another daughter gave me a simple coupon booklet she made which I
could redeem for cleaning, cooking, back rubs, breakfast in bed, yard work. I just
loved this idea as it allowed for her creativity in designing something she thought I
might enjoy and she could provide without cost. It taught her the art of giving of
herself instead of buying some trinket.

Christenings
When a child is born into a family, the Christian family celebrates with a service of
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Christening, raising this new baby into the life of the church and its values. This is
a time when Godparents may be chosen along with other family and friends to affirm
they will assist in the upbringing and support of this new child. It is another one of
those special family times when you and your former spouse may be called upon
to be at the same ceremony.
As this is a religious service, it is especially important to recognize that gentle
attitudes and courtesy are important. Children again, and as well as the adults, will
be nervous and excited plus the added stress of wondering how split-up family
members might act. Be cordial. It only lasts a few hours at the most.
Building Memories Idea: Help the children come up with a unique gift idea.
Maybe a special book about the family with stories and photos and newspaper
headlines. Encourage your children to write baby stories they love coupled with
art work.
When our son was born, we had a special dedication service for him in the
garden. The music played had particular meaning. I chose In a Monastery Garden.
The food symbolized “love” from all sorts of religions and cultures. Everything used
had some connection to family, friends, religion, culture all tied into “love.”
As a couple, if you are Godparent, honor your independent vow. Be
mindful of the obligations. Think about the child and how important your
relationship may be in his life. Keep the relationship with the child, participating in
his growth. Send special notes and packages. Plan outings. Start up a graduation
fund or special savings and add to it on each occasion. Just don’t forget him
especially if you have had a solid relationship in the past. Remember, again, you
did not divorce this child. Honor and renew your commitment to help guide this child
no matter what happens in your life. The child needs you.

When Wedding Bells Ring
Weddings are gathering times of family and friends in celebration of a new
union, a new life. If your former spouse is also invited, remember everyone will
experience tension. Certainly in such a short time one can manage civility. Be polite,
meet and greet others, acknowledge your former spouse. Decide not to make a
scene which will be remembered instead of the day’s larger event.
Cardinal Rule: Be friendly. If appropriate, help with the planning, contribute
as much as you can to make the event a happy one for all who attend. Make
the focus the bride and groom, making it their day.
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Building Memories Idea: When it comes to buying a gift, you might set a budget
and have the children help with determining the price and selecting appropriate gifts.
Having the kids assist helps with learning proper social skills. Get an etiquette book
and review the chapter on weddings. Teach the children the value and meaning of
responding as soon as possible to the invitation, letting your commitment be known
for necessary headcounts for food preparation, seating, etc. It’s a good time to
practice social graces, hand shakes and greetings, what to say and do in a receiving
line. Make sure you let the kids know the purpose of a receiving line. Get the kids
to practice approaching the table, seating a lady, standing when an elder or lady
approaches, how to dine, placing the napkin in the lap, which fork to use and when,
elbows off the table. These are valuable lessons for future successful social and
business meetings.
Now for the proper attire. Frankly, I am amazed at what I see guests
wearing to weddings these days. After the bride and groom-to-be make all the
preparations for their perfect dream wedding with all the expense, how can a guest
have the nerve to show up in clothing worn to the grocery or on the motorcycle?
Can you imagine shorts, cutoffs and T-shirts at a wedding where the bride wears
a long white gown and the groom a tuxedo or tails? I have witnessed it more and
more. What an insult!
Go shopping for the appropriate wedding apparel. Consult with the
etiquette books for an idea. Ask the family of the bride or groom what is the
expected attire. I have found one is always safe overdressing rather than
underdressing. Now if the costume choice is western wear, then join in the group
and wear your best cowboy outfit. If it is to be a garden ceremony, find out what
the couple and the bridal party are wearing and fit into the theme. If on the other
hand, the whole entourage is sky diving twelve thousand feet up, I would think flight
suits and parachute in order plus instruction along with several successful previous
jumps. A friend told me of their niece’s wedding in Scotland where the guests rented
kilts.
If your finances are tight, check with family and friends for outfits, or go to
the trusty secondhand shop or yard sales. Clothes are always priced way below
cost plus, as, often is the case, dress clothing have occasionally been worn. If you
are having problems shopping, perhaps a fashionable friend with lots of patience can
be enlisted to help.
Once, invited to a wedding, my then young son announced that he was
going to wear his best suit and then laughed saying he would in all likelihood be better
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dressed than the groom. I thought that to be rather charming and was quite proud
of my son for being so conscientious with doing the proper thing. My son always
loved to dress for even the simplest of events and could be found telling us girls to
put on long dresses for a formal dinner in our dining room. I was delighted he took
such an interest in his appearance as clothes do make first, often lasting,
impressions. In today’s world there are so many bridal and etiquette books
showing wedding fashions. It’s sad to find poorly attired quests showing up in
wrinkled casual wear.
Cardinal Rule: Wear your finest, making sure it is clean and pressed and have
a grand time.

When Your Child Gets Married
Emily Post and Amy Vanderbilt etiquette dictated that the parents of the
bride should foot the bill and make the preparations. With so many divorcing, kids
end up spending their own savings on less lavish weddings. A professional couple
with years of workforce experience might find this acceptable. However, I still
believe the father-of-the-bride should pay most of the expense, especially if he
expects to give her away.
A Big Mistake: To support my friend and celebrate her son’s marriage, I went
to the wedding. For months conversations centered around how his parents might
act during the festivities. I was privy to not-so-nice conversations, dragging up the
past and all the hurt feelings. I observed the same nervous conversations between
the bride and groom-to-be and other family members and friends. This tension
seemed to overshadow the bliss of the event as well as all the prenuptial festivities.
Weddings are to be joyous moments long to be remembered. Come wedding time,
the tension was so thick, one could cut it with a knife. I know the kids were
preoccupied with the thoughts of “what if dad does this or that? What if mom reacts
and does...?” What a dreadful sensation on the day most couples treasure. What
a horrible example and send off.
Too often we hear the horror tales of kids whose wedding dreams end up
being their worst nightmares because of battling or absent parents. Do you know
of one girl who doesn’t dream of the Cinderella wedding? Why let divorce ruin this
special moment.
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Big Mistake: A bride, who had not seen her biological father in many years,
invited him and his family to celebrate her wedding. Unknowingly, the two entered
the elevator at the same time. Although his daughter had not changed significantly
in appearance since birth, he did not recognize or acknowledge her until she said,
“hello, dad, it’s me.” This was a strange and uncomfortable position for both parent
and child, hurting the child at the core to think her own father failed to notice her as
the two stood alone in a confined space.
Stay in your child’s life no matter the geographical distance, the emotional
distance, remarriage or the ill-will between parents. Your child deserves better and
needs your role modeling when marriage time comes.
Also at weddings and other family events, don’t bash the other parent
especially in front of your children no matter what their age. And for heaven sake
don’t take the spotlight away and putting on it yourself with a your own engagement,
displaying your new diamond, comparing your previous marriage and its pitfalls.
Brides and grooms need to hear positive comments about matrimony, theirs and not
yours and not the wars! Focus on what your kids’ needs and make their first steps
positive.
Cardinal Rule: Do what is right, be civil, participate in the planning, do your
fair share with the budget, and smile for the photos.
Buy all the bridal magazines and books, brush up on your etiquette, go to
fashion shows, voice your two cents, plan a shower, get out family albums of
weddings, find your wedding dress, invite everyone to your house before the
wedding day and after, and build a memory everyone will “ah” over!

Vacations
Hey, you’ve got time off. It’s vacation time.
What are you going to do with the long weekend, week, two weeks, three
weeks, and, if you’re the lucky, one month?
Check out the possibilities by brainstorming. Ask each family member to
help compose suggestions while discussing their views. Rate the list from first choice
to least. Why not make a theme vacation where the children will be captivated and
entertained. Plan with the children, develop a budget, strategy, want to do list, need
list (clothing, supplies, etc). Collect brochures, call 800 numbers for pamphlets,
go on a research trip to the library, rent videos on the area you think you might
explore.
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Here’s something a friend did. Plan 6 months to a year ahead to build up
excitement. Do your research, learn about the place, study the language and
customs, get your gear lined up along with tickets, reservations, health needs, etc.
Then live the trip and then for 6 months you can relive the thrill before beginning to
plan the next adventure. An acquaintance did this with his fishing escapades. He
was delighted and got so excited and I loved hearing his tales.
Building Memories Idea: Try camping, dude ranch, health spa, retreat, sojourn,
beach, rafting, hiking, boating. Rent a mountain home, or swap your home for
another in another location (go to library to research, may be out of the country spots
where you only pay transportation and the extras). Or if you are really adventurous,
do what I occasionally do, get in the car and map out an adventure, low cost
national/state parks, ski, fish or simply take unknown roads that are appealing and
call out to you. Remember to venture out on the remote gravel roads where you
might see, as in the Midwest, real honest-to-goodness sheep herders living in their
horse drawn wagons with border collies or blue heelers rounding up and keeping
watch over the herd. Start making your vacation memorable, one you can relive
over and over. Go for it. And pack the kids!

Family Trips
Trips are a great way to relax and spend family time exploring new places,
new faces as well as old familiar ones. Trips are called by some “The Great Get
Away.” And that they can be, especially if planned carefully.
First, you should consider why you are going away. What are the goals?
Is it rest, play, exploration, spiritual, emotional, family, educational? What are the
destination options for this trip? Get the kids in on the planning. The trip will be more
meaningful if they get their two cents in. Encourage the kids to contribute without
ridicule. Get the paper out and pass out pens. Start jotting down ideas. The “Ideal
Place” doing the “Ideal Thing” with the “Ideal People.”
Now how are you going to pull this off? Do you need to stop and stay with
Aunt Bessie, Grandma & Grandpa? Or would tenting be great? Where would you
get a tent? Ask the kids who has the camping stuff. How much would this trip cost?
How will you get the funds? How can each member contribute? What are the
problems, concern, solutions, plans of action, dates? What tasks need to be done?
Maybe you want to assign specific tasks and deadlines. You could design a chart
much like the United Way campaign so each member can see your progress.
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Is there some group going on an adventure? Can you housesit somewhere?
Can you be counselors at a camp? Is the church going on an excursion? How about
the school, club. Does someone need an escort service? Begin asking people.
Make it fun. Get involved. Spread the enthusiasm.
Take the camera. Take a journal for each person to record what happened
in their eyes. Collect souvenirs. Discuss, discuss, flexibility, flexibility, partnership.
A family that plans to play together stays together.
Once, my youngest daughter and I set out to visit grandmother in North
Dakota. We took a composition notebook and recorded our thoughts, sights,
mileage, expenditures, overnights, food eaten, and what we did as we drove over
4,000 miles. To this day, I treasure those words. At my mother’s funeral, because
of my daughter’s request, I read what she wrote when she last saw her ailing
grandmother. Her words were quite moving, expressing her sentiment and
adoration for a wise woman, her grandmother.
When I traveled to Honduras on mission work, I was given a journal to
record my findings. Profound thoughts emerged as I was confronted by a third
world lifestyle. As I look back and review my writings, I’m taken back to that time
reliving each treasured experience. Moreover, when my kids happen upon my
journals and read them, they pick up insight into feelings and experiences they never
knew existed or realized. Journals allow you to review, recall goals and focus, see
growth, evaluate, refocus. Somehow, putting thoughts onto paper has a profound
effect, recording a life’s journey.
Building Memories Idea: Present everyone with a journal and pen to record
your trip and their insights. As an evening ritual, you might share each person’s
writings. This can help you understand where they are in their journey allowing you
as parent to shepherd growth and learning. I like to gather postcards as a reminder
since they are professionally done and rather inexpensive, especially when you can
pick up those multi foldouts. Then I know I have good photos opposed to blurry
ones. I always take my camera to verify we were there shots including the unusual
snaps I ordinarily take.
When you return home, the kids can make a scrapbook complete with
notations, artwork and stick-ons provides a lasting story. Also, try making
laminations from photo or scanned copies of the originals using them as place mats
at the dinner table. I use both sides to add to the tale. These are also great gifts for
grandparents as a remembrance of the visit home or trip together.
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A Word of Advice : Make sure the hotels and destinations are children
friendly. You sure don’t want to spend time and money traveling someplace exotic
only to find out they don’t cater to kids making your trip miserable. For instance,
say, you decide on a cruise or stay at a campground. You book it, show up only
to find it is for adults over 60. Or say, the kids want to swim and the hotel has no
pool. Now you have nightmare in paradise with no one happy. Plan carefully ahead.

Spring Break
Spring has sprung, the grass has riz, oh what a beautiful day it is. We’re
off to the beach.
Sometimes kids need to be with their peers rather than with parents.
Naturally, younger kids need to be chaperoned by adults preferably parents or
grandparents or other responsible grown-ups whereas trustworthy teens might
venture out with merely guardian angels.
Encourage your kids’ participation in such activities. Maybe your child
needs to be with the church, hockey, drama, or debate team competitors or just plan
rest and relaxation. Naturally, such activities depend upon the age appropriateness
and adult supervision. So what’s keeping you the adult from an adult spring break?
Plan ahead, it is always more fun to look forward to something and then recall it after
the event.
Building Memories Idea: Plan a family vacation trip to the beach, mountains,
country inn. Check out a new city taking along information from the Internet. Keep
a journal of events and discoveries. See if you can find a reputable exchange plan
where you trade homes in a different town, state, country. The key, I found, is to
plan ahead mentally, physically, financially, socially.
My friend Carlie started a wonderful tradition with her dad who was a
sailor. Each spring break they chartered a sailboat and sailed the Caribbean. For
ten days the grandkids sailed with grandpa and mom visiting the ports, swimming
the blue water, learning about each other as they journeyed unfamiliar waters
seeking refuge periodically on remote islands. Each year they looked forward to
the adventure, experienced it, relived it and began planning another trip deciding
who might come along the next year.
Like my friend, you can plan some special event during spring break and
with ingenuity you can do it without breaking the bank. Sometimes you can
exchange services. Perhaps you might be a charity bid winner for a weekend retreat
where you can take your whole family. Ask if a family member or friend had a
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vacation place where you could do the cooking or lawn care or something in
exchange for the accommodations. You could offer tutoring of the other persons’
kids either in school subjects, sports, music or art. Get your whole family involved
and have fun planning.

Summer Time
Hip, hip, hooray, it’s summertime, time for play!
After being in school for the traditional 180 days, 9 to 10 months, kids look
forward to resting their brains and researching the “real” world. For kids,
summertime should be a time of exploration and discovery.
If at all possible it would be great if parents could spend this important time
at home and actively involved with the daily life of children out of school. If one
parent could manage a job 9 months out of the year with summers off, it would be
ideal. Children need supervision and security especially given so much unstructured
“free” time.
It is always a good idea to plan summers ahead of time. That way every
person in the family is aware of plans and can dream and prepare for that special
moment. Also, the parents need to know summer plans allowing for scheduling of
visitation. If parents cannot work at home or take significant vacation time, you will
need to find a suitable adult or out of school teenager to watch over and take kids
to summer activities.
Building Memories Idea: Look into summer programs which will expose your
child to arts, crafts, physical activities, learning, fun activities, creative or educational
opportunities. Consider a camp. Usually local newspapers list camps in your
neighborhood, state or region. There are speciality camps and outward bound
programs which can be self esteem and physically challenging offerings. Check out
the local Y’s summer programs. Another idea is to send your child to the summer
enrichment programs, special school offerings, summer bible school. Maybe a local
health club or pool has a supervised program for children.
A single mom who was a Registered Nurse wanted to send her kids to
camp for the summer, yet she didn’t have the money. What she did was unique. She
found a camp needing a nurse for the summer. She traded her nursing skills for her
kids camping experience, spending every other weekend working for top dollar at
a private hospital.
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A Good Idea:With both parents working in most households, kids can be overscheduled, over-stimulated, over over-ed to death. Parents, feeling slightly guilty
and wanting their kids to have every single opportunity, can manage signing the kids
up for week upon week’s worth of summer activities in every and all camps thinking
this the best solution. Not necessarily so. Kids need time just to be, to be nothing,
to daydream, to watch the stars, to stare at the sunset, to catch fireflies, to kick the
can. Do your kids and yourself a favor, stop over scheduling and instead schedule
down time. Practice the art of just being together.
I remember when I went to camp. My brother and I went to camp for the
whole summer. Sure I was grateful and I enjoyed all the different activities.
However, I really wanted to run away and would dream of how I could.
Fortunately, my brother and I were in the same camp only separated, boys with
boys, and girls with girls, by a large field. I made arrangements for visitation. I
longed to be home and with my family because I was lonely.
Camps can be great adventures for kids, but should never substitute for
family time with parents. Children would rather have good family time memories.
So toss out the TV, read a book together, explore the neighborhood, toss a ball,
play Monopoly. Our family spent hours laughing while playing Monopoly and
Parcheesi with our friends. What ever happened to those moments? They’re more
memorable than when a kid feels pushed out the door into the arms of some stranger
just to get out of the parents’ hair.
Cardinal Rule: Plan ahead and let the other parent be advised of your plans so
that he or she can plan his or her summertime and vacation around the children’s
schedule. It is important that all members are aware of the visitation time as it
makes each child feel more secure knowing in advance plans which affect their
lives. Remember they need to feel that life is safe and friendly, so together, as
parents, sit down and plan what is best for your child.

New Years
Hip- hip- hooray! A new day and new year and new start at renewing!
The New Year rings in and most people universally believe that new life
begins. New Year’s Eve is considered by many to be a time of repentance and
starting over. Some churches have midnight services to usher in the new year.
Universally, this moment signals perhaps the only recognized time when people of
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the world might sit down and ponder
their lives and direction. They might
be taking a look at the world and its
path. New Years seems to be a
worldwide celebration. People
actually spell out resolutions which
they hope to carry out during the
new year. Millions reflect on the
previous year while watching Times
Square in New York as the ball
lights up the new year.

Sometimes I
need to dream,
Iceskating is fun.
-Jo, age 8.

Building Memories Idea : Write
down your best moments of the past
year. Spell out precisely what you
want to accomplish for the incoming
year. Help each family member develop and write down specific, clear goals.
Then, share and discuss how these goals might be reached and how each family
member could help. Record and save each goal in your family Memory Book. To
your surprise, you may find a lengthy list. Make a deal to occasionally keep tabs
on each other to see if these desires are being reached. If someone in the family falls
short of their goals, mention that you notice the goal is not being reached. Next, ask
the person why they are off track and what they plan to do to correct this goal.
Inquire how you might help them get back on track.
Watch the parades and vote on your favorite float. Gather the troops
around the TV selecting which football games the family will watch. Maybe position
several TV’s near or on top of each other and view several games while focusing
on the number one choice. Take bets on the winners and the scores. Make
traditional New Year’s foods. Go to the library and research what various cultures
do for good luck to welcome in the New Year. Have the family decide which
traditions they wish to follow this year and prepare the foods. Decide if you want
to invite guests over. Serve chili, salad, bread sticks, and hot and cold beverages
during the games. You can fix the chili ahead of time, warm it up, lay the food and
utensils out and your guests can help themselves as they drop by. Of course, you
can also go for a walk, bike ride, or try snowmobiling, swimming at the Y.
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A Word of Encouragement: Rather than make resolutions you are bound to
break, why not vow to love your former spouse in all your words and deeds. When
you speak from love, more is accomplished. Use this time to reflect how you might
heal wounds and do good deeds. When this approach leads you, you will discover
a wiser, kinder you open to possibilities never realized. The whole family will reap
the rewards.

Valentine’s Day
Do you remember as a child the importance of receiving a Valentine card?
Do you recall how each child passed out their cards maybe at school? Were you
ever passed over by someone, hurting your feelings? How did you feel?
Conversely, when you received all those little valentine cards, did you have that
warm glow all over? Did you feel loved and wanted? Did you truly feel like that
“special Valentine?”
Valentine’s Day is one of affirmation of others in your life. Next to
Christmas, it is the single most remembered holiday. It is a time of love and sharing.
Did you know that more cards and flowers are sent on this day than any other?
Remember your children. Maybe even remember the other parent who
helped make your child. It doesn’t have to be a love note as such, but rather a thank
you for being the other parent of our wonderful gift, our child (after all that precious
being was the result of your once love for each other).
Building Memories Idea: Be creative, with your valentines. Have the children
hand make valentines out of scraps of paper, doilies, magazines. Use potato, soap,
or rubber stamps. Vegetables, fruits and poster paint make unique designs. Bring
back your finger painting skills. Share how you made cards when you were young.
Kids love hearing how mom or dad handmade and delivered love cards.
Remember the library is a good source for ideas.
Today many candy companies acknowledge Valentine’s Day with special
chocolate treats. I put these holiday candies in a glass jar predominately displayed
on a table. You might have children determine the amount to be eaten each day.
This way the candy supply lasts longer and you are far less likely to have hyperactive
kids reacting to an overindulgence of sugar.
A Good Idea: This is a great time to teach children the importance of feelings of
love and kindness toward another person. Ask your kids how they might tell
another person that they loved them. What makes you feel loved and treasured as
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a person? Use this holiday to explain the birds and bees of relationships and the
depth of love.
Something I always loved to do was give a single flower to each child, or
even some greens I’d find in the yard. It doesn’t matter the size or type of garden
find, it is the idea that counts. The specialness, the thought. Trust me. At mealtime,
you might go around the table and give a love blessing over each child. Touch each
child on his head and tell him “I am blessed with you my son. You bring me joy when
you.....May you grow up with character and wisdom and ....” This is a powerful
moment of reaffirmation.
Another thing you might decide to do is discuss your favorite Valentine’s
Day, or a special card, gift, flower, dinner, love, and other activities that you
treasured.
I used to make my own Valentine cards including a recent photograph and
written statement either in poem or newsletter format telling about the year and value
of friendships and family. I even made my own envelopes to accommodate the
special sized cards I created. This can be a fun family project. You could come up
with a design and make copies having the kids color each individually.

Easter
Easter is the Christians’ holiest of celebrations in the life of Christ. During
this time, Christians reflect into the life and death of Christ. At services, they meditate
upon their own lives, attempt to make decisions and actions much like those of
Jesus. There are many ways besides special church services to celebrate this event.
Building Memories Idea: Why not research great Ukrainian eggs using their
concepts, similar designs and techniques to make Easter eggs. Check with your
church and attend the Easter egg hunt, or create a neighborhood Easter egg hunt.
Look in the newspapers for holiday activities and decide which church services to
attend. I find visiting other churches an enriching experience where I can enjoy their
rituals and traditions selecting the most meaningful ideologies to incorporate in future
years.
Take the kids to the store and buy Easter outfits or accessories. Make it
a family adventure, establishing a shopping budget, perhaps even a contest for
seeking the best finds. Then take photos of everyone dressed in their Easter bonnets
and garbs for the Memory Book. Is there a sunrise service? If your church doesn’t
have one, ask around and check the newspaper. Does your town have an Easter
parade? Maybe a nearby community has one. Have a group photo taken with the
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Easter Bunny usually found at malls. It’s a hoot to compare each photo over the
years. And it is especially funny sitting on the rabbit’s lap as older children and even
as adults. Believe me, you and your kids will look forward to the annual photo
shoots on the bunny knee. Is there a singles group function on the calendar? Why
not make a special dinner and invite friends to celebrate.
I always enjoy getting everyone to tell stories about their favorite Easter
memories. This generally turns out to be a great exchange of the unusual, bizarre,
traditions, moments of humor, unforgettable tales where everyone can contribute.
Discuss the life of Jesus. Imagine what it must have been like to ride the donkey into
the throngs of people with psalms. What was Jesus thinking at each event of the
last days of his life? What was in the minds of the onlookers? These are bound to
be good openers to discussion and imagination coupled with a dose of religious
history.
Cardinal Rule : Holiday traditions are important to uphold. People need
continuity and rituals to establish a foothold in facing life’s challenges. We turn
to our rituals and traditions for strength and character building. See if you can
couple up with other single families if you have no family nearby and begin a
new tradition.

Thanksgiving
Gobble, gobble turkey and family squabble. I remember those family
events around the dining room table. Betcha, you have similar memories.
Memories are what give us character, as sense of belonging, stories to pass
on to our children. So it is with families. However, with separating and divorcing
families it remains even more valuable as well as down right difficult to create new
memories. Yet, with compassion, the task can be well worth the work. Let’s get
to planning.
Thanksgiving remains the only true holiday which might prevail as such, an
honest to goodness national holiday. However, with each passing year, one sees
stores open the day after Thanksgiving at the crack of dawn, as well, some stores
daring to be open Thanksgiving Day including more and more Malls.
I can remember the difficulty of finding a restaurant willing to serve the
traditional meal. Those open had reservations booked months ahead. Stores were
padlocked and sealed shut vowing not to open so employees could spend time as
a family around the dinner table. Let’s return to the sacredness of holidays and family
traditions of cooking the bird, visiting with relatives sharing gossip and life’s lessons,
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while doing the dishes and watching college football, playing Monopoly and
swinging on Grannie’s porch swing with cousins and lovers reminiscing.
Focus on keeping your Thanksgiving a true holiday, one of rest and family
time. Every able body needs rest and nourishment. Make it a time for self and family.
Be quiet and concentrate on giving thanks, as the holiday implies and is often
overlooked. Remember that it’s vitally important that we give thanks for all the good
that has been showered upon us. Teach your children to give thanks not only on
Thanksgiving, but daily for the seemingly little things in life.
A Good Idea: Teach your children that it is good to praise and be thankful for the
water in the shower, for the smile of a teacher, for little brother or sister, for the
sunshine, for the life-giving rain, for the roaring ocean, for the majestic trees which
provide us with shade and oxygen, for parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles who
love us unconditionally and gave us life. As we go through life, we need to give
thanks and we need to teach our children acts of gratitude. If it weren’t for the
plumber, we’d have no water. If it weren’t for the teacher, we’d have no
opportunities to learn. If it weren’t for the farmer, we’d have no food. If it weren’t
for the road maker, we’d have no highways. If it weren’t for the garment worker,
we’d have no clothes. If it weren’t for the minister, we’d have no prayer.
Building Memories Idea: Here’s a trick I tried which really works! Ask for and
record what each family member is thankful and why. Give them time to truly
express their gratitude. And then, ask why every member in their family is important
to them. Record these answers in your Memory Book as well as daily Journal. Was
it someone’s smile or hug that made a difference that day? You will be amazed at
some of the responses. People are taken for granted and may never realize the
importance of one gester or object. Younger children eagerly respond. Teens and
older children may have some hesitancies, resisting at first. Allow them plenty of time
to ponder and respond. Supply paper and pencils. Take your time. Relax as this
may be very important information sharing time. Even though this may not have been
a banner year, find something about life to give thanks for, if only for the rain and
clouds which at least supply the earth and its bounty with nourishment. Perhaps this
is the year to give thanks to the clouds which opened our eyes so that we may truly
see.
After separation and divorce, Thanksgiving is a good the time to either
continue a tradition, build on certain family events, or start over and establish a new
tradition or two. Ask the kids to jot down their best thoughts of the Thanksgiving
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holiday. What would mean the most to them to show their thanks? How can they
celebrate this? Where do they need to go? What do they need to do?
Perhaps you could combine two or more ideas this year, adding others
later. Cook a bird, Cornish hens. Would fish work for your family? Together
decide the menu. Have each person make their favorite dish. Does one really care
what it is or that there may be three pumpkin pies for dinner? You’re giving thanks
and sharing, just as our forefathers did. Maybe you should find a book, passage
or video about the first Thanksgiving and learn about the initial celebration. Take
a history lesson and update it.
Invite guests, singles, senior citizens, children from orphanage. Prepare
and serve dinner to those less fortunate, Goodwill, Salvation Army, Soup Kitchen,
Rescue Mission. Ask around who needs help. Call agencies. Do you want to go
to a restaurant this year? Is there less hassle, cost, waste and cleanup? Would
tempers be better served making it simple (KISS theory, Keep It Simple Sweetie).
Is it fair for a few members to participate in the planning, preparation and execution,
including clean up, or should you go out in order to protect the integrity of this day?
Better plan ahead and seek reservations, since many restaurants are either closed
or booked.
Have each member record in your Memory Book what he is thankful for
and why. Take pictures and list the items prepared and served. Check for local
celebrations, parades, events. Go to church service, governmental events. Watch
Macy’s Parade on TV. Enjoy college football. Take a bike ride. Fly a kite. Put
together a puzzle. Imprint hands in plaster of Paris making stepping stones. Begin
decorating for holidays, send greeting card to Service men and women on duty,
decide to adopt a needy family, adopt an elder. Make cookies. Make Christmas,
Chanukah cards or create a family newsletter.
A Good Idea: A friend felt his six kids were growing apart. Since they lived in
different states, he suggested a newsletter. Twice a year each sibling had the
responsibility of writing a newsletter about the happenings in his/her life. Herb
reported when a letter was a day late, the kids got on the phone asking what
happened.
Use this time to decide about holiday gifting, draw names and make your
Christmas Wish List. Set a price limit and decide on a theme. This will reveal just
how creative your family is, as well as spark laughter and cleverness. Ideas: toiletry
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items, unusual food, snack, linen, toy or game, stuffed item, sleepy time item,
cookbooks, Christmas ornaments, videos, CDs, etc.
Photo, video, tape record, work on the family Memory Book. You might
include a section, “This is what we did this year and this is what we’d like to do next
time.”
Building Memories: One year, the kids and I were so stressed between who gets
the kids and when, I decided to forget the expected tradition, packed the kids and
went to a local restaurant decorated with an antique dentist’s chair, a two level
English bus, confessional, caboose, a European lift. We sat in the antique Taxi eating
our Thanksgiving dinner sliding from the front seat to the rear laughing at the
incredible uniqueness. It was an event none of us will forget.
Cardinal Rule: Build traditions. Tradition builds character.

Christmas
Ho ho ho, Christmas is approaching. ‘Tis a time of merriment and
celebrations. Right? Wrong.
Christmas can be a very trying time for the average family. But what about
the family now divorced? What do you do and where do you and the kids go? If
the divorce is nasty and disruptive, there may be no choice. Mom’s for Christmas
Eve. Dad’s for Christmas Day this year and reversed next year. How do you
handle the grandparents? How do you handle the special events which may crop
up? Perhaps the kids are in different performances or church services or have
invitations here and there? What do you do?
First, and foremost the two parents must recognize that little things often
expand to major problems and crop up at the worst times. You need to be flexible.
Flexible means both parents must give and take for the benefit of the kids.
Ask yourself this, “Who will be served if everyone is angry and hurt?” Step
back as an adult and put yourself in the childrens’ shoes. What will they remember?
How do you want to be remembered? Do you want to be the ogre who didn’t allow
them to attend their friend’s family event returning them home a little late, when they
could have been home and have enjoyed both events?
Can you relinquish a holiday visitation so that the children can be out of town
with their grandparents before the grandfather moves into a nursing home far away?
Do you want to be remembered as the “Grinch Who Stole Christmas”?
How important is it that you destroy the possible good memories by refusing to be
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flexible for the sake of the children? Is your business meeting more important than
your son’s baseball game? Are you so wrapped up in corporate life that you forego
building memories with your kids? Is anything more sacred than being there, truly
there for your child?
Building Memories: Weeks before Christmas, both parents should get together
with input from the children and decide what is in the best interest of the children and
all concerned. Maybe the best solution would be to have all family members
converge in one location and go to a restaurant and have time together. Maybe a
beach retreat where the kids could freely visit with each family member having fun
without fear of retaliation, repression, and concern. This would be the ideal where
the ground could be laid out for fair play and nurturing of the whole person, validating
family ties.
A Big Mistake: Six days before Christmas, the Court ordered Fanny to honor
the visitation not allowing her to take the kids to Florida for a last visit with their ailing
grandfather. Months before, she had written her former husband making the
request, addressing the issue, offering flexibility in setting other times. The family
was furious as this would be the last time they would all be together having planned
a big hurrah with family flying in to celebrate his life. Needless to say, the kids sulked
and no one enjoyed this tragic memory especially when Grandfather died shortly
thereafter.
Cardinal Rule: Our children, whether we like it or not, are always observing
us and taking mental notes about our handling of events. What they witness,
they will inevitably copy.
So, if they see wars, they will play war games. If they witness violence, they
will be violent. If they sense constant putdowns, they will putdown. If they hear hurt,
they will hurt. On the other hand, if they see kindness and respect, they will be kind
and respectful of others. If they see mother and father honored, they in turn will
show honor to respective spouses. If they witness tenderness, they will be tender.
If they feel love, they will love. It is in the hands of the parents and family to teach
character building by example, not just words. “Do unto others as you would like
to be done to” and “do as I do, not just as I say,” seem good words to live by. So
be honorable and your children will do you honor. Encourage flexibility and plan
with your family, your total family, practicing what is in the best interest in honoring
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each family member. Remember, it can wait if it is done in love, with respect and
with sensitivity of others.
Building Memories Idea: Kids need to both receive and give gifts. Receiving
occurs naturally. Giving can pose problems. How does the child have privacy and
the element of surprise when they are too young, inexperienced, or uncomfortable
shopping?
Rather than be in a dither about gifting, have a family friend go with kids to
purchase your gift and those of your former spouse and family members. Some
stores have supervised shopping. Stores open early to kids complete with Santa
Helpers and free gift wrapping. Whatever you find workable, using a grand total,
decide on a price range for each gift. Give suggested gifting items which are either
needed or appreciated. Armed with their lists, the kids and friend need to make a
shopping date.
A Big Mistake: Out of guilt and for one-upmanship some parents try to buy their
kids’ affection with extravagant gifts or trips. Usually it’s dad who has the larger
purse leaving mom angered and feeling second-rate. You can’t buy love, you can
only buy the moment. Don’t make your kids feel they only need you for money and
nothing more.
Building Memories Idea: Decorations can be fun and expensive. Sometimes I
think we should return to the old ways and make decorations from nature. I recall
during Christmas Candle Tea tours in Old Salem pointing out the beautiful replica
wreaths and other tabletop decorations simply made from the forest and old ribbon.
Granted, pine, cedar and other clippings will eventually fade, but the effort, smell,
beauty and memory will last long after the holidays.
A suggestion for the Christmas tree, see if you can cut down a tree in a
nearby field and decorate it with natural items such as branches, berries, birdnests.
Another idea, which my children enjoyed was decorating a tree at our front door
for the birds. This reminds kids that wild creatures need to be remembered,too.
You can use popcorn strings, cranberry ropes, suet rolled in birdseed.
Ideas for the holidays :
♦

Window shop enjoying the decorations.

♦

Attend holiday ballet, Nutcracker, Scrooge, Night Before Christmas

♦

Go through the closets and drawers, selecting items for the needy include
toys no longer favored.
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♦

Participate in feeding the poor and homeless.

♦

Plan a caroling round with their friends and parents with potluck afterwards.

♦

Have a potluck dinner with friends.

♦

Plan a Christmas dinner with the children deciding the menu, buying the
foodstuffs, preparing, serving.

♦

Go to movies.

♦

Play board games, puzzles.

♦

Pick an activity and have the child decide the day.

♦

Have a scavenger hunt for gifts.

♦

Buy personalized stationary and teach the kids the art of writing thank you
notes.

♦

Plan a trip.

♦

Visit the holiday lights.

♦

Visit the ill, nursing home, senior citizens, prison.

♦

Make a bird feeder.

♦

Tell Christmas stories, recite favorite Christmas tales. Remember your
best Christmas gift/memory.

♦

Bring your favorite item to the table and tell the family members why it is so
important to you. Mention “do you remember when.....”

♦

Get a train set. Add to it each year and date it.

♦

Visit Santa even with teen. Have pictures made.

♦

Check for free activities.

♦

Rent videos: “How the Grinch Stole Christmas,” “Home Alone,” “Miracle
on 34th Street” and discuss with kids.

♦

Each year by a special decoration for each child adding child’s name and
year given.

♦

Watch parades, football, pick your favorites.

♦

Plan a party and have the kids prepare it.

♦

Go for ride and see lights/decorations in your city or nearby town.

Cardinal Rule: Build memories that last a lifetime.
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Jewish Holidays And Traditions
From my research and from my Jewish friends, I find varying ways to
celebrate Jewish holidays from the traditional approach to Judaism, to the Reform.
Therefore, I suggest Jewish parents check out bookstores, Amazon.com, et. al.,
libraries or call your Rabbi for information. Honoring my Jewish friends, and to
share with readers, I have included a few suggestions.
Purim
Purim is a lively holiday with the retelling of the ancient fairytale about Ester,
Haman and Mordechai. Encourage the family to make gift baskets for the needy
including hamantashen. Some Jewish congregations make Shallakh Manot an
annual Purim tradition engaging the younger families with seniors creating baskets
for shut-in congregants. Have the children make stories or objects out of items in
the art drawer or found around the house. Dress in costume complete with
noisemakers joining a Synagogue during Monday’s celebration or begin your own
at home inviting other Jewish families, singles, non Jews as you read the Megillah
scroll, or biblical book of Esther.
Yom Kippur
Throughout this high Holy Day, each family member is encouraged to
search their soul and ask God for forgiveness. These are quieter days again
celebrating with food. Call or visit the Synagogue for fast and break fast services.
Contact the B’nai B’rith for scheduled activities.
Rosh Shanna
During the celebration of the New Year, most Jews celebrate with apples
and honey to usher in the new year as a symbol of wishing each other a sweet year.
One may also serve a circular yhalla with a pointed center. This is a time for quiet
introspective when children should be encouraged to sit still and come to terms with
what type person they wish to become and their life’s course. Setting goals with
family discussion, let’s everyone share their life dreams while getting much needed
support and leadership necessary to achieve goals. Children should be encouraged
to do so three times before Services. A family celebration may be in order with lots
of praise. Perhaps a spiritual growth chart could be designed as a goal check.
Sukkot
Have the children invite neighbors, friends, other Jewish children to build
a succah which reminds the family of the wilderness ancestors wandered. Decorate
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it with branches and cards, pictures and paper chains. Invite the makers to join,
eating the meal inside the succah. Check to see if there’s one in the Synagogue.
Another idea, invite others for a sukkot dessert party bringing their favorite dessert.
Shabbat
Since a divorce will interfere with the traditional Friday night Sabbath, either
the family draws together each Friday for a common meal or another solution is
necessary. Perhaps the children should spend Friday evening with their Dad so he
can proceed with the festive weekly meal. Maybe invite other Jewish families to
celebrate. Perhaps an uncle or family friend could lead the service at the mother’s
home. Maybe the Rabbi could suggest an older member who would love to gather
with your family and be head of the meal. At this meal it is important to follow
customs, lighting the candles, blessing over the wine and bread and having the father
say “I am bless with you” giving each child the traditional blessing, “May God make
his countenance shine upon you and be gracious unto you.”
Chanukah
Check with the local Synagogue or Temple for community-wide
celebrations. The Synagogue also keeps lists of those members who will open their
homes to guests. Call and ask to join another family. This is a perfect time to share
and exchange traditions from your family and yet maintain the Jewish traditions.
Bat And Bar Mitzvah
Bat Mitzvah and Bar Mitzvah are rights of passage celebrations held when
a Jewish child reaches thirteen. On this day, the child officially becomes recognized
as a woman or man. It means we tried to teach our child what’s needed for moral
behavior making a responsible person. Whatever parents feel about each other, this
day is one of the most important days and not to be taken lightly. Parents need to
act like adults. Divorced parents must work together to make nice honoring the
child on her/his special day. It’s like the movie First Wives Club where Bette
Middler’s character plans her son’s Bar Mitzvah, admit the commotion of her
husband chasing his young midlife crisis damsel, wondering how many fires need to
be put out. Chaos needs to be eliminated.
Traditionally, Jewish children have been told the importance of this time in their lives.
Parents need to be mindful of the child’s emotional place. Already at this age a child
faces hormonal highs and lows. Coupled with parents out of control, the young teen
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rides a disastrous emotional roller coaster. And now that mom and dad are
divorced and should be dancing in the hall with grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins,
friends and neighbors, what’s going to happen? No wars need be present.
To keep the festivities in perspective, perhaps the planning tasks could be grouped
and decided upon at a roundtable conference held in the Temple or Synagogue.
During the evening, parents usually give a speech and often share in a prayer.
Maybe each parent could each take a time in the child’s life and expound on its value
in building character.
Building Memories Idea : With today’s high cost of living and with two
households, funds may be low. A creative idea might include making table
decorations using baskets of foodstuffs which will later be given to the local food
pantry for others to enjoy. A second idea would be to take brown shopping bags
having family members embellish them with pictures of special activities or events,
people, places adored by the honoree. Again fill the bag with tissue paper and
goodies. Make sure you have disposable cameras on the tables as I found guests
take the best informal pictures often missed by the busy professional.
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Where do I fit into
your life now?
-Larry, age 16.

Going Out
Eventually you will want to venture out. It is good to socialize and especially
to feel wanted and desired. However, going out may be a frightful experience, and
scary especially if it has been a long time since dating or going out solo. Usually a
person feels more comfortable going out with friends and to familiar places. Being
single can be a shock to the system. All of a sudden the reality of being alone and
starting over looms at your doorstep.
A word of caution: As a new single, you may fall into the trap of going to local
bars to meet other singles and potential dating partners. Beware. Usually people
at bars are lonely souls looking for companionship in a way you may not be seeking
fellowship. All too often, less desirable folks may be sitting at the bar waiting for
the new, lost, estranged prey. Remember this word of caution: One may not find
truly single people hanging around at the local pub. Some places are actually
labeled by locals as “Meat Markets” and are the places to avoid if you are looking
for a meaningful person with whom to have a honest relationship. Well, where can
you go to meet people?
Build Memories to Last a Lifetime
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Building Memories Idea: Make a list of the things that you like to do. Now make
a list of the things you have always wanted to do or learn. Include all the adventures
you have dreamed about. Next think of the places where you might meet people
with these common interests. Say, you enjoy theater. Call the local theater
companies and see if they have volunteer workers. Or maybe you’d like to be an
actor in the little theater troupe. Ask about tryouts. Maybe you’d enjoy getting out
in the open air and going for a walk. Why not call the local Sierra Club and check
out their adventures. What about the singles at churches, Y’s and single parent
groups.
Check out listings in your local newspaper. Better yet, go to your local
library and seek information on associations and clubs in your area and state.
Perhaps you might find a new adventure just waiting for you. Going to places where
others interested in the same thing are, helps with conversations and introductions.
It is like being at the threshold of stepping on a familiar door mat. The more common
grounds you have with new relationships the easier it is to build close
companionship. Ask your friends if they have any single acquaintances with whom
you might have a common interest. Many times, friends know of other singles and
find it exciting to make introductions.
My first experiences as a single were anything but exciting. I did the local
pub scene for awhile, just to get out. After all this was a newfound, unfamiliar
freedom when their dad had visitation and took all three. Frankly, I found it boring
and not worth my time with the little chit chat at a screaming level trying to be heard
above the music. I did not feel comfortable. I did not like the smoke filled
environment and I did not like the meaningless conversations. I felt like I had a huge
“D” on my forehead for divorced, dumb, dud, disowned, desolate, desperate you
name the meanings.
Eventually, I spent time with church and other social friends. In fact, I
regained the desire to entertain and decided to have others come to me as a means
to have more worthwhile relationships. Make people come to you. I opened my
house for others to come by and bring food, beverage, and friends. This type of
gathering proved to be a lot more interesting and enjoyable and cost me little with
everyone pitching in.
A Good Idea: Come up with a theme as the center of the gathering. Once when
my parents were visiting, I invited my friends to stop by and bring everything as we
were moving out of the marital home into a small cottage and everything was
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packed. My mother thought I had lost my marbles and failed the course on being
a hostess by asking my friends to supply everything including the ice.
At about 1:30AM Mother and Father excused themselves and retired for
the evening. The next morning my mother was all energized as she remarked about
the joy she felt as she lay in her bed listening to my friends and neighbors belting out
oldie but goodies tunes. She couldn’t believe that we stayed up singing until the wee
hours enjoying each other and sharing our talents. Sometimes my friends from
church would stop by and we would play our musical instruments to the great
Moravian hymns and chorales. It was so much fun.
Once when I invited a gentleman for dinner, I was so scared and
preoccupied with the evenings activities, I put on a false impression. I actually
feared I might fall for his charm only to be hurt. The old tapes and memories kept
playing about my unworthiness and sexual ineptness. Rather than enjoy the evening
while getting to know each other, I remained standoffish while inside I longed for
his touch and to get to know him better. I could sense this was a very fine man who
cared deeply for his family and friends. Yet, I put up a wall of distrust, distrust.
Distrust of myself. At the expense of what could have been a very fine relationship,
through a very painful deep introspection, I learned if I am ever to flourish in a
relationship, I must calm down. Forget the past. He is not the past. Instead of
closing a door, I must learn to live in the moment open to possibilities of finding true
love.
Enjoy dating. Explore who you are and what you want to become as dating
offers a new beginning. Sure it may take time to get over all the hurts and bruises.
However, holding on to the past will only prevent you from discovery. As you date,
take note of your characteristics and those you date. You may discover what is
important is for you to cultivate the wonderful person you are. Date many people
so you can compare.
Cardinal Rule: First, make sure you are healing within.
All too often I see the freshly divorced who jump from one destructive
relationship to another satisfying a sexual urge. It is important to recover and heal.
Dating invests your time, energy and emotions. Laugh at yourself and at behaviors.
Discover dating humor and go for it with an open mind and heart receptive to
experience sharing the true you once again. Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
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Parent Dating Tips, Kids Are Taking Notes
Let’s face it, you are single, on the prowl, needing nurturing, and, in all
likelihood, horny. You want to experience the opposite sex in every way possible.
You could be the stallion or the tigress out on the hunt. Freedom rings and you want
the brass ring.
Time for adventuring out and stepping into the dating scene. You are either
attracted to someone or they are attracted to you. The desire to go out surfaces
full steam. What do you do?
First, realize you may very easily get the jitters. It’s only natural. After all,
you probably haven’t been in the dating scene for many years and this is scary stuff.
Not only do you have to concern yourself with social graces, being hurt again, today
you have to be smart about communicable diseases such as AIDS. Let’s face it,
you are probably feeling rather vulnerable, right?
Inevitably, you will ask yourself all those predating questions you may have
experienced when you were a teen and just starting out in mixed company. A good
idea is that you select your dating partner and not so much they select you. You
want to be ready and feel good about yourself first, well before you agree to go out.
As a friend once told me, “You must marry yourself first and then you can venture
out.”
Building Memories Idea: Practice smiling in the mirror. Stockpile in your mind
a list of conversational topics. Focus on the positive information. Remember to
avoid talking about the former marriage partner and all the not so happy memories.
Focus, instead, on this new potential relationship. What is it that you want to know
about this person? What common interests in do you want them to have? What
new avenues you’re willing to explore?
Where do you want to spent your first date? A good suggestion, meet for
coffee first. This way you meet the person casually and for a short time period. You
want to meet them at a convenient location with a pleasant atmosphere free of
excessive noise so you can chat. Meeting over coffee is safer and a good way to
test the vibes without a long time investment. Either party can easily say “I’ve got
to get back to work” and excuse himself/herself. If the coffee break feels good and
your intuition says this could be a good friend in the making, go for a longer informal
visit next.
Go places which have other people nearby. Choose non-threatening
venues. Do things that don’t cost a fortune, are easy to get to, and may bring out
the other person as well as yourself in a good, honest light. Try a lunch or walk in
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the park which is still very fashionable. How about a museum, art show, fair, pet
show, craft exhibit? Someplace where you can walk and talk and ask the important
questions which will give telltale answers how this relationship might progress.
When you have decided this new person seems safe and meets your expectations,
invite them to pick you up at your house or stop by for introductions to your family.
Remember, no matter how old or young your children are, they still may be
fantasizing that mom and dad will be reunited some how, some day. The outrageous
thought of seeing a parent dating is the farthest from their plans. Furthermore, how
can anyone replace daddy or mommy. So be prepared for some weird remarks,
unusual behavior and pouting from the kids.
At first I did not date. My kids were young, I was unsteady with the idea,
still harboring pain and anger, furthermore I needed to heal from the 20+ year
relationship and spend my time helping my kids over the hurdles as we grew
accustom to the new lifestyle. What I preferred to do was to invite groups of people
over whom I enjoyed. I felt safe and comfortable in my home and could be in
control. We would have marvelous times. Usually I had a theme and each guest
helped out with the food and beverages so the burden was spread evenly.
Building Memories Idea: An acquaintance had a gathering where each guest
brought a bachelor they liked, yet remain unattached as good friends. This way,
good friends were exposed to potential dating partners without having the
nervousness of screening and being screened. Only unattached friends came to the
party. I felt this was a unique way to meet possible dates.
As a mother, I found it easier if I only went out when the kids were away
for the evening or weekend. I did not wish to add to their concerns or additional
burdens. This way, too, I felt free to enjoy the evening and didn’t have the hassles
of babysitters and extra uncomfortable questions. I did not introduce the kids to
dates. Reserve introductions for serious dating partners. I have seen too many
divorced people running through dates like water runs through your fingers leaving
kids befuddled and uncomfortable as the parade runs through the family room and
out the back door.
Another good idea, ask your married friends if they know singles whom
they might invite for dinner. Small groups are more intimate and easier to get
acquainted. I heard one friend tell how her dad met a woman at the grocery and
asked her for coffee. They married a short time later. My therapist recommended
I attend functions I enjoyed alone and during the intermissions, stand in the lobby
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smiling. Unfortunately, I knew too many people and we tended to crowd around
catching up on news. However, he told me of a gal who stood alone performance
after performance until the moment when this gentleman approached her. It worked
for her, I guess it could have worked for me provided I went out of town, which is
another thought to consider.
Find areas of appeal and pursue taking part with similar people. Sierra
Club, Audubon Society, little theaters, hobbies, church offer good grounds to meet
other singles. Consider the parenting groups, Parents Without Partners, etc.
Make the effort. Help boost the morale, fix yourself up with exercise,
dieting, changing your looks and locks. Change or spiff up your wardrobe. Smile
and make eye contact and before you know it, you’ll have a date for Saturday night.
Remember, it’s your choice to say “no” and mean it!

Introducing Your Date To Your Pride
You’ve decided to date and now find you must introduce this new person
to the kids. You might be scared to death not knowing their reaction or you might
be rather covert about this relationship; or you may be figuring the kids will welcome
your jumping into the dating frying pan. Who knows what will happen. So, how
are you going to handle this big step?
Remember children, no matter what their ages, may still fantasize about
mom and dad’s reunion. In their minds, dating could be unthinkable. Remember
no one can replace dad/mom.
Building Memories Idea: Be up-front with your children. Tell them that you
have been asked to go out by a very interesting and likeable person. Share with
them your nervousness. Tell the children that you would like them to meet this
person. Give them some background about your date, name, interests, personality,
career area.
Now is a good time to practice social graces. You might take time to go
over introductions, eye contact, firm, yet gentle handshaking, and possible
questions to ask the date which will initiate conversation. Selecting a like interest
topic is a good idea, but have the children develop questions of their own. This
allows development of communication and a basis for mutual understanding. After
the date, invite the children’s impressions. Who knows, the kids may intuitively pick
up on something which would either enhance the relationship or cut it off at the pass.
Think about including the children in the selection of wardrobe for the date.
Reassure the kids that this is just an outing for you and nothing more. You are just
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testing the waters while trying out your dating skills. This person could become a
family friend who enjoys sharing adventures.
When I introduced the kids to my friend Tom, the kids acted weird and
totally out of character. Needless to say, I was embarrassed and didn’t know quite
how to respond. Should I stand there and laugh, correct them, or send them to their
rooms? They came up with a nickname, “Mr. Ick” and proceeded to torment him
every time he came over. Fortunately, we were good friends and he was not a threat
to our family relationship. However, it was uncomfortable, so we just laughed back
and began torturing them right back with tickle fights and goofiness.
A Word of Encouragement: My friend Cindy’s son along with his best friend
decided they wanted their parents to get together so they could be brothers. The
boys managed to convince their parents to go on a blind date. Years later they
married and have been joyously happy ever since. So, too, have the boys. It goes
to show you that maybe our kids have better instincts than we do.

The Kids Are Jealous
Let’s face it. If there is a time for kids to be jealous, it is going to be when
you have declared a feeling for another. Now the pride, the apple of your eye, is
having to share the limelight with some total stranger. Did you honestly expect
anything else? Don’t be silly. It is only natural. Even if you have carefully and
gradually introduced this new person and discussed this individual throughout your
developing relationship, jealously can fester.
This is the time to reassure your kids they are your first focus and that you
will always, always be there for them as parent. Let them know of your love for
them. Show them. Tell them. Also, they may be thinking this person is going to
replace them and emotionally or even physically boot them out of your life. Believe
me, many a time this has happened. Parent finds love interest, love interest comes
first, kids are pushed into the background to fend for themselves. Times like these
lead to exploration of drugs, drinking, sexual exploitation, suicide, gambling, etc.
You need to observe your own actions and take notice of your actions and the kids’
reactions.
Big Mistake: Don’t be deceitful about your new attraction. Kids are the first to
catch on and take the thought to higher levels.
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Al was having an affair with Karen. He was spending the nights at her house
in plain sight of her small children. Meanwhile, his kids got wind of the arrangement
and began hating Karen for taking away their dad’s affections. At first Karen was
nice to his kids, pampering them. Then she became slowly possessive, gradually
putting down their mother, attempting to win over the kids to her camp. Eventually,
she began showing a scheming side and turned against the kids after the marriage,
naturally. Her kids came first while his were second fiddle and were less important.
The children in turn felt abandoned and resented the new wife as well as their dad.
This behavior with the new love interest and jealously is quite common.
Often a wounded divorced person jumps from one relationship to another. And,
if not careful, a convincing person hooks him or her in their vulnerable spot while
they are down. If the person has something of value, a new prospect beguiles him
or her, entices the kids, gets her man or woman, then trashes the new spouse’s kids.
It reminds me of the Cinderella movie, Ever After staring Drew Barrymore. The
wicked step mother takes over, leaving the princess of the household to manage
char duties while her daughters falsely assume princess status. Fortunately, in this
tale, Drew’s character marries the Prince and the wicked pay their rightful
consequences. Unfortunately, kids caught in this true life story are the victims of foul
play and may never recoup their status in their parent’s eye.
Cardinal Rule: Keep your eyes open and listen to your heart. Your kids may
be sending you signals.

The Serious Dating Game:
You’re falling in love.
You’ve been going out with this person for a period of time and the bells
are ringing, your heart pounding. After you have established a true and meaningful
relationship as friends, you realize the foundation has been laid for a more serious
look at this friendship, your relationship needs to be reexamined.
You have looked at this “serious dating material” partner with your
checklist and most of the list contains positive checkmarks. You are feeling positive
about yourself and where you are within yourself. You’re thinking you might relax
and enjoy this person, but then again, you very well may have sudden nervousness
about the serious path you may be walking. What a fun time. Suddenly, you are
feeling like a lovesick kid again. Maybe, just maybe, you may have found your life
partner, the one who completes you.
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Although you may be starving for love and a sexual partner, it is wise to hold
off. Reason: first, you want to make darn sure you are whole and complete within
yourself, that you have examined all the skeletons in your closet and dealt with your
emotional loss.
Are you ready to “invest” in a new relationship? Is your home in order? Do
you have life under your control? Or at least, are you on top of things? Are your
children secure with their new life and lifestyle? Are they getting adjusted and
managing with school, social life, home life? How might they feel and react if,
suddenly, you announce or show them this relationship is serious? Will they feel
comfortable? Does this person really, really like and get along with your kids? Do
your kids even remotely like this person? Will you still be able to balance your kids,
your responsibilities with this new person coupled with their responsibilities? Does
your love interest have kids? What relationship problems do you see? Is your bond
strong enough to survive the challenges?
Here’s where the family mission statement comes in as well as your
personal mission statement. Does this new relationship meet the criteria set out? If
not, is hope seen? Some divorced people jump into a relationship overlooking
undesirable habits thinking they can change them later. For example, would you risk
dating a felon, an alcoholic, a smoker, a drug user, or person with tax problems?
Regarding sex with a new partner, it’s a good idea to hold off. Even though
hormones are stirring, spend a serious moment in a safe spot and discuss with this
new person what your limitations and expectations of yourself and of the
relationship are. If you discuss first instead of waiting till the moment of passion, and
if you are honest, then you will have a clear, mature understanding of where you are
both going. If one partner desires sex at the expense of the other, it is not a safe bet
that the relationship will last as someone’s wishes are not being respected.
Sex is a deeply personal matter. One wants to be especially cautious. You
could face permanent scarring emotionally and physically. If fear of AIDS hasn’t
hit home, wake up and go to the library or hospital. Seek information about sexually
transmitted diseases. You may be surprised at what is out there from venereal warts
to the most common STD chlamydia. Select sexual partners after developing a
committed relationship. Use protection. Prophylactics as well as birth
contraception. Abstinence, of course, remains the best way to prevent unwanted
pregnancy and disease.
A Word of Caution: Most individuals are not open about their sexuality. Many
people hide illness, impotency, multiplicity of partners, indiscrete activities. The old
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lines “this will only be a minute,” or “I’ll pull out before I come,” are dangerous and
usually not true, not to mention unsafe. It only takes one time to contract a deadly
disease or become pregnant. Remember grandma once said, “When you play with
fire, you get burned.” Or better yet, “When you lie down with dogs, you get up with
fleas.”
There are many gratifying ways to have intimacy without intercourse. And
many of these foreplay activities can be just as satisfying, if not more. So spend time
with this new relation and plan how, as a couple, you see your development
progressing. Set your limits and standards and hold true. In the long run, you will
be glad you did. Besides you are setting an example for your children who are
watching your every move and who know the walls have ears.
If your relationship is getting a bit serious, too serious, make sure that
intimate times are not in the presence of the children or in the same house, that is if
you don’t want your kids to do a role reversal on you and “do as I say, not as I do”
comes back to haunt you and harm your children. If you and your partner both
decide freely that an intimate relationship is what you both wish, then plan it away
from the house, at a motel with a romantic, special evening. Your example will pay
off and help make your children develop a sense of decency and respect.
Over the course of years, I have witnessed and have been told many horror
stories about moms and dads bringing home a multitude of partners who spend
overnights, often actually moving in while minor children live in the house, only to
be tossed out. The devastation to the child remains excruciatingly painful with scars
lasting a lifetime. At first the kids may experience jealously, anger, hurt as this new
person takes over the love and affection the kids needed from their parent. Pretty
soon arguments escalate and the next thing you know, this new love interest moves
out leaving the kids in emotional turmoil. Once more the children are abandoned.
At the same time, the parent may be depressed and taking out this current love loss
on the kids.
Cardinal Rule: Bottom line, think about your kids before you bring home a
love interest.
Your kids need to receive your love first and foremost. Once a relationship
is on solid footing, your chances for a satisfactory serious union have a better
foundation. Moreover, you will make a better choice in the dating area sending
respectable messages to your children who are observing your every move while
developing their behaviors.
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When you truly find another partner with whom you wish to share an
intimate lifestyle for the rest of your life, congratulations and all good wishes!

Telling The Kids You’re Gonna Get Hitched
You’ve been dating this special person in your life, and now you decide to
spend the rest of your life together. How are you going to tell the kids?
You have lots of issues to consider. For most people, it would be wise to
evaluate how this adult relationship has blossomed and flourished over time.
Moreover, how have the children reacted? Next, put on your children’s moccasins.
How would they, individually, prefer to learn of your plans? What would be the
most favorable way to “break the news?” Has the other parent remarried? What
was the children’s reaction? What worked then? What didn’t? How can you make
this step the most rewarding for everyone with the least discomfort?
Perhaps you might sit down with your intended and brainstorm about
approaches for each child. Discuss possible reactions and conflicts. Write down
ideas for each child. Would an individually hand written letter addressed to each
child be best? Would a family dinner work? Would one-on-one private time in a
quiet setting work best? How about a video and a treasure hunt with clues at each
location? Would charades be age appropriate for your kids? Maybe the hangman
game or some other cleaver contest.
A Touching Story: The steady date asked the kids for permission to marry their
mom. What a neat gesture, and it was also respectful.
It is important for you to ask the kids what’s keen about being a blended
family. What do they value? What would they like? What disturbs them and how
could you work on it? Remember to write down all responses so that they will be
recorded and later used as a tool to solve future concerns avoiding potential pitfalls.
A Good Idea: Have you ever thought about family engagement rings? Or maybe
pins, necklaces, pendant, charm. This gesture will bind the family members from
the get-go.
Building Memories Idea: Remember to take family engagement photos and
begin the “Engagement Book” which could be added to the “Dating Book.” This
will start your family histories and when left on a coffee table can lead to discussion
and remembrance of happy times spent together. Do something symbolic regarding
this stage in the relationship, maybe try an ice cream social to celebrate and then
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continue an annual ice cream party. You can stay at home, get all the ice cream and
fixings and have a family fun night.

Sharing Your Good News With Your Former Spouse
Okay, you’ve decided to remarry. The other parent has to be informed and
needs to know what is going on. The sooner, the better.
Don’t beat around the bush. When you have information to share, gather
up the facts and make the call, write the letter, send the carrier pigeon. Just do it.
It is important to tell the other parent allowing both parents a chance to
observe the children’s reactions and deal with their feelings. Sometimes such news
doesn’t sit well with the child who still thinks mommy and daddy will get back
together. So encourage your child to talk, visit, write the other parent. Allow them
privacy. Keep the revolving doors open to both courts.
Cardinal Rule: To both parents: No fighting, bickering, snickering, nasty
words, put downs, cut downs, ugly faces. Simply graciously receive or express
best wishes and congratulations. Guess who’s looking!

The Wedding, Your Big Day
You and your significant other have decided to take the big plunge and tie
the knot signifying a new life together, uniting families. This important lifetime step
needs careful consideration especially in regards to the children.
When there are children, it is a smart idea to have their input and feelings
considered in the wedding plans. After all, the kids are part of the family and maybe
they will come up with a brilliant idea which will be the greatest of memories.
First, sit down and brainstorm. Ask each person for their idea about the
ideal marriage ceremony. Encourage the kids and adults to freely express their
thoughts. Write down each idea. Is there a blending of families with kids on both
sides? What roles are available for each member? What would each person like
to contribute to the wedding? Ask who wants to help. Do you want the service
to be a family marriage with each member standing at the altar? Will rings be given
to each member or would the bride and groom have stones for each child in the
wedding bands? Discuss the budget.
Building Memories Idea : You will agree, marriage is a big step, a lifetime
commitment. One you want to work. I think the merging family would benefit if each
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member expressed first in journals their dreams for the new union. What are the
features this marriage will bring them? What are the children looking forward to?
What are some of the dreaded events, concerns? If the bride has an only child, is
he receptive about a new sibling? What are some of the exciting aspects, what are
some of the apprehensions? What does her son relish about having a sibling? What
scares him the most? What about the new step parent, grandparents, aunts and
uncles? Maybe your child looks forward to having new relationships not
experienced before.
After sharing each person’s ideas and thoughts, you might make a
“Wedding of the Family” scrapbook combining thoughts, photos and
characterizations along with humorous quips. This idea tends to be a great tension
releaser while helping to focus attention on the future of this new union and merging
of families. Such a book can also be a tool for reviewing progress of dreams as well
as obstacles looked at and dealt with or those needing attention.
One couple I heard about gave each family member a ring symbolizing their
union. Another, a bracelet, pendant, charm. It’s similar to the heart charm which
splits into two with each person receiving a part of the whole signifying the
partnership. Another couple designed a series of puzzle-like bands which fit
together making a larger ring. Quite unique and what a story when people inquired
about the distinctive wedding band.
I’ve heard of some brides and grooms having special rings designed with
colored stones in the couples’ wedding bands while each child receives a ring with
one of the colored stones. What a powerful statement.
Cardinal Rule: Verify with each child and other family members the date and
time. Ask about conflicts. Remember you can’t please everyone. If you
experience strained relations with older kids, consult with them personally. If
that is not possible, write a personal hand written note requesting their presence
at your wedding.
I once helped a friend compose a very loving and non-threatening note to
her daughter, telling her of wedding plans and appealing for her to be a part of the
service. This way, even if the child was sulking, angered, resentful, the personal
touch was made giving the child the opportunity to make the decision.
A Big Mistake: It is always a wise idea to personally inform all family members
prior to any announcements or invitation mail outs. Can you imagine the hurt of a
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child learning of their parent’s marriage via news media or other non-related
friends? This happened to another friend who was so fractured and torn into
emotional shreds when she learned her mother married secretly and then sent out
calls and notes to everyone except her own children. What a hurtful thing to do to
your own flesh and blood!
Another fellow’s dad announced his intentions of remarrying. The next day,
he must have asked his lady friend. That week an announcement of the engagement
was front page news. The son had no idea, no clue. Soon the date and time were
selected for the ceremony. Still no collaboration with the son, yet family friends
knew of the exact events and dates. The son was crushed.
Cardinal Rule: Be sensitive to your children and relatives.
A Big Mistake: One Easter morning while children and their mother were seated
on stage at the church hall eating breakfast, the speaker announced the upcoming
marriage of the children’s dad. The kids were horrified, embarrassed and hurt at
the insensitivity to their feelings. They ran off stage in front of the gathered and hid
in an auxiliary room crying.
Building Memories: Consult with your kids and consider their feelings. After all,
you do want this new union to get off on the right foot, don’t you?

The Honeymoon - The Familymoon
Road Trip! We’re going on a Honeymoon.
Honeymoons are special times for recently married couples. Some couples
take the traditional trip the evening of their wedding. Others wait until a better
season, price, vacation, holiday whatever, for that special celebration. In any event,
the honeymoon needs to be unique.
Building Memories Idea: Whereas some people save up their money for the
most exotic destination they can afford, why not make your honeymoon memorable
considering a family trip or familymoon. It could be neat to have everyone
brainstorm possibilities. Do something fun. Plan every detail with the kids. After
all, a marriage with children is a family affair. Having a family outing might just be
the ticket that gels everyone together.
Begin as usual jotting down all the ideas. Then rank the selections, keeping
in mind the budget and time constraints for all concerned. If finances and time are
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precious, plan a reception at home. Make special family foods, play board games,
go to the movies, watch videos, take time to ask each other questions. Do a day
trip, go biking, hiking, horseback trail ride, visit the zoo, museum, capitol, Disney,
amusement park, beach, island, lake. Rent a house, apartment, suite at a resort.
Better yet, plan a switch and trade your home with someone else. Go to a ski lodge,
camping, spend the night in a log cabin. Visit a state park. Take a train ride. Go
into the big city and spend the weekend at the local motel with a swimming pool,
exercise room, etc. (they often have special weekend rates). Keep family
notebooks. Plan to collect certain mementos. Take photos and make a collage,
telling of the great time, copy it, date and label each photo, then laminate two
different sides together making a photo journal mat.
There are endless ideas for this special event. Since the families are
gathered, now would be a great time to have a family affair saving the solo
celebration for another date. Use your imagination.

Blending Families
Side Stepping, Stepping Over To Get To The Top
All right, you took a second marital vow. You woke up the next morning
and realized when you tied the knot, the “I dos” included one anothers’ children.
How in the world are you going to enter this new marital relationship contending with
the compounded needs of unrelated children? You’ve got a challenge.
A new marriage complete with one, two or even more sets of children calls
for patience and guided actions. Let’s start with the language.
Frankly, I find the word “step” to be offensive as though referring to a
blemished outsider not quite fitting into the circle of the family. Blended families
sounds congenial, at least better than “step family” which might lend to climbing the
family hierarchy. Blending suggests merging, combining, uniting, harmonizing.
When blending families, the whole idea centers on avoiding the common pitfalls,
step kids and step parent clashes, as well as territory cross over and jealously which
leads to the eventual disintegration of the marital relationship. The same remains true
in referring to the “former” spouse versus my “X” which seems to banish all
memories. Another demeaning word for “step” is half brother or half sister.
Once you mentally change your reference with more positive overtones,
you psychologically change your approach to situations. Try it, make it a habit.
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Building Memories Idea: Here’s something I feel will be a treasured keepsake
and reap many rewards. I hope you get the drift. Develop a Life Story book where
each family member keeps facts about others.
As a family, you could huddle together and generate a questionnaire by
thinking what you’d wish another would ask you so that you might begin a
relationship. Start off with the simple information, such as “My best food choice,
snack, breakfast, lunch, dinner, sweet, ice cream, veggies,” etc. Here’s some more
ideas: My favorite holiday______ and what I like about it; I’m at my best
when______; My favorite sport; I like to_____: What I’d like others to know
about me, is_____; My hobbies; My skills: My interests; My favorite book, movie,
video, course; My favorite animal: My fantasy that no body knows; I easily get hurt
when_____; The biggest joy I every had was_____; My career goals are to_____;
My favorite vacation was_____; I got really scared when_____; What I like least
about school; I rise early/late; I’m messy/neat/pig pen: My nickname; I really
hate_____; My favorite music; My favorite star; As blended family, I’m looking
forward to ________; What might be challenging in this relationship is_________.
After you have brainstormed questions and information you’d like to know,
develop the questionnaire. After it is copied, give each member a questionnaire to
be filled out. Next, divide into groups of two and share with the other the
questionnaire, discussing each person’s answers. Regroup and have each
interviewer report what they have learned and how they could interact. Ask if
anyone has any additional questions or responses. After each group has reported
their findings, you might consolidate like interest groups, plan potential new
adventures besides finding expertise in handling situations.
Cardinal Rule: The more you know, the better educated you are. The more
you know about another person, the more you have in common.
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Stress may be now, but you
will get through it!
-Maranda, age 14.

Recharging Your Self-Esteem
During the conflict of divorce, self-esteem, the way we view and accept
ourselves, often takes a lashing. Divorce takes the wind out of the sails or put
another way, life seems at times to be fruitless with nothing but sadness and
anger at the top of the emotional list.
I felt totally worthless as a person, wife, mother, daughter, member of
society and this planet. Countless days I just wanted to crawl under a rock and
hide never to come out. However, life moves forward and I had the
responsibility of three small children. Moreover, I had a brain injured father and
a mother who couldn’t adjust to her husband’s inability to be the whole and
vibrant person he once was.
Years ago, a therapist suggested the greatest gift I could give to my
children was to always be there for them. Thus I decided I must sustain, no
matter what, for the sake of my children. To get through some of the challenges
the years presented, it took every ounce of survival instinct I had. I am still here
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through all the pains and sorrows, joys and affliction. And so it will be for you
and your kids.
The very first essential act, high on the list to wellness, is to take care
of you, the parent. I know you are thinking, but I must think of my child first.
Wrong. I learned over time one has to be selfish or better yet, full of self. That
is take care of you first. If you aren’t functioning on all four or six cylinders,
how in the world can you be expected to take care of children who have needs?
Have you ever been on an airplane and listened to the flight attendant’s
speech about safety? Do you recall what the attendant said about when the
oxygen masks drop out of the bin above in emergencies? The flight attendant
tells passengers to first put the oxygen mask on the most responsible adult and
then the children and elders or disabled. Why, you ask? Because the
competent and responsible person needs to first take care of self before lending
a helping hand to others. Now doesn’t that make sense.
I used to think that idea incorrect until I analyzed the merits of this
scenario. Here’s an example: my son suffered from asthma. He had some
severe breathing attacks and required medical attention and complete quiet.
How could I cope with his needs if I were not able to respond immediately and
completely? It was my job as parent to be there for him and to reassure him
that all would be well. What if I had fallen apart or not been attuned to his
needs?
Find ways to rest and build up your self-esteem and that of the kids.
You will find as you cultivate an emotionally and physically together person, you
will become a better caregiver and teacher to your kids. Start today on ways
to help you get the proper rest, exercise and nourishment of your soul and spirit.
Begin by thinking happy and positive thoughts.
Building Memories Ideas : As I make these suggestions, practice and
preach them to your kids. Praise your child. (Did you remember first to praise
yourself?) Let your son or daughter know how much you value them as a
person. (Did you praise yourself as a valued person listing out your traits?)
Encourage your child. (Did you encourage yourself first?) How can you talk
the talk without walking the walk? Recognize you show by example more than
any words. Actions speak louder than words.
Participate in your child’s activities. (Participate in your own life)
Know what they are doing. (Keep a journal about what you are doing and your
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goals with steps to achieve each stage). Write love notes to your kids and put
them in lunch pails and on mirrors and beds. (While you are at it, write some
to yourself). Get some scrap paper from the printer and keep it handy for jotting
down simple notes such as “That color really looks good on you.” You might
go into the Confucius said quotes or include lines from a favorite book or movie
or other famous quotes.
Much to my astonishment, my youngest daughter recently told me she
had kept all the love notes I had written her over the years adding how much
she appreciated each little thought. Early on, I realized she needed a bit more
encouragement as she went through some pretty challenging times where her
self-esteem was at rock bottom. Each day I would write something positive
including a cartoon here and there and place the notes in her lunch, on her
mirrors, on her pillow, inside pockets with the hopes she knew I loved her and
thought good thoughts about her. Even though at the time she rebuked my
efforts, she says theses notes gave her hope and had value. As a concerned
parent, my notes produced the planned effect. To this day, she writes me little
love notes which I treasure. Recently this 24 year old called, having found a
pile of love notes, telling me how much she cherished them and that she truly
loved me. Wow. What a memory maker!
A Good Idea: Try the “I can” can? This works like a charm. I developed
it while teaching. Get a large, empty number 10 size institutional can or a smaller
one will do the trick. Have your child take white paper, wider than the can is
tall and so that it will go around the can, and draw and color a huge eye complete
with lashes. The cut lashes are cute when they protrude over the top of the can.
Fasten with tape. Now you have an “Eye Can” or better an “I Can” can.
Each time something good happens or is said, take a strip of paper,
write down the good deed or comment, the facts surrounding the positive
behavior, date it, name the person or deed, and put the paper into the “I Can.”
Anytime the child has a bad day or moment, make it a habit to go to the “I Can”
and pull out the strips of positive reinforcement and read them aloud. This
presents an excellent tool for recalling praiseworthy moments which add to
successfully changing attitudes back into positive ones. Oh, by the way, did you
make one, too? This can be a family affair where everyone reminds each
member to check the “I Can” when days are dark.
Here’s another approach to the dilemma of chores. When the
bathroom is nasty, instead of attacking the child and having your efforts fall on
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deaf ears, write a non-threatening note and hang it on the mirror or door. Maybe
something like, “Hi, I am your bathroom. I like being nice and clean.” Or, “I
am your spa and I help you look good. Help me. Keep me neat.” For the teen
bedroom, you might draw pictures of the clothes and write a silly note telling
how they like being hung up so they will be neat and ready to go. These are
messages that don’t threaten, but rather simply state your desire. I found this
particular approach worked like a charm and I did not have to nag.
Besides love notes in the child’s lunch, put paper towels with clever
thought-provoking statements. Draw on the paper bag. Cut the sandwich into
shapes such as hearts, bears, stars. Put a note on the pillow or attached to the
mirror. You look great! I am proud of you. Give them a star for their efforts as
this encourages kids to do their best. Reward your child with a special activity
or dinner. For the record, the best person to ask about the reward is the
nominee. That’s an idea, create your own Academy Award, or Tony or Emmy
or Sally or Tommy. Buy a trophy or make one from recycled items. Go to
library or use imagination.
I’ve mentioned tending to self-esteem at gut level. Of equal importance
is intellectual self-esteem. Reward your child with praise when it comes to
problem solving, grades, and so on. Effort seems to be a key here. Reward
the effort especially on those difficult tasks and subjects. Your kid may be a
slow learner or disinterested or overwhelmed. So any advancement needs
recognition.
My son was nicknamed by his plastic surgeon, “the Little Professor”
because he excelled at problem solving and communication. Once when we
were in Nebraska at a friend’s new residence, the homeowners had closed the
pocket door between rooms. Having just gone into the other room through the
doorway, my son was suddenly confronted with a barrier. As often he did, he
stepped back, put his little finger to his lip, then extended his hand to a
depressed plate and slid the door into the wall. Voila he was in the other room
while the men looking on shook their heads at his accomplishment.
Another time this cute little professor wanted to grab something on the
bathroom counter outside his reach. Once more, I observed his putting his
fingers to his lip, thinking, and then bursting out, “duck!” With that he ran into
his bedroom, grabbed his oversized duck, brought it into the bathroom, placed
it next to the cabinet, climbed up and grabbed the item. These are moments that
need praise for problem solving. Hugs worked well here.
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As you are reading this section, are you remembering that you must
also praise and hug yourself for great problem solving?
Being in good physical fitness helps one cope with daily challenges.
When my self-esteem was low, coupled with health issues, my metabolism
changed and I gained weight. Because I was both working and had limited
funds, I did not work out either at the gym or at home. I was just too tired and
did not think that I should come first as in the flight attendant story. Those
people who make the time for exercise seem to do better at coping. By taking
better care of myself and shaping up, I feel better and act differently.
Fat can be a protection of self. Recognize it and figure out how to deal
with it. Do you really need it or can you take hold and begin an exercise
program? I found doing TaeBo and cutting out sugars makes me look and feel
better. I also recommend getting reconnected with the out of doors. Go for
a walk in the park or in your neighborhood. Ask your kids to come along.
Checkout the sites and compare notes as you discuss daily activities. Being
outdoors puts a new perspective on old views and permits the lungs to fill up
with fresh air and thoughts. I have made many a decision or breakthroughs
while walking on the par course. I set the clock for 5:45 AM to start my day
off with exercise, taking care of me program.
What about your spiritual self-esteem? If your spirit is not nourished,
you will not thrive and your children will not thrive. This area may be the hardest
to acknowledge and work with. Your spirit may be in shambles from the
divorce. Making a life map can help you rediscover worthiness and value as
a person. Long forgotten likes and interests may emerge.
Start with a magazine collection you can cut up. Flip through the pages
and if something like a shape, color, word or idea pulls your attention, quickly
cut it out and put aside as you continue flipping and cutting. Later, trim up the
pictures and words. Next using stick glue, assemble the cutouts on a tag board
or poster board.
When I did this project, I used both sides of the tag board. After
finishing I clearly discovered a pathway which filled my spirit and gave me
validation and direction to my life’s journey. Now I use this road map as an
inspiration to accomplish my dreams.
Find a sacred place in your home where you can close the door, light
a candle, be comfortable and meditate. A place where you can hang a “do not
disturb” sign and everybody knows you need to be alone to rejuvenate yourself.
If you prefer being outside and the weather is agreeable, a garden setting works
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well where you can sit in solitude among the plants on a bench or comfy chair.
Spend time being still, quiet, listening to your soul and spirit as thoughts come
to you. Some people prefer opening the Bible, prayer book or other hallowed
source. Jot down notes as ideas come to you. I found when I stated my
concerns and problems allowing complete silence, solutions seemed to flow.
This is a creative time when your mind wanders, gut responses filter in, your soul
speaks to you. Come up with goals for yourself and your family. Imagine what
you want in your life down the road. What do you need to get you to that place?
In her book, Healthy Living, Joan Lunden describes how she pulled
herself together while managing a TV career and single-handedly raising her
daughters. She realized, after she took care of her spiritual, emotional and
physical self, she had more focused energy for tackling parenting and career
challenges, making her better-equipped as a parent and employee.
Without the ingredients of faith, hope, and charity, life is not sustained
and the journey becomes stagnant, polluted with distorted perspectives. In
today’s harried world, we tend not to take precious time to be quiet and listen
to our inner soul, our spirit. We tend not to pray except in an emergency.
Moreover, we fail to give gratitude for the good things in our lives.
More and more our children espouse a right of passage for the finer
things in life rather than the road to earning these amenities. Maybe because
of our baby boomer attitudes, children expect nothing but the best and are
unable to deal with anything less much less failure. Kids are drinking, doing
drugs, having casual and indiscriminate sex to hide failure and fears all the while
thinking they have lasting relationships, fulfillment, indulgence. They look for
instant gratification rather than working toward success step by step. They
expect giant steps and if they don’t like it, they flee. They tend to not have
developed self awareness and a plan for life. They remain disconnected from
family and friends and look for temporary substitutes.
Studies show those who sit and do relaxation techniques, allow
themselves to daydream, to be still and listen for answers are the ones who are
more successful. These individuals are inclined to have goals and are focused.
They develop values and have a sense of integrity to themselves and their loved
ones. Stop. Be still and listen to your inner voice for direction. Speak from
love and love returns tenfold.
One day when I was at the Post Office, I bumped into a delightful
woman who was recently remarried. She told me how her husband always
started the day with “how can I make your day wonderful?” With this simple
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thought and action, how could one’s day not be wonderful? What do you
suppose her attitude toward him to be? She had implanted into her mind the
“how can I make his day wonderful” seed. Their relationship thrived and as
individuals they attained heights never thought possible because the notion of
love and support prevailed.
Ask how you can make your kid’s day memorable, remembering while
you are at it, to first practice how you can make your own day phenomenally
noteworthy. When speaking from love, you act from love.
Big Mistake: Turning to alcohol and drugs, sex, gambling, food, and shopping
masks the good and only satisfies momentarily. These addictions are
temporary fixes which cover the deeper fears, insecurities, loneliness while
clouding the true you from emerging. At the same time they add more stress and
financial burdens and are much harder to reconcile than facing the real
challenges. Life is not always roses. There are weeds in the garden which are
there to remind us to tend to the garden as they teach us lessons. That is, if we
listen. Self gratification hinders developing intimate live connections and acts
as a means to avoid the purpose of life.
Building Memories Idea: Have you ever heard of laugh therapy? Have you
ever watched a person who truly laughs with that big belly laugh? Over the
years patients with serious illnesses are being advised to participate in laugh
therapy. Laughter heals. I remember my brother telling me to watch comedian
Gallagher’s videos. You know, the fellow who cuts up watermelons and tosses
them out to, if they are lucky, the plastic covered audience. So, during one of
my very down times, I went to the library and signed out several videos. Much
to my amazement, laughter removed the tensions putting me into a healthier
mood.
Go to the library and check out funny videos. Old ones work, like
Caddy Shack, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, I Love Lucy, Three
Stooges, Groucho Marx, Family Vacation, and so on. Ask the librarian for
suggestions for you and your kids. Then make a movie date, popcorn,
complete with beverages and have a carpet picnic in front of the VCR.
Have a tickle fight where you blow on the belly until the other person
yells “uncle.” Whenever we had such silly moments, I noticed we all calmed
down and just laughed. Another suggestion that worked for us, lie on the floor
in a circle with heads on each other’s stomachs. Now someone start laughing.
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Pretty soon each person becomes broken up into laughter which keeps going
round and round. They will think you are wacked! Who cares. You are
building memories. Works every time.
Cardinal Rule: Build self-esteem, be self worthy. Laugh, love, be still and
listen and find yourself, your true self, a person worthy of love and being
loved. The person the Higher Power, God, the Great Spirit created out of
love, is you.

Love Shouldn’t Hurt
Let’s face it, even if you think you are eternally thrilled that you are
divorcing, you can very well be hurting deep within. You can also hurt others
with your actions. Not only will your actions convey messages to others, but
your inactions will equally impart behavior.
From this time forward, it is vitally important not to cause harm and hurt
to the children as well as to yourself and your former spouse. Causing a
deliberate hurt is certainly not a healthy thing to do. It is not mature or humane
to set out to cause harm. Remember, as you so do to others, you so do to
yourself.
Cardinal Rule: The golden rule applies. Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you. Put yourself in the other person’s shoes. Ask yourself,
“What is the intention of my actions? Is what I am choosing to do of any
benefit? Moreover, what relationship building skills am I sending out to my
children?”
Children learn from their observations, especially their parents. So if
you are abusing your spouse, chances are very clear that your children will nine
times out of ten follow the very same pattern.
Big Mistake: In an alcoholic relationship, if the alcoholic father abuses the
mother, his son might in turn abuse his wife. If a paddle-wielding mother
continually beats her children for the slightest offenses, those children likely will
beat their children. And the cycle continues unless some intervention breaks the
cycle.
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Cardinal Rule: To avoid hurting, don’t hurt! And, if someone is hurting
you, ask what advantage are they attempting to gain? If abuse continues,
get out of the relationship fast and take the kids!
Are you willing to allow hurting and foul language into your life?
Whenever someone is dishing out obscenities to another, we can crawl into a
hole and hide with our pain, or we can surround ourselves with a protective
cloak and bounce the strikes off the shield. Look at the assailant and analyze
the rationale. Whenever you put down another so as to make yourself seem
larger, aren’t you really making yourself smaller? And isn’t this a control
mechanism?
If you chose not to fall into the trap and take control of yourself, then
you are in command of your destiny, not another in control of you. Thus it
stands to reason that no one can hurt you unless you allow it. And while you
are at it, this is a good time to teach your kids “sticks and stones can break my
bones, but words can never hurt me.” So be a duck and let the water roll.
Cardinal Rule: Never, ever swear at or within earshot of your children or
someone else’s child.
Have you ever been sickened hearing a little toddler using the “f” word?
What would prompt a two year old to use such a word, especially with hostile
overtones? Children mimic their parents and their world around them.
Chances are, this innocent toddler has been exposed to this language as a daily
routine. To make your child respectful and respected, as parent it remains your
duty to lead by example. So do as you want them to do. Treat others as you
want them to treat you. Uttering offensive curse words is not cute, rather lethal
and venomous.
Since our goal continues to be to raise our children in a responsible
manner, as adults we need to clean up our language and act out of love not hate
or anger. If dad constantly talks ill of mother, not only does this attack mom,
it hurts the child because half her blood circulates inside the child’s body.
A father wrote what I call “Love Letters” in which he told the mother
of his kids how she poisoned their minds. In addition, he was heard telling the
kids when they were out of the house and out of her control, that only then could
they have a relationship. This type of emotional blackmail should warrant
imprisonment on behalf of the dad. It is verbal abuse meant to hurt the mother,
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yet it stings the children who down the road may follow the same actions dealing
with relationships.
Keep your own hurts out of the game of life and deal with them on your
own terms without harming others.
Big Mistake: I noticed how often I overhear parents in regular conversation
bashing the other parent to their children. An example would be, “your dad has
such an easy life, he can just get up and do anything” infers the child keeps you
from an “easy life” leaving the child a worthless burden. Or, “gee dad can afford
new furniture, a new car, and has a girlfriend, and we have to scrape by with
this secondhand crap.” Ouch, another painful cut down. Or from the dad, “I
am not buying you anything because I give all my money to your mother. Get
her to buy it.” This message tells the child his dad is angry over paying his share
of child support. Therefore, the child is worthless.
Children hate to see one parent making remarks bashing the other with
hurt feelings and jealously. When you feel your words are about to express
hurt, catch yourself, take a deep breath, be still, look at your kids and think how
that negative comment would destroy them, and change the subject.
Cardinal Rule: The greatest gift a dad can give to his child is to love his
mother and the greatest gift a mom can give her child is to love her father.

Lessen The Stress
Today, stress is a trademark of life. Expect stress to enter your life.
What’s important is how you deal with the daily stressors and the major
earthquakes of stress. You probably realize good stress and bad stress exist.
Let’s go over the difference.
Good stress prepares you, gets you ready to meet a challenge.
Whereas bad stress makes you dysfunction, unable to address the
confrontations at hand. A little stress is good to keep the adrenalin flowing,
however, an excess needs to be dealt with.
One needs to acknowledge the stressors, admit they exist and label
them. Debbie Ford in her book The Light Side of the Dark Chasers suggests
identifying the demons and thanking them for carrying you through life’s walk.
Stress actually develops character by carrying you through the challenge calling
upon traits needed for survival.
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When I sat down and recognized my stress factors on the home front,
they included a messy, disorganized house, dust, nicknack clutter,
overabundance of unworn clothing, carting kids at their whim, no schedule,
dirty windows, bills, paperwork, tons of responsibilities, a pile of legal papers
at the foot of my bed, things that reminded me of my soured marriage. I must
have things organized and cleaned up before I can work or play. For me it is
cathartic, a purging of the negative allowing the positive to enter.
A major burden was lifted when I tossed out all the legal papers and put
them in a cheap, black garbage can labeled “The Bank” and wheeled it into the
shadows of the garage. The day I took the trash out to the curb for the garbage
men was even more exhilarating. I rid myself of baggage which bogged me
down from receiving my full potential goodness. Now, I don’t see negative
reminders at the foot of my bed and my house is cleared announcing my
reclaimed, organized life and spirit. The warrior in me returned. Positive energy
flows and I find peace at home.
Jennifer’s house was unkempt. When you walked in the front door, you
were greeted with piles of shoes, coats, bags, papers, laundry, books, just plain
junk. A disaster lurked in every room, bathroom, closet, garage, attic, laundry
room, yard, driveway. In fact, Jennifer slept on one tiny side of her bed because
the other side was loaded with papers and books and more junk. She was a
pack rat. Yet, she was a good mother and prided herself on making the kids
come first.
Friends hated to visit because of the clutter. They were heard
complaining of feeling nervous and overstimulated. Jennifer’s kids hated the
mess, yet did nothing to help their mother organize let alone keep things picked
up. The kids only contributed to the state of chaos. Jennifer, rather than getting
organized so she could find important bills and papers, laughed cavalierly,
seeming to have an excuse for not cleaning up. Yet, she took time to read books
cover to cover, work on projects for others, go on trips, all the while having to
remember the mess waiting for her. Her energy was spent constantly knowing
she had a disaster. Rather than find a solution and taking the time to organize,
she continued to wonder why she was so stressed.
Now that you have acknowledged your stressors and made some
adjustments and changes, it’s time to relax and celebrate. You might make a
chart of stress reducers that work for you and for your kids. Include, and
always put high on the list, quiet time to reflect and think. Consider making an
appointment with yourself and your spirit. Then you might add music,
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candlelight, sitting outside in the moonlight, enjoying a mother bird teaching her
young how to fly, a warm bath, a bubble bath, an herbal bath, a glass of wine,
a great exotic cup of coffee, preparing a fine meal and serving it with the good
china, a rose (always give yourself a rose or flower or just plain garden greenery
and remember to put some at the bedside of your children, too. My children
used to love finding a floral arrangement on their night stand).
Go to the farmers market and get a bunch of gladiolas and watch them
open each day. Flowers say, “I love you” and they seem to brighten the day.
Buy a balloon. Go out to eat. Sign up for a dance class, yoga, Tai Chi,
meditation. Go to the theater. Take a walk in a garden or nature hike. Exercise
regularly if only going up and down the stairs 10 times in a row. Beat a pillow.
Scream. Hoe the garden. Better yet, plant a garden. Plant, an herb garden, and
bring it in during the winter. Let the children tend to it making gardening a family
affair. Treat yourself to something special and within your budget so you don’t
create another stressful consequence.
One time, when I was in Albuquerque, I had a nasty encounter with my
brother. I sought sanctuary in the health store across the street where I knew
I would feel at home. While walking aimlessly about the store trying to calm
down, I heard a call for the masseuse over the intercom. I immediately dashed
to the front of the store in search, knowing this health store often had masseuses
on duty for short rubs. I put my name on his waiting list and for a half hour, he
worked on my tension and released my negative energy until my anger and hurt
feelings disappeared. This on-the-spot healing was worth the investment. Get
a facial or massage, especially a touch for healing, Rubenfield, Alexander or
other type. For my birthday my friend Marilyn gave me a facial which was the
ticket I needed to sooth my clenched nerves.
I highly recommend you plan ahead so you can really get excited and
have something to look forward to.
Building Memories Idea: I once knew a fellow who for 6 months planned
the annual fishing trip. For one week he lived the fishing experience. For the next
6 months, with great joy, he relived the one week of fishing. Then for the
following 6 months he planned and looked forward to the next fishing trip.
Savor what you enjoy!
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Finding Friendships And Role Models
In today’s society, the nuclear family, for the most part, does not exist,
except, perhaps, in rural areas. There children tend to stay in the same locality
as they were raised, usually farming or joining the family business.
Occasionally, they find jobs within the community where their family roots are
firmly planted. Typically, families are left to fend for themselves, raising the
children without the guidance and emotional support of the respective extended
families.
At the time of divorce and separation, both parents and children may
feel a deep sense of loneliness and abandonment. In a nuclear family, this time
would be when families would rally together in support of their members.
No matter how well established your family may seem to be, it is a good
idea to develop relationships with others who would be strong developmental
role models for you and your kids. But where do you find such people? If you
are a member of a local church or synagogue, look for grandparents, aunts,
uncles, friends to “adopt.” Or check out your professional and social
organizations for candidates. Consider neighbors, teachers, scouting
organizations or a variety of support groups.
Make sure you don’t accept such a relationship without doing some
background checks which could verify the quality, interests, motivation of
potential adoptions. You would be wise to migrate towards persons who have
similarities to your morals, principles, nurturing, basic beliefs and policies.
Listen carefully to what others have to say about these individuals. See how the
adoptee responds to you and your family. Listen to your gut feelings and those
of others in your family in making your selections. Check for good rapport.
Someone with whom you can freely communicate. Someone respectful,
respected, who has good judgement and is wise.
Besides giving emotional support and guidance, you may wish to find
someone who can help you and your family develop skills. Perhaps someone
to teach you camping skills, fine arts, marshal arts, sewing, swimming.
Consider bicycle rallies, volunteering, sports or sports audience participation.
The list is endless. Select an area of interest and build a host of potential
honorary relatives and friends.
Building Memories Idea: When we joined the new church many miles from
our families, I sought out a grandmother figure for the kids. The woman I
selected was a dear soul who always remembered the kids at birthdays,
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holidays, special events. She was wise and kind just like an ideal grandmother
would be. Ironically, she was a single woman who just happened to be a noted
missionary and had started schools in Nicaragua. As a result of my relationship
with Grandmother Elizabeth Marx, I went on a mission trip to Honduras to help
rebuild after Hurricane Mitch. In the evening I established the first classes in
English and math for our Moravian Miskito Indians. Each day, I thought of
Grandmother Marx and dedicated my trip in her honor. Without this lovely
woman, I would have never dreamed of being able to do mission work.
The same is true for the children. As I see them volunteering their time
and talents helping others, I see how our relationship with Grandmother
fostered a lifetime of giving.
Another time, I adopted Jim from the church ranks to come to the house
making kites with the kids. At the time, he was a young single man who needed the
type of family relationship we offered so it worked out well for all of us. The greatest
gift was to watch as my son related to him doing guy stuff including going to a farm,
skeet shooting and fishing. One time we all gathered during the Fourth of July and
shot off fireworks. I think we got the biggest kick out of the tiny tanks spinning round
and round shooting off sparklers in the dark of the evening making all sorts of noises.
These two relationships proved timely and necessary to help us deal with
our losses and to create new familiar ties. I have found that people come into and
go out of our lives with lessons and support if only we listen and live in the
moment.

Support Systems
Help I’ve fallen and can’t get up!
When your world seems to be crumbling, just like a building say, The
Leaning Tower of Pisa, you need support. Where do you look?
First choice will in all likelihood be within your family. Look and see
if you can talk frankly to your parents, siblings, other relatives. Next, try
friends, old friends and new friends. Where can you find new friends? How
about church? Does your church have a group for separating and divorced?
Get involved. Do they offer counseling? Maybe you should seek professional
help to get you jump started to a new life and a new you.
The first year of my separation, I wrote a program for the church to aid
parents in my situation. Even though my church did not impliment the idea, the
Methodist church began a program almost identical to my notion several years
later. Discovering their program, I immediately signed up becoming actively
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involved and supporting others as well as accepting their help. It was the most
supportive activity I found because we all shared the same experience.
When you are whole and secure within yourself, then you can look to
others for the support and comforting you desire. Look in your newspaper or
local news rags for support groups and groups of interest. Usually they are
listed. Check out Parents Without Partners, Singles, ToughLove. Try the local
Y, check out churches with programs for those either in separation or divorced.
Go visit the programs that seem to spark your interest. Evaluate each
program, its leadership, format, mission, membership. Does the program cater
to the adults only or are children included in activities? Do they have a growth
program of study where you not only learn but also have a chance to safely try
out new practices and behavior modifications? Get the kids involved after you
have attended several functions and met other adults and possibly families.
After all, you want to go someplace where you
feel welcome and comfortable before you
invite your kids to attend a place where they
may feel uncomfortable. If you are happy,
chances are they will enjoy this new
adventure.
Building Memories Idea : Begin making a
list of your interests. To help the kids, have them
do the same. Next, find places and people
where you can pursue these interest areas.
Perhaps you love fishing. See if there is a wildlife
group or fishing club and hook up with others.
Maybe you prefer theater. Check with the local
community theater and inquire about volunteer
groups. Then go paint the set which could be a
new interest, diversion, and new group of
friends. Do you love animals? See if the Humane
-Paul, Parent
Society needs volunteers to tend to the animals.
This would be fun for the whole family. Pets give
unconditional love and affection and right now you and the kids need that attention.
What was it you enjoyed as a kid and gave up? Now’s the time to rekindle
old loves and hobbies. Were you a cheerleader? Could the local school or Girls
Club need a coach or assistant? Perhaps you kicked a mean soccer ball full court.
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Little leagues need help. Are you a good listener? Role model? There are all sorts
of youth programs and counseling needs for individuals with addictions or the
homeless.
When I divorced, I rediscovered areas I loved. Because I felt I didn’t have
to compete, I found fishing partners both in the South and Midwest. I even managed
to go ice fishing after years of arguing and begging my brother and cousin to take
me. They thought I was too delicate for the sub-zero temperatures and harsh winds
of North Dakota. Now I go ice fishing more than they have ever gone with a
wonderful fishing partner who enjoys my company and encourages me. Another
thing I found of comfort was working with drug and alcoholics. They needed
support and job skills and in return I received much more support and love from
them than I felt I ever gave. I also sang more, joining various chorales or giving
special performances which filled my spirit and took me places.
However, my greatest joy probably remains my writing. I found mentors
who shepherded me giving me counsel and encouragement to write the songs within
my heart and thus this book for you. My mentors, Barbara, Charlotte, and Bill had
faith in me, raising my self esteem, validating me on my darkest of days. To them
I am eternally grateful!
In order to get support, it is essential to ask for it. In other words, you can’t
always be as strong as Mother Teresa. There are times when all of us need someone
else to lend an ear or helping hand. If you don’t ask for it, you’re not likely to get
help. Take a deep breath and ask for help. Ask God for support and guidance first
so that the right individuals and the best messages will come your way directing you
on a healthy path. Be still, listen and look, then assess and move on.
I would like to be on your support team as I believe you can do it!
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-Evis, age 13.

How Do You Want To Be Remembered?
What would you do differently if tomorrow you knew you were going
to die? What would you do differently if you thought your family were going
to die? What would you do differently in raising your kids today? What lessons
would you want your kids to know? How do you want to be remembered?
In the end, what do you want your children to remember? How do you
wish their childhood to be recorded in their diaries?
Kids weren’t delivered to parents with the perfect instruction manual
along with the pampers. Unlike the animal kingdom, parenting skills don’t
always come instinctively. Although our guts may cry out, parents are not
always open to receiving the 911 wake up call unless we are tuned in to the right
channel at the right time.
As parents we need to wake up to the cries of our kids. We need to
know where our kids are and what they are doing and with whom. We should
be setting the examples for which they can mold their behavior and life values.
We must establish their trust, expose them to character building values, and
model how to take responsibility for actions. It is important to develop life long
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virtues and respect, respect for self and others. When we were kids, telling a
lie made us blush and turn beet red. Kids today are so stone faced, lying is
natural without consequences and not a tale of blushing nor a blink of the eye.
Where are their values? Where are their parents, the ones teaching them about
life?
Get out from under the rock and take back your role as parent. Call
upon the other parent to help in rearing your children. Stop playing with fire and
rekindle the fire of parenting rights and responsibilities of raising kids into
wholesome adults. Begin at home. Set examples for your kids to follow. Put
on your own oxygen mask and awaken your spirit to take charge of your duties
as parent. Don’t let separation or divorce interfere with your parenting duties
and responsibilities.
As I have said, our children mirror our behavior. Kids naturally look
to parents as models for behavior. At times, all families are dysfunctional.
Some get through for the better, others for the worse. Bottom line, it is up to
parents if kids grow up becoming healthy, happy adults or carry all the baggage
from a destructive divorce observing the parent who is bitter, openly conveying
war messages or playing the wounded victim. Even if one parent chooses to
stir the pot with constant conflict, the other parent can show kids that life does
go on after separation and divorce. Life can be happy and constructive. It isn’t
easy starting over, yet millions do it each year whether as a result of divorce,
death, illness, unemployment, bankruptcy, disaster.
We all make choices which at that very moment are the best we can do.
We do and say things that later we wished we had done differently. No one is
perfect. I know I certainly am not.
It is so important that you first develop a sense of trust. Kids, if hurt or
wounded, are not powerful enough to articulate that they have been let down.
If the child’s trust is broken and destroyed, where does the child turn if he can’t
trust his own immediate family? How are children expected to trust the outside
world? Parents need to promote the child’s sense of security while building
integrity, love, morality, respect. We must teach our kids basic principles first.
If we don’t teach our kids these virtues, someone else will come along and teach
them different, often undesirable values. Children need parents to instruct and
guide them and not leave the responsibility to the child to learn on his own.
That’s why a child is a child.
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Big Mistake: I sheltered my children from the harsh realities of our divorce.
I made decisions with the intention of keeping information from the kids. I
believed in family values. Originally hoping to protect, I ended up causing more
problems. Because my world was falling apart, I was shaken and vulnerable
in pretending everyone else shared my best interest. The reality of divorce is
that women need to stick with a good attorney or mediator and not listen to what
everyone else says including the almost ex-spouse about money and anything
else. Believing in the almost ex-husband versus trusting the attorney, worrying
about hurting the kids feeling, I actually hurt their future by not concentrating on
the money. Like so many mothers, I unwittingly was still under my ex and did
not have the perception to realize he was in the process of becoming “former”
spouse and my welfare was not his concern. As things shook out, the childern’s
welfare too. I would have survived a lot better if I had not been so concerned
about everyone’s feelings. Furthermore, if the ex-husband had your best
interest in heart, he would not be your ex. What’s relative is he’s becoming the
ex and you no longer have any reason to believe him. After years of trauma,
you’re most vulnerable when you’re a singing wounded animal. The soon-tobe-ex-spouse picks up the scent and moves in for the kill. This is when the
weakest needs to be the toughest. So remember to pull up your socks and listen
to me. Get strong and tough and fight for yourself and your kids. Get every
penny you can for your children and don’t let any guilt trip sidestep you.
As parents, we give our children life and establish values as we nurse
them toward adulthood hoping they develop into healthy kids who become
independent and in control of their own destinies. They became wiser with each
generation because they have the opportunities to see more clearly and choose
what behaviors and attitudes they may wish to exhibit. And if your kids are like
all other kids before them, they will see some behaviors they like which are
scripted from their parents.
Are you acting like a victim or showing that you are investing in your
own future as well as your kids?
Conversely, children inevitably see conduct not as desirable. Hopefully
they will see the difference, judge the merits and make their own life’s changes.
It is up to kids to break the cycle. They may need help, your help, professional
help.
A friend told me that she gave her kids what she considered to be a very
important message. She wrote a nice parental statement and framed it and gave
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each child the following: “Our parents make us what we are. It’s our own
fault if we stay that way.”
According to Mark Bryan, author of The Prodigal Father: Reuniting
Fathers and Their Children, 50 percent of divorced fathers see their children
only once a year. This is unacceptable. Raising kids isn’t a Christmas-time only
event. Parenting is lifelong. And the gift is the art of parenting full time not at
one’s convenience. Love isn’t bought with presents. Love is an ongoing
connection that develop in the context of a nurturing lifelong relationship.
Children don’t want to be bought. Often parents buy their kids’s love
trying to outdo each other and the Joneses. They get sucked up into the vacuum
of destructive behavior. You can shower them with all the electronic wizardry
and gadgets, buy them a fancy sports car, fill their closets, take extravagant
vacations thinking you are the best parent in the world. Yet if you don’t show
and speak love along with a guiding hand upon which they can grab as a lifeline,
you’ve failed as a parent. Love is more important than the money. Caroline
Kennedy is a prime example. She had money. She experienced tragedy. Yet
today, she speaks of the love and family times which held her together outside
the limelight and public scrutiny.
What kids really want is for parents to be there for them and with them
showing them how to cope with life’s challenges. How to solve problems.
How to be happy with who they are and with what they have. They need
parents to set goals and dish out praise at their attempts even when they lose
the ball game or science contest. Children need love and attention and not
abuse or yelling. Kids want the memories of sitting on your lap while you hold
them close singing sweetly. They need to smell the homemade cookies fresh
from the oven and devour them with milk and not all the hyped-up artificial
flavorings, sugars and colors. They need to cuddle in bed while telling you about
their imaginary friends and listening to your tales of family history. Kids need
love!
Paddy S. Welles, a New York Therapist and author of To Stand in
Love: Untangling the Webs We Weave said, “We are creating a world of
children who do not know love. And this is because we are not creating homes
in which children can feel loved.” She concludes that kids not feeling love, don’t
treasure themselves as being loved which in turn destroys their ability to love.
She suggests we put less emphasis on accumulating wealth and competing with
others as a way of life and spend more time with our kids cultivating a sense of
well-being.
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Marian Wright Edelman, founder of the Children’s Defense Fund, as
baccalaureate speaker at Wake Forest University (May 20, 2002) told the
graduates to fight for the country’s children. Furthermore, referring to
congress’s welfare reform bill, she queried, “Should parents choose between
making a living and the lives and safety of their children?”
If the child doesn’t feel safe and secure, the child looses a sense of
integrity in his world. He acts out in the only way he can.
Parents must teach principles first as well the things we don’t do to
others unless someone suffers paying the price with a deck of consequences.
A child cannot be held responsible for his actions if no lessons and standard of
accountability are in place. If you are going to have children, then you have to
love them and teach them. That’s why he’s a child. Bring up a child with a solid
foundation and even if he strays, the child will eventually return to his early
teachings. Proverbs 22: 6, “Train up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart from it.”
Maybe it’s time you ask, “where am I heading with my kids?” What do
I see and want down the road, 5, 10, 15, 20 years?
Children need love, attention, physical touch, communication, time.
Without these nourishments, they don’t thrive. They wither on the vine and
become problems of society turning to love in all the wrong places,
promiscuity, sexual deviancy, drugs, alcohol, gambling, abuse, stealing,
robbery and murder ending up in jail, rehab, living on the streets, or worse,
dead.
Parents have got to give children a sense of values and a perspective in
taste and judgement. The child’s inner well-being must be safeguarded.
Children must be taught to resist fads and trends and mob appeals. Just because
others are doing something is not a license to join the bandwagon. Sometimes
it’s better to be a geek than pay a lifetime debt for a single wrongdoing.
Kids have too much freedom during which to get into trouble and be
misguided by the wrong people. Parents are too busy to check in with kids and
spend time getting to know their creations. How can a child be expected to
grow up without guidelines and discipline? Where’s the commitment parents
made at conception as the right of childhood? Have you taken the time to
discover the worries, dreams, goals, essence of your children? Do you really
know what makes each one tick? Have you ever shared your expectations and
held them accountable?
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Being from a messed up family Im afraid to
have children because I dont want to screw
them up as I was. -Emily, age 21
I know with my kids, I failed miserably here. Yes, they knew I had high
expectations, yet I blew it on accountability as I felt so all alone and without
power of an enforcement back up support system. I needed a family. They
needed a united family. We parents failed them. I cannot take back those
years. I cannot change what has transpired. I can only ask forgiveness as I
could only deal with the tools I had available at the time. My intentions were
good. My delivery a flop. I tried to shelter them. Perhaps too much. I believed
in the vows I took as wife and mother and at their Christening. However, I
failed. I did not have the support I needed and they needed. I was too
embroiled in the battles to come up for air and be the mother I had envisioned.
To this day, I ask for guidance. Each day as I rise and make my bed,
I place on my pillow the small white heart-nosed pup my daughter tied to my
Honduras backpack along the tiny handmade birthday pillow my kids made me,
the single stem red rose symbol of love, and pray that God will keep them safe
and bring them back to me. I have heard that a mother’s prayer is always
answered. I hope mine is.
Serenity Prayer: God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot
change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the
difference.
Building Memories Idea: I tried to do fun things with my kids. We took a
trip to Great Yellowstone. We encountered a stressful moment. To change
directions, I tried old-fashioned typical silliness. I remember walking on the
board walkway around the Painted Geysers making outrageous noises while
waving my arms from side to side as if flying an airplane. I held their attention
with my crazy antics and got them absorbed into the humor of the moment,
forgetting all negative feelings. I am sure others at the tourist site thought I had
lost my marbles. I did not care as the kids were my central focus. Sure the kids
thought there’s Mother with her goofy behavior. Yet, they joined in and were
goofy, too. It worked! For awhile they were transported to being a child
leaving the emotional pain behind.
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Another time, a fall evening, I got a pizza, beverages, candles, a
blanket, and headed to Old Salem Square with the kids. We sat on the
Independence Day plaque in the middle of the fenced grass and had a party full
of laughter, song, dance and leaf throwing. Once while giving our food order,
I realized I was so distressed over a family matter I couldn’t decide what to
order. I asked my friend to decide for me as I found a table and waited. I could
sense the kids were also stressed. When they joined me at the table, I tossed
away all table etiquette eating Tom Jones fashion adding my rendition of the
memorable scene in When Harry Met Sally. The kids got into the fun with one
daughter putting fries out her nose laughing so much tears ran down our faces.
Needless to say, we all felt 100% better.
Come up with exciting activities. Parties are always well received by
kids as long as they are creative and fun and include their friends. Remember
to add pets whenever possible. There are many free and low cost events to take
the kids to. You can always camp out in the livingroom under sheets draped
over dining room chairs complete with popcorn and samores (graham
crackers, melted marshmallows and chocolate). Parks offer fun family times.
Or just for the heck of it, simply go for a ride in the country exploring roads the
kids pick and stop at a quaint restaurant or ice cream parlor. Try grilling hotdogs
or wolfing down peanut butter and jelly sandwiches by a stream or cow pasture
while enjoying the views.
Dancing in our household was a fun time. I would put on a record or CD
and we would dance silly, goofy moves. Clowning amazingly removes tensions
and makes people smile. To this day, when my kids come over, we play music
and dance in the livingroom.
Sometimes we would dress up in silly oversized clothes we had laying
around. Many a time we had Tammy Faye or Drew Cary’s Mimi make over day
where we would put on all sorts of heavy outlandish make up and add far-out
accessories, parading around taking pictures of our shenanigans.
Spend time with your kids. Watch them play and play with them.
There’s an added benefit: your missed childhood can be recreated. As others
watched me playing with my kids, I’m sure they were envious. I know these
adults wish they could participate, yet I imagine they were afraid to let their inner
child be nurtured. Go to the beach, park or backyard sandbox and get out the
dump trucks, scoops and buckets and build a sand castle. You’ll be surprised
at the fun you share with your kids. Play and splash in the mud and let it ooze
through your toes.
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Cardinal Rule: You are not too grownup to have fun, especially with your
kids!
Develop a symbolic gesture for greeting each other. My Mother and
Father had this whistle when they entered the house. I always knew when
Daddy came home by his “waawoo” and would run to give him a big bear hug.
Later, our family developed a butt goose greeting and shaking of the derriere.
A treasured memory which I can still see, happened when my youngest
daughter, having just had major spinal surgery, returned to her father’s house
from my private street party. She lifted her skirt displaying her raspberry
panties and shook her little butt. Instantly I knew she loved me and that all was
well.
Another memory happened during the prom. Now imagine this, here
the kids are all dolled up in their finest and, out of no where, my beautiful,
formally dressed daughter, in front of her unsuspecting date, turns and shakes
her booty at me. I just beamed. I did not need anything else to make me happy.
Once while saying goodbye to my adult daughters, I gave the familiar
butt grab and to my amazement their boyfriends demanded the same treatment.
In fact, one beau claimed I did not give him as great a farewell as the other ladd
and demanded better. So I gave him a double dose, and all was well!
Oh, and one more. Find a special word to relate your love to your kids.
Ours is “chocolate.” I love you more than chocolate. Now that is something
special in our family, as we are all chocoholics. Here’s another one. We use
the sign for “I love you” when we part company.
It takes a village to raise a child, it starts with two loving parents who
spend time getting to know their children not passing in the hall on the way to
work. Parenting is work. Work takes time. Hard work pays off in big
dividends. Today we as parents need to invest our time in developing kids who
are contributing members to our society with values that supersede all
expectations of human kindness and strong character. If we don’t take back
our roll as parents and teachers, our kids will become the ranks of a lost
generation.
It is never too late to be the parents your kids deserve. First, admit your
mistakes and ask forgiveness, first of yourself and then to those who were
affected by your choices. Make a concerted effort to change by defining the
behavior you wish to follow, setting goals and designing an accountability
standard including the plan of action and date for completion. I found making
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a commitment coupled with prayer and visualizations of what I want to see
happening, including the steps leading to that goal, made my journey more
likely.
Both parents need to be unified in the parenting program. Make time
to sit, discuss, dream and plan how you want your lives to be lead. Support
each other by asking how you can help. Determine the values and character you
want your children to possess. Figure out how best to develop these traits. Set
expectations making sure the family understands and follows your example.
Take time to parent each child individually and collectively by
scheduling a family night as well a Day with Dad or a Date with Mom so you
can have fun, stay connected and check up on what’s going on with each
person. Make sure the dates are regular and upheld.
Hug your child and show them how much they are loved by your words
and actions.
Remember the Golden Rule: Do unto others, as you want them to do unto
you.

Don’t:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Exploit the kids
Let kids be in the crossfire
Skimp financially
Buy your way into the children’s life
Neglect visitations
Let your kids get away with murder

Do:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Set priorities
Be there mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually
Spend real time with your children
Teach behaviors, values, respect and character
building skills
Set standards, goals and consequences for behaviors
Take time to stop, look, listen, talk and love your
children

Build Memories to Last a Lifetime
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In the end, what do you want your kids to remember? Your family
scrambling to pay the bills? Moaning and groaning that the other parent has it
better while you castrate him or her in front of the kids? Are mom and dad too
busy to hear their children’s pleas for attention and kissing of their booboos?
Do you want them to remember the cookie jar filled with homemade morsels
sitting high on the shelf with a do not touch sign? Will the towels, lined up
perfectly, be their memory? Will your kids remember you chatting on cell
phone when they have news to share? Will the words they hear be the
arguments and despairingly hurtful attacks? Do you want them talking about
your no show at the art exhibit?
Will your children remember the dust on the coffee table and the highly
polished linoleum? Or will your kids remember your being there for them as a
whole, grounded parent with whom they can discuss their concerns, role model
sound character building, share their dreams, plan for the future? Will your kids
delightfully remember the chocolate chip cookies, the bed time stories, the kiss
goodnight, your being the number one cheerleader at the soccer match, your
ear-to-ear smile and open arms when they came home?
Memories, little things, gestures, smiles, hugs all add up to positive
recollections.
Always greet your children as though you are truly happy to see
them. Wear a smile as big as the ocean and a hug as warm as a cup of hot
chocolate loaded with marshmallows.
Carpe diem, seize the day, and make it memorable. Love your kids
more than chocolate!

My parents are divorced,
life has changed...
but theres hope because
my mom loves me more than chocolate!
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